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THE GAME THAT WAS WON 

ei 

A PRODUCTION superintend- 

» ent was dissatisfied with the 

im set-up his company was plan- 

ning for turning out cylinders. It was 

a simple job of boring, turning, cham- 

fering and facing. Twelve lathes had 

been proposed to handle the work— 

and no one had questioned this method 

until the super found out that he could 

get better production with just TWO 

Heald Bore-Matics. 

Two machines instead of twelve looked 

like @ pretty good score to start with, 

so the production man asked Heald to 

show him some actual test figures. Here 

they are: 

matics 

2 HEALD BORE 
vs 

12 LATHES 

f ed 

Equipment
 Cost. .40% sav 

% saved 

Floor Spa
ce - ** $3 

90% saved 

BY THE MAN WHO KEPT SCORE 

A 40% saving in equipment cost. . . 

an 83% saving in floor space... a 

90% saving in man-hours. Final score 

(in favor of the manufacturer), a 60% 

saving in the cost of the finished 

product! 

Cutting production costs is a highly 

competitive game these days. The win- 

net is usually the man who knows how 

to “keep score.” And in hundreds of 

case-histories like this one, Heald engi- 

neers have pointed the way . . . by 

applying new methods to old problems 

. .. by reducing man-hours . . . speed- 

ing up production . . . improving preci- 

sion and eliminating rejects. 

It is engineering like this that can easily 

mean the difference between profit 

and loss on your production line — 

especially when so many other facto:s 

may be beyond your control. We ct 

Heald would welcome the opportunity 

to study your problems— at no obliga- 

tion, of course. For further details, 

write: THE HEALD MACHINE COMPANY, 

WORCESTER 6, MASS. 

HEALD 

means finer precision 

... lower costs 
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American ...... 

Engineering Conference .. .- Our cover 

Kodachrome, taken in the chief engi- 

neer’s office at E. W. Bliss Co., Brook- 

lyn, by McGraw-Hill Studios, shows top 

company engineers in the middle of a 

die conference. At lower left is Fred 

Porteous, chief engineer, Brooklyn plant. 

The smooth-tonsured gentleman beyond 

him is Joseph Klocke, chief die designer, 

while Art Schloz, general chief engi- 

neer of Bliss (who headquarters in To- 

ledo), is across the table. The imme- 

diate problem is a die for making the 

beer-can top in foreground. Next on the 

agenda are the dies for the 5-gal. can in 

the background. 

Qo 

Returning Veteran . . . Welcomed back 

from the wars in last issue is the New 

Literature Insert (pages 189 and 190), 

offering twoscore bulletins on products 

used in metal-working plants, plus a 
pair of prepaid postcards for your con- 

venience in requesting those you prefer. 
With difficulty we restrained ourselves 

from decorating it with the G.I.’s “rup- 

tured duck.” Or maybe it should be the 

Purple Heart; it was a war casualty— 

and will be cut up again by readers. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

Director of Circulation 
AMERICAN MACHINIST, 330 West 42 Street, 

Name 

New York 18, N. Y. 
Please change the address of my American Machinist subscription. 
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Framed and Hung . . . Wrote W. H. 

Scherer, Asst. to the V.P. in Charge of 
Mfg., Worthington Pump & Machinery 

Corp., to O. Fluharty, who drew the 
“Our Shop” cartoon in our Feb. 28 is- 

sue: “I have just had a good laugh 
over the cartoon drawn by you... . 
The sketch is so realistic from a comedy 
standpoint that I would be pleased if 

you will advise where I may obtain a 
copy to frame and hang in my office. . . . 

It is one of the best I have seen .. .” 
If you’ve got a similar idea, write Mr. 
Fluharty, secretary, Shepherd Machine 

& Tool Company, 2821 Roosevelt Ave., 
Indianapolis 1, Ind. He'll be glad to 

send you one of the original prints. 
which are about 30 in. long. Be a sport 
and send him return postage—or he’ll 
go broke doing American Machinist’s in- 
quiring readers favors. 

Qe 

Slanted Job . . . From cover to cover, 

this issue bows to tool engineers, soon 
to assemble in Detroit for their annual 
convention and show. Hard-bitten dope 
on how to handle a jig borer, wartime 
developments in machining, and Part I 
of Eitel’s instructions for training tool 

engineers and methods men... all are 
here, plus that amazing story we prom- 
ised on the Republic Seabee, with one of 
the authors the man who dared publicly 

to suggest the Army could buy the 

justly famed Thunderbolt for less than a 

third of the going price if they’d permit 
redesign for production. 

PORTRAITS 
OF THE WEEK 

Alfred Marchev, presi- 
dent (right), and A. 

Boyajian, stress 
analysis engineer, tell 
in our lead article how 
simplification of air- 
frame structure al- 
lows Republic Aviation 
Corp. to produce the 
amphibian Seabee at 
popular prices. Born 
and educated in Switz- 
erland, Mr. Marchev 
arrived in this country 
in 1919 and worked for 

Old Address 
several companies be- 

I, 

fore joining Republic 
in 1942 and becoming 
president in 1943. Mr. 

New Company Connection _ 
Boyajian, formerly with 
the A.A.F. and Curtiss- 

New Title or Position 
Wright, is in charge of 
Stress analysis and re- 
design of the Seabee. 

Word Compressor .. . On this page for 

Feb. 28, we talked of an 8-page special 
report on equipment in small and in 

large plants. You probably noticed in 
last issue that the report was made in 
3 pages. That left 5 pages for other 
articles. Any objections, gentlemen? 

aw 

Ho Hum... Last Sept. 17, our Washing- 

ton Bulletin page reported: “Commerce 

will also take over most of the operations 

of the Smaller War Plants Corp., except 

for its loan functions, which will be 

continued by RFC.” Jan. 17, our Wash. 

Bul. said: “President Truman has trans- 

ferred the functions of the Smaller War 

Plants Corp. to RFC and the Commerce 
Dept. RFC takes over WPC’s lending 

and surplus functions . .. SWPC’s powers 

to give technical and other assistance to 

small business go to the Commerce Dept. 

The change takes effect Jan. 28.” May- 

be we should sell a subscription to the 

Production Manager in the White House, 

so our predictions don’t have to wait so 
long to be carried out. 

Qo 

Next Issue . . . Estimating job-shop man- 
ufacturing costs, by the Supervisor of 
Planning in American Can’s ’Frisco ma- 
chine shop; a 20-page special on “How 
to Work With Plastics”; and W. J. 
Adams, Jr., of G.E., explaining how gear 
inspection time is cut with masters. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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METALLURGICALLY 

CORRECT Ol FLOW 

POSITIVE CONTROL OF THE WORK 

Work is clamped against distortion on a fixed lower 
die ...quenching oil uniformly being forced over and 
around the part... result: a true round flat shape. 

METALLURGICALLY CORRECT OIL FLOW 

All controls are adjusted from front of machine. At all 
stages of the quenching operation the volumes and 
rates of flow of the oil are pre-set to assure uniform 
hardness and minimum distortion. 

QUICK SET-UPS 

Removable upper die can be changed easily and quickly 
to suit each different job...upper die drops out on 

lower die and is easily removed when lower die is 
swung out to loading position. 

SAFE, EASY METHOD OF QUENCHING 

The lower die automatically swings out from under 
upper die for a safe, quick means of loading and un- 
loading the work. Once set up, one control switch 

sends this machine through an entire quenching cycle, 
returning it to loading position when completed. 

Write for descriptive leaflet ...send in blueprints. . . 

let us show you how the new Gleason No. 16 Quench- | 

ing Press will solve your quenching problems. 

GLEASON 

NO. 16 QUENCHING PRESS 

1000 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK 

28, 1946 



The new CINCINNATI Plain Hydromatic Milling Machine 
(No. 5-60 size illustrated). Catalog M-1372 contains 
complete specifications and details of features for 
both the Plain and Duplex styles. 

@ You can expect big things from the 

new CINCINNATI Hydromatics. They're 

heavier, and much more powerful. They 

incorporate all the time-proved Hydro- 

matic features, plus many new and exclu- 

sive advantages which make them espe- 

cially useful for héavy cuts and rapid metal 

removal on all types of metals, and using 

all types of cutters including sintered car- 



/ 
CINCiP- ar 

The new CINCINNATI Hydromatics are built in Duplex styles, 
too. This illustration shows the largest standard size, a No. 
56-90, tooled up to mill the channels in cast steel journal 
boxes. Here is concrete evidence of the ruggedness and cut- 
ting capacity of these new machines. Both spindles are taking 
a cut %” deep by 11” wide (the full diameter of the cutters). 
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you wouldn't 

Nor should you put carbide cutting tools 

on a lathe lacking the fundamental 

rigidity for their most efficient use. 

Carbide cutting tools have increased 

horsepower requirements up to 300 

per cent. They have increased cutting 

speeds 200 to 500 per cenf. 

Our jobs, our earnings and profits as well, 

will depend upon low cost production in the 

terrific compétition to come. The most modern 

machines and methods must be used. 

Now is the time to scrap the machines that 

cannot “carry the load,” and replace them 

with good War Surplus machines or new 

machines. ‘Phone now for one of our engi- 

neers to help you to select the equipment 

best suited to your needs. 

What Horsepower Are YOU Using? 

45 to 50 horsepower is required to rough turn and 

face these automobile transmission cluster gears, 

at the high surface speeds required by carbide 

cutting tools—this is approximately three times 

the horsepower needed with high speed steel 

cutting tools. Fay Automatic Lathes are designed 

for the most efficient use of carbide cutting tools. 

Engineered to ‘Carry the Load” for Most Product 

Foy Milmite Lite 

RAM TYPE 
UNIVERSAL TURRET LATHES 

JONES « 

LAMSON 

MACHINE COMPANY 

SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A. 

Manufacturer of: Univer- 
sal Turret taothes @ Fay 
Automatic Lathes © Auto- 
matic Double-End Milling 
and Centering Machines @ 
Automatic Thread Grind- 
ers @ Optical Compara- 
tors @ Automatic Opening AUTOMATIC THREAD 
Threading Dies and GRINDERS 
Chasers. _ 

1946 28, 

ive Operation With Carbide Cuffing Tools 

COMPARATORS 

FAY AUTOMATIC LATHES 



Balanced Gear Production 
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Involute 

time is 

pills, sine bars’ or calculations. 

px 
ing, the Fellows Lapping Ma 

videg an economical ins of restoring 

GEAR, AFTER 
SHAVING 

No. 12 Gear Shaving 

Machine; one of a line of 

machines for Gear 

Shaving. 

7-Type Gear Shapers, 

one of several types for 

Cutting and Pre-shaving. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



city tooth spacing, tooth shdp 

Be . Red Liner charts a 
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8M Red Liner 

for Final Inspection. 

coMfrels high pr ion accuracy from 

finishéd gear. Consult 

= neer Qn your production 

B\ The Feows Gear Shdper Co., 

\ or 616 Fither Bidg., Dettit 2, Michder 640 West 

blem or’ write to} 

‘\ Town Office Bidg., Chicayo 12, Ill. 

\ t \ \ ie 
\ Wit tte 

\ genet | LS-Type Gear Lapping 

Machines for Finishing 

After Hardening. 

No. 12 Involute Meas- 

uring Instruments for 

Checking Involute 

“ee Profiles. 
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@ The wide selection of CINCINNATI Centertype Grinding Machines 
available for your precision grinding operations has been extended 
to include a 10”-L size, built in 18” and 30” between-center lengths. 
Its principal features, many of which are enumerated on the oppo- 
site page, and the wide selection of attachments available, make 
the 10”-L desirable for precision grinding a wide variety of parts in 
the 6” machine range, but requiring 4 larger swing. Miscellaneous 
machine tool parts; hydraulic valves; aircraft engine and landing 
gear parts; automotive engine, transmission, steering mechanism 
parts, and many others may be ground quickly, accurately and to 
exceedingly close tolerances. § You may obtain all the facts about 
this versatile grinding machine by writing for Catalog G-537. 

CINCINNAT 

CENTER TYPE GRINDING MACHINERENTE 



) @ FILMATIC Grinding Wheel Spin- @ Cross Traverse Handwheel. 

May die Bearings, = exclusive feature, Dial graduations on the hub 
= te produce exceptionally fine finishes . f Itio! 

and eliminate bearing maintenance. are convenient for multiple 

Self-adjusting. No discernible spindle e ; oF diameter work. A large in- 
g@ fitter. Over several years, Cincinnati “Y struction plate indicates re- 

Grinding Machines equipped with FIL- : duction in work diameter for 
MATIC Spindle Bearings, never have 
had down time charged against them 
because of grinding wheel spindle 
bearing failure. 

various increments of infeed 

movement. 

And in addition to the features illustrated, the 

CINCINNATI 10”-L Plain Hydraulic Grinding Ma- 

chine has: 

@ Infinitely Variable Table Reverse Speeds 3” 

to 240” per Minute 

@ Operating Controls are grouped close together for effi- 

cient manipulation. All controls are safe, positive, accurate , 
and responsive. Unit type construction permits removal of Exceptionally Accurate Movement of Wheel- 
any control unit independently of the others. This is also ‘ . 
true of CINCINNATI Universal Grinding Machines. head Cross Slide 

Single Lever Start-Stop of Coolant Flow, 

Work Rotation, and Table Traverse 

Independent Right- and Left-Hand Tarry 

Adjustments 

@ Automatic Filtered Pressure 
Lubrication for table ways and 

cross ways helps keep down Two-Speed Hand Traverse—table and cross 
maintenance costs, and increases 

useful life span of the machine. 
Diagram above shows system of : 
lubricgting ways. Sketch at left No Gears or Worm Wheels in Headstock 

illustrates how easy it is to re- 
place filters. Flow and pressure 
valves are accessible here. Screw and Lever Type Footstock 

a 

@ Adjustable Reversing Dogs 9 a Table Ways Protected by Telescopic Guards 
on the front of the table con- 
trol table reciprocation from 
3/32” to full table stroke. Ac- & on ’ : 
curacy of table reversal with . Coolant Reservoir Integral with Bed 

power traverse engaged, 
within .004”. This permits 

power table traverse to be . “ 
used when grinding close to shoulders. Confidence of the Write today for FOr SPF of Catalog G-537. 
operator is greatly increased and work spoilage decreased. 

TIGRINDERS INCORPORATED 

CINCINNATI 9, OHIO, U.S.A. 

HINERENTERLESS GRINDING MACHINES CENTERLESS LAPPING MACHINES 



VAN NORMAN 
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No. 26 — heod 
locked in position for 
vertical milling. 
Table size: 50x 12” 

The Van Norman Ram-Type Miller with the head locked With the cutterhead locked in an angular position, the 
in the herizontal position for a gong milling operation. operator is taking an angular cut on the workpiece, 
Operator is using rear controls. operating the miller with the rear directional controls. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Mug onia 

Horizontal Angular, Vertical Milling . . . all with One Machine. 

Adjustable Cutterhead Minimizes Idle Machine Time. 

Front and Rear Controls Increase Operator Output, Reduces Worker 

Fatigue. 

Moveable Ram Enables Operators to Handle More and Bigger 

Work Pieces. 

In the toolroom, machine shop, pattern shop, experimental laboratory or pro- 

duction department, the Van Norman Ram Type Miller, with its adjustable 

cutterhead, meets daily fluctuating requirements by enabling operators to per- 

form horizontal, angular or vertical milling on one machine with conventional 

milling practice and standard arbors and cutters . . . without special attachments. 

The result: idle machine and operator time is cut by as mutch as 50%... errors 

minimized . . . production increased. 

Front and rear directional power and hand controls provide complete visibility of 

the milling operation . .. eliminate back and forth operator motion... reduce 

worker fatigue .. . provide increased operator safety. Other features include 

single lever feed selector, moveable ram, automatic lubrication. Investigate 

the Van Norman Ram Type Millers today. See how they cut costs, improve 

accuracy and increase production. They are available in fourteen models 

. a size to meet every requirement. 

VAN NORMAN COMPANY 

Ucpage Vin Moumnangpe 

MARCH 28, 1946 



"Jee LANDMATIC HEAD 

Increas
ed Product

ion Over 

Other 
Method

s Used’’.
. 

. 

4" Landmatic Taper Attachment 

Head producing valve parts. 
200-250 threads per grind. 

Threading time 12 seconds per 
p 



"Due to the rigidity and design of this tool, we have increased our production over 

previous methods used. One of our chief troubles in the past has been to hold 

the lead and taper of our threads while running at high production speeds. This has been 

eliminated with your head. We are called upon to make standard and extra long length 

threads. The taper attachment is ideal for this purpose." 

Write for Bulletin F-90 

Machine Co 

WAYRNESBORO, PA., U.S.A. 



It has been proven conciusively that 
it pays to get the best equipment 
available for the work to be done. 

One widely known company recently 
installed an ‘‘American’”’ Traversing 
Radial and promptly showed over a 
40% reduction in drilling time. 

Such savings are not exceptional. In 
fact they are the rule whenever the 
proper care is exercised in the selec- 
tion of equipment. The hit and miss 
methods of machine tool, buying 
that have existed in the past defi- 
nitely will have to be discarded if 
the low cost demands of the future 
are to be met. From now on ma- 
chine tool equipment must be 
selected on a production cost basis 
for only those plants that produce 
efficiently will survive the com- 
petitive era ahead. 

‘‘American’’ Lathes and Radial 
Drills have proven themselves to be 

low cost producers. They are mod- 
ern; they are powerful; they have 
the stamina to insure unfaltering 
operation. 

e@ Send for descriptive literature 

Courtesy of Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 

THE AMERICAN TOOL WORKS CO. 

_ Cincinnati, tienes 



“| Can’t Afford 

Down-Time... 

| need a sheave that goes on 

and off easy and fast!” 

TEXROPE 

“MAGIC-GRIP” 

... Fastest Mounting Sheave Ever Made! 

Saves manhours...this improved sheave with _less vibration, less strain on bearings. Clamp 

“Magic-Grip” bushing comes completely as- 

sembled. You slide it on the shaft to exact 

position, tighten three cap screws — and it 

grips like magic. No filing or scraping, no 

hammering. And it comes off just as easily! 

fit can’t damage shaft. No wobble, shear or 

backlash. 

You get these advantages without increase 

in prices! See “Magic-Grip” sheaves — at 

your nearest A-C district office or dealer. For 

literature, write to ALLIS-CHALMERS, Mil- 

waukee 1, Wisconsin. 

More advantages: “Magic-Grip” sheave 

mounts close to the motor. Less overhang, aoe 

C ALLIS@ CHALMERS © 

SHEAVES 
“ae GRIP” . TEX- 
STE ° TEXDRIVE 

“Speed changers and 
VARI-PITCH sheaves. 

hiaieer so line 
— Sizes, types for every 
— transmission prob- 

and condition. 
TEXROPE V-BELT DRIVES 

ORIGINATORS OF THE MULTIPLE V-BELT DRIVE 

HEAR THE BOSTON SYMPHONY: Every Saturday Evening, American Broadcasting Co. 

MARCH 28, 1946 



LANDIS TOOL 10” x 36” DC Plain Grinder— 
Standard machine plus 2 extra wheels, work 
arbors, wheel truing fixture, work driver, work 
cradle, visual sizing gauge, and hydraulic 

rapid infeed. 

LANDIS TOOL CO. « WAYNESBORO, PENNA. 



= is another example of how 

grinding problems can be solved with 

standard machines tailored to the job. 

With four grinding operations ona cylin- 

der LANDIS TOOL engineers mounted 

three wheels on the same spindle so that 

the job could be done with a single setup. 

This was made possible by the massive- 

ness of the machine itself. In addition to 

savings of 75% in setup time, there were 

further savings made in grinding time. 

By combining the diameter and adjacent 

shoulder in one operation and the two 

stepped diameters in another operation 

together with the use of the hydraulic 

rapid infeed, grinding time was reduced 

more than SO%. 

Many production grinding problems lend 

themselves to an equally economical and 

cost reducing solution. If you have a 

grinding problem, call on LANDIS TOOL 

for Engineered Grinding Service. 

43 

el 

THE PROBLEM 

To grind three diameters and an adjoining shoul- 
der of a cylinder in large volume production. 

Starting with a standard 10” x 36’' DC Plain 
Grinder, LANDIS TOOL engineers mounted 3 
wheels on the same spindle. The widest diameter 
and adjoining shoulder were ground first by the 
24" x 2%" wheel. 

OPERATION NO. 2 

The two adjacent diameters were then ground by 
the 24” x %'’ wheel and the 23%” x %"’ wheel. 

Grinding setup with wheel in position for grinding 
diameter and adjoining shoulder. 
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SYSTEM OF TOOL HOLDERS 

DOUBLES ( even fr iples) sn each chip is comparatively light, i 
planer will, with this tool, carry with ease 

N a feed and depth of cut much greater 
P LA NE R id R ODUCT! 0 than is possible when using an ordinary 

tool, and there is much less tendency to 
“break out” at the end of cut. 

SO ETT TTT es wee . “ a 
The ARMSTRONG Gang Planer Tool es 

not only ends costly delays for “tooling- r2 

up”, it actually reduces planing time 

as much as 75%—multiplying machining 

profits proportionally. It is the correct 

tool for planing large surfaces. Carry- 

ing 4 square cutter bits, this tool makes 

not one but four cuts with each traverse 

of the bed. The head of this tool swivels 

and is graduated so that it can be 

quickly and accurately set to any de- 

sired feed. 

The Armstrong System of Tool Holders 

provides the correct tools for every 

operation on lathes, planers, slotters 

and shapers. Each is an efficient profit- 

building tool — a permanent multi- ete 

purpose ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDER — Faste 

that “Saves: All Forging, 70% Grinding ; » He 

and 90% High Speed Steel”. Your in- aa : dite 

dustrial distributor has them in stock. AE.” re whict 

e WI 

oper: 

matic 

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO. Le 4 plete! 
“The Tool Holder People” ae eat eA 

315 N. Francisco Ave. Chicago 12, U. S. A. ; et — owO 2 
Eastern Whse. and Sales: 199 Lafayette St., New York 12, N. Y. wi ee F s by 14 

Pacific Coast Whse. and Sales Office: 1275 Mission St., , 
San Francisco 3, Calif. ei \ . 
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Production Multiplied by Four 

with the FASTERMATIC 

@ Where you have a part like this, requiring as many as six 

Operations in one chucking, you have an ideal job for the 

Fastermatic. 

Here, for example, the machining of gear blanks calls for a 

series of rough and finish turning, facing, and boring operations 

which formerly required eight minutes per part. With the Faster- 

matic, all these cuts are handled with the advantage of a com- 

pletely automatic machining cycle. Time was reduced to only 

two minutes per part—a saving of 75%. And costs were reduced 

by 14 cents per piece. 

The ability to handle a large number of operations in one 

chucking and require but little of the operator beyond loading 

and unloading the work, makes the Fastermatic a most profitable 

investment in low-cost production. Write for 

literature. 

GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY 

1201 East Washington Ave. e Madison 3, Wisconsin 

Look Ahead ... Keep Ahead ... with Gisholt 

On these gear blanks, six operations are completed in 105 
seconds, actual cutting time. Floor-to-floor time is 125 seconds. 

The Fastermatic is a universal automatic turret lathe for 
both high and low production machining. It is equipped with 
a hydraulic feed system, automatically controlled by stand- 
ard feed cams. 

TURRET LATHES © AUTOMATIC LATHES © SUPERFINISHERS © BALANCERS © SPECIAL MACHINES 



ABUTMENT 

TOOL APRONS 

This is another Gray advantage. The Gray 

Abutment Tool Aprons have a heavy 

shoulder which engages the lower end of 

the tool box, thereby relieving the taper 

pin of the upward thrust of cutting. This 

shoulder also greatly stiffens the apron 

against warping under the strain of clamp- 

ing the cutting tool. 

The tool box is clamped to the slide by two 

heavy bolts projecting through a slot in the 

tool box, so that all of the clamping pres- 

sure is applied where it is most effective. 

DOUBLE HOUSING 

OPENSIDE PLANERS 

SWITCH PLANERS 

DIE BLOCK PLANERS 

Write for Bulletin No. 40-R-3 illustrating and describing the many 

other Gray advantages that increase production or improve the 

quality of the work. 

Sold in Canada by Upton, Bradeen and James Ltd. Sold in Latin America by Machine Affiliates. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



WITH STEEL GAGES-GAGE LIFE WAS 24 HOURS ZZ, 

GAGE LIFE 1s 6720%44 WITH 

NORBIDE GAGES 

This NORBIDE Plug Gage gave eight months service where previously one steel gage 

was worn out every day. This gage was used on a grinding job on an internal grinder 

where the work was checked on the machine. The NORBIDE gage replaced at least 160 

steel gages and therefore enabled the plant to save about $1700.00 over the eight 

months period. 

Because Norton Boron Carbide is the hardest material made for commercial use 

NORBIDE Gages outwear conventional types of measuring devices 150 times and more. 

In addition to their great wear resistance, NORBIDE Gages will not pick up lint nor 

become charged with particles of metal and they are inert to chemicals employed where 

gages are used. 

Ask your regular Supplier about NORBIDE Gages. Or for additional information write to— 

NORTON COMPANY => WORCESTER 6, MASS. 

MARCH 28, 1946 



3 MARVEL £18 Hydraulic 

Hack Saws at the 

Babcock & Wilcox 

Tube Co— 

Beaver Falls, Pa. 

EASILY CUT-OFF 

TOUGHEST STEELS 

Steels just don’t come too tough for MARVEL Giant Hydraulic Hack Saws. Take, 
for example, the three No. 18 MARVEL Saws, at the Babcock & Wilcox steel mill, 
shown above. These machines are used to cut test specimens from sample pieces 
of stainless and other tough alloy billets which are checked for seams, pipes, etc., 
before being drawn into tubing. It takes tough steel to make the best tubing, and 
it takes modern sawing equipment to cut it rapidly, accurately and economicaily. 

. No. 9. 
With 10 types of metal-cutting saws, each available in a series of variations, epump erat 
MARVEL can furnish sawing machines that exactly meet your requirements. if 
you have a metal-sawing problem—call in the local MARVEL Sawing Engineer. 

Write for MARVEL Catalog or check it in your Sweet's Catalog Files 

ARMSTRONG-BLUM MFG. CO. 
“The Hack Saw People” 

5700 BLOOMINGDALE AVENUE CHICAGO 39, U.S. A. 

Eastern Sales Office: 225 LAFAYETTE ST., NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 

Capocity: 18° x18" | 

Capacity: 18° «18 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Unusual Capacity Describes 

A

R

D

 

1” COLLET CAPACITY 

5C HARDINGE Collets fit di- 

rectly into the spindle — provid- 

ing a through spindle capacity 

of 1”. 

used in the cutter spindle. Collets 

can be used with the dividing 

The collet is the same as 

head set at any angle from hori- 

zontal to the vertical position. 

Set-up for plain 

HARDINGE BROTHERS, 

I
N
G
E
 

NY. 

milling 

HARDINGE TM Milling Machine 

Precision Dividing Heads 

THESE ARE FEATURES WHICH YOU GET WHEN YOU 

PURCHASE HARDINGE TM OR UM MILLING MACHINES. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN TM-UM 

“ » é 

be 

e 

6”’ STEP CHUCK CAPACITY 

The dividing head spindle 

takes standard step chucks and 

closers, providing collet type 

chucking from 1” to 6” diame- 

ters. Step chucks are available in 

the following capacities—2”, 3”, 

4”, 5”, and 6”. Step chucks can 

be used with the dividing head 

set at any angle from horizontal 

to the vertical position. 

- 

4 i $n 

~~ 

on Set-up 

IN 

c— 

es 

4 

5” JAW CHUCK CAPACITY < 

Three jaw universal or four 

jaw independent chucks provide 

chucking capacity up to 5” in di- 

ameter and 1-5/32” through the 

spindle. The chucks have integral 

mounts for direct application to 

the spindle. The jaw chucks can 

be used with the dividing head 

set at any angle from horizontal 

to the vertical position. 

for spiral milling on 

HARDINGE UM Milling Machine 

C., ELMIRA, N. Y. 

“PERFORMANCE HAS ESTABLISHED LEADERSHIP FOR HARDINGE 

MARCH 28, 1946 
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High-temperature alloys that make pos- 
sible gas turbines. 

Improved alloys in Haynes STELLITE 
tools and machine parts. 

Visit us at our exhibit. There you can get 

important information on HAYNES metal- 

lurgical developments, much of which will 

not be in print for some time. 

HAYNES 

TRADEMARK 

Haynes Precision Casting for mass pro- 

duction of quality alloy parts. 

Tool-holder designs that will let you use 
small cutting tools for heavy work. 

HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY 

Unit of Union Carbide aud Carbon Corporation 

UCL 

General Offices and Works, Kokomo, Indiana 

Chicago— Cleveland— Detroit ——Houston—Los Angeles— 
New York—San Francisco—Tulsa 

The trade-marks “Haynes” and “‘Stellite”’ distinguish products 
of Haynes Stellite Company 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



INGERSOLL! « cs 7, nal levks 

i | : 

ya 
“ Ingersoll machines are frequently associated with large 

heavy work, yet here is a special Ingersoll Rotary that 

machines castings weighing less than a pound. Power 

clamped fixtures make loading easy. 

Ingersoll engineering is as readily applied to the 

machining of small parts like this as to large work. 

When we recommend special machinery, we assume full 

responsibility for proper machine design, suitable fixtures 

and efficient cutting tools. 

THE INGERSOLL MILLING MACHINE CO., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

IRIS 
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THE DEMAND I$ 

FOR LOWER 

PRICES 

»..scrap your obsolete 

MULTIPLE OPERATIONS ON EX-CELL-O PRECISION 

BORING MACHINE SAVE HANDLING—SAVE MONEY 

Obsolete machines are wasteful in today’s com- 

petitive picture. Designed to help manufacturers 

meet the price problem that lies ahead, Ex-Cell-O 

Precision Boring Machines frequently offer increased 

production, less handling of parts, smaller floor 

space requirements, and greater economy through 

multiple operations. These savings are the result of 

Ex-Cell-O’s many years of experience in the manu- 

facture of precision machine tools . . . Typical of 

the way in which Ex-Cell-O makes possible lower 

unit costs is the machining of cast iron refrigeration 

pistons on an Ex-Cell-O Precision Boring Machine. 

Four operations (one on each of four pistons) are 

executed during each machine cycle. The steps are: 

turning the O.D., facing one end, finish boring the 

pin holes, and finishing the sides of two grooves. A 

surface finished at one station is used to locate the 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Upper photo: Close-up 
of fixture and tooling 
set-up to turn O.D., face 
end, bore pin holes and 
finish sides of ring grooves 
of refrigerator compres- 
sor piston (note part in- 
dicated by @#). Four 
operations are executed 
on four pistons during one 
cycle of this Ex-Cell-O 
Precision Boring Machine. 

Lower photo: This verti- 
cal spindle mounted on 
the front of the machine 
carries a special collet 
chuck to hold the part for 
facing the end during the 
feeding stroke of the 

machine table. 

equipmente 

part for the succeeding operation at the next GET YOUR FREE 
COPY of this useful 

book. Illustrates 
is obtained. In boring, as in many other metal and describes 

Ex-Cell-O's com- 
plete line of Pre- 

show you the way to lower unit costs, through cision Machine 
Tools, Cutting 
Tools, and facilities 

production problem. Contact your nearest Ex- for parts produc- 
. * . tion. Write for 

Cell-O representative today, or write direct to on daa tathin 

Ex-Cell-O, 1200 Oakman Boulevard, Detroit. 2712). 

station. Quantity production to close tolerances 

working operations, Ex-Cell-O engineering can 

machines designed to meet your particular 



Type cap piece for Allen Wales Adding 

Machine, actual size, showing four tiny 

holes tapped for Class 3 Fit. 

The Allen Wales 

Adding Machine 

Corporation, Ithaca, 

New York, is one 

of the world’s out- 

standing manufacturers of adding 

machines. One small part in the adding 

machine’s precision mechanism calls 

for four small holes to be tapped for 

No. 1-72 pitch threads to Class 3 fits. 

This tapping was being done with a 

tapping head rigged on a drill press. 

Tap breakage, in spite of operators’ 

skill and care was serious — averaged 

about 20 broken taps each week — a 

steady monetary loss in ruined taps, 

plus slowed-up output, to raise pro- 

duction costs. 

The job was transferred to a Warner 

& Swasey No. 10 Precision Tapping 

machine, newly acquired, with the 

result that: 

PRODUCTION INCREASED FROM 

175 TO 300 PIECES PER HOUR 

with tap breakage now averaging less than 

2 taps per week. 

OPERATORS’ RATE INCREASED 

Increased production and lower tap charges 

justified operators’ rate readjustment—a 

decidedly happy experience for management 

and operator alike. 

In scores of plants the installation of Warner 

& Swasey Precision Tapping and Thread- 

ing machines shows results which mean that 

the investment has quickly paid for itself and 

is operating at a clear profit. 

A Warner & Swasey field man can check 

your tapping jobs and predict accurately what 

you can expect from these new machines. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 

describing mechanical features of the 
Warner & Swasey Precision Tapping 
and Threading Machine best suited 
to fit your needs. 
No. 10 (Bench Model)—Capacity, No, 

0-80 to 10-24 
No. 11 — Capacity, No. 8-36 to 7%” 
No. 11R-Radial — Capacity, No. 8-36 

to 7%” 
No. 12 — Capacity, 3%” to 2)” 

TURRET LATHES, MULTIPLE SPINDLE AUTOMATICS, PRECISION TAPPING AND THREADING MACHINES YOU 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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NES YOU CAN MACHINE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS...WITH A WARNER & SWASEY , 
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AN ENTIRELY NEW DEVELOPMENT... 

DP OD 

OKO) 
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THE CINCINNATI HYPRO pLaNER COMPANY 

PLANERS - BORING MILLS - PLANER TYPE MILLERS 

CINCINNATI.QHIQ 
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MALTA CARBIDE TOOL 
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The production requirements from this die 

justified a JESSOP T & V non-ferrous cast 

alloy die insert capable of high wear resist- 

ence. Nevertheless cost of the die would have 

been prohibitive had it been necessary to 

grind the insert to required size. 

To solve this problem, Jessop research men 

developed a special Malta carbide tool capa- 

ble of turning the hard alloy insert (61 Rock- 

well C) with 60% savings in production time. 

Cost of die was held to a minimum while 

assuring high die production. 

This is another example whereby Jessop 

research has permitted the use of a better 

tool or die with important savings in produc- 

tion costs. Whatever your tool or die require- 

ments—from carbides to water hardening 

carbon tool steel—Jessop offers you a com- 

plete service. Write for particulars. 

Photo courtesy Washington Mould Machine é& 
Foundry Co., Washington, Pa.) 

JESSOP STEEL COMPANY 

WASHINGTON, PENNA. 

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE SPECIALTY STEELS 

MARCH 28 1946 



in 104 Hours! 

Here’s a typical report on the actual results 

obtained by one manufacturer using the 

new Model 3-B DeVlieg JIGMIL on a pre- 

cision boring operation . . 

Part machined was a large index plate 

... 35” in diameter, 134” thick... of 

Mehanite casting. Using a Carboloy bor- 

ing tool, 34, 14%” index holes were bored 

to spacing accuracy of .0001” and shoul- 

der depth of 12” was held to .0002”! 

Total floor-to-floor time . .. . including 

set-up ... was 10) hours! 

For such outstanding performance, speed 

and precision on your own boring opera- 

tions, investigate the unusual accuracy 

and high productivity of the Model 3-B 

DeVlieg JIGMIL today! 

One job well done 

deserves another 

The world’s finest 
Boring and Milling 

ato fs | _ Create More Jobs Faster 

at with a De Vlieg 

— «JIGMIL 

Here’s why users report two to three times the output with 

greatly increased accuracy as compared to other methods of 

boring and milling . . . 

Centralized push button controls provide fool-proof precision 

for all functions of the machine. Automatic positioning of 

spindle from one location to another is controlled to within 

less than .0001” . . . and feather-touch, pressure controlled 

White tadey fer complete slide locks positively assure dependable locking uniformity 

descriptive folder. after positioning. 

DeVLIEG MACHINE COMPANY SS22QZCSIT=fEq 450 FAIR AVE. (octroit mice 

JIGMIL 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



It is reported that ....... 

Silicone oils, suitable for use in 
aircraft hydraulic systems, that 
will flow at 120 degrees below zero 
and do not oxidize at 302 above, 
have been developed in the General 
Electric Laboratories. 

get ready with CONE for tomorrow 

Relatively weak, soft strands of 
cotton fibre (roving) are impreg- 
nated with resin by a new process 
developed by Walter Kidde & Co. 
The yarn resulting is said to be 
stronger than one of the same size 
made in the conventional manner. 

get ready with CONE for tomorrow 

Spark plugs with electrodes that 

grow with use instead of wearing 
away are a recent contribution of 
the electrical engineering depart- 
ment of Yale University. 

get ready with CONE for tomorrow 

Alcoa’s Cleveland Works test 
aluminum castings to destruction 
by centrifugal force in an armored 
pit. Parts are turned up to 25,000 
r.p.m. in a partial vacuum. 

get ready with CONE for tomorrow 

The National Bureau of Stand- 
ards sees the end of the octane 
system of evaluating motor fuel 
and suggests a leaded triptane- 
neptane scale to be known as a 
“detonation index’’. 

get ready with CONE fortomorrow 

Baldwin Locomotive Works have 
completed a locomotive for the 
Seaboard Railway that uses two 
1,500-horsepower diesel engines 
with electric drive in a single unit 

instead of the usual two or more 
coupled units. 

getready withCON E for tomorrow 

By comparing the magnetism 
produced in a sample with stand- 
ard specimens of known hardness, 
the new magnetic hardness tester 
made by General Electric tests 
parts too small for mechanical 
hardness gages. 

Nitric oxide can now be made by 
an efficient, simple and inexpen- 
sive method developed in the 
chemical laboratories of the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin. 

get ready with CONE fer tomorrow 

Said to be the hardest in the 
world are the new vitrified bonded 
diamond wheels made by Norton 
Company. 

get ready with CONE for tomorrow 

A new kind of small, powerful 
magnet is made by General Elec- 
tric of iron and cobalt oxides and 
is not itself a conductor of elec- 
tricity. 

get ready with C ONE for tomorrow 

Ford’s new foundry method is 
to bring the molds to the molten 

metal. 

Pyrene is equipping diesel-elec- 
tric locomotives with carbon diox- 
ide extinguishers that will detect 
and put out fires inside or under- 
neath them. 

get ready with CON E for tomorrow 

Jack and Heintz state that their 
new Skinner gasoline engine will 
be the first die-cast engine ever 
produced. 

get ready with CONE for tomorrow 

The new small tractor that Allis- 
Chalmers is expected to introduce 
will push its tools instead of pulling 
them. Price is expected to be 

under $400. 

getready with CONE for tomorrow 

American Gas & Electric Service 
Corp. announces plans to set up a 
500,000-volt transmission line in 
Ohio to experiment with the send- 
ing of ultra-high voltages. 

get ready with © ONE for tomorrow 

Two-way conversation between 
moving trains is undergoing a 
three months’ test at the Wayne 
Junction Yard of the Reading 

Railroad. 
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A NEW AND DIFFERENT AIR-HARDENING TOOL STEEL 

(ar, enter 

Type Analysis: 

Carbon 
Manganese 
Silicon 

THE CARPENTER STEEL COMPANY + 109 W. BERN ST. + READING, PENNSYLVANIA 

BRANCHES AT: Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Hartford, Indianapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Providence, St. Lovis 
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TOOL makers have long expressed the desire for a tried and proved non- 

deforming die steel that would combine the deep-hardening characteristics of 

air-hardening steels with the simplicity of low temperature heat treatment 

possible with many oil-hardening steels.. VEGA is a new type of air-hardening 

steel developed in the Carpenter laboratories to meet this need. 

é HARDENS IN VERY HEAVY SECTIONS 
f 

é VEGA VecA will harden to Rockwell C-60 from surface to center 
; = > FIG. 1 P + P 

= — in sections as large as 8” diameter by cooling from 

z V4 1550° F in a free circulation of air. In smaller diameters, 

e hardness values will be slightly higher. 

. Carpenter’s metallurgists discovered that the harden- 

405060 70 80 90100 Gbility of this type of steel is influenced in an unusual 

% CARON way by carbon content. As shown in Fig. 1, maximum 

hardenability is obtained at a carbon content of about .70%. This is particu- 

larly noticeable in heavy sections. Further, percentages of other alloys were 

proportioned to afford the best combination for maximum hardenability and 

toughness. 

VEGA combines, for the first time, the deep-hardening characteristics of air- 

hardening steels with the simplified, low temperature heat treatment of many 

oil-hardening types. 

A 
7 LOW HARDENING TEMPERATURE 

7 Pack Hardening Not Required 

VEGA can be heat treated from a temperature 200° F lower than the 5% 

é Chrome air-hardening steels. Therefore, pack hardening and special high 

“ temperature furnaces are not required. The low temperature also helps to 

hold size change to a minimum and reduces the tendency to scale. 

MINIMUM DISTORTION and SIZE CHANGE 

™ ~ p50 “serorne _, When dimensional changes in heat treatment 

arteries “0 must be held to an absolute minimum, Veca 

should be considered for the job. Properly hard- 

ened, VEGA will expand about .0005” per inch of 

length when air cooled at room temperature. 

Drawing at 400° F returns it to within .00025” of 

its original size. 

Fig. 2 shows the extent of dimensional change 

FIG. 2 in a Navy Size Change Ring made of VEGA. 

BEFORE AFTER 

+ Ae 

WEG 

GOOD MACHINABILITY « FREEDOM from EXCESSIVE SCALING; 

RESISTANCE to DECARB ¢ EXCELLENT TOUGHNESS 

ewww ce coeooneoens Ct ttatiteeieeieatett teeta 

ASK FOR THIS NEW FOLDER It contains more complete informa- 

tion about VecaA and the jobs it can do for you. Just drop us a line and your Veca folder 

will be on its way to you. 

HE  Caspente 
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HARDENED and PRECISION GROUND PARTS 

THAT PASS peuy INSPECTION 

) The facilities for turning out 

hardened and precision 

ground parts in highest vol- 

ume production are to be found in one of 

the four large Allied plants. However, to 

you as a customer, this production capacity 

can be important only to the extent that 

quality standards are constantly maintained 

in every operation. 

At Allied the finest inspection equipment is 

in use both in the production departments 

and for final inspection. Specifications for 

accuracy, hardness and surface finish are 

IAL COLD FORGED PARTS © STANDARD CAP SCREWS © HARDENEDAND 2 

N GROUND PARTS e SHEET METAL DIES FROM THE LARGEST TO 

followed rigidly—your assurance that the 

parts you receive from Allied will be ready 

immediately for your assembly operations. 

Inspection in our plant—or yours—always 

proves one point. If it’s an Allied product— 

it’s right! 

ALLIED PRODUCTS 

CORPORATION 

DEPARTMENT 3-A 

4612 LAWTON AVENUE . 

DETROIT 8, MICHIGAN ie = 

THE SMALLEST © JIGS © FIXTURES e STEAM-HEATED PLASTIC MOLDS e SPECIAL onett a 

' PRODUCTION: TOOLS ° R-B INTERCHANGEABLE PUNCHES AND DIES — ° DIE MAKERS’ ‘SUPPLIES 
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QUENCHED AND TEMPERED 

COLD FINISHED STEEL BARS 

Provide a Refined Structure with a Uniform Combination of 

High Strength and Toughness that adds up to RELIABILITY 

Finished Bar offers features that can 

help you to meet postwar competition 

with your product: 

@ Better Service Life as compared to 

mild or untreated bars 

®@ Lower Cost as compared to Heat 

Treating after machining with the 

attendant straightening, cleaning 

and finish machining operations 

@ Better Reliability as this method 

of producing High Strength does 

not sacrifice other valuable Me- 

chanical Properties 

We will be glad to discuss with you | 

the application of Quenched and Tem- 

pered Cold Finished Steel Bars to your 

production. 

MARCH 

The Quenched and Tempered Cold 

7 S& STEEL CO. 

First National Bank Building - Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

3200 South Kedzie Avenue - Chicago 23, Illinois. 

Works at Ambridge, Pa., Chicago. Ill, Putnam, Conn., Newark, N. J. 



South Bend Lathes 

Throughout the process of manufacture, parts and units 

for South Bend Lathes are frequently inspected to assure 

accuracy in the finished product. Hundreds of precision 

. gauges, special measuring devices, and instruments are 

HH] h fandar used. Final tests are made with the lathe in operation. 

Each lathe must machine work to extremely close toler- 

ances before it is approved for shipment from our factory. 

= Because these quality controls give them dependable 

() Pecusion precision, South Bend Lathes have long been favorites 

in the toolroom. For this same reason, plus a fatigueless 

ease of operation, they are equally popular for manufac- 

turing operations. 

WRITE FOR 
NEW CATALOG 100-D 

Illustrates in full-color and describes South 
Bend Engine Lathes and Toolroom Lathes 
with 9”, 10”, 13”, 1414”, and 16” swings. Also, 
Precision Turret Lathes with 14” and 1” 
collet capacities. 

S$ OUT H BEN D LATHE WworR K S&S 

419 EAST MADISON STREET, SOUTH BEND 22, INDIANA © LATHE BUILDERS FOR 38 YEARS 
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[as NORBID 
REG. US. pay OFFice 

COMPOUND 

Economica} 
UTE For 

DUST 
“pping hard bated Carbides, Tun ale vd % All Grit Sizes, °°" @"4 

Fifteen years of EXPERIENCE 

in making lapping and grinding 

compounds for all kinds of 

industrial applications. Over 

200 grades to select from. 

Borie 8 EGE NR ee SEam 

TRIAL 

FREE samptes 

or WRITE US for help in 

solving your lapping 

and grinding 

> bs at is t 

lomeroud=™ 

AESAMPLES SENT FREE 7% sent 

thio COUPON 

UNITED STATES PRODUCTS COMPANY 

518 Melwood Street Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Gentlemen: 
I am interested in trying your compound for (check application) GEARS 0 

BRASS VALVES © STEEL VALVES C) Send sample for roughing (1) finishing 0) 
I would like to try NORBIDE COMPOUND ([) for roughing 0 

semi-finishing {() fine finishing 0 
Send sample of your GRADE NO. 38-1200 (3 
Send sample PRE-WAXED CLOTH () PAPER () 
Send trial PRECISION LAPPING COMPOUND KIT 0 

2 a eae eee 

BUSINESS CONNECTION 
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Cut Water Bills up to 97% 

with a G-E Evaporative Cooler 

HROUGH recirculating cooling 

water in a closed system, a G-E 

Evaporative Cooler can often cut 

water bills up to 97%. 

To dissipate up to 240,000 BTU 

per hour a conventional shell and 

tube cooler might require an aver- 

age of forty-seven gallons per min- 

ute. A G-E Evaporative Cooler con- 

sumes only ONE gallon per minute 

to do the same job. 

Plus these other advantages 

Since its closed system permits eco- 

nomical use of treated water, a G-E 

Evaporative Cooler can reduce 

maintenance costs due to impuri- 

ties. The danger of immediate shut- 

down through water failure is 

minimized, too, since so little make- 

up water is required. 

For G-E Evaporative Coolers 

available for your specific needs, 

consult your G-E distributor. He’s 

listed under “Refrigeration Equip- 

ment” in your Classified Telephone 

Directory. General Electric Co., 

Air Conditioning Dept., Section 

6693, Bloomfield, New Jersey. 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 

Industrial Refrigeration 

1946 



Here’s another of 

Alcoa'
s Ae

 Wal
lgo”

 Ws 

The top flang 7 

was turned over ina 

secondary operation 

Alcoa makes this part in a single stroke of the 

impact extrusion press. The bosses are put 

there, too, in that one wallop. If they had been 

wanted, fins and ribs could have been added, 

and the base could have been made thicker than 

the side walls. 

Remember how you once figured on three or 

four drawing operations to make a part like 

this? Punches, dies, press time, and intermedi- 

ate heat treatments all ran your costs up high. 

And even then, you’d have to find some way of 

tacking those bosses on the bottom. 

Because Alcoa Aluminum impact extrusions 

give you so much more to start with, less 

machine work is required to finish them. Think 

what this does to your production time and 

costs! For quotations on impact extrusions, call 

the nearby Alcoa office, or write 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 2107 

Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

& Hedey.' ALUMINUM 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



HOLLOW PARTS 

SOLID PARTS 

FORMED PARTS 

SERRATED PARTS 

Effectively Precision Rolled on 

t
e
i
n
l
e
 

$
 
G
2
 

~ 

THREAD 

GENERATORS 

SOFT METALS 

, PRE-HEAT TREATED STOCK 

STAINLESS, MONEL, ETC. 

ALL HAVE BEEN ROLLED 

SUCCESSFULLY 

SMALL DIAMETERS 

LARGE DIAMETERS 

just change the rolls 

Send us your ROLLING problems 

THE Otinle MACHINE COMPANY 

HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT 
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The Blanchard No. 18 Surface Grinder is 

used to rough and finish-grind these oil 

burner parts, and .012” of stock is ground 

off one side to limits of +.0003” -.0001”. 

(48 per hour) 

Eighteen of these cast iron ball bearing 

spacers, with eighteen smaller spacers inside 

of them are ground to limits of .0002” after 

removing .025” of stock. (144 surfaces per 

hour) 

This is an excellent example of accurate sur- 

face grinding of pump body parts on a No. 18 

Blanchard Surface Grinder. The material is 

high strength forged steel and .004” of stock 

is removed from each side to limits of 

+ .0003”. (80 surfaces per hour) 

I. "] | | (| L These heat-treated steel trunnion bearings 

- <a are ground on a No. 16-A2 Blanchard Surface 

i yewn bP Grinder. They are ground to limits of 

+.0005” after removing .005” to .015” of 

stock. (2315 per hour) 

, 
’ 

The BLANCHARD macuHiNE COMPANY 

eS SE RO Ce ee ee | ee ee 

Send for your free copy of “Work Done on the Blanchard”, third 
edition. This new book shows over 100 actual jobs where the 
Blanchard Principle is earning profits for Blanchard owners. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



FOR HANDLING CONCENTRATED STRESSES 

THAT OTHER STEELS CAN’T TAKE... 

Kil tug Co Alloy Keel, / 

Ro any part of your product that 

must stand up to unusual punish- 

ment—that must offer maximum re- 

sistance to sudden shock, constant 

strain and wear—that must be hard 

yet tough and resilient or that must 

combine high strength and rugged- 

ness with minimum weight—there’s 

where you should use alloy steel. 

The use of alloy steels is economi- 

cally justified on two counts. First, 

because they make available un- 

usual physical properties to meet un- 

usual performance demands. And, 

In aircraft connecting rods, “ 

shafts, in gears, and bearin > 

and studs, U-S-S Carill a 

Steels are used by leading e 

nufacturers 

pone and ruggednes ee 

practical size, weight and a - 

Their use also insures supe 

to fatigue and wear so ess 

performance. 

to provide t 
s wit 

ds, cam and crank- 
pins, bolts 

lloy Aircraft Quality 

‘ gine and parts 
he maximum 
h the smallest 

a of the part. 
ior resistance 
ential to top 

second, because they expedite manu- 

facturing processes by their better 

and more uniform response to heat 

treatment with resultant greater uni- 

formity in machining, forging, form- 

ing and welding properties. 

In U-S-S Carilloy Steels we place 

at your disposal the most complete 

line of high-quality alloy steels de- 

veloped to date. Bearing Steels. Air- 

craft Quality Steels. Creep Resisting 

Steels. Nitralloy Steels. Triple-Alloy 

and Special Analvsis Steels, as well as 

other AISI and S.A.E. Steels. In all 

grades, in all finishes and treatments, 

and in the widest range of forms and 

sizes available anywhere. They are 

produced either by Electric Furnace 

or Open Hearth process. 

During the past war years tremen- 

dous advances have been made in 

alloy steel applications. Our metal- 

lurgists have at their finger tips the 

very latest information regarding 

these developments. They will be 

glad to show you how you can apply 

it to improve your product and lower 

its cost. 

USS 

OTIC 

Steels 

ALLOY STEELS FOR THE 

SPECIAL JOBS OF INDUSTRY 

CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION 

Pittsburgh and Chicago 
Columbia Steel Company, San Francisco, Pacific Coast Distributors 

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, Birmingham, Southern Distributors 
United States Steel Export Company, New York 

UNMBED STATES STEEL 
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Have You
 tried 

J 

yi) 

ALUNDUM 
ABRASIVE 

jor Tumbli
ng 

The tumbling method 
and polishing metals js becoming increasingly popular. And 

of deburring 

zes, tumbled or untumbled (illustrated ) : 

YN =. 

a” 1-144” 

NORTON COMPANY 

orcester 6, Mass. 
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Why You Increase Output and Cut Costs 

On Phu High-Production Presses 

Ge ae 

tree - . 

CHECK THESE FEATURES 

Eliminate lost man-hours from intermediat 

a ag A\L/ R\ EL handling between operations—Blis 

. rS z = S High-Production Presses are speciall 

. a E 4 = s = engineered for Progressive and Co 
. © 7 - ~ ian ~y ; > 4 
_ © % w SS pound Dies...increase output per ma 

Gi Gag at Vw Ags we’ Q0tllZ,, - 
. 2 4% Minimize set-up time—all dies and adjustment 

= -4 are within easy reach of operato 

s = 
%, o Control Speed and production ratio within th 

“an limit of tool and maintenance econom 

Step up operating pace with special feeds 

Double roll or single roll feed can be 

mounted on right or left side of pres 

Increase Die Life—slide alignment is maintained 

even under severe off-center load 

through use of two connections and 

square gibbing...accurately finished 

Keep Down-time and Maintenance at a mini 

mum-—parts are easily accessible. Forced 

feed lubrication to all main bearing 

Electric controls to supplement oper 

ator when press operates at high speed 

Teo don’t have to speed up a Bliss High-Production Press 

until it cries “Uncle” to increase output and cut costs. In engineering it, Bliss 

didn’t stop with increased strokes per minute but, what’s more important, 

made possible higher ratio of productivity...greater press output. Some 

of the ways this is accomplished on Bliss High-Production Presses are 

enumerated in the above chart. Check your performance against it. 

The accompanying examples show complex work achieved 

with one stroke, one press, one man. These are but a few of the stampings 

produced on Bliss High-Production Presses. You, too, can increase your out- 

put and reduce costs. Start by writing today for our catalog No. 27. 

E. W. BLISS COMPANY, Brooklyn 32, New York 
WORKS AT: Brooklyn; Toledo, Cleveland, Salem, Ohio; Hast- 

HEAD ings, Mich.; Derby, England; Paris, France. 
st AY A SALES OFFICES: Brooklyn; Toledo, Cleveland, Dayton, Ohio; 

° Detroit, Lansing, Mich.; Chicago; Philadelphia; Rochester; 
W \T a New Haven; Boston; Toronto. 

\ BLISS BUILDS MORE TYPES AND SIZES OF PRESSES 



Smoothing out the Fluid Drive 

with GISHOLT DYNETRICS* | 

“Smooth as the flow of oil,” describes the fluid drive. But this manufacturer 

goes all the way to make it the last word in smooth, vibrationless perform- 

ance by balancing the assembly, too. And, of course, it’s done on a Gisholt 

Dynetric Balancing Machine. 

This is an out-of-the-ordinary application because, instead of balancing in 

the normal position between work supports, the cast aluminum fluid drive 

housing is balanced in an overhanging position. It’s done this way to facili- 

tate loading of the work piece and to make possible the easy application of 

unbalance corrections. This same arrangement is used for balancing axial 

flow fans, flywheels, and other parts of large diameter. 

The basic principles used by the Gisholt Dynetrics make it possible to 

balance any size or shape of part to any desired 
, : ~ 

accuracy. Write for literature. Me _~ 

*A development of Westinghouse Research Laboratories. i 

GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY 5 

1201 E. Washington Avenue ° Madison 3, Wisconsin 

eg 

Look Ahead... Keep Ahead... With Gisholt 

AA 

This Gisholt 18 Dynetric is arranged for 

; balancing a fluid flywheel, or torque 

converter, as shown on the work support. 

THODET LATHES @ ANTOMATIC LATHFS @ SUPERFINISHERS © BALANCERS © SPECIAL MACHINE: 



ULTIMATE ACCURACY 

Catalog No. 33 is a manual of precision 
measuring systems, giving complete 
tables and simplified formulas for meas- 
uring standard and special threads, 
splines, gears and worms. Send for Cata- 
log 33 and Circular G 37. 

5127th YEAR |S 

EXTERNAL SPUR GEAR INTERNAL SPUR GEAR 

SIMPLE! , . The only calculation required is one of simple 
division. 

RELIABLE! The system is favored by outstanding American 
* °° * © Gear Manufacturers. 

ACCURATE ! ae: The Van Keuren 1.68” Gear Tables (Cir. G 37) are 
complete for gears from 5 to 500 teeth and for 
pressure angles of 14!/,°, 17!/.°, 20°, 25° and 
30°. If the measurement over the wires is greater 
than the value calculated from the tables, the tooth 
is too thick and cutter must be fed further into 
the gear blank. Exact constants for controlling 
tooth thickness and backlash to .0001” are given for 
all pressure angles. 



Pere are three different manifold mill- 

ing jobs. Although they have different pro- 

VY duction and tooling requirements, each 

problem has been solved with a minimum 

" | N [} C | R A N f of equipment. That’s Sundstrand Engineer- 

ed production . . . a method of solving 

production milling problems with: (1) 

standard machines, or: (2) standard ma- 
a 

chines with special heads and fixtures to 

suit the job, or: (3) entirely special ma- 

chines which warrant their application due 

to production requirements and the ina- > 

bility of standard equipment to solve the 

problem economically. 

The following is a brief outline of our 

W | | VV » R 0) V F Y () | R complete engineering and manufacturing 

service to meet any of your production 

milling requirements in small and medium 

M L L N ( M q T 4 () [) g size work. One of these methods may be 

the solution to your present problem. 

One of These 3 Methods Will be Most Economical 

for Your Production Milling Job... . 

ae 

STANDARD RIGIDMILS WITH FIXTURES AND TOOLING TO SUIT YOUR WORK... 

Here’s a relatively low production job solved with of the part. A simple clamping fixture mounted 

a standard Sundstrand Rigidmil. Accuracy re- on a standard manually indexed base makes it 

quirements dictated that the opposed surfaces be unnecessary to unclamp and reclamp part between 

milled with only one handling cuts. 

RIGIDMILS — FLUID-SCREW RIGIDMILS AUTOMATIC LATHES — HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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{| LOCA 
T Lumencrure 

TABLE CYCLE 

—__.— SSED RAPD START STOP 
ATTACHED SPINDLE HEAD 

RIGIDMILS WITH SPECIAL HEADS AND TOOLING . 

Here’s a different solution to a similar problem 

requiring higher production. A standard Rigidmil 

is provided with an outboard head so that both 

faces can be machined simultaneously. Two fix- 

ENTIRELY SPECIAL MACHINES™ . . 

Still higher production requirements resulted in 

this machine, a Sundstrand Special Twinplex 

Rigidmil. Four spindle head on L. H. column mills 

4 ports. Single spindle head on R. H. column 

mills carburetor pad. Operator loads at one sta- 

MORE PROOF 

More proof of the successful appli- 
cation of Sundstrand “engineered” 
milling production is contained in 
this new book. Over 60 problem 
solutions complete with tooling dia- 
grams are included. Write for your 
copy today. Ask for Bulletin No. 146, 

DRILLING AND CENTERING MACHINES 

MARCH 28, 1946 

\ 7, \ ee Saat ” se 
—— 

tures are used, one at each end of the table. One 

part is machined while the opposite fixture is 

being unloaded and loaded. 

tion while part is being machined at other station. 

Hydraulic clamping speeds up loading. Fixture 

automatically retracted on return stroke of head 

so that cutters do not drag over finish milled 

surface. Automatic chip conveyor removes chips 

to end of machine. 

. MACH, 

sy 

S77 SUNDSTRAND 

MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

2533 Eleventh St. +» Rockford, Ill., U.S.A. 

a 

SPECIAL MILLING AND TURNING MACHINES 

a2 



DEVELOPMENT? 

ENGINEERING _ 
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PRODUCTION? | 
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@ All of the intended benefits and 

usefulness of your product—the brain- 

beating which conceived and fashioned 

it; the sweat, toil and risk-taking which 

produced it—depend upon your deter- 

mination to put improved quality prod- 

ucts into the hands of the most users 

at the lowest possible price. The ulti- 

mate success of your enterprise de- 
pends on balanced, economical dis- 
tribution of its results. 

Production economy is usually con- 

sidered a necessary first step in 
distribution economy; and, in view of 
the recently increased rate of techno- 
logical development, ft is logical first 
to explore all possibilities for maintain- 
ing low unit costs of production. With 
probable higher labor costs ahead of 
us, it is evident that we can attain low 
production cost per man-hour only 
through improved machinery, improved 

methods of processing and improved 
methods of distribution. 

Micromatic Microhoning—the newest 
desirable, high production method of 
final precision machining of cylinder 
bores—has already made substantial 

MICROMATIC HONE CORPORATION 

DETROIT 4, MICHIGAN 

improvements in quality, and cost re- 
ductions in a wide range of products 
in the automotive, aircraft, diesel, re- 
frigeration, compressor, anti-friction 
bearings and other manufacturing in- 
dustries. It can remove a large amount 
of metal without damaging the sub- 
surface structure; it has eliminated one 
or two steps in the final processing of 

cylinder bores in many parts. 
In this processing, a tool carrying 

several abrasive sticks is revolved 
while also being stroked in a simple 

er compound reciprecating motion. 

Applicable to internal and some ex- 
ternal cylindrical surfaces, it removes 
metal at rates ranging up to .008 
.010 on diameter per minute; and in 
quantity up to .070 to .080 on diameter, 
or volume as high as 75 cubic inches 
per hour. It corrects errors of previous 
processing and generates true round- 

ness, bore walt and axial straightness 
in a majority of applications within 
tolerances ranging from .0001 to .0005. 
It is available with automatic size con- 
trol which holds size uniformity within 
.0001 to .0003 in high production. - 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Industry after the war will 

need modern production 

tools as much as it will 

need modern distribution 

methods. Micromatic Hon- 

ing Machines have devel- 

oped rapidly to ultra- 

modern, high speed tools 

for final precision machin- 

ing. 

with built-in automatic Micro- 

size Control. For internal hon- 

ing. Rotary indexing work 

: table provides high produc- 

MICROMATIC MODEL 702 t a tion. Usually recommended 

for maximum stock removal 

ranging from .0005” to .0015” 

on hardened parts—.001” to 

.010” on soft or medium hard. 

Bores from ¥%” to 2” diameter. 

Standard single spindle Microsize control gauges work 

type—built for rapid automatically. Work is held 

production honing of uniformly within tolerances of 

bores or cylindrical sur-_ «lll .0003”. Honing cycle 
faces up to 2” in ' is automatically (iiieae. 

diameter. stopped when cor- 

rect size is reached. 

MICROMATIC HORIZONTAL 

VERTICAL HYDROHONER 

FLOOR TYPE HYDROHONER 

for internal or external honing. Tool operates either 
under hydraulic or manual control. Tools available 

.to generate either crosshatch or co-directional finish 
patterns. Full floating tool action. Stock removal 
0015” to .002”—precision generated size limits 

.0003”. Corrects error for taper to within .0001” limit. 
Size of work accommodated 1” up. 



fA JOB THAT 

NEVER ENDS 

“Quality Control” at Winter’s 

To the production engineer, the control of QUALITY means a 

uniformity in taps, under mass production conditions, to a precise 

standard of tolerance. 

To the user of Winter Taps, this ‘‘Quality Control” stands for accu- 

rately made taps of correct design, insuring high production of 

uniformly tapped holes. 

For a high standard of control in your tapping departments stand- 

ardize on Winter Taps. 

A DIVISION OF THE NATIONAL TWIST DRILL G TOOL CO., ROCHESTER, MICH. 

inter Srothers 

COM PANY >>>} Wrentham, Massachusetts. U.S.A. 
BRANCH STORES SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA: CHICAGO. ILLINOIS - DETROIT. MICHIGAN 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Proven quality and dependability of per- 

formance are hallmarks of the products 

of the Mid-West Abrasive Company. 

Mid-West’s outstanding successful tool 

room grinding wheel, and every other 

product of the broad Mid-West line— 

honing stones, sharpening stones, coated 

abrasives, disks and wheel dressers— 

all must bear these two hallmarks. 

\Let engineered quality and dependabil- 

ity guide you in your choice of abra- 

sives, and we feel certain that choice 

will be Mid-West. Prompt delivery on 

all items. 

pp... 

MID-WEST ABRASIVE CO. 

Manufacturers of DEPENDABLE Abrasives 

Owosso, Mich. . Detroit ° Rochester, Pa 

MARCH 28, 1946 
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“Unbrako” Socket Screws can be relied upon to give you 

long, trouble-free service, and save you maintenance costs. 

When you use “Unbrako” Socket Screws for your machinery, 

you know you can expect maximum performance and pro- 

duction—with a minimum of worry! 

The knurled head of the “Unbrako” 

The “Unbrako” Socket Set Screw with the Knurled Socket Head Cap Screw makes it 

Point (shown above) is a Self-Locker, because the ccsier te hendle, because the knuris 
eee : provide a slip-proof grip, even for 

knurled points dig-in and hold firm—against even oily fingers. The Knurled “Un- 

the most stubborn vibration! Yet, this screw can brako” therefore can be 

screwed-in farther and faster, 
easily be backed-out with a wrench and used again : 

before using a wrench. 
and again. 

In sizes from #4 to 1'/2” in diameter; full range of lengths. 
Knurling of Socket 
Screws originated with 
“Unbrako” years ago. 

For more information, write for our free “Unbrako” Catalog. 

OVER 40 YEARS IN BUSINESS 

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO. 

JENKINTOWN, PENNA., BOX 4 

DETROIT ee INDIANAPOLIS e ST. LOUIS e SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON CHICAGO 
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When The Cincinnati Planer Company’s engineers designed this 

12 to 18 Hypro Extension Boring Mill, 43 Timken Tapered _____ 

Roller Bearings were specified to assure precision roughing and fib t Rei 
tay 

finishing operations. 

Besides adding the final touch of precision, the 43 Timken 

Bearings installed in this boring machine eliminate friction and 

wear; save power; simplify lubrication; increase endurance; re- 

duce maintenance; prolong machine life. They are applied in 

the main drive, table, feed boxes and rail. 

No matter what kind of equipment you may manufac- 

ture or use, it will pay you to specify Timken Roller 

Bearings and to make sure the trade-mark ‘““TIMKEN”’ 

appears on every bearing you use. The Timken Roller 

Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 
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CHUCKING 

THE ACME 
MACHINE TOOL OO. 
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NON-OVER THREE JAW | ee et @ HARDENED 
HANGING HEAD UNIVERSAL CHUCK ‘LASH ELIMINATOR STEEL VEE'S ON STEEL RAM SLIDE 
STOCK ON CROSS SCREW, BED BEARINGS 

TRIPLE ROLLER INDEPENDENT SIDE CARRIAGE INDEPENDENT 
SPINDLE BEARINGS FEED RANGES FOR APRON TAPER _ FEED RANGES FOR 

EITHER APRON GIBED TO FRONT EITHER APRON 
BEARING ON BED 

This ACME Ram Type Turret Lathe as illustrated is tooled for chucking work. It is 

also equipped with chasing attachment for cutting from 4 to 32 threads per inch. 

This attachment is extra and furnished only when required. 

This type machine when fitted with automatic chuck and power screw bar feed will 

accommodate round bar stock up to 2" on the No. 5R machine and up to 2!/2" 

round stock on the No. 6R machine. 

All of the most important features necessary to maintain accuracy and speed at low 

cost are incorporated in this design. 

For further information contact our engineering department. Write for Bulletin GIO7A. 

Ne CINCINNATI 32, OHIO 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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At the A. S. T. E. Show 

Whether you are a tool engineer or manufacturing executive, 

you will want to visit the two Pratt & Whitney Booths at the 

A.S.T.E. New Era Exposition in Cleveland’s Public Audi- 

torium on April 8 to 12. And you will be warmly welcomed. 

In the center of the Arena floor (Booth 214-313) will be the 

newest in cutting tools including tungsten carbide, and the 

latest in precision gaging equipment. A whole new line of 

Electrolimit External Comparators will be introduced for the 

first time, plus the new Selectronic Gaging Machine and the 

new Lead Tester. A complete “Standards Room”’ will be 

on display . . . with our experts on hand to show you the latest 

quality control practice. 

In Booth 1612 (Lakeside Hall) there will be a working ex- 

hibit of Kellerflex Flexible Shaft Machines in all sizes and 

varieties. Here you can see actual demonstrations of bur 

cutting and finishing on many materials... even try it your- 

self if you like. Here, you can find the solution of many 

handfinishing problems by the use of “mechanical muscle”’. 

You will want to see all this and more. So come to both 

P&W Booths. You will stay a long time, and leave feeling 

that your time was pleasantly and profitably spent. 

PRATT & WHITNEY 

Division Niles-Bement-Pond Company 

WEST HARTFORD 1, CONNECTICUT 
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FLEXIMATIG 

The advantage of the KINGSBURY 

FLEXIMATIC method for performing vari- 

ous machining operations in a single chuck- 

ing of the work is exemplified here. The parts 

involved are automobile rear main bearing 

caps which are drilled, reamed and tapped 

on a Model GD FLEXIMATIC from three dif- 

ferent directions without rechucking. All oper- 

ations occur simultaneously during unloading 

and loading. 

Obviously, ability to handle work of this 

nature in the way it is handled on a 

FLEXIMATIC means outstanding production 

capacity. To this advantage must be added 

the precision which characterizes FLEXIMATIC 

performance—a combination which is of such 

outstanding value in postwar work because 

it makes every minute count in high 

speed precision production. Furthermore, 

KINGSBURY FLEXIMATICS conserve man 

power through the ability of one operator to 

easily out-step the productivity of several men 

on general purpose machines. 

yK INGSBURY 

Three operations from 

three different directions 

handled in a single chuck- 

ing of the work....... 

Basically the FLEXIMATIC is an automatic in- 

dexing machine built up of a number of standard 

specific operation units in such a way that all opera- 

tions can be performed in a single chucking of the 

work. Production is fast because the machine is 

specially engineered for the job. Cost is low because 

most of the equipment is standard. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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RADIAL 

@ Rigidity of base—column—and arm 

construction permit precision boring and 

reaming operations on the Fosdick 

Hydraulic Radial. 

Shown is a typical job—with the tools re- 

quired to complete the operations. One 

43%” hole and two 34%” holes are bored 

and reamed horizontally while one ver- 

tical 44@” hole is bored and reamed to 

close tolerances. The universal joint at- 

tachment permits boring bars to float 

insuring accurate work and perfect 

alignment. The job is completed in 5 

hours and 50 minutes. 

For accuracy—range—and low cost production 

put your radial drill work on a Fosdick Although your job may only require an 

Hydraulic Radial. ordinary drilling operation this work 

Complete details available in Fosdick Radial demonstrates the versatility of the 

Drill bulletin A.M.R. machine. 

* 

OSDICK MACHINE, TOOL, COMPANY 

MARCH 28, 1946 



Here is another in the new line of Type “F” 

Lovejoy Slotting Cutters. It’s really a demon for 

punishment—note the husky forged steel body— 

the backing behind every blade—the extra large 

carbide tips. For all its massiveness, it has the new 

Lovejoy feature of extra fine blade adjustment. 

The phantom view, at right, shows this new time 

and money saving feature—it's the tested and 

‘I, a ed 

Fad LOVEJOY TYPE SLOTTING CUTTER 

proven Lovejoy positive-locking device, plus a 

screw adjustment. This allows fine blade settings 

so that slots can be milled to exact width tolerances 

—it means savings on carbide, because each tip 

need only be cleaned up when resharpening. 

Write for interesting performance data, and let 

us analyze your job requirements—be sure to ask 

for Catalog No. 27. 

with MEW rine stave avsustment 

Phantom view 
showing details of 
fine blade adjust- 
ment. 

LOVEJOY TOOL COMPANY, Inc. 
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This \2 900% increase 

sounds fantastic ! 

One of the major drawbacks to crush form grinding precision flat form 
re contours has been the inability to produce on a practical production 

LL, "PUCE, P basis. This obstacle has been eliminated in two ways by the new 
ED Thompson Truforming Process. 

‘First: Truform Grinders are engineered and built as a 
si.gle unit, eliminating the failures of make-shift crushing 
arrangements and attachments. 

Second: TWO CRUSHING ROLLS ARE USED. This is a 
major advancement, because it greatly extends crushing roll 
life and makes possible, for the first time, quantity production 
without constantly disturbing the set-up to re-process the 
crushing roll. 

How two rolls operate in the Truforming Process is briefly 
illustrated and described below. The normal crushing or 
truing position is shown first. 

Normal Crushing Position 
Also Truing or Dressing 

Grinding wheel powered at slow speed 
Crushing-feed automatic 

— +4" e " Work Roll Reference Roll idles 

{On downfeed 

This is the position for the initial crushing of the wheel— 
and for subsequent truing or dressings when production grind- 
ing. On an eight pitch modified buttress thread form, 125 
dressings were provided by the “work roll” before losing form. 

Table stati ee, 

Touching-up Position 

Wheel powered at slow speed 

"Reference Roll" idles 

Py Table stationary 

When the “work roll” loses form the table is moved to bring 
the grinding wheel over the “reference roll” for touching up, 
as shown above. 

Re-processing Position 

Wheel powered 
at grinding speed 

"Work Roll" powered 

(AX 

Because both rolls are table mounted, are in perfect align- 
ment, and can be brought in the same relation to the grinding 
wheel, the original degree of accuracy can be quickly trans- 
ferred from the “reference roll” back into the grinding wheel 
. -- and then ground back into the “work roll” as shown above. 

MARCH 28, 1946 

Table ‘stationary 

The machine fs then ready for production grinding again 
without disturbing the set-up or removing anything from the 
machine. In this way the “work roll’ can be re-processed 
whenever it loses form and can be used for hundreds of addi- 
tional dressings, or until it is worn out. Duplicate crushing 
rolls can be ground in the same way on all Thompson Truform 
Grinders, 

(2S X (25° = (564s 

What this means in ee is illustrated by the following 
example, involving a modified buttress thread form with an 
eight pitch form. Where two rolls are used in the Thompson 
Truform Process, it was possible to get over 15,625 dressings 
from the “work roll” before it was worn out. This meant an 
increase in continuous production (without changing or dis- 
turbing set-up) of 12,500%. 

Write for the new 8-page Truform Leaflet—“‘Why didn’t you tell 
me about this process before?” 

Address Dept. 16 

The Thompson Grinder Company e Springfield, Ohio 

HOMPSON 

RUFORMING 



0002” TOLERANCE 

PRACTICALLY 
PERFECT 

ROUNDNESS 

NO. 2 MICRO-FINISH 

= = this is N° 5’s stated performance on grinding 

drum shafts — one of the most vital parts of a 

precision bombsight — produced in lots of 2000 

°0.5— made in 

10 sizes—3"x12” 

r3”x18". For 

‘eatest efficiency on 

gh production, work 

meeds and table speeds are 

2signed for diameters up to about 1”. 



SucH AC
CURACY —

 CONSISTE
NTLY REPEATED 

— 

WITH UNUSUALLY GOOD PRODUCTION — 

SPEEDS SMALL PART PRECISIO
N 

GRINDING
 

| 

y fall 

beg 

Ease of operation — sturdy precision construction | 

— and many other profitable features make the Re 

No. 5 Plain Grinding Machine worthy of considera- 
[IBS BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. 

tion for your small cylindrical work. > Providence 1, R. I, U. S. A. 

5 SHARPE 



NOW... 

A BULLARD CUT MASTER V.T.L. 

PUTS SPEED CHANGES 

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

New Pendant Control with Speed Dial 

and Clutch-Brake Lever Located Where 

You Want Them 

The addition of this entirely new and different Pend- 

ant Control to all Bullard Cut Master Vertical 

Turret Lathes provides a high degree of control and 

operating efficiency not found in other machine tools. 

This is how the Bullard Pendant Control works. 

With the machine operating and a speed change 

needed, you throw the switch lever to ““-BRAKE ON” 

. rapidly dial the new speed (an exclusive Bullard 

Pendant Control feature)...throw the lever to 

““CLUTCH IN”’. That's all! . . . gears are quietly and 

almost instantaneously shifted through electrically- 

controlled, hydraulically-operated mechanisms. When 

you want to jog the table any fraction of a 

revolution for positioning or indicating, you merely 

manipulate the single switch lever. 

This new Pendant Control is suspended at the most 

convenient operating height. It swings in an arc to 

whatever position is required for ease of operation. 

For facts about other features that make Bullard 

Cut Masters your best investment for cutting time on 

and between cuts, write for Bulletin CVTL-4-1, today. 

The Bullard Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut. 

This unique Pendant Control is no# a standard specifi- 
cation on all Bullard Cut Maste/Vertical Turret Lathes 
which are available in 30’Aind 36” sizes with two 
heads... in 42”, 54’’, 647 and 74” sizes with two or 
three heads. 

BULLARD 

CREATES NEW METHODS 

TO MAKE MACHINES DO MORE 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



..and 

how do YOU 

get along with 

YOUR Customers 
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Best way to keep out of an argument és to keep it from starting! And that’s 

exactly what you can do, as far as your product's guarantee is concerned. You 

Can prove it in the process, by a running record of eyery turn, piece, stroke 

or other unit completed by your product during its guarantee-period. Then 

you and your customers can plainly see the facts. . 

leave no room for doubt or disagreement. 

. the facts-in-figures that 

And how to do this? Simply design into your product, as an integral part, 

a Veeder-Root Counting Device electrically or manually operated, according 

to your needs. It’s easy and inexpensive todo. It adds a new merchandising 

feature to your product. It keeps gripers and chiselers under strict and honest 

Countrol. And it helps to prevent loss of tempers, customers, and lawsuits. 

Chances are excellent that you can profit by built-in Counrrol, like the maker of 

X-ray tubes mentioned below. Write. Veeder-Root Inc. Hartford 2, Conn. 

HOW VEEDER-ROOT COUNTROL Proves a propucr's/ 

Here’s one way: A famed lab- 
oratory developed an X-ray 
tube that would last for more 
than 200,000 exposures... 
20 times longer than former- 
ly. So they needed some vis- 
ual evidence that the tubes 

do last that long. Solution: 
A special small Veeder-Root 
Counter, built-in as an inte- 
gral part of each tube. Cus- 
tomer is satisfied...and the 
tube-maker is protected 
against erroneous claims. 

f 



Close-up of metal injection end 
of Reed-Prentice 3G Die Cast- 
ing Machine. 

The Bi F 3G... for larger die castings 

from Aluminum, Magnesium or Brass Alloys! 

A big machine for larger castings from aluminum, magnesium or brass 

alloys — capable of 400 tons die locking pressure — yet easy to operate! 

Of heavy frame construction, this Reed-Prentice Die Casting Machine is 

equipped with the most modern safety devices and convenient centralized con- 

trols. Some of the features include positive die locking mechanism, hydraulic 

circuit, electric timing, automatic ejection, automatic lubrication of moving parts 

and. built-in water cooling system. 

Engineered for easy accessibility in maintenance — all piping, electric con- 

trols and hydraulic equipment are mounted outside the base of the machine. 

Size of die plates 30” x 30’ Clearance——top and bottom beams 29” 

Maximum die thickness 24” Opening through beams, width 18” 

Minimum die thickness _® Motor required, 1200 RPM 30 H. P. 

Die opens 16” Approximate weight 24,200 Ibs. 

REED-PRENTICE CORP 

WORCESTER 4y eff MASS..U.S.A. Sa a ae ee 
4CHIN 

NEW YORK OFFICE: CLEVELAND OFFICE: 
75 West St., New York 6, N. Y. 1213 W. 3rd St., Cleveland 13, Ohio 
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THE FIRST STEP 

ie Duy tieg 

SMALL GEARS 

aera th Sate 0 nae 
f y, 

f é . re 

od ‘ . A 

Discuss with a G. S. engineer the precise job you 

want the gear to do. If possible do this even before 

blueprints or detailed specifications have been 

completed. That is the first step, the most efficient 

and successful way to buy small gears. G. S. will 

bring to your gear problem a wealth of know- 

ledge and experience gained in a quarter century 

of specialization. Our seasoned counsel frequently 

avoids costly mistakes. It shows the way to real 

economies made possible by methods and ma- 

chinery specially designed for the uniform, quantity 

production of better Fractional Horsepower 

Gears. Ask us, now, how we can best serve you. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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hours out of 

If you use J Blocks and a square to check cam rises. A 

VINCO Cam Rise Gage with the VINCO Optical Master Closeup of the VINCO CAM 

Inspection Dividing Head accurately checked 68 stations RISE GAGE showing the in- 

on a precision cam (see next page) in less than one hour; strument in position for checking 

the other method required eight hours. SEVEN HOURS a cam. Note sturdy construction— 

saved by the VINCO Cam Rise Gage, and the longer simplicity of operating principle. 
method only proved the VINCO method accurate in 

every detail. 

One instance out of many, but enough to demonstrate 

the important role a rapid, accurate inspection con- 

trol has in speeding up precision production. 

No one can afford to throttle tomorrow’s 

production by slow, obsolete inspection 

controls. Take an inventory of present 

inspection equipment and use VINCO’s 

specialized knowledge and skill to aid 

in this survey. Do this before inade- 

quate and cumbersome checking 

methods slow production, boost the 

rejection rate and raise production costs. 

- 

MILLIONTHS OF AN INCH FOR SALE BY VINCO 

VINCO CORPORATION, 8851 SCHAEFER HIGHWAY, DETROIT 27, MICHIGAN; SALES OFFICES, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND 

Semi-Automatic Hydraulic Spline and Gear Grinder * Optical Master Inspection Dividing Head * Involute Checker »* 
Angle Tangent to Radius Dresser * Index Plates ¢* Precision Vises ¢* Sine Bars ¢ Straight-side Spline, Serration 
Spline, Involute Spline and Helical Spline Plug and Ring Gages ¢* Plain Cylindrical Plug and Ring Gages °* Thread 
Plugs, Rings and Setting Plug Gages * Spur and Helical Master Gears * Munition Gages °¢ Propeller Shaft and 
Hub Gages °¢ Built-up and Special Gages * Gear Rolling Inspection Fixtures ° Indexing Fixtures © Hydraulic 
Power Control, Utilization and Distribution Units * Engineering, Design and Development « Precision Production Parts. 
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ect MAIN TAMED FO be 3 

CiRCUMFEREMCE 

A close estimate of 

the over-all size of 

these cams is easily 

obtained by com- 

paring them with 

the 6” scale in the 

photograph. 
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Investigate this Important Vinco 

Service—Precision Production of 

Small Parts 

No one is better equipped to produce pre- 

cision parts on a production basis than 

VINCO. 

Modern machinery, highly specialized 

engineering knowledge, and craftsmen 

thoroughly schooled on close limit 

operations, all combine to produce these 

parts on schedule, in desired quantity and 

exactly as specified. Investigate this sure 

way to lower production costs. Call your 

VINCO Sales Engineer or see us personally 

for more detailed information. 

MARCH 28, 1946 



THIS HEAD 

PUTS ITS “Nose to the Grindstone’ 

FOR MULTIPLE 

PRECISION 

GRINDING 

To bring precision grinding the advantages 

which multiple tooling and combined cuts have 

given machined work in mass production, Fitchburg 

engineers put their heads together. 

The result, the Fitchburg independent standard 

Bowgage Head, completely self-contained, and 

enabling one machine to perform as many opera- 

tions as it has heads with which to grind. 

For instance, a machine can be arranged for 

plunge-cut grinding one end and the second head 

set up for hydraulic traversing for longitudinal 

grinding, while the number three head is also 

plunge-cut grinding the other end. This is advan- 

ftageous on gun barrels or long spindle type 

pleces where three operations are necessary — 

and all three operations will be performed within 

the time of the longest single operation! 

If you have an “axe to grind” with your current 

production speeds and costs, let Fitchburg en- 

gineers show you how the Fitchburg method can be 

applied to your special problem. No obligation. 

Write today ! 

U RG GRINDING MACHINE CORP. 

FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS, .U.S.A. 

Manufacturers of —Bowgage Wheelhead Units Multiple Precision Gr.oding Units, Spline Grinders 
Cylindrical Grinders, Gear Grinders, Bath Full Universo grinders and Special Purpose Grinders 

THE HEAD. The Bowgage Head is a completely independent precision 

grinding unit. It has rapid traverse, slow grinding feed, grinding dwell 

or spark out, and rapid return to starting position — all started by one 

push button. It is precise to .0002", minimizing spoilage. It can be re- 

moved and remounted for other work, if operations are changed. 

THE BODY. The Fitchburg Triple-Head Machine illustrated is typical of 

the functional engineering and rugged construction of many special 

machines into which independent Fitchburg Bowgage Heads can be 

built to cut costs through multiple automatic precision grinding on mass 

production. It grinds three dimensions at the same time, within time of 

longest single grinding operation, and in one handling — with con- 

sequent saving in time and reduced danger of spoilage. By grinding 

several dimensions automatically on the same piece, at one mounting, 

it releases operator for other work. 

Write Today for Catalog —Sent Free Upon Request 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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FOR A WHOLE LOT MORE HOLES Sor 

° . ° 
Threadwell cold-tempering of every high speed tap, at 120 

below zero, means better threads as well as more of them THREADWELL SCREW PLATES as- 
sure straight, accurate threading. Each die 

per tap at no extra cost to you! is furnished with a pressed steel guide that | 

| makes it easy to cut standard, oversize or 
; dersize threads, 

Don’t take our word for it. Make your own compara- Se ee 

tive performance tests on steel, cast iron, alloys, plastics — 

any material however tough on ordinary taps. THREADWELL KEYWAY CUT- 

TER SETS give you the fastest, 
You'll find the Threadwell distributor in your locality simplest method of cutting keyways . 

to standard width and any desired 
iV , depth in gears, cutters, couplings, unusually helpful and cooperative. He knows that once pula habe, ote. May ho sood- with 

you try Threadwell Cotp TEMPER Taps you'll never go any press. Threadwell offers an ideal 
Arbor Press for the purpose. 

back to ordinary taps. Try them, once, and see why. 

DISTRIBUTORS IN LEADING INDUSTRIAL CENTERS 
THROUGHOUT AMERICA 

Export Distributors 
Canada — Bridge Machinery Company, Montreal 

England — Skylux, Ltd., London 
Brazil — Alfredo Kramer & Cia. Ltda., 

Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo 
Mexico — W. Picard, Mexico, D. F. 

John H. Graham & Co., Inc. of New York City 
THROUGHOUT THE REST OF THE WORLD 

THREADWEILL TAP AND DIE COMPANY - GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A. 

CALIFORNIA OFFICE. THREADWELL TAP & DIE CO. OF CALIF., 1322 SANTA FE AVE., LOS ANGELES 21 
Sawa “ 
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THE JOB: two milling cuts—roughing and finishing WM 

of three surfaces with one setup. The nested cutters are 

mounted on individually driven spindles. A pneumatically 

operated two-station fixture holds the workpiece. Operation 

of the machine is continuous, the operator loading one piece 

while the opposite piece is being milled resulting in mini- 

mum idle cutter time. 

A 
and

 Fest
ees 

OF THREE SURFACES 

IN A CONTINUOUS ‘“ONE-MACHINE’”’ OPERATION 
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THE MACHINE: Kearney & Trecker Vertical Spindle Rotary Table Milling 

“Machine — expressly designed for this mass production operation. 

The two-spindle upright on this machine is mounted on sliding ways for lateral adjust- 

‘ment. Each vertical spindle is driven by a 5 hp motor and is quill-mounted to facilitate 

cutter location.” A 3 hp motor drives the 48-inch rotary table. Rate of table movement is 

controlled by trip dogs in the T-slot on the table periphery, providing both feed and 

rapid traverse movement at any setting. 

The specially designed Vertical Spindle Rotary Table Milling Machine is another example of 

many special machine tool problems solved by the Engineering Investigation Service of 

Kearney & Trecker Corporation. 

“Engineering Investigation Service” studies your specific production problems and makes rec- 

ommendations for the necesary equipment. This equipment may be a special machine, a special 

FLAC Colebesl_yel deo) a- Mit belet-baembeet-Colebbel mm ME-)ol [oil MR Job d dele) lob belemb eb airtd- me) @t-jol-lot-VmotliC es 

Of vital immortance to the user of Kearney & Trecker Engineering Investigation Service is the 

background of 40 years experience of the Kearney & Trecker organization in the designing and 

Poth Cob bole Mio) Mh oddest) lope tam eblop else lol op cole lb lois loyeMBert-Loebbel_ Mk (ole) tm 

cy 

Waukee 14, Wisconsin <Q@Xiiy 
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This Snyder four-spindle tapping ma- 

chine for tapping automotive front wheel 

support brackets is another example of 

Snyder’s skill in creating special purpose 

machines that will do the job quickly 

and accurately, with minimum of op- 

erator fatigue and maximum conveni- 

ence and safety. 

The machine has a welded steel column 

containing the tapping spindle drive 

motor, leadscrew mechanism and the 

necessary depth control limit switches. 

The fixture table is equipped with eight 

fixtures, thereby making it possible to 

work on four parts while four finished 

parts are unloaded and the fixtures re- 

loaded. The fixtures and the table move 

A SNYDER “Special” FOR A SPECIAL JOB 

hydraulically from the loading to the 

working positions. 

The base of the machine contains the 

hydraulic equipment for moving the 

table and fixtures back and forth. The 

lubricant for the taps is contained in the 

lower portion of the column. 

Into every Snyder machine is built the 

fruits of twenty-one years experience in 

developing special-purpose machines for 

specific metal-cutting problems. Pos- 

sibly there is a place in your production 

line for a machine that will accomplish 

definite economies in time, effort, tools 

and materials. We invite your inquiries. 

Snyder Tool & Engineering Company, 

3400 E. Lafayette Detroit 7, Michigan. 

SNYDER 

DESIGNERS AND 
BUILDERS OF MACHINERY 
FOR HIGH PRODUCTION 

AT LOW UNIT COST 

21 Years of 

Successful 

Cooperation 

with 

Leading 

American 

Industries 
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_ AUTOMATIC CHUCKING and TURNING MACHINES 

There are no practical limits to the variety 

of work these machines will handle 

These five models in the P&J line are de- 

signed to meet all needs of metal working 

shops for high production of duplicate parts 

at low cost for power, labor and mainte- 

nance. The capacity range covered by these 

machines is inclusive, parts small or large be- 

ing handled with equal facility and at closely 

and easily held tolerances. Tooling to meet 

specific requirements is an inherent, advan- 

tageous feature of every machine in the 

P&J line. 

Send for illustrated, descriptive literature 

BUY SAVINGS BONDS TODAY FOR SECURITY TOMORROW 



BARBER-COLMAN 

HOBS « HOBBING MACHINES « HOB SHARPENING MACHINES ¢ MILLING CUTTERS 

REAMERS © REAMER SHARPENING MACHINES « SPECIAL TOOLS 

END MILLS 

cut 20 SLoTsS 

PER SHARPENING, 

1.610” WIDE x 5/8” DEEP x 7” LONG, 

IN 41-44 R.C. STEEL 

The principal difficulty with the material on this job was 
frequent hard spots — which had quickly broken teeth 
out of ordinary cutters. The Barber-Colman End Mills 
designed for the job not only took these hard spots in 
stride but also showed a very creditable tool life. Each 
cutter removed more than 11 cu. in. of steel on each 
piece and averaged 20 slots per sharpening. 

The Barber-Colman Cutter Engineering Department is 
constantly called on to design cutters for tough jobs like 
this, and has been successful in saving many situations 
which were giving a lot of “grief” on tool life. Use 
Barber-Colman Cutters for your milling jobs — and especially 
for the tough ones. 

JOB FACTS 
CUTTERS—1.610" x 14” x 55g” O.A., R.H. 
End Mills with No. 9 B & S Taper Shank. 
Produces average of 20 slots per grind. Have 
gotten as many as 60 slots. 
Feed used .0053" per rev. — speed 74 r.p.m. 
PIECE — Cam for controlling propeller pitch. 
Steel forging, 41-44 Rockwell C with frequent 
hard spots. Cutting time 20 min. per piece 
(4 slots). Cut starts from drilled hole. 

USE 

BARBER-COLMAN 

CUTTERS FOR 

® Greater Accuracy 

® Longer Tool Life 

© Lower Tool Costs 

BARBER-GOLMAN COMPANY sezsere=== 

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT ¢ 111 LOOMIS STREET © ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Gulikivic machine jus Mold 

without the Cost of Tamplets on Models? 

This switch handle transfer mold, using SAE 3012 steel, was Plastic switch handle as produced by the Kline Manufacturing 
made from blueprint dimensions without model or templet. Co., Galena, Ohio from mold illustrated opposite. 

Wl Coclonicietd anes K&T Rotary Head: Milling Machine 
assured exact production to drawing specifications — reduced 
total production costs. 

TOTAL TIME for complete mold 

was 35 hours, employing an inexperi- Se 

enced operator. Little hand-finishing was re- 

quired. With more operating experience, time could 

be reduced by milling both halves of the mold in one 

setup. This is just one example of the outstanding 

performance a Kearney & Trecker Rotary Head Mill- 

ing Machine can give you in toolroom, experimental 

and manufacturing work. SAVES TIME — it mills 

intricate shapes in a single setup, transmits blueprint 

dimensions direct to the workpiece without aid of models 

or templets, AVOIDS ERRORS — it gives you exact 

control of all mechanical movements. SAVES MONEY 

— initial preparation and multiple setups are elimi- 

nated. Production goes up — costs go down. For 

further information, write for Bulletin 1002C today! 

Kearney &Trecker 

MACHINE ¢ MIDGETMILL © SPEEDMILL * FACE MILL Products 

GRINDER * AUTOMETRIC BORING MACHINES CORPORATION 

MILWAUKEE 14, WISCONSIN 

Subsidiary of Kearney & Trecker Corporation 

BUILDERS OF MILWAUKEE ROTARY HEAD MILLING 



“More than Human 

All Screw driving problems solved here! 

A wide range of straight, angle and extension 

attachments speed assembly—whatever the size, 

type, location or tightness requirements of your 

screwdriving or nut setting jobs. In fact, Thor 

engineers have never failed to solve any screw or 

nut driving problem yet presented. They'll be 

glad to check on yours . . . without obligation. 

Thor U16CP 

(Shown above driving screws on a refrigerator unit) 

Thor U19AP 

Righi Angle Screwdriver 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



in their 
ACCURACY 

EFRIGIENGY 

SPEED 

PORTABLE ELECTRIC 

SCREW DRIVERS and NUT SETTERS 

You'll “put it together”... faster with 

these versatile assembly tools 

“UNCANNY” is the way operators describe the un- 

failing accuracy with which Thor portable electric 

assembly tools drive screws and set nuts to uniform 

tightness at top speed. But, it is understandable when 

you know the precision-built control features in 

these Thor tools. 

An adjustable clutch, for example, standard on most 

models, permits driving each fastener precisely to a 

pre-set tension. Power is positively controlled, too, 

by precision-wound motors and precision-cut gearing 

so that you get exactly the right combination of 

speed and torque for the job. 

If you want to “put it together” three or four times 

faster—write, or call your nearest Thor distributor. 

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY 

600 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 6, Illinois 

Birmingham Boston Buffalo Cleveland Detroit los Angeles 

Milwaukee New York Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis 

Salt Lake City San Francisco Toronto, Canada Londen, England 

PORTABLE POWER 

PNEUMATIC TOOLS * UNIVERSAL AND HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRIC TOOLS MINING AND CONTRACTORS TOOLS 
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American 

ingenuity has brought modern 

grinders a long way from this 

ancient one horsepower grinding 

machine with its cumbersome gear- 

ing, rope belting and strange attach- 

ments. The bearded operator, with- 

out leaving his work, increased the 

r.p.m. of the grinding wheel by a 

sharp prod on the unlucky horse. 

Illustration from Bettmann Archive 

ABRASIVE M-34(3 

VERTICAL SPINDLE SURFACE aise 

WITH WET GRINDING ATTACHMENT 

Compact, powerful and accurate, the Abrasive 

M-34 fully meets today’s requirements for a pre- 

cise production grinder. The motorized spindle 

eliminates belt drive and delivers maximum Fully automatic 
. . No. M-34 Verti- 

power at the cutting point... takes heavy cuts cal Spindle Sur- 
face Grinder. 

= — Bn oa > mere " act. Capacity: 24" with excellent finish. Massive one-piece bed cast lonptediod, 
° eicsé e ° ° — transverse and 
ing minimizes vibration. Table feeds are auto- 12” vertical. 

oe = 

matic, with hydraulic shock absorber to cushion 

table reversal. 

Ask for descriptive bulletin. ; 

ABRASIVE eapheds viel co. ABRASIVE 

x AE East Providence 14, Rhode Island * Dealers in Principal Cities < 
on | a HEP PRODUCTION 

Write us for information on ABRASIVE a 
Machines on the Government Machine Tool 
Surplus List ... just send the machine serial 
number. Attachments, accessories and repair 
parts are also available. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



castings have ideal mechanical 
and cost very little 

more than low pressure die cast- 

ings. 
Equipped exclusively with H-P-M 

. hydraulic pumps, valves and con- 

trols, H-P-M die-casting machines 
are wn for high speed, heavy 
duty service. Investigate these revo- 
lutionary “ machines. 
Write today for H-P-M.. bulletin 
4402, or better yet, call in an H-P-M 

engineer to discuss your particular 

problems. 

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

Mount Gilead, Ohio, U. S. A. 

Branch Offices: New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, 
Detroit and Chicago. Representatives in Principal Cities . 
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M°CROSKY 
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oe ack-lock 

MILLING CUTTERS | 

SEE THESE STANDARD “SHIP-FROM-STOCK™” 

CUTTERS AT BOOTH 829-A.S.1.£. SHOW 

@ MCCROSKY LEADS AGAIN! —this time with a new line of 

Multi-Duty Carbide Milling Cutters. Unlike the special purpose 

carbide cutters, designed and built for one set of work conditions 

only, these new Multi-Duty cutters are general purpose tools,— 

they can be used on one job after another. 

The number of blades, and the rake and spiral at which the blades 

are mounted, permits the use of Multi-Duty cutters on an extremely 

wide variety of medium duty work. And the alloy steel bodies, @ 

carefully heat-treated in our modern salt bath furnaces, provide the 4 

ruggedness needed for service on the super-powered machines that 

have recently been developed. 

Multi-Duty cutters are furnished in two styles,—one for milling 

cast iron and non-ferrous metals,— the other for steel. Both feature 

the Jack-Lock blade locking device,— conceived and developed by 

McCrosky engineers,— that gives McCrosky inserted blade tools 

the rigidity of solid tools on the job,— yet permits quick release of 

the blades, and easy and accurate adjustment so that a minimum 

amount of stock is lost in regrinding. Bulletin No. 461 — just 

released — gives full details. Send for a copy. 

M‘CROSK Y 

Designers and Manufacturers of 

Yack - Lock Milling Cutters Super redjustable Reamers 

Glock “74 fee Boring Bars “Varvvet Tool Posts 

Wizard Chucks and Collets Special Multiple Duty Tools 

TOOL 

CORPORATION 
Bi e. 2 Sr 2 
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accurate metal finishing of 

rate than was possible by 

American engineers will be gif 

how broaching will work for yo 

There is no obligation. ¥ 

details on American’s con 

ing service—machines, toc 

neering. \ 

Finishing slots in jet prof 

bines was a typical warti 

solved by broaching, the Amé 

An American SB-66-15 Verti¢ 

Broaching Machine, equipp 

single broach, was used to c 

ished form in the sides of the ] 

semi-finished grooves. By ; 

the entire form was held with tenths 

i of thousandths at an extrem@ly high 

a \° Bes \rate of production. & 
BROACHING TOOL 
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Aumizant 

BROACH AND| 

MACHINE CO. \ Es 2 -2i2> FREE! Complete ’¢et of reprints e 

on jet propulsion operation. 
The three American advertise- 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN uss Oy a : v ments describing the broaching 
@ a“: of jet propulsion turbines will 

ee be sent to you without obligation. Just attach this convenient 
BROACHING MACHINES coupon to your letterhead! AM 
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TO PRODUCE MORE OF A GREATER VARIETY 

THRU pase OF PRECISION SET UP AND OPERATION 

The Rivett No. 104 is a simple, power-driven grind- 

er suitable for tool making and precision manufac- 

turing. Operations of widely varying nature can be 

quickly set-up and efficiently ground on one or 

many pieces. Interchangeable brackets are selec- 

tively mounted on the cross slide for internal, ex- 

ternal, or concentric grinding in straight, taper, 

Yet Melmsateltiiel-laniclaaah 

Internal, External Turret 

RANGE 

Internal spindles of suitable 

design and speed may be se- 

lected for hole grinding up 

to approximately 3"' diameter 

and 4" length. 

External bracket with 7" x 

1/,"" wheel may be used for 

on-center or chucked work up 

to approximately 3" diameter. 

Turret for concentric grind- 

ing of hole or outside surface 

is limited to such work as may 

be chucked. [ak are 

f a Fav ii 

IRIVETT 

RIVETT LATHE x GRINDER, Inc. 

BRIGHTON + BOSTON + MASS. - U.S.A. 

Write for Bulletin 104. 
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Perfected for Production 

We had your production in mind 

when we perfected Union Tools. 

Your requirements — and 

your practical shop experiences 

have helped us 

design tools which will 

give you better results... 

consistent 

high accuracy, 

consistent low costs. 

@ 1-1 o MY ZolU] am olgete (Ula slola 

curve rising! Union — 

The Tools You Buy Again — 

will help you do it. 

UNION TWIST DRILL CO. 

ATHOL MASS. 

UNION * BUTTERFIELD « CARD Divisions of the Union Twist Drill Co. 
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S. W. CARD MFG. CO. 

MANSFIELD, MASS. 

STORES 
New York: 61 Reade St. 
Chicago: 11 So. Clinton St. 
Detroit: 5527 Woodward Ave. 
San Francisco: 121 Second St. 
Los Angeles: 524 E. Fourth St. 
Seattle: 568 First Ave., South 

UNION * BUTTERFIELD * CARD 
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In wartime as well as peacetime pro- 

duction, tool economy is a desirable 

asset. Butterfield Taps—in all sizes, 

types and thread forms — feature 

tool-saving and time-saving quali- 

ties to assure long. accurate and 

economical service. You get Quality 

when you order 

Butterfield 

TAPS 

i << «at «at «a? } «* «* 

Divisions of the Union Twist Drill Comp" 
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Bryant Thread Gages have proved their superiority 

for bench work... now, the new Portable gage offers 

fast, accurate inspection of internal threads in large 

castings, work in the machine, etc., or in any parts 

where bench inspection may be inconvenient. 

The Bryant Portable Thread Gage is so accurate 

that it can be used to check master gages, and on pro- 

duction work it will check threads all over in a few 

seconds. It is 4 to 5 times faster than plug gaging. 

Retracting gage segments eliminate threading the 

gage into and out of threaded holes — they prevent 

wear — on Class 4 and 5 fits, selective assembly is 

possible by classing threads according to indicator 

readings — pilots on back of thread segments mean 

rapid, catchless insertion and removal of the gage — 

there is no chance of cross threading. 

The fastest, cheapest, most accurate method of in- 

specting threads is the Bryant method — it is the only 

method for visually indicating the size of internal 

threads. Write for complete details. 

94 

Perfect for inspecting threads 

on large pieces that cannot be 

moved conveniently fo the in- 

spection department. 

Allows checking of threads in 

the work in the machine. 

Eliminates threading of gage 

into and out of threaded holes. 

Se 

Four or five times faster than 

plug gaging. — « 

Gives overall inspection in a 

few seconds—at a glance. _ 

Master gage accuracy trans- 

ferred quickly to production 

parts. 

BRYANT CHUCKING GRINDER CO. 

SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U.S. A. 
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Cincinnati Bickford 

Design Progresses! Here at the 

Troy Engine & Machine Company, | 

Troy, Pennsylvania, they tell us that with 

is the same methods and operations production 

mm) on the job increased 20% with the installation 

4] of a new, up-to-date Cincinnati Bickford Super 

" Service Radial, equipped with the latest type ¥ 

centralized controls. 4 

3 Modern tools pay their way. 5 

Write for detailed Bulletin R-24A. 

See our condensed catalog:in Sweet's File. 

; 

Courtesy of Troy Engine & Machine Co., Troy, Pa. 

ay 

Equal Efficiency of Every Unit 
Makes the Balanced Machine 

THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL CO. cincinnati 9. onic v.s.a. 
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ic’ MORRIS, 

OR-SPEED 

@ This vertical hydraulic high production 

machine is typical of the units Morris is 

designing and building to meet job speci- 

fications. 

Here the machine was developed for drill- 

ing, reaming and countersinking rocker 

arm steel castings for automobiles. 

The standard hydraulic Unit carries a 10 

Spindle Head. There are two inverted 

countersinking spindles which are fed up 

through lever action by Hydraulic Feed of 

upper unit. Cutting lubricant pump and 

reservoir are mounted on the side. Opera- 

tion is simplified by push button control 

and automatic clamping. 

For your high production work calling for 

drilling, reaming, tapping, etc., consult 

Morris. They have the organization, the 

facilities and the “know how” to help you. 

7 Ihe MORRIS Machine Tool Co 

CINCINNATI 3, OHIO 
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ETHIE ESTABLISHED 1877 BURNHAM FINNEY, Editor 

For a Virile Research Program 

Our high resolve to carry on a program of ord- 

nance research after the war seems to have been 

lost in the shuffle of demobilization. 

Not long ago our national leaders said that our 

future defense would depend upon our keeping 

alert to developments in the art of ordnance. One 

top military official went so far as to declare that 

he would rather have $50,000,000 a year for re- 

search than to have universal military training. 

Seven months after the war, however, our re- 

search is confined to a limited number of Navy 

contracts awarded to educational institutions, plus 

a modest amount of research by the services them- 

selves. The only research being done by industrial 

companies is the winding up of previous war 

contracts. 

With the world in its present state of upheaval, 

we would be derelict if we allowed ourselves to 

be unprepared for any eventuality. It is time that 

we got busy and established a sound program. 

Such a program should be based on the premise 

that industry and ordnance should operate to- 

gether. With successful defense dependent upon 

the country’s capacity to produce and upon pro- 

duction “know-how,” as demonstrated in World 

War II, we should labor diligently to bring in- 

dustry and the armed services together in their 

thinking and knowledge of each other’s operations. 

The teamwork which we advocate would take 

two forms. One is the full use of the nation’s in- 

dustrial research facilities, as well as of the coun- 

try’s educational institutions. The other is the 

exchange of personnel between industry and the 

services. 

Ample funds should be put at the disposal of 

the services to undertake desirable and impor- 

tant research projects in the immediate future. 

Even if a start were made at once, it would be 

weeks and perhaps months before contracts were 

let and research work began in earnest. 

Though we did astonishingly well in turning 

out weapons in prodigious quantities during the 

war, there was much floundering, bungling, inept- 

ness and waste motion. Much of it was traceable 

to unfamiliarity of the military personnel with 

industrial procedure and of industrialists with 

military thinking. 

Too often there was not a meeting of minds, an 

understanding by one party of the other party’s 

point of view. 

This shortcoming can be remedied, at least 

to some extent, by assigning military officers to 

spend a specified time, say a year or two, in in- 

dustry getting the “feel” of how a manufactur- 

ing organization functions. Manufacturers could 

in turn detach men from their staffs and have 

them learn the rudiments of ordnance in the 

Army and Navy. 

If a future emergency should arise, we then 

would have a trained group of men, in the services 

and in industry, that would be invaluable in ex- 

pediting production of war goods. 

This program should not be pigeon-holed in 

Washington. The least that we can do is to carry 

it out promptly, especially since we as a people 

appear unwilling to maintain large armed forces. 

We will be guilty of unforgiveable carelessness 

and negligence if we should let any considerable 

period go by during which defense research is 

permitted to languish. 



FOR FERROUS, NON-FERROUS AND 
NON-METALLIC MATERIAL 

The clean-cut job is the profitable job. Shearing 

square, shearing straight, shearing to close tolerances— 

lowers cost of forming and smoothes the assembly. 

Cincinnati sheared blanks in many cases eliminate 

expensive blanking dies. 

Cincinnati Shears handle ferrous, non-ferrous and non- 

metallic materials—with machine tool like accuracy. 

Cincinnati Shears are very profitable machines in 

many plants in many industries. 

You get a “‘clean-cut™ product from Cincinnati Shears. 

THE CINCINNATI SHAPER CO. 

CINCINNATI 25,O0HI0 U.S.A. 

SHAPERS - SHEARS - BRAKES 

FOR SPECIALIZED WORK 

Write for instructive catalog S-3 



Simplified Design 

Slashes Plane Production Costs 

BY ALFRED MARCHEV, PRESIDENT 

AND ALFRED Z. BOYAJIAN, STRESS ANALYSIS ENGINEER 

REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORTION 

AT THE END of World War II, air- 
craft manufacturers of this country 
were confronted with many prob- 
lems, a major one being their future 

business. Republic Aviation Corpora- 
tion was no exception. We expected 
a certain proportion of our military 
work to continue, but under a greatly 
reduced program, and we looked for- 
ward confidently to an active part in 

the transport field. 

But we wanted also to enter the 
field of personal airplanes and be- 
lieved that a substantial quantity 

could be sold if we were able to of- 
fer them at popular prices. A design 
for a wood-and-fabric amphibian was 
purchased from P. H. Spencer, a pio- 

neer in designing and flying amphib- 
ians. Using this design as a basis, we 

designed and built an all-metal three- 
place prototype of the RC-3, popu- 
larly known as the Seabee. 

While the airplane flew and han- 
dled well, it cost $3.60 per lb. to 
manufacture and would have had to 
sell for $7,500. As we wanted an air- 
plane to sell for $4,000 or less, our 
next problem was how to achieve low- 

cost manufacture without depending 
on a huge volume of sales. 

The logical solution was simplified 
design of the airframe structure to 
reduce both fabrication time and tool- 
ing expense. Before the war, the air- 

craft engineer had to design for ease 
of manufacture, as factory equipment 
was in a development stage. During 
the war, high production was accom- 

plished and noteworthy advances 
were made in the improvement of ex- 
isting components and in the design 
of airplanes for mass production by 
extensive assembly breakdowns, but 
conventional designs necessarily had 
to be used. 

Republic, however, to build a $4,000 
amphibian, had to disregard conven- 
tional design and analyze its problem 
in the light of simplified design. The 
manufacturing costs of a conventional 
airplane are distributed as follows: 
parts 20%, subassembly 70% and 
final assembly 10%. As 70% of the 

total cost of manufacturing lies in 
subassembly, it offers the most fertile 
field for cost reduction. If the cost of 
the detail parts, for example, is re- 
duced as much as 20% by redesign, 
it amounts to an over-all reduction of 
only 4%. 

If the objective of the redesign, 
however, is to reduce the number of 

parts, both the cost of manufacturing 
the parts and the cost of subassembly 

are reduced. If the final number of 
parts is reduced to 20% of the orig- 
inal number, the cost of subassembly 
is cut four-fifths, thus amounting to 
14% rather than 70% of the total 

cost. Furthermore, the cost of the 
parts is reduced 80% if the new parts 

are designed to cost less to fabricate 

than the average conventional part. 
By such simplification of the design, 
the manufacturing costs are reduced 
to: parts 4%, subassembly 14% and 
final assembly 10%, totaling 28% of 
the original cost. 

Simplified Design of Stabilizer 

Working on this basis, Republic 
first redesigned the stabilizer. The 
conventional structure had the usual 
spars, ribs, stringers and a smooth 
skin. The structure, as. simplified, 

consists of two spars, two ribs and 
no stringers, and carries 110% of the 

design load. The exterior of each 
stabilizer is the same, except for 

some strengthening beads, 14 in. deep 
and 4 in. apart, on the skin of the 
simplified stabilizer. At the cruising 
speed of 103 mph., this exterior bead- 
ing is not objectionable as the aero- 

dynamic characteristics of the stabi- 
lizer are little affected. The skin on 
the simplified design is heavier than 
that on the conventional design, being 
increased from 0.020 to 0.025 in., but 

it replaces heavier internal members. 
Results of the redesign were star- 

tling even to us who had expected a 
cost reduction: 

Conven- Simopli- 
tional fled 

Number of pieces 42 10 
Weight (lb.) 13 13 
Fabrication man hr. 14.2 y We 

Number of rivets 521 161 

sensible production. 

TOOLING COST was cut from $1,750,000 to $400,000, parts three-quarters, fabrication 

time 92°%, and passenger capacity upped a third by redesigning Republic's Seabee for 

Here are suggestions galore for every metalworking executive 
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Stabilizer of conventional 
design consisting of spars, 
ribs and stringers for in- 

ternal structure 

The evident saving in manhours of 
fabrication time is the result, pri- 
marily, of the absence of the inter- 

mediate ribs. During assembly of such 
a structure, by far the greatest part of 
the time is used in accurately locating 
the ribs in the fixture, then running 
in stringers. With a_ stressed-skin 
structure consisting of only two spars 
and end ribs, assembly work is far less 
involved and costly because it can be 
done on automatic riveting machines. 

Wing Design 

By application of this same pro- 
gram of simplification, the wing was 
designed to reduce the number of 
parts from 114 to 21, the weight from 
150 to 110 lb., the fabrication time 

from 280 to 10 manhours, and the 
number of rivets from 2,627 to 882. 
Design was changed from a full canti- 
lever to a semi-cantilever by adding 
a single strut for rigidity and strength. 

Under test, the simplified wing car- 
115% of the design load, and in 

torsional rigidity is four times as 
strong as the C.A.A. requirements. 
The principal production advantage is 
that the new wing is adaptable to 

assembly by automatic riveting. 

ries 

Control Surfaces 

Other control surfaces then 
redesigned, and comparative savings 
in manhours and costs were effected. 
The simplified designs, however, are 
neither static nor frozen. The new 

design of the elevator, for instance, 

further simplification 
internal structure of 

design consisted of a 
front spar and two end ribs with the 
fittings attached to the spar. In the 
new design, the spar is to be elimi- 
nated. Fittings will be attached di- 

were 

is undergoing 
Originally the 
the simplified 

100 

Stabilizer and elevator with — 
beaded skin. New design of 
elevator will eliminate spar 

rect to the leading edge of the skin, 
which, being externally beaded, is ex- 

pected to have sufficient rigidity not 
to flutter. 

Hull Design 

As the simplification of design had 

given such excellent results on the 
control surfaces, it was decided to re- 
design the hull along the same lines. 

The original structure had the usual 
stringers, bulkheads and frames. The 
first redesign reduced the number of 

parts, but it was believed that an even 
better, simpler design could be made 

by eliminating most of the double 
curvature in the skins. The new de- 

sign was therefore based on the prin- 
ciple of straight-line generation. All 
but two sections of the skin on the 

‘hull assembly can now be cut to shape 
and wrapped into position. The two 
parts that still require stretch-form- 

ing because of their double curvature 
are the bottom skins at the bow. The 
final result reduced the number of 
parts from 362 to 63, the weight from 
318 to 298 lb., the fabrication time 

Stabilizer of simplified de- 
sign consisting primarily of 

only two spars and two 
ribs. Further redesign will 

eliminate outboard end rib 

from 590 to 20 manhours, and the 
number of rivets from 6,500 to 2,400. 

To test the theory of simplified de- 
sign on high-speed airplanes, Republic 

redesigned the fin of a P-47 Thunder- 
bolt. As the aerodynamic character- 

istic of the fin would have been seri- 
ously affected if skin beads were ex- 
posed to the airstream, a double, 
spot-welded skin was designed with 
the beading on the inside skin. This 
afforded both the stiffening effect of 
the beads and the smoothness required 

of the exterior surface. The redesign 
reduced the number of parts in the 
fin from 94 to 25, the manhours re- 
quired for fabrication from 113 to 
13.5 and the number of rivets from 

1,037 to 564 with no increase in 
weight. 

The new fin proved to be 20% 
stronger than the conventional fin 
under static tests and 10% stiffer in 
bending and torsion. Furthermore, 
the simplified fin maintained a 
smoother surface under all loading 
conditions, a highly desirable quality 
for high-speed airplanes. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Wing of conventional 
design consisting of 
spars, ribs and string- 
ers, typical of most 

metal wings 

Testing Simplified Structures 

Because of the unconventional de- 
signs, the simplified structures could 
not be stress-analyzed in the usual 
manner, Technical data were obtained 

by static-testing only. Methods now 
being developed to calculate the 

stresses are showing close agreement 
between calculated stresses and the 
results of the static tests, and will 
provide means of stress-analyzing any 
future airplanes of such design. 

To determine whether the wing 
would carry the required load, a 50- 
in. test section was first used, and 
finally a whole wing was tested. As 
the simplified wing has no ribs to sup- 
port the skin under static loading, 
ordinary lead-shot test methods were 
unsatisfactory because of the danger 
of crushing the loaded surface of the 
wing. The conventional whiffletree 

test method was also unsatisfactory 
because of the testing complication 
involved. Accordingly, we devised a 
static test method which simulates 
the actual surface loadings experi- 
enced in flight more closely than any 
other method used today. Rubber 

bags placed within the wing and in- 
flated react to the live loads used dur- 

ing the test. The test loads are then 

applied in the usual manner with lead 
or sand bags on the surface of the 
test section. 

The control surfaces and the hull, 

also tested under static loads, proved 

to be satisfactory in every respect. 
All these simplified structures are 
now undergoing flight and service 
tests and are proving substantially 
better than conventional designs. 

Tooling 

Although we realized at Republic 

that manufacture of an airplane with 
fewer parts would cost less than the 
manufacture of one having a greater 
number of parts, regardless of tooling 
and production methods, it was de- 
cided to investigate the effects of the 
tooling on the costs. 

An analysis was made of tooling 

costs for the stabilizer over a pro- 
duction range from 100 to 5,000 air- 
planes, with fair and excellent tooling 

Redesigned hull having fewer 
parts and based on straight- 
line generation to reduce 
number of double-curvature 

parts 

Wing of simplified design 
having three spars, three ribs 
and many parts fewer than 

conventional wing 

and for conventional and simplified 
designs. The results, plotted in manu- 
facturing cost in dollars per pound 
of airplane weight against number of 
airplanes produced, showed that the 

improved tooling actually paid for 

itself in less than 200 airplanes. With 
a production of 5,000 airplanes, the 
manufacturing cost per pound was 
less than half of that with the simpli- 
fied design and unimproved tooling. 

This estimate was verified by ac- 

tual results on the Seabee. As orig- 
inally designed and tooled, the re- 
tail cost of the airplane was estimated 
to be $3.60 per lb. Simplification of 
airframe design and improvement in 
the tooling has reduced over-all cost 
to approximately $2.00 per ‘lb. The 
manufacturing cost of the airframe 
was reduced to $0.50 per lb., of which 
approximately 40% is labor, overhead 

and tools and 60% is material. 

Engine and Equipment Cost 

The final cost of an airplane de- 
pends on more than just the airframe. 
It is possible to simplify the airframe 

design, reduce its manufacturing 
costs, and yet have an airplane too 

costly to sell if the cost of the engine 
and equipment is too high. During 
the war, aircraft engines cost as much 
as $20 per hp. Such prices are entirely 
out of line for personal airplanes. 
If the automotive industry can sell 

engines for $0.20 per lb., aircraft-en- 
gine manufacturers should be able to 

®@make them for at least a dollar a 

pound, or about $2 per hp., by using 
good production equipment. 

The cost of aircraft equipment also 
must be reduced. An automobile am- 
meter costs 11 cents, whereas an air- 

craft ammeter costs many times that 

1Ol 



because of the accuracy and range for 
which it is designed. Yet all that 
need be known is whether the battery 
is charging or discharging and the 

low cost instrument will show that as 
well as the more expensive one. To 
reduce the costs of the equipment on 
the Seabee, a strict budget was set 
up to cover each item. As a result, 
the cost of engine instruments was re- 
duced from $75 to $16 by adapting a 
regular automotive instrument panel, 
by substitution of an rpm. indicator 

for the speedometer, and cost of 
flight instruments was reduced from 

$80 to $16 by specifying less expen- 
sive cases and dials. 

Results of Redesign 

Thus far at Republic, we have been 
well satisfied with our results, but we 

realize that it is just a beginning in 
the field of simplified design. Our 
cumulative results on the Seabee in 
approximately 6 mo. of redesign are: 

Conven- Simpli- 
tional ed 

Number of passengers 3 + 
Wing area (sq, ft.) 171 196 
Airframe parts (number) 1800 450 
Airframe fabrication 

(man hrs.) 2500 200 
Tooling cost (5,000 air- 

planes per yr.) $1,750,000 $400,000 

Design Rules 

To institute the program and attain 
these results we had to do three 
things: (1) study the structures with 

one purpose in mind—simplification, 
(2) determine from time-study rec- 
ords where the costs were high, and 

(3) investigate stress-analysis pro- 
cedures and find discrepancies which 
might be corrected to simplify the de- 
sign. 

During redesign, it was soon seen 
that present stress-analysis proce- 
dures for stressed-skin wings had to 
be discarded. The universally adopted 
theory of isolating a section contain- 
ing one rib of a wing and analyzing 
it as an independent structure is er- 

roneous because it assumes that the 
rest of the wing does not contribute 
any strength to that section. Such 
analysis as applied to the simplified 
wing, for example, would show a lack 
of shear rigidity in transferring air- 

load shears in a chordwise direction 
to the spars. So it became necessary 

to analyze the complete wing as a 
unit, rather than as a series of sepa- 
rate sections. Thus, while the old 
stress-analysis theories were funda- 
mentally correct, they had to be re- 
viewed for errors in applications and 
assumptions. 
From this study we arrived at a 

number of design rules that anyone 
entering the field of simplified design 
should consider seriously. 

(1) Reduce the number of parts to 
about 25% of those required in con- 
ventional design. 

(2) Design the basis structure so 

assembly can be made on automatic 
riveting machines without interfer- 

New method of testing using rubber bags inserted in test section and inflated 
with air to support test loads on skin 
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Comparison of manufacturing costs (in- 
cluding labor, overhead, tooling, but 
not material) for conventional and sim- 
plified designs of the stabilizer with fair 

and improved tooling 

ence from complex internal compo- 
nents. 

(3) Design to use the shop equip- 
ment to best advantage. 

(4) Design specifically for the ma- 
terial and make use of all its basic 
advantages. For example, the fund- 

amental production advantage of all- 
metal construction is that it can be 
produced largely by machines with a 
minimum of hand labor. This ad- 
vantage was lost in conventional 

structures because they were too in- 
tricate for automatic assembly ma- 

chines, but it was regained in the 
simplified versions. 

While these rules are fundamental, 
each design should be guided by them 
in order to emphasize as the primary 
consideration the major problem of 

reducing the manufacturing cost with- 

out sacrifice of strength, lightness, 
rigidity and serviceability. 

Coffee At The Job 

STRANGE AS IT MAY SEEM, management 

and unions are in accord on one sub- 
ject—at-the-job coffee service. In- 
dustrial feeding came into its own 

during the war and became recog- 
nized as a boon to production rates, 
health and morale among workers, 
and safety measures, according to a 
survey by Fact Finders, Inc., and the 
John E. Graham Market Research 

Agency. 
Of plant managers interviewed in 

173 industrial plants, 96.3% plan to 
continue employee feeding on the 
same scale or an increased scale in 
peacetime production. It is estimated 
that seven million workers are fed 
in manufacturing plants having in- 

plant feeding. 
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Short Cute ror te smatt sur 

MARKING off an angular cut on any 
round material is possible with a rub- 
ber band. One of suitable length to 
get plenty of tension is merely rolled 
along the piece to the desired spot 
with the thumb and then rolled to the 
right angle. In drawing the line, a 
little care is required to keep from 
crowding the rubber band. 

~~---Rubber band 

A COMFORTABLE HANDLE for 5 
gal. oil cans is worth the trouble if 
the cans are used much or have to 

be carried for any distance. This is 

accomplished quickly by splitting a 
short scrap of %& or %-in. pipe 
enough to slip it over the light wire 
handle and then hammering the pipe 
together. For temporary purposes, a 

piece of rubber tubing or hose will 
serve. 

Split tube-~ 

5-gal.can 4 

WIRE ROPE scrap makes a con- 
venient and simple file cleaner. 
To make the tool properly, the middle 
of a 4-in. piece of rope should 
be tightly served with tarred or 
waxed twine, or sweated into a tube 

to make a smooth handle that won’t 
scratch your hands. The rest will fray 
with use making an efficient brush. 
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BY A. H. WAYCHOFF 

Scraps of steel 
wire rope 

SKIDS for moving heavy boxes 
around, particularly up and down 
stairs, are handy in a small shop 
enabling one man safely to handle 
loads without the usual bumping and 
straining. Two old auto bumpers of 
the flat spring type were spaced apart 
at a suitable distance and fastened 
with two cleats, and a short rope 

made fast in the ends of the bump- 
ers provides the handle. 

\ Old auto 
bumper springs 

HARDWOOD DRILLPRESS PADS 
which last a long time are made 
quickly from a piece of wood the 

same size as the drill table. To make 

them slip-proof and to protect them 
from random drilling and a quickly 

chewed-up surface, four nails are 
driven into the corners of each to po- 
sition the block on the table. 

FOUNDATION HOLES in concrete 
make a stronger anchor for heavy 
machinery when they are belled out 
with the bent punch shown. Instead 
of setting the bolts in straight holes, 
the bottoms of the holes are first ex- 
panded all around by side chipping. 
Now, when the binding material 
solidifies, the finished anchor will be 
impossible to remove without tearing 
up the floor. 

Anchor bolt-» 

Fal 
Bend Concrete-- 

t . 
_._\point 

\ 

SOLVENT TRAYS for cleaning small 
parts can be made from pairs of bak- 
ing tins. Hinges are soldered on one 
end and spring clips provided for the 
other. A cork gasket prevents spill- 
ing, evaporation and entrance of dust 

when not in use, and the tight cover 

Hinges --- » 
¢ 4 

--Drain par 

Cleanin 7g 
solvent? 

greatly reduces the fire hazard. After 
parts are washed in one pan, they 
are placed in the other for draining 
(its surface is always clean). When 
the unit is closed up again, the drain- 
age will return to the bottom pan, 
thus saving practically all the solvent. 
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Tool-Engineer Training 

Helps Prevent Production Errors 

BY WALTER F. EITEL, SUPERVISOR OF METHODS 

AC SPARK PLUG DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

Coordination of tool planning, motion study and methods analysis is 

considered of real value in preventing production losses. In this first 

of two articles, the author cites some misconceptions hampering 

sound planning and describes a training course used by his firm 

THE PROGRESS of our peacetime in- 
dustries and the rapid development of 
our war industries must be largely 

credited to the ingenuity and resource- 
fulness of tool-planning engineers and 
process men. Future progress will, to 

a considerable degree, depend upon 
their activities. They are the men 
who lay the foundations for the meth- 
ods to be used by production oper- 
ators. If we can coordinate their ef- 

forts with those of the methods and 
motion study men in the planning 
stages, the road to better manufactur- 
ing methods can be shortened con- 
siderably. 

Tool and process engineers can be 
compared with pioneers. They take 
the initiative and often make decisions 

under pressure because of lack of 
time for thorough analysis or lack 
of ,sufficient information regarding 

conditions under which the job must 
be done. Thus their decisions are not 

always the best. Often it is only after 
the tooling and equipment is built 
and tried out that unsatisfactory con- 

ditions come to light. In the past this 
is where the motion study or methods 
men have come into the picture. After 
the job has been tooled up and put 
into operation, they have used their 
motion-study tools to analyze the job 
and see what improvement could be 
made. 

The most fertile field for methods 
and motion study lies in preventing 
errors and losses by better planning 

rather than in correcting them. All 
too frequently, when new equipment 

and tooling reaches the production 
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floor, the necessity for changes in tool- 
ing and layout become obvious and 
the entire line is subject to revision. 
To prevent these losses it is logical 

that methods analysis should be ap- 
plied when the processes and manu- 
facturing’ methods are planned and 
the tooling is designed. 

Perhaps one of the reasons why we 
have not gone far beyond the job- 
correction stage in motion-study work 
is because it is relatively easy to show 
benefits at this stage. The actual 
saving resulting from its use can be 

computed by comparing production 
figures before and after an improved 
procedure is introduced. However, 
when methods analysis is used as a 

preventive measure, there is no basis 
for comparison—there is no previ- 
ously existing condition from which 
the savings resulting from the new 
method can be computed. For this 
reason it is more difficult to sell 
methods as a preventive than as a 

cure. 

When a motion-study program, a 
work-simplification program, or a 
methods program is introduced into a 
plant, it usually is regarded as a 
means of correcting existing condi- 
tions. After the tool and machine- 

design engineer provides specifications 

and the toolroom builds the fixtures 
and equipment, the motion-study man 
goes to work with his tools, such as 
improvement principles, check sheets, 
and micromotion analysis, to make 
changes and improvements in the orig- 
inal equipment. Unfortunately, these 
efforts are sometimes presented to 

top management in a critical manner, 

particularly when methods, motion 
study, or work simplification must 
be sold on a “savings” basis. 

Examples of poorly planned and 
equipped operations are compared 
with the same operations as improved 

by the motion-study man. Actually, 
this is an excellent way of impress- 
ing supervisors and top management 
with what can be done by motion and 

methods analysis and it is compara- 
tively simple, because it usually is 

easy to make a second guess. But, 
unfortunately, this way of selling 
motion study appears as criticism in 

the eyes of the engineer or designer 
who equipped the operation with fix- 
ture, tool, or machines, and for that 
reason he may resent motion study 

as such. 

Overcoming Planning Errors 

But the search for better methods 
must not be stopped to avoid antago- 
nizing the tool-planning engineer. No 
matter how good the tools or equip- 

ment may be which have been pro- 
vided for an operation, improvements 
can always be made. On the other 
hand, we should not continue to con- 
centrate our efforts on improving 
jobs after they are tooled up. In- 
stead, we must provide planning tools 
that the engineer can use to collect 

all the facts about an operation and 

help him foresee difficulties. He can 
then do his planning job with a min- 
imum of guessing and so prevent some 
of the errors he may have made in 
the past. These tools will by no means 
eliminate the need for improvements 
after the job has been done, but will 

help reduce the errors often made in 
the planning stages when planning 
is based on assumptions rather than 

facts. 
As a first attempt at providing plan- 

ning tools, check sheets consisting of 
lists of improvement principles were 

offered, but tool-planning engineers 
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Conference methods are employed at AC Spark Plug plants to train tool and process 
. engineers, production supervisors and other key employees in motion analysis, work 

simplification and production planning. Each conference meeting is conducted by two 
men—an instructor and a lecturer. Walter Eitel, the author, is at the blackboard; 
seated behind him is Joseph A. Anderson, works manager, a frequent visitor at the 

conference sessions. At left is Clinton Callahan, assistant superintendent, serving as 

did not use them because, as a rule, 
they are individualists and are op- 
posed to anything having the appear- 
ance of a straitjacket. 

Check sheets are only rules which 

have a tendency to reduce thinking. 

lecturer for a group of his supervisors 

The designer’s job consists primarily 
of creative effort; we do not want to 
impede this by forcing him to use 

check sheets. Rather than reduce his 
thinking we must give the engineer 

tools which make him think more, 

Planning Tools Help The Engineer Solve Daily Problems 

THE PROBLEM 

1. Reduce second guessing. Get all facts 

2. Selling his own idea. 

Ist Proposal 

j 
Advan. | Disadvan. 

WHAT IS NEEDED 

Present Properly 

TOOL TO 
GET SOLUTION 

Questioning attitude 
Act-breakdown 
Movement anaiysis. 

Questioning attitude 
Act-breakdown 
Movement analysis (to 

justify 
basis). 

2nd Proposal Sden on cost 

Advan. | Disadvan. 

4. Decide how far to go 
with special equipment. 

3. Choose between several Analyze cost of material 
methods. - a 

“ tooling 
Compare unit cost 

Analyze cost of tooling and labor. 
labor saving against additional Compare 

tooling cost. 

based on above. 

Questioning attitude 
Act-breakdown 
Movement analysis. 

Questioning attitude 
Act-breakdown 
Movement analysis. 
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tools which will further develop his 
thinking along logical lines. A sound 
methods-planning program will pro- 

vide the engineer with these plan- 

ning tools: 
1. A questioning attitude—for fact 

finding. 
2. The act-breakdown — to analyze 

the job step-by-step. 
3. Movement analysis—to study the 

operator’s part of the job and design 

equipment to meet it. 
4. Movement time values—to help 

him calculate equipment capacity. 
These tools are not new. They have 

been used for many years in motion- 

study and work-simplification pro- 

grams. They have been developed by 

pioneers in the field of methods an- 

alysis, but seldom have they been ap- 

plied to the problems of the planning 

engineer. Each of the four tools will 

be described in detail in a subsequent 

article. 
These elements are an important 

part of a conference program oper- 

ated by the AC Spark Plug Division 
of General Motors Corporation to 
train tool and process engineers, ma- 
chine-design engineers, production 

supervisors and other key employees 
in motion analysis, work simplifica- 
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METHODS ADVISOR'S DUTIES AND HIS RELATIONSHIPS 

SUBJECT 

(1). 
Act- 
breakdowns 

(2). 
New Fixtures 

(3). 
Maintaining 
Act-breakdown 
Records 

(4). 
Operator 
Training 

(5). 
Maintaining 
Correct 
Methods 

(6). 
Correlation of 
Methods on all 
Shifts 

(7). 
Movement and 
Cost Analyses 

(8). 
Methods 
Classes 

(9). 
Suggestions 

(10). 
Layouts 

(11). 
Effort and 
Methods rating 

(12). 
Weekly 
Meeting 

METHODS 
ADVISOR 

Work with fore- 
man. On new jobs, 
@n act-breakdown 
should be supplied 
to efficiency before 
time study is made 

Should check all 
with at least an 
act- breakdown. 

Should compile re- 
cords and see that 
three (3) copies are 
made (one for fore- 
man, one for 
superintendent, 
and one for effi- 
ciency). 

Should assist the 
foreman when help 
is needed 

Should always be 
on the _ lookout. 
Should notify fore- 
man of infractions 
first. If action isn’t 
forthcoming, 
should notify su- 
perintendent. 

Should be the 
checker. 

Should check all 
analysis and make 
studies whenever 
necessary. 

Should set up and 
maintain and no- 
tify the methods 
supervisor of any 
changes. 

Should assist in- 
vestigators and 
help to sell plan 

to supervision. 

Should be ana- 
lyzed from a mo- 
tion study point of 
view. 

Should make a 
weekly report on 
each dept. and dis- 
cuss same with 
foreman and 
methods super- 
visor. 

Should discuss all 
problems with 
methods super- 
visor. 

WITH OTHERS 

FOREMAN 

Analyze all opera- 
tions under his 
jurisdiction, and 
use in training. 

Should use the 
act-breakdown for 
planning the lay- 
out and in training 
the operator. 

Should use records 
as a reference. 

Should use the act- 
breakdown as a 
guide and do the 
training. 

Should train all 
operators to use 
the correct method 
and also be on the 
alert for improper 
methods. 

Should see that 
this is carried out. 

Should attempt to 
do this when re- 
questing a change 
and if needed ask 
methods advisor 
for help. 

Should be the con- 
tact man and take 
necessary action. 
Should also try to 
sell plan to em- 
ployees. 

Should be called in 
at all times. 

Should endeavor 
to improve rating 
and improve 
methods. 

SUPERVISOR 
OF 

METHODS 

SUPERIN- 
TENDENT 

Available for a de- 
cision in case of 
emergency. | heartedly. 

| check method with 

Should back this 
program  whole- 

Should 

the foreman where 
| efficiencies are low. 

Same as above. 

| Should remind all 

Should be called in 
case of a disagree- 
ment concerning 
methods. 

Should be called in 
case of a disagree- 
ment concerning 
methods. 

Should be called 
only in emergency. 

Same as above. 

Should be notified 
of any changes be- 
fore course is 
changed for ap- 
proval. 

Should promote 
and stirhulate plan 
among supervisors 
and advisors. 

Should be called 
in for advice on 
all major changes. 

Should check 
methods on week- 
ly tour with 
methods advisor. 

Should be ready 
to give advice on 
any problem. 

Should request at 
least an act-break- 
down before ap- 
proving new equip- 

| ment. 

Supervisors to use 
records on all shifts. 

Should be notified 
in case of lack of 
cooperation on the 
foreman’s part. 

Should be notified 
only where foreman 
fails to take action. 

Should back this 
program 100% and 
enforce it if neces- 
sary. 

Should make the 
final decision and 
take mecessary ac- 
tion. 

Should either con- 
duct classes per- 
sonally or have as- 
sistant do it. 

Should convey all 
policy changes to 
foreman and help 
to sell plan to them. 

Should take act- 
breakdowns into 
consideration __ be- 
fore approving. 

Should be notified 
of rating results if 
necessary. 

tion and also in production planning. 

The course extends over 25 to 28 
weeks, with weekly meetings of about 
2 hr. each. Much time is devoted to 
solving practical problems which 
show clearly the advantages of a 

thorough analysis of each tooling 

problem. 
The conferences in which tool and 

process engineers practice this work 
are conducted by two men—a leader 
and a lecturer. The leader’s part is 
to present the technical material, to 
stimulate discussion, and to reach con- 
clusions. He should be a man well 
versed in motion study and planning. 
The lecturer should be the supervisor 
of men who attend the conference. 

He presents portions of a text pro- 

vided in a standard manual, sum- 
maries of the material discussed by 
the leader and the group, definitions, 

amplifications and examples. 

Constant Contact Vital 

The main function of the lecturer, 
however, is to keep in contact with 
his men during the week, encourag- 
ing and helping them to carry out 
their assignments and to apply con- 
tinuously in their daily work what 
they have learned in the past confer- 

ences. Experience has shown that men 
take greater interest in the conference 
work and apply it on their jobs when 

they see that their own supervisors 
take an active part in the program. 
A personal example set by the chief 
tool designer, the master mechanic, 
or the chief engineer will carry more 
weight with tool and process engi- 
neers than any preaching or teaching 

an outsider can do. The fact that top 
supervision is taking an active part 
in instructing the men will give these 
supervisors a better working knowl- 
edge of methods, and they will appre- 
ciate the efforts of their own men 
when they apply what they have 
learned in the conferences. 
Many excellent motion-study pro- 

grams have been only partially suc- 
cessful or have failed completely be- 
cause top supervision did not have 
enough working knowledge to en- 
courage and assist its men with the 
details of methods analysis. The best 

way to get this working knowledge 
is by teaching motion study. This is 

not as difficult as it seems. In one of 
our plants, a production superinten- 

dent attended the master group. Next, 
he acted as lecturer with a group of 
his general foremen. Then he acted 

as leader with a group of foremen, 
and today, several of his general fore- 
men and assistants carry the whole 
program without assistance from the 

Methods Department. Methods will 
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never fade out in the plant while 

these supervisors are in charge. 
The material is presented in the 

form of lectures, developed by group 
discussion, tested and proved by class 
demonstrations and practiced by the 
group as a whole and also individual- 

ly. At the end of each conference 

each member of the group is given 

an assignment to work out an applica- 
tion of the material discussed. During 

the following week the lecturer makes 
a personal contact with each confer- 
ence member to encourage him and to 
help him carry out his assignment. 
He then discusses each assignment 
with the instructor before the next 

session. 
These assignments are important in 

the program because they encourage 
practical application and _ furnish 
valuable information for the leader 
to use during later sessions. They give 
him a means of checking whether or 

not he presented the material clear- 

ly, and to what extent the members 
of the groups are interested in the 

work. The assignments serve further 
as an exchange of the various ex- 
periences the group members have 
had, and can be used frequently to 
give a quiet member of the group 
an opportunity to talk. 

The most important value of the 
assignments, however, is that the 
men soon discover that methods anal- 

ysis and motion study is not as dif- 
ficult a subject as it may have seemed. 
Their interest increases as they gain 
confidence. 

Some experts may question the 

Act-breakdown record cards simplify 

job training problems in the shop 

| METHOD GUIDE 
Operation_Thread Dept._89 
Part No. All Spark Plug Shells Equip. ChicagoThreader 

eae iaivaiendl t+ $+ per tebe doe thi gy 
ST 

I = 

++ 1 
Left Hand Eyes Right Hand 

1. Place shell on left Left | 1. Hold left handle up 
spindle Spindle 

2. Dispose shell into 2.Place left handle 
chute own 

3. Get shell from pan 
4. Get finished shell 

3. Get right handle 
Right 14. Place right handle up 

Spindle 
5. Place shell on right Right 5. Hold right handle 
— Spindle} UP 

6. Dispose shell into 6.Place right handle 
chute down 

7. Get left handle 
8. Place left handle 

Spindle} up 

7. Get shell from pan 
8. Get finished shell | Left 

from left spindle 

Methods Advisors Approval _ Foreman'’s Signature 
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wisdom of trying to teach tool-plan- 
ning engineers and supervisors all 
of the details and techniques of mak- 

ing a movement analysis of micro- 

motion study, but if we expect a 
planning engineer to use methods in 
his planning, we should at least show 
him, without reservations, how it 
works. 

The ultimate success of the “plan- 
ning type” of methods program is 
finally dependent upon the whole- 
hearted support of all members of an 
organization. If any one of the group 
fails to give unlimited cooperation, 
any good planning job done by the 
others goes for naught. Aftér the de- 

signer, tool engineers, layout men, 

etc., have done a thorough job of 
planning and the operations have 

been set up in the plant, it is then 
necessary that the operators be 
trained to use the correct method 
(the one that the planners had in 
mind). This, of course, is the part 

taken by the foremen, who in the 

final analysis can make or break a 
good job of planning. 

Often it has been found that the 
basic idea of a planning or tool en- 
gineer wasn’t actually carried out as 
he had planned, because the foreman 
didn’t know the planner’s thoughts or 

because the conditions on the job 
were different than had been sup- 

posed. This again resulted in a loss of 
operator time and strained relation- 
ships between production and plan- 
ning divisions. 

To guarantee that this occurs rarely 

and that the employer as well as the 
employees enjoy all benefits of a good 

planning job, we have found that it 
is advantageous to have a coordinator 
or Methods Advisor. This man can 
work with all groups at all stages of 
a product, from its design through the 
tooling and layout program to the ac- 
tual training of the operator through 
the foreman. An outline of his duties 
and his relationships with other 

members of the production organiza- 
tion is shown in the accompanying 
table on the facing page. 

As a future guarantee that the fore- 
man and each production worker has 
all of the important information nec- 
essary to use the correct methods de- 
termined by the planning engineers 
and the methods analysts, “Method 
Guide” cards, like the card shown 

at left, are prepared for each produc- 
tion operation. 

In a forthcoming issue, the author 
will discuss the four planning tools: a 
questioning attitude; the act-break- 
down; movement analysis; and move- 
ment time values. 

TIPS for Top Shop Men 

4 Get to know each new work- 

er and see that he or she gets 
to know other people nearby. Suggest 

that some associate show the new 
worker the ropes, lunch and rest 
rooms, first-aid room, and so on. 
You can help with ideas on pro- 
tective clothing, less-fatiguing pos- 
ture, and tricks of the trade. 

43 Keep your ear to the ground 

for dissatisfaction. Correct each 

bad situation before it grows into 
a grievance. 

4 Be sure a worker understands a 
new or difficult job. Instruct— 

and re-instruct— until there’s no 
chance of failure or error through 
misunderstanding. 

4 A spoiled job does not call for 
a “bawling out” unless there’s 

definite evidence of deliberate care- 
lessness. Instead, be calm and cool 
about it, pointing out the cost of 
spoilage in terms of materials, time 
and schedules. Show the worker how 
the mistake was made and how to 
avoid it thereafter. He’ll appreciate 

learning how to do the job the way 
it ought to be done. 

4 There is always a _ reasonable 
explanation for a company rule 

or policy. Be sure each worker not 
only knows the rule or policy, but 

also why it exists. 

4 Be careful of promises of raises 
or advances in code classifica- 

tion. Never promise one unless you’re 
dead certain it can be granted—it’s 
usually safer to get it first. 

48 Keep employees posted on gen- 
eral production objectives and 

the reasons for them. That will help 
explain schedules, and show the im- 
portance of each worker’s part. 

4 Be a one-man conservation de- 
partment—and that doesn’t mean 

just saving lubricants, lights, power, 
materials and chips. More important 
is the correcting of inefficient fixtures 
or methods. That means unofficial 
time studies, motion analysis, tool de- 
sign, cost analysis and increasing your 
worker’s participation in the company 
suggestion system. A good foreman, 
under today’s conditions, is what a 

good superintendent was until lately. 
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THREAD CUTTING WITH DIEHEADS .. . 2 

Diehead Mountings 

BY H. SCHLARMAN, JONES & LAMSON MACHINE COMPANY 

Dieheads may be adapted for 

use on many types of machine 

tools. Here are some practical 

tips on how to get best results 

WHEN THREADS are cut on an engine 

lathe, miller, hobber, or thread 
grinder, lead is seldom a troublesome 
factor because it is controlled by a 

leadscrew. Resharpening of tools or 
cutters for these machines is seldom 
handled by the operator, and thread- 
grinder wheels are generally dressed 
through an automatic arrangement in 
the machine. 

These conditions are not true of 
dieheads. The diehead is a tool, not 

a machine unit. As a tool, it is used 
on anything that has a _ revolving 
spindle: engine and turret lathes, 
automatic screw machines, drill- 
presses, threaders and many times 
on home-made contraptions. 

Despite all the conditions, possible 
in these machines, antagonistic to 
thread accuracy, the diehead is ex- 

pected to maintain accuracy of lead, 
form and pitch diameter as well as 
required finish. 

There has always been an odd 
kink in metalworking thinking on 
the subject of dieheads. Machinists 
have been in the habit of putting a 

diehead on almost any machine, re- 
gardless of its condition, and expect- 
ing it to produce. It has often been 
difficult to make them correct the 

faults in the machine that interfered 
with the production of good threads. 
They have often run dieheads, with 

the demand for good results, under 
conditions which they would not even 
think of tolerating in the compara- 

tively simple operations of turning, 
forming, cutting-off or cylindrical 

grinding. 

Someone is always trying to do the 
impossible with a diehead—trying to 
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cut material that is too tough or 
hard; running the threading too fast 
in order to keep up with other oper- 
ations; trying to get a finish im- 
probable under the condition of speed, 
material and thread design; expecting 
good results from worn dieheads; 
running the chasers to a degree of 
dullness beyond that which they 
would tolerate on a simple turning 
tool; and generally blaming all 
threading troubles on the chasers 
when actually it might be machine 
misalignment, change of stock specifi- 
cations, wrong lubricant, worn in- 
spection gages, or many other causes. 

The diehead man, therefore, must 
know not only how to handle his 
tools, but must also be a trouble 
shooter as he frequently finds the 
cause of trouble elsewhere than in 

the threading tool. 
Fortunately the rigid requirements 

of aircraft threading have brought 
an alleviation of some of these trou- 

bles and a better understanding and 
greater cooperation on the problems 
of all threading. 

Dieheads are sometimes used on 
equipment not designed for them. 
Further, necessity sometimes forces 

the use of a revolving head where 
a stationary one would normally be 

used. 

Taper Shank May Not Be Best 

Equipping a diehead with a taper 

shank to fit the taper socket in the 

drill spindle is not the best way to 
adapt the die to the spindle. As a 
taper die shank is special, there is 
added die cost as well as delayed 
delivery. Further, the die cannot be 
used on other machines normally 
adapted for dies because a straight 
shank is required. Another trouble- 
some feature is that locking and un- 
locking the dieheads is likely to 

loosen the shank in the spindle. This 
would cause down-time and possibly 

chaser breakage. 
The best way to equip a drillpress 

with a diehead is to use a straight 

shank with a sleeve adapter for hold- 
ing the die to the spindle. 

Fig. 4 shows this type of adaptation. 
The spindle and shank bore in the 
adapter must be in line. The unlock- 
ing nuts are set so the yoke, when 
it hits them, will unlock the die for 
the proper length of thread. When 
the die is lifted from the work, the 
yoke hits the locking nuts to close 
the head. The adapter should be 
made to fit the spindle and die 

shank so there will be no float at the 
die. 

The fixture must be located on 
the drillpress table so die and part 
will be aligned. Many parts require 
fixtures designed so the part itself is 
allowed a small amount of float. 

Engine-Lathe Adaptations 

A diehead can be put on an engine 
lathe in three places: headstock, tail- 
stock and compound. 

The headstock arrangement, Fig. 
5, is used when production threading 
must be done on an engine lathe. 

Fig. 4—An adapter to fit the straight 

shank is preferred when a revolving 

diehead is used on a drilipress 

Drill press 
yy spindle 

Diehead 
adopter 

Diehead.--+ 

Port = 
tt Holdina 

. a > fixture 

| 
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THREAD CUTTING WITH DIEHEADS .. . 2 - 

The revolving head is held in the 
spindle. A _ fixture, positioned on 

the compound, holds the work. é 

The arrangement is similar to that Yoke Unlocking “>{W {locking set nut 

of the drillpress but in a horizontal Headstock ->. \ set units ' 

plane. Width W should be such that a % ditiaidtetion 

it gives so much support to the guide 
bar there is very little tip at the 

yoke end. If the yoke guide bar is 
allowed to tip or spring much, cramp- 

ing of the unlocking action may Part-+ 

result. y, Diehead-- --Compound 

-- Fixture 

Floating Holder on Tailstock } | -_ 

Use of the taper shank on the 
stationary head in the tailstock has 
the disadvantages explained for the 
drillpress. It is much better to have 

a floating-holder arrangement, as 
shown in Fig. 6. Rolls on the ends 

of the drive pin are an advantage. 
The floating holder allows the oper- 

ator to start the thread, then allows 

the die to float away from X. The Adjusting screw x Float tout ri 

on. 
the 
*k- 
len 
for 
len 
the 
ose 
be 
lie 
the 

Fig. 5—Dieheads may be adapted to an engine lathe in three different 

places. Here is a revolving diehead on the headstock 

operator can follow with the hand- for short pull-off s. 4 adapter, screw 

wheel but need not worry that he 
will follow either too slowly or too 

swiftly for the lead. 

Consistent pull-off is assured on 
long threads, by setting the finger 
and stop collar. On short threads (un- ) 

der an inch), setting the adjusting- Diehead-~ 
screw stop collar and stop finger will Adjustable 

make it unnecessary to use the hand- pull-off — 
wheel at all. The operator can start 
the head by pushing it with his hand. 

Instead of the pull-off adjusting 
screw, an adjustable pull-off nut may Cal [ZZ 
be used. SS \ _ Stop finger attached to 

The tailstock adapter can be used Die shank-: ([Z ‘ tailstock or bed 

with the stationary diehead on the 

engine-lathe compound. It is only 

necessary to bore out a block fixed Fig. 6—A plan view of the floating diehead adapter for an engine-lathe 
to the compound from the headstock tailstock shows the shank slide fit 
spindle to fit the outside diameter of 
the adapter. 

For a saddle-type turret lathe, the 
floating holder for a diehead is made 

as shown in Fig. 6, with the addi- 

tion of a flange on the back so it Pin-drive tit 
can be lined up and bolted to the , 

turret. ren anne wae ‘a { 

Pinan [| YZ SLLELSSLA 
| Shonk _ Lea . Spindle Tailstock 

ee a a a ee a + oe oe . jj jj 

Aka [1 : , TTT 
i x | is 

Drive and float pin r-Lock J 

drive in die shank 

ine 
il- 

‘ig. 
ng 
he. 

ght 

ing 

The end-type internal-trip stop is ay ee 
illustrated in Fig. 7. The head of the =F ea > te. ~~ ae a 
adjustable stopscrew should have a om 
relief as shown to avoid stopping from Adjustable | lock nut t iN | 
a possible tit left by the cut-off tool. a ’ 
The head of the stopscrew should 

be smaller in diameter than the lock- 
nut so a hollow wrench can be used 

to lock the stopscrew without driv- 
ing out the pin and removing the 
whole trip from the diehead. The 
thread of the adjustable screw stop 
should not be coarser than a 20- Fig. 7—An internal trip of the end-stop type should be provided with 
pitch. This type of stop is used, when relief when used with a stationary die 
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an internal stop is desired, if the 
distance from the shoulder to the 
end of the piece is held consistently 
close. If this distance varies much, 

the end-stop internal trip is of no 

use. 
In the finger-type shoulder stop 

for the stationary diehead, Fig. 8, 
there may be frequent breakage be- 

cause the fingers usually must be 
made slender to get between the 
chasers and still allow chip clear- 
ance. Therefore, the finger stop is 
made as an insert for easy replace- 

ment. 
The threads of C and B should not 

be coarser than 20-pitch. Pin D is 

a drive fit in the barrel. Its purpose 
is to keep the insert from turning, 

but it should be pressed in to allow 
a slide fit for the insert. Fingers of 
the inserts should be in relation to 
the flat, and the length L should be 
kept within a few thousandths. If 
this is done, no additional adjustment 
will be necessary when inserts are re- 
placed because of broken fingers. 

This trip can be adjusted from the 
face of the dies with a screwdriver 
by turning Screw B. Screw C is the 
lockscrew. 

The finger-type shoulder stop, be- 
cause it stops from the shoulder it- 

self, is a more accurate method for 
ticklish jobs. However, it also may 
be more troublesome because of fin- 
ger breakage. 

Use of Internal Trip 

Fig. 9 shows an internal trip for 
a revolving diehead. The upper half 
shows the yoke arrangement. 

The split bronze yoke ring is con- 
nected with pin P pressed through 

trip rod R. R is a slide fit in the 

shank. When fingers F contact the 
shoulder, the die is opened. The lower 
half shows the same arrangement 
only it uses a hooked finger instead of 
a yoke. 

As there is no adjustment in and 
out of the insert, the dimension T 

must be found by trial. The fingers 
are made long, some pieces cut and 

the stop fingers ground until T is of 
a length to give proper pull-off. T 
is then measured and replacement 
inserts made to this dimension for 
length. 

The type of end stop shown in Fig. 

7 could be used also instead of the 
shoulder insert if so desired. 

It should be remembered that in- 

ternal trips are special applications. 
Standard dieheads do not come 
equipped with them. There are very 
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As much chip 

possible > 

Stop 

clearance as | ~ ® 

 Le--Diehead 

Cup headed hold-in 
screws for trip ~~ A a” 

Section AA 

Fig. 8—The finger-type shoulder stop should be used with 

a stationary die having an internal trip 
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Fig. 9—Revolving dieheads may be provided with in- 

ternal shoulder trips 

few jobs where internal trips are re- 
quired, and these are mostly on 

second-operation threading. Internal 
trips should not be used unless the 
job absolutely requires them. 

The illustrations of internal trips, 

as well as special applications of 
dieheads, give a schematic idea of 
how these problems can be handled. 

Designs shown are not the only ones 
suitable for special die setups on in- 
ternal trips. They do show the usual 

arrangements, but there are many 

ways in which details can be de- 
signed. The diehead, the type of 
equipment it is to be used on, and 
the length and diameter of thread 

all affect the design. 
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Grid Control of 

WITHOUT GRIDS, electronic tubes 

can be used only as one-way check 

valves. Used in this way, they per- 
form only one of their four funda- 
mental uses; that is, to rectify, chang- 
ing ac. to de. Use of additional 
elements, the grids, makes possible 
the three other fundamental uses: 
to turn current on and off, to ampli- 
fy, and to act as a frequency changer. 

Electronic tubes with grids fall into 
two general classifications: pliotrons, 
which, like kenotrons, are high- 

vacuum tubes; and thyratrons, which, 
like phanotrons, are gas-filled tubes. 

The pliotron family of  high- 

vacuum electronic tubes includes: the 
triode, or three-element tube; the 
screen grid tube or tetrode, a four- 
element tube; the pentode and the 

beam tube, which are five-element 
tubes. - 

The triode pliotron is the simple 
two-element kenotron with a third 
element added. This third element is 
the grid. 

The kenotron is a_ two-element, 
high-vacuum rectifier, limited by 
space-charge effect to low-current, 
high-voltage applications. This space- 

charge effect restricts the flow of 
electrons from cathode to anode. But 
suppose we add a deliberate negative 
space charge—one which we can con- 
trol as desired. This deliberate nega- 

tive space charge is the third element, 
a grid, which in the triode pliotron 
is placed between the cathode and 
anode. 

In most pliotrons the grid is made 
up of a helix of fine wire insulated 
from the other elements. This grid 

Electron flow can be regulated by 

controlling the degree of negative 

charge on the grid because this 
charge repels the electrons 
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Electronic Tubes 

acts as a “space charge” which we 
can control as we desire. 

In actual tubes, this grid sur- 

rounds the cathode. The grid itself 
is surrounded by the anode. For 

maximum efficiency, these elements 
are placed close together. However, 
to visualize better the action of the 
electrons within the tube, we will 
picture the grid as a flat surface 

inserted into our basic vacuum-tube 
envelope, between the cathode and 
anode. 

By controlling the negative charge 
on the grid, we can control the 
amount of electron flow past the 
grid to the anode. 

For simplicity in dealing with tubes 
having more than two elements, we 
will always consider the cathode as 
our reference point for indicating 
voltage of other elements. 

We will indicate cathode voltage 
as zero. Therefore a positive sign 
at the anode indicates it is positive 
with respect to the cathode. A nega- 
tive sign at the grid indicates it is 
negative with respect to the cathode. 

If we make the voltage of the grid 

negative with respect to the cathode, 

it will repel electrons in the same 
manner as space charge limits the 
flow of electrons. By going still 

further and making the grid more 
and more negative, we will finally 
reach a point where all of the elec- 
trons will be repelled and the flow 
of electrons and current through 
the tube will be stopped. On the 
other hand, if we reduce the negative 
voltage of the grid and even permit 
it to reach the same voltage as the 

” POWER 
SUPPLY |} 

Power to the load is controlled 
through the pliotron just as, in a 

hydraulic system, power is controlled 
through the valve 

TRIODE PLIOTRON 

* 
<= —— 

The triode pliotron is a kenotron 

with a grid added 

cathode, the electrons will flow to the 
anode with little obstruction. 
When the pliotron is placed in a 

circuit, it acts as an amplifier. In 
electronics, this means that a small 
change in control-grid voltage causes 
a large change in the amount of 
power that flows through the tube 

circuit. 
Now, let’s examine the action of 

a pliotron in a typical circuit. First 
we must have a source of voltage, 
or electrical pressure, such as a bat- 
tery, to supply the energy to the 
load. The load is, of course, the work 

to be done, such as lighting a lamp, 
operating a relay coil or some other 
electrical device. The supply of volt- 
age can be compared in a hydraulic 
circuit to the total pressure by the 

pump. 
To regulate load voltage in our 

electric circuit, we use a second volt- 
age supply called the control, or 
grid voltage. The control voltage 
performs much the same function as 

the control handle on the valve in 

the hydraulic circuit. 
In every application, both the 

strength of the control voltage and 
the power for the load must be con- 
sidered. When, for instance, we have 
a large load requirement and only a 
feeble control signal, the amplifi- 
cation needed may be more than can 
be obtained from one tube. 

In this case all we have to do is 
to combine two or more tubes in 
a circuit so the weak control volt- 
age regulates the output of the first 
tube, and this output becomes the 
control voltage for the next tube. 

Based on a sound slidefilm in the 
General Electric industrial electronics 

course. 
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TALKING SHOP 

Machine Guards—Treasury Style 

A HUNDRED million dollars worth of 
silver — about 6,000 tons — replaced 
scarce copper in atomic-bomb ma- 
chinery made by Allis-Chalmers. It 

was used as electrical conductors, 
and came from the Treasury’s cache 
at Fort Knox, Ky. Belt-like strips 
2 in. wide were trucked by a different 
route each trip. Treasury men guard- 
ed the shipments, even checked to 
see that silver sawdust in the shop 

was accounted for. It’s too bad ma- 
chine operators couldn’t have been 
sworn in as Treasury men to watcn 
their own sawdust; and it’s good that 
no one told the guards about diamond 
tools in the plant and all along the 
route, or they’d be there yet—guns, 
badges and all. 

Practical Jewel 

BALL BEARINGS to go into Norden 
bombsights were protected by small 

transparent cases of lucite filled with 
oil and sealed with a neoprene gasket. 

That’s to keep your damp (careful 
pronunciation!) fingers off ’em. 

Hot Rock 

WHEN WE LOOKED proudly over this 
column in a recent issue, we were 

dismayed to discover in cold and un- 
changeable type, the statement that a 
“chrome-cobalt composition, which 
changes temperature as heat in- 
creases,’ was used by GE scientists to 
check temperatures in a gas turbine. 
Well, a hunk of rock does the same 
thing. What’s novel about this com- 
position is, of course, that it changes 
color as heat goes up, like those warn- 
ing paints they put on potential hot- 
boxes. And like our face did when we 

read the item. We've learned since 
that the stuff goes through the scale 
of temper colors twice, going from 

light straw to light blue in about 

seven 25 C. steps from 500 and 700 C. 
After 900 C., it turns gray like steel 
does above its color range. 

Show Flakes 

ONE PLANT had carefully painted the 
walls and ceiling in its porcelain en- 
ameling room and took extraordinary 
precautions to avoid dust. But white- 
enameled sheets began to show flakes 
of black. After the usual series of 

exhaustive tests, somebody took a 
practical look around. The trouble 
was caused by aged ceiling paint, 

flaking off and sifting down onto 
sheets as they went on their way to 
the oven. There the paint flakes 

floated to the surface as cinder spots. 

Iron vs. Steel 

WHEN WE BEGAN WORK on the Panama 
Canal, we salvaged as much of the 
abandoned French equipment as pos- 
sible. Among other things were cor- 
rugated roofing sheets—which not 
only had withstood the climate dur- 
ing the interval, but continued to last 
on the new buildings, while American 

sheet failed. The answer was claimed 
to be that the French sheets had an 
iron base, the American a steel base. 

This metallurgy is wonderful stuff. 

Natural Scrapping 

THE SOUTH PACIFIC continues to yield 
queer methods of creating scrap 
metals. Tiny holes “corroded” through 
copper turned out to have _ been 
gnawed in by micro-organisms. Steel 
was attacked by a variety of animal, 
vegetable and mineral destroyers. But 
our pet means of destruction was that 
discovered before the war in New 

Guinea. Ingot-iron roofing corroded 
through from the under side at the 
lower ends. Clippings sent here for 
analysis showed the cause of the 

be organic acid. With 
that lead, field men found that bais 
were the offenders. Each day they 
roosted, head down, from the purlins. 
Being blind, and apparently lazy, they 

voided themselves upward, against 
the roof sheets, causing the failure. 
Watch out for bats in your belfry. 

corrosion to 

Zi 
le 

Postwar Pin-Ups 

A wiper, heavier and longer ver- 
sion of the familiar bobby pin, alumi- 
num instead of steel, is the latest in 

clothespins. The trade name carries 
disillusionment for us prosaic males: 
“Hollywood Pin-Ups.” Shades of 
Varga and Petty! Instead of the 
familiar white of wooden clothespins 
—and previous pin-ups—these are 
alumilited in a variety of colors. 

Crazy Dutchman 

JOHN NOOTER, who gave his name to 
the John Nooter Boiler Works Com- 

pany of St. Louis (just celebrating its 
50th anniversary) was a Dutch high- 
rigger for sailing ships. He came here 

in the Eighties, tried coal mining, and 
quit to go to work for John O’Brien 

Boiler Works in St. Louis. The gang 
to which he was assigned had been 
trying for two days to “pole up” a 
troublesome stack. This is a tricky 
operation, in which a rigger hooks an 

S-hook (with line attached) on the 
end of a long bamboo pole into the 

eyebolt next above, and hauls himself 

up on a seatboard, or bos’n’s chair. 
He continues to fish and haul up, like 

a fireman scaling a building. 

But a high wind and 50-ft. step to 
the next guy band had the riggers 

beat. Nooter climbed hand-over-hand 
up one top guy wire, carrying the 
trip-in line in his teeth. When he got 

back to the ground, he was fired 

for being crazy. No Irishman in the 

gang had seen a sailor in action be- 

fore. 

Feed by Ear 

A SONIC CONTROL has been applied to 

a ball mill, so the sound of grinding 

regulates the rate of feed. Something 

like this might be practical in ma- 
chining, rate of feed being changed 

to allow for hard spots, thicker sec- 
tions or other variabies. 
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throw greater weight 

successive world conflict. 

A few weeks ago these pages traced the rece orovements i 

in heat-treatment, in welding and in metal finishing that are 

likely to influence peacetime manufacture. We shall now take 

a look at machining—both war and postwar innovations 

that are available to metalworking plants. 

With labor and material costs at an all-time peak, the adoption of 

the most effective methods of production is essential. Management and 

labor may disagree as to how the manufacturing dollar is to be 

divided between employees and stockholders; but there can be 

no difference of opinion regarding the need for methods 

that will create the greatest amount of real wealth with the 

least effort. Only in this way can prices of manufactured goods 

be kept within reason. Industrial efficiency is the key 

to a better standard of living and the avoidance 

of disastrous inflation. 

BY JOHN HAYDOCK, SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR 



Machine Tool Design 

Responds to 

Needs of Industry 

MACHINING transforms the rough products of the mill, 

the forge shop and the foundry into finished parts, 
shaped and sized to the designer’s specifications. The 
removal of metal, chip by chip, had crude beginnings, 
but the process was so important to human progress 

that it has received intensive consideration by the 

world’s best engineering talent. As a result, today’s 

machining equipment is a marvel of precisidn and 
productive ability. For a moment let us consider some 
of the accomplishments that affect virtually all ma- 
chining operations, remembering always that the nature 
and quantity of the work to be done in the last analysis 
determines the method to be employed. 

SPEED 

1 ERR SE ST RE A 

Ever since machine tools came into use, there has 
been a continuous jockeying between the speeds avail- 

able and the durability of the cutting materials. The 
war saw a tremendous increase in the utilization of 

the light metals—aluminum and magnesium alloys. 
They had previously been classed as “easy to cut.” But 

how easy? The limits had never been ascertained. 
Wartime requirements did not permit shop managers 

to be satisfied with the top speed of a prewar machine 
tool. Special machines were designed for such hogging 

operations as the milling of aluminum aircraft wing 
spar caps. Standard machines were sometimes equipped 

with Special high-cycle motors directly coupled to the 

cutter spindles. For it was found that the optimum 
machining speeds for light metals were in a range by 

themselves as compared to iron and steel. Thousands of 
surface feet per minute, instead of hundreds, were 
found not only possible but practical. 
World War II extended the use of cemented carbide 

tools for cutting iron and steel. It was found that 
obtuse cutting angles (negative rake) did much to 
overcome the inherent brittleness of these materials 
and so permitted their economical use on ferrous metals 
at much higher speeds than those formerly used. Im- 
provements were made, too, in mounting the carbides 
to give better support and greater chip clearance. 

This activity stimulated research in the application 
of older cutting materials, particularly the high-speed 
steels. Better heat-treatment, improved grinding prac- 
tices and the use of “cushioned” support permitted 
faster cuts and longer life between grinds. 
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Many applications that approached the speed limits of 

the cutters during the war were on special equipment 

or on adaptations of standard machines. Redesigned 

postwar machine tools will, therefore, have higher speed 

ranges. Since more power is needed to remove a chip 

of a given cross-section at a higher speed, the change 

will be accompanied by heavier motors, increased me- 
chanical efficiency in the machine-tool drive or both. 

Machine-tool feed settings are closely tied in with 
the speeds employed so the two must be considered 
together. The size of the chip varies with the feed and 
depth of cut; hence it is a prime factor in power con- 

sumption. The popularity of hydraulic feed devices 

lies largely in their ability to give a stepless or infinitely 

variable settings. The same holds true with variable 
speed motors where electric feeds are made inde- 

pendent of the machine drive. Even where mechanical 

feed changes are employed the tendency is to offer a 

selection so wide that any conceivable operating re- 

quirement is anticipated. 
Rapid traverse is closely related to tool and work- 

table feed. Obviously much time can be saved by bring- 

ing the tool and workpiece together at a high rate of 

speed prior to the actual start of the cut. The principle 
is well established especially on large machine tools. 

Newer designs, however, provide rapid transverse for 

short travels thus eliminating the need for hand tra- 

verse or slow power feeds even for the space of a few 

inches. All of which leads to the automatic feed cycle 

where rapid approach, cutting feed, and rapid return 

are tied together in a predetermined sequence. Pro- 

vision is also frequently made for interrupted cuts 

where quick traverse is sandwiched between two or 

more machining steps in a single machine cycle. Higher 

approach and return speeds are being used to increase 

the ratio of machine cutting time. 

CONTROL 

Speeds and feeds over a wide range are of little use 
unless they can be quickly and conveniently selected. 
When a machine operates on long runs of uniform parts, 
machine settings are usually made by a specialist, and 
initial setup is only a small fraction of the total run. 
A series of feed and speed changes is often employed 
in such cases to machine a single part, which accounts 
for the growing interest in predetermined work cycles. 
Such control can be gained by cyclical settings built 
into the machine tool or by attachments which make 
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successive speed and feed changes automatically, leav- 
ing to the operator only the job of supplying of fresh 

material and the removal of finished parts. 

On the other hand a machine tool designed to accom- 

modate a variety of short runs must be arranged for 

quick and easy machine settings by the operators; else 

the best combination of speed and feed will not be used. 
Designers have given careful attention to machine tool 

control. They have centralized the location of oper- 

ating levers and pushbuttons. They have introduced 

late advances in electricity and hydraulics to give 

needed flexibility including the application of electronic 

controls. 

The variable-speed characteristics of direct current 

motors are desirable for machine tool drives and feeds. 

When only an alternating current power source is 

available, as is frequently the case, some means of cur- 

rent rectification must be supplied. One means is by 

the use of a motor-generator set and, in fact, many 
successful applications have been made, especially on 
planer drives where quick reversal, dynamic braking 
and high return speeds are required. 

Recently, however, a great deal of interest has been 
evidenced in electronic rectification for machine tool 

use. Electronic tubes will convert a.c. to d.c. current 
and also regulate the voltages across the armature and 
the field windings. By armature control alone a speed 
range of 20 to 1 below the base speed of the motor can 

be readily obtained. Above base speed, field control is 

employed to give an additional range of 2 or 3 to 1, or 
up to the electrical and mechanical limitations of the 

motor. These changes can be made through the opera- 
tion of a single dial while the motor is running; in 
addition, relays may be provided for “inching” the 
motor to facilitate machine-tool setup. 

Ordinarily such electric equipment is designed to 
furnish constant torque over the speed range controlled 

by varying the armature voltage; that is, from the 

base speed down to the minimum operating speed. 
Above this point, where field control is used, the 

motor is generally selected to develop constant horse- 
power. Thus at speeds higher than the base speed, the 
torque drops off almost in inverse proportion to the 
speed increase. 

To gain fullest flexibility in machine tool control, 
an increased number of motors is used, so that each 
function of the machine may be controlled inde- 
pendently with simplification of the mechanical drive. 
Hydraulics, when employed, is usually applied to the 
feed mechanisms and is carefully coordinated with 
the electrical circuits. 

FLEXIBILITY 

A few years ago a pretty clear line of demarcation 

existed between general purpose machine tools, on one 

hand, and single-purpose machine tools, on the other. 

The former group had the advantage of versatility and 

ease of setup. A lathe would accommodate almost any 
job that it could swing and hold between its centers. 
It could also cut virtually any standard thread that 
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might be called for. Such versatility was often wasted 

on long runs of like parts, and with increased emphasis 

on mass production, manufacturers favored single- 

purpose machines, designed to turn out a single com- 
ponent or a limited variety of parts. These machines 
sacrificed range of usefulness to high production; but 
since they often paid for themselves within the life of 
a given product model, they justified their cost even 

though they soon became obsolete. 
A recent trend has been to subordinate the clear- 

cut distinction between general-purpose and single- 

purpose machine tools. The advantages are two-fold: 
first, to obtain the savings of high-production tech- 

niques on smaller lots, and secondly to install equip- 
ment with all the advantages of single-purpose ma- 
chines which is, at the same time, adaptable to change 

in design of the product. Machine tools are now being 

offered that can be operated both manually and auto- 
matically with means provided to make the change- 
over from one control to the other a matter of sec- 
onds. Setups are simplified so that the chief barrier 
to automatic operation on small lots, namely high set- 

up time, is removed. 
Other machine tools are made of unit construction 

to obtain the advantages of single-purpose operation 

together with adaptability for changes in the work. 
Milling heads, drilling heads and similar units have 
been made self-contained with individual motors so 
they can be placed at any desired angle in the machine 

frame to meet the requirements of a particular job. 

A more recent entry into this field is an engine lathe 
in which the toolslide is a self-contained unit con- 
nected to the machine base only by a flexible conduit. 

The slide has its own motor and change gears with 
micrometer stops to control the feed and rapid return 

of the tool. 

MULTIPLE OPERATION 

Obviously a good way to save time in machining is 

to have two or more cutting tools in operation simul- 

taneously. The principle is well understood and has 

been long applied particularly in turning, milling and 

drilling. Today’s trend is to extend this principle to a 

wider range of machining operations. Multiple cuts 

are now being applied to grinding, gear-cutting and 

broaching with great success. About the only limita- 

tion in this direction is the ingenuity of the tool en- 

gineer and the ability of the workpiece to withstand 

tool pressures. 

Multiple operation is not limited to a single machine 

tool with multiple spindles or toolslides. There is, in 

addition, the automatic transfer, or multiple-station 

machine. Such an installation has a series of machine 

tools, set up in line and connected by a transfer con- 

veyor. Aircraft engine cylinder heads and other parts 

were produced successfully by automatic transfer ma- 

chines during the war. A recent installation with 24 

work stations has been made for refrigerator com- 

pressor bodies. Many others will find their way into 

the automotive field. 
After the workpieces, mounted on special carriers, 
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have been started at the beginning of the line, trans- 

fer and location at each station is automatic. Fixing 

the operating cycle and thus insuring virtually con- 

tinuous operation of the tool and cutter spindles is a 

great advantage. 

Metalworking plants learned new limits of precision 
during the war. Fuse components, aircraft parts and 

communication equipment, such as radar, to name only 
a few, called’ for machining tolerances to tenths and 

hundredths of thousandths of an inch; what is more, 
military authorities insisted that these close specifica- 
tions be met. Many shops, formerly accustomed to 

rather rough work, were compelled to learn the tech- 

niques of precision manufacture. In the process of 
doing this, they discovered that amid all the head- 

aches there were advantages, too. Precision-made 
parts could be assembled more easily and ran more 

smoothly. These manufacturers now appreciate what 
precision means and will insist on machine tools that 
meet their revised ideas. 

The machine-tool builder is answering this challenge 

in several ways. He is putting rigidity where it is 
needed to reduce deflection and chatter. He is using 

hardened surfaces that will preserve the original pre- 
cision of his product. He is revising his lubricating 

systems with an eye to the demands of higher speeds 
and heavier pressures. 

Further than this he is making the sizing operation 
less and less dependent on the human element, and 
more and more a subject of automatic control. Sizing 
devices, pneumatic, electric and hydraulic, are being 

built into machine tools. Micrometer adjustments for 
tool settings are being provided. Steps are being taken 

to avoid the effects of temperature changes that would 
cause errors in the workpiece through unequal expan- 
sion and contraction. 

SERVICE & MAINTENANCE rs 

Aside from its productive operation, a machine tool 

is subject to costs for servicing and maintaining it. 
These can be greatly reduced by proper design and 
correct tooling. For instance, toolheads can be made 
so that they can be quickly removed and carried to the 
toolroom while the spare head is slipped into place to 

minimize the downtime of the machine. Faster cuts 
mean more chips, and they accumulate at a surpris- 

ingly rapid rate. A logical answer is the chip con- 
veyor. Instead of being provided as an afterthought, 
more and more machine tools are now designed with 
provision for a conveyor as part of their construction. 

Machine tools have been criticized as being difficult 
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to maintain. There was a period when accessibility 

for replacement or repair was subordinated to the de- 

sire for streamlined contours. Machine tool designers 

now recognize the need for ease of maintenance and 

are making provision for it. Electric control panels are 

now made readily accessible inside a door, or attached 

to the door itself. Motors are often provided with 

quick removable mountings, so that they can be lifted 

out or replaced with a minimum of time. 
Hydraulic pumps, pistons and connections are made 

so they can be reached. No longer is it necessary to 

turn a machine tool upside down in order to get at its 

operating parts. 

LESS “DOWN” TIME 

Shop managers have become more and more aware of 
the fact that it is not the top feed and speed that counts, 
but the number of pieces coming off the machine week 
in and week out. The complete operating cycle is the 

important consideration, together with allowance for 

tool sharpening, change in setup and chucking. Par- 
ticularly vital is the reduction of “down” time to a 

minimum. The machine-tool designer is doing much to 
help matters in this regard. He is making tool changes 

shorter by simplifying the means of clamping. He is 

also giving attention to quick-acting work-holding 
devices. On many machines, power-operated chucks 

are warranted as time savers and in addition give a 
surer and safer clamping effort than manual operation. 

SAFETY 
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Machine-tool builders long ago covered up gearing 

and other moving parts that represented a hazard to 

the operator. With each redesign they have gone fur- 

ther in insuring freedom from vocational accidents. 
One popular method is the use of double-starting but- 

tons which require both of the operator’s hands to be 
away from the workpiece and cutting tools in order 

to actuate the machining cycle. 
Electrical and mechanical interlocks have been in- 

geniously worked out for the protection of the opera- 

tor and the machine. For instance air-operated chucks 
are sometimes hooked into the electric circuit so that 
the machine becomes inoperative when the air pres- 
sure falls below a set minimum. This arrangement in- 

sures that :mple clamping pressure is available before 
the machin is started. Other machines require the 
building u} of a predetermined lubricant pressure 

before the « ectric circuit is closed. In this way a cer- 
tain supply of oil gets to the spindle bearings before 

the machi.e turns over. 
An old hazard, the running away of planer tables 

in the event of failure of the electrical control, has 
been guarded against by means of automatic stops. 
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How Machining Operations 

Will Be Affected 

SO MUCH for over-all trends that cut 

pretty well across all machine-tool 
design. Let us now turn to specific 
operations and examine what is being 

done. 

TURNING 

In both vertical and horizontal turret 

lathes, machine-tool performance has 
been improved on the “average” lot, 
that is, the quantity of work that can 
be classed neither as mass production 
nor job lots. An attachment has been 

devised for the vertical turret lathe 
(also, applicable to horizontal ma- 
chines) which will automatically du- 
plicate any job within the range of 

the machine. Conversion to manual 
operation can be obtained at any in- 
stant within any cycle, and the ma- 
chine returned to automatic control 

without affecting the tooling sequence. 
All that is required to set up the auto- 
matic cycle is to machine the first 

piece manually and then lock the 
automatic control for each tool setting. 

With this arrangement a production 
run can be interrupted at any time in 

order to machine a small lot of dis- 
similar pieces using manual control 
without disturbing the automatic set- 
ting. Feed dials and stops are pro- 
vided with micrometer adjustments 
so that compensation for tool wear 
can be made without resetting the 

machine. 
The automatically operated machine 

will do a job repetitively to a degree 
of accuracy beyond a man’s ability. 
Since the change in setup from one 
class of work to another is only slight- 
ly greater than for a manually oper- 
ated machine, the use of “robot” 
control is worthwhile on approxi- 

mately ten or more pieces. 
Another lathe’ is designed specif- 

ically as a manual or semi-automatic 
machine for doing first and second 

operation work on_ gear _ blanks, 
straight and flanged bushings, and 
various types of shafts with one or 

more steps. Simply throwing a lever 
converts this machine from manual 

In this automatic lathe, individual motor-driven compound rests can be 
grouped about the spindle in any desired arrangement. Advantages of 

single-purpose operation are thus combined with versatility 
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Used to semi-automatic: operation. 

manually, the machine serves as an 
engine lathe. Used semi-automatically 
the front carriage has a cycle which 
includes power-driven longitudinal 
feeds toward the headstock and rapid 
traverse return. A rear carriage for 
facing and necking has its own motor 
which gives it an independent elec- 
trically controlled cycle. It is pro- 
vided with rapid traverse in and re- 

turn. 
The machine has a new system of 

headstock lubrication by which a 
small quantity of oil is first reduced to 
a “mist” of finely divided particles. 
This serves to keep all working parts 
cool even when the lathe is operating 
at its maximum spindle speed of 3,000 

r.p.m. 

Self-Contained Heads 

Unit construction is featured in a 
machine for turning, facing and bor- 
ing operations on a production basis 
with extreme accuracy. The machine 
consists of a simplified version of the 
conventional lathe base and headstock 
with change gears and motor drive. 
The flat bed is provided with “T-slots 
on which from one to three individu- 

ally motor driven toolslides may; be 
mounted on swivelling bases to per- 
mit machining operations from almost 
any angle. Each toolslide is driven by 
an a.c. motor which will traverse it 
at 100 in. per min. until automatically 
slowed to a predetermined feed rate 
for the remainder of its 4-in. travel. 
At the end of the feed cycle, the tool- 
slide can be made to dwell a number 
of seconds or immediately return to 

the starting point at rapid traverse. 
Adjustable micrometer stops control 

the feed and traverse elements of the 
cycle. The feed rate is varied by 
change gears from % in. to 13 in. of 

feed per min. 
The only connection between the 

toolslide and the base is an electric 
cable. When more than one toolslide 
is used and the microswitches have 
been positioned to control the cycle, 
the slides can be retimed with ref- 
erence to each other so there will be 
no lost time because of their relative 
functioning. 
An automatic machine for simple 

chucking operations is powerfully 
built for heavy cuts and at the same 
time designed to occupy a minimum 
amount of floor space. The center of 
the spindle is at elbow level and gives 
plenty of chucking clearance when 

the slides are withdrawn. Loading is 

facilitated by a pneumatic chuck con- 
trolled by a foot pedal. Two main 
slides, one for longitudinal and the 
other for crossfeed, are controlled by 
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cam action. Telescoping chip guards 
below the chuck prevent chips, dirt | 

and coolant from scoring the slide 
ways. The ways and the guard are 

at a steep angle so the chips fall 
quickly into the pan. The machine is 

arranged for use with a chip con- 
veyor. 

A new five-spindle automatic lathe 
for bar work is designed especially 
for production lots which lie between 
the turret lathe and the conventional 
automatic. This machine brings the 

automatic within reach of smaller lot 
sizes by reducing setup time. The prin- 
cipal way in which this is brought 
about is through the elimination of 
cam functions which are performed 
instead by an integral set of adjust- 
able quadrants. Sliding adjustments 

set all working strokes from 0 to 
maximum while retaining fast ap- 
proach. Cross-slide strokes are also 
controlled by adjustable linkages. 

A longitudinal center slide, two in- 
dependent longitudinal slides, four 
cross-slides and a separate cut-off 
slide, give a combination of tooling 

stations that provides flexibility of 
operation. The cross-slides have sep- 
arate micrometer adjustment which 
speeds initial set-up and the resetting 
of sharpened tools. A chip conveyor 
mechanically feeds scrap into a con- 
tainer at the foot of the machine. 

Chucking Made Easier 

One result of machine tool oper- 
ation by women during the war 
was the reduction of manual effort in 

chucking operations. For instance, an 
electric power booster was applied to 
collet chucks on a turret lathe. The 
operator goes through the same 
motions as with a manually operated 

chuck, but uses far less force. In ad- 
dition chucking is done firmly making 
it possible to take heavier cuts without 

the danger of slippage. On chucking 
turret lathes, an electric chuck wrench 
is now available. The machine is ar- 
ranged to stop the spindle in a 
position where the wrench socket will 

engage the jaw-tightening screws. 
Here again the saving in energy re- 
duces fatigue and enables the operator 
to get greater production out of the 
machine. 

MILLING 

Developments in cutter design and 

studies of chip flow during milling op- 
erations have affected both machining 
practice and the design of milling 
machines. One phase of the experi- 
ments hinged on the application of 
cemented-carbide tipped tools to mill- 

ing steel. It was found that the sharp 



cutting angles used with high-speed 
steels were usually not the best for 
carbide cutters. This led to the em- 
ployment of a great variety of radial 
and axial rake angles, many of them 

“negative’ to give an obtuse cutting 

edge. Cutters ground in this way 
usually required more power but had 
the advantage of standing up under 
higher speeds without crumbling. 
Phenomenal performance was re- 

ported for many setups, but 300 to 700 
feet per minute became accepted as 

a practical working range for milling 
steel with carbides. It was found, 
too, that with the higher speeds, the 
feed rate should be increased in order 
to retain a sizable chip thickness. A 
chip of about 0.010 in. thick was 
found to be more economical relative 
to power consumption and tool life 
than lighter sections. 

Flywheels Smooth Cut 

A milling cutter, because of its mul- 

tiplicity of teeth, tends to exert an* 
uneven torque on the driving mechan- 
ism; if there is much flexibility in 

the train of gears and shafts, the cut- 
ting speed will become irregular with 
detrimental effect on cutter life! In 

order to even out the rotating speed 

of the cutter spindle, flywheels are 
used. First they were applied in- 
dependently but later built into ma- 
chines where production runs with 

carbide tools were anticipated. Be- 
sides the addition of the flywheel, 
milling machines are built with in- 
creased power and rigidity, and they 
are equipped with greater feed and 
speed ranges. On rigid machines it 
is practical to mill heat-treated steels 
up to 400 Brinell hardness as a pro- 
duction operation. 

Speeds on aluminum alloys go far 
beyond the range of steel. As high 
as 20,000 ft. per min. at a feed of 240 
in. per min. has been used successfully 
on aluminum. Chip disposal here be- 
comes an important problem. 

With savings in actual machining, 
the time devoted to loading and un- 

loading becomes a high proportion of 

the operating cycle. Consequently 

quick-loading fixtures have become 
popular, many of them pneumatically 

or electrically operated. 
Climb milling, where the cutter 

rotates down on the work instead of 

upward, is increasingly used as a 
means of lengthening cutter life. Its 

success depends, however, on the 
elimination of lost motion in the feed 
mechanism. For this reason back- 
lash eliminators have been installed. 
Another innovation adopted by one 
manufacturer is the overarm damp- 

ener in which a special compensating 
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device inside the overarm reduces 
vibration. 

Milling machines have long had 

automatic feed and rapid traverse 
cycles, together with rise-and-fall 
tables to clear the cutter on the re- 
turn stroke. Such arrangements have 
now reached a point where practically 
any combination of interrupted cuts 

with uniform or variable feeds can be 
obtained, combined with rapid tra- 
verse when the cutter is not actually 
in contact with the workpiece. 

Before the war drum-type milling 
machines were popular on auto- 
mobile cylinder blocks and cylinder 
heads. These machines seem to be 
giving way to the process or tunnel- 
type machine which gives higher pro- 
duction and requires less manual 
effort in work handling. The newer 
machines have automatic lifting and 
clamping devices. 

War somehow seems to bring forth 
a lot of designs requiring the machin- 
ing of unusual contours. Parts for 

ordnance mechanisms, fire control and 
aircraft engines often require contour 
milling. Machines, which had been 

developed before the war for the pur- 
pose, were further refined and in 
many cases arranged for multiple- 
spindle setups so that two or more 
parts could be machined from a 
single master. Some of these milling 

machines were provided with hy- 
draulic control in a vertical plane 
which was particularly useful for die- 
sinking operations. Others had a 360- 
deg. profiling unit in a_ horizontal 
plane which found use on such parts 
as aircraft connecting rods. However, 
both vertical and horizontal contour 
control can be combined to handle 
irregular shapes in three dimensions. 

GRINDING 
Close wartime tolerances and fine sur- 
face finishes relied largely on grind- 

ing and its allied operations, honing 
and lapping. An improvement which 
will influence postwar manufacturing 

methods is the application of auto- 
matic sizing to the cycle of cylindrical 
grinding machines. One means of 
accomplishing this is through the use 
of electrical gage heads which ter- 

Automatic milling machine feed cycles made may be obtained in many combina- 

tions. “Cutting air’ is minimized by rapid advance, automatic reverse and quick 

return. Any feed within the range of the machine may be used 
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minate the grinding cycle by a direct 
measure of the work being ground 
and control the size within a tenth 

thousandth of an inch. At the same 
time an indicating meter provides vis- 
ual inspection of size for convenience 
of the operator. Sizing automatically 
may be applied to longitudinal meas- 
urements as well as diameters. For 
example, if grooves or shoulders are 
to be ground, their location can be 
made part of the automatic control. 

Mating Parts Matched 

An innovation in the grinding of 
ball-bearing races is an automatic 
gaging device which sizes the ball 
groove of the inner race, not to a pre- 
determined diameter, but in relation 
to the mating groove in the outer race. 
A critical requirement in the man- 

ufacture of ball bearings is the in- 
ternal fit or end play. Previously 
acceptable bearings were achieved 
only by selective assembly of inner 
and outer races which had been segre- 
gated by size ranges. This process 
had the disadvantage of leaving an 
excess of inner or outer races for 

which mating parts were not avail- 
able. The new method of matching 
races at the machine means that a 
high percentage of the bearings started 
through the plant can be shipped 
complete according to specified end 
play. 

The electrical matching comparator 
gage consists of two independent cir- 
cuits energized from a common power 
source. One gage measures the groove 
in the outer race, while the second 
controls the grinding cycle for the in- 

ner race. The outer ring is put on a 
stand on which three balls are held in 
a cage. A tapered plug is slipped 
through these balls making contact 
through them with the race groove. 

A multiplying lever arm at the end 

of the plug gage transmits any varia- 
tion to a dial indicator and to one of 
the electromagnetic gages. A quadrant 

arm carries a contact diamond which 
rides in the groove of the raceway 
being ground. 

Motion of the arm, as the grinding 
progresses, is magnified mechanically 
and transferred to a low voltage con- 

‘tact point to form a supersensitive 
limit switch. The electrical hookup is 
such that fast feed, slow feed and 

sparking out interval is timed from a 
comparison of the two electromagnetic 
gage readings. 

Multiple-wheel setups are increas- 

ing in popularity to grind work in one 
operation that formerly required two 
or more. Several wheels may be 
mounted on a single spindle or several 
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wheelheads may be used, each of 
which can carry one or more wheels. 
For instance, four main bearings on 

a camshaft are ground simultaneously 
through the application of a machine 
with dual wheel slides, each slide 

carrying two grinding wheels. 
A convenient wheelhead arrange- 

ment is one that uses an angular set- 
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ting in combination with angular faces 

on the grinding wheel. Such setups 
are frequently used for combined cy- 
lindrical and facing operations; angu- 
lar wheels, too, are commonly used in 
multiple. 
Automatic feed cycles including fast 

approach and withdrawal of the wheel 
are useful in repetitive operations. 
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Down time is reduced by automatic 
loading devices. One such arrange- 
ment, used on camshafts, consists of 

a pair of disks with notches cut in 
them. Rotation of these disks brings 
the workpiece into grinding position 

and dumps it into a tray when it is 

completed. Other loading fixtures are 
of the hopper-feed type into which 
parts can be dumped indiscriminately 
to be sorted by the feed mechanism. 
Such devices are particularly popular 

on centerless grinders. 

Contour Grinding Intriguing 

Contour grinding has intrigued many 
users with its possibility of machining 
economies. In this process the grind- 
ing wheel is dressed to the inverted 
shape of the workpiece; then it can 
be used to turn out a large number of 
identical parts before redressing is 
required. On simple shapes the truing 

may be done by means of a diamond, 
but on others crush-forming has 
proved ux ful. In this process a steel 
roller having the same contour as the 
worlkzpiece on its outside diameter is 

machined and hardened. The roller 
is then mounted on a wheel-crushing 
mechanism built into the grinding 

machine or furnished as an attach- 
ment. The roller is forced into the 
surface_of the wheel by either hand 
or power feed, breaking down the 
bond and reproducing its own shape 
in wheel surface. Roll dressing can 
be used both for cylindrical and sur- 

face grinding. For cylindrical grind- 
ing plunge cuts are commonly used, 
but traverse grinds can be taken on 

repetitive shapes like screw threads. 
Developments in flat surface grind- 

ings have been threefold: 

1. Finer finishes and closer limits of 
flatness and size. 

2. The grinding of glass, ceramic 
materials, quartz and sapphire. 

3. The development of fixture and 
work-holding methods for holding 

parts of unusual shapes of materials. 

Through the development of im- 
proved wheels, careful adjustment of 
the machine and proper training of 

the operator, limits of 0.0003 in. are 

possible on a production basis with 
surface finish of a few microinches. 

With the improved diamond wheels 
now available, tremendous savings of 
labor have been made on optical glass 
parts such as prisms. First applied 
only in rough grinding, these wheels 

made it possible to grind to a finish 
and flatness suitable for final polish- 

ing. Surface grinding has been ap- 
plied to some extremely hard mate- 
rials including synthetic sapphires. 

Progress has been made in tool and 
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Grinding wheels are crush-formed with steel rolls to a contour that is transferred 

to the workpiece. The setup shows a wheel being ridged for a 20-pitch thread 
to be used in a plunge-grinding operation 
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Tool grinders will cut internal and external radii on end mills, reamers, counter- 

bores and form cutters with straight tapered or helical teeth. Other machines 
will grind irregular contours 
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cutter grinders in order to simplify 
expensive toolroom operations and to 
improve the qualtiy of the cutters. 
Particular attention has been given to 
radius and contour grinding. New 
methods of grinding milling-cutter 

contours, for instance, make it pos- 
sible to have the correct clearance or 

backoff across the entire face of the 
cutter which is seldom possible on a 
form-relieved cutter designed to be 
ground on the face only. Such ma- 
chines also enable the use of adequate 
helix angles to give the freest machin- 

ing action. With contour grinding, 
effective rake angles can be used, 
whereas form-relieved cutters usually 
have zero rake angles for convenience 
in sharpening. 
Improvements in grinding materials 

and grinding technique have some- 
what lessened the need for lapping, 
but for cylinder bores honing is still 
found necessary. On automotive work 
multiple-spindle, hydraulically re- 
ciprocated machines of improved de- 
sign will be used. 

With increased emphasis on surface 

Precision threads are formed with dies without the removal of any metal. This 

machine uses three cylindrical dies fed inward simultaneously by means of a 
hydraulically rotated cam ring 
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finish, it is found that the coolant for 
grinding and honing operations must 
be clean. This necessitates an ef- 

ficient means of removing metal and 
abrasive grits from the coolant as it 
is recirculated through the machine. 
An automatic magnetic separator has 
been designed for such sludge re- 
moval. 

THREADING 

For some years screw threads have 
been standardized for accuracy and 
designated according to fits into Classes 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Class 1 is the least 
accurate, Class 4 the most accurate, 
while Class 5 is an interference or 

stud fit. While acceptance of screw 
thread standards, so far as pitch and 
proportions are concerned, is virtually 
universal, the recommendations on 
fits were not widely applied before 
the war. 
Army and Navy specifications 

changed this. Precision threads were 
needed on ordnance and aircraft com- 

ponents, so the military services made 
free use of Class 3 and 4 fits. 

Insistence on these standards came 

as an unpleasant surprise to many 
shops that have previously used rule- 
of-thumb methods of thread inspec- 
tion. But here was another wartime 
job to be done, and faced with it, in- 

dustry met the challenge. 

Threads are commonly made by six 
methods: (1) chasing with single- 
point tools; (2) cutting with taps and 
dies; (3) milling; (4) hobbing; (5) 
grinding; and (6) rolling. The first 
named is essentially a toolroom oper- 
ation but the other processes are used 
in production. 

Precision cut threads called for bet- 
ter taps and dies, and small-tool 
makers were able to supply them. 
This meant the use of ground taps and 

dies, as the machined and hardened 
varieties, even with the hardening dis- 

tortion carefully controlled, could not 
meet the close tolerances called for. 

In addition, the machines for driving 
these tools had to be smooth running 
and guide the tool to the workpiece 

accurately. 
For many jobs it was found best to 

provide the tap with a positive drive 
during the entire length of its cut. 

The alternate practice of entering a 
tap into a workpiece and permitting 

it to supply its own lead involved 
a certain amount of drag which jeop- 
ardized job precision. One of the most 
direct means of giving the tap spindle 

a controlled combination of feed and 
rotation to form the desired helix is 

through the use of a leadscrew. 
An interesting development in this 
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direction resulted in a machine which 
combined a leadscrew and a hob on 
the tap spindle; in fact the hob 1s 

merely an extension of the precision 
ground leadscrew into which flutes 
and cutting edges are formed. The hob 
is used to cut internal threads in two 
solenoid-actuated brass fingers which 
serve as a leadscrew nut. 

After the cutting operation, the 
fingers are opened, the hob portion 

elevated out of the way and the 
fingers engaged with the solid, or 
leadscrew, portion of the thread. This 
arrangement gives positive tap lead- 
in and at the same time provides a 
way to retrue the guide fingers when 
the slightest backlash appears. 
Another feature of the machine is 

depth control to a tenth of a revolu- 
tion in tapping to a shoulder or in 

a blind hole. Settings for depth are 
made on a graduated dial on the head 
of the machine. A red light above 
the dial indicates when the limit of 
down travel of the tap has been 
reached. 
High-production, single - purpose 

thread-cutting machines are now be- 
ing offered for pipe couplings, partic- 

ularly those used in the oil industry. 
These machines cut internal tapered 
threads at both ends of the couplings. 

Accurate alignment is obtained by 
means of a centering device and a 
turnover chuck which enables cutting 

both ends of the coupling in a single 
setup. A collapsing tap and vibra- 
tionless machine operation aid in the 

production of quality threads at a 
rapid rate. 

Many Threads Ground 

Thread grinding is an operation that 
graduated from the toolroom to the 
production departments long before 
the war began. Fine-pitch threads 

can be ground from the solid, which 
is particularly advantageous on heat- 
treated parts where distortion is a 

factor to be considered. Many a shop 
that installed a thread grinder for a 
particularly fussy job soon found 
more and more work to put on the 
machine for economy of operation as 
well as improved quality. Often such 

concerns ended up with a thread- 
grinding department. 

Equipment is available for grinding 
internal as well as external threads, 

provided the diameters are large 
enough to permit the use of an ab- 
rasive wheel. 

The first thread-grinding machines 
used in the United States employed 
single-point wheels which were soft 
and free cutting, and which could 

quickly be dressed with diamond 
truing devices. More recently multi- 
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thread wheels have come into use, 
and these are used with plunge cuts 
where the length of the thread per- 
mits. Such wheels may be diamond 
trued, but crush dressing is also prac- 
ticable. This application was discussed 
above under “Grinding” and may be 
considered a special variation of form 
grinding. 

The latest innovation in this field 
is centerless thread grinding. A ma- 
chine designed for this use has a 
crush-dressing device built into it. 
The wheel is first trued straight with 

a diamond mounted in a separate 
holder; a chamfer is cut on the lead- 
in side of the wheel so that full depth 

of cut can be reached gradually. Then 
a roll crusher of the desired pitch is 
brought into play to form the series 
of ridges necessary to grind the thread. 
These ridges are annular, the through- 
feed of the workpiece being obtained 
by feeding it at the thread helix angle 
in relation to the grinding wheel. The 
workpiece is supported by a narrow 

guide and a plastic backing wheel 
which is soft enough not to mar it. 

The hob portion of the leadscrew cuts threads in brass guide fingers in this pre- 
cision tapping machine. Once cut, the fingers are disengaged and brought into 

contact with the solid part of the screw for the threading cycle 
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In time the plastic wheel becomes 
ridged also, but this does no harm 
and in fact aids in feeding the work- 

piece. ' 
Centerless thread grinding com- 

bines high output with a quality 
product. So far it has been applied 
entirely to headless screws or larger 
workpieces having no shoulders. For 
screws a hopper feed is commonly 

employed. 
Thread-rolling machines using flat 

dies have long been used in the mass 
production of screws and the other 

threaded parts. A recent modification 
of this operation is a combination 

point-forming and threading machine 
which first mills a chamfer at the point 
of the screw and then rolls the thread. 

Rolling Adds Strength 

A wartime development in the 

United States is the thread-rolling 
machine employing circular dies. Sev- 
eral types of these machines have 

been recently announced. Some are 

horizontal, others vertical; some use 
three rolls and some use two. Their 
general objective is the same—to form 

strong and accurate threads without 
the removal of metal. 

Blanks for thread rolling are made 
close to the pitch diameter of the 
thread to be formed. The rolling 
action which forces the dies into the 

blank also forces the material being 
worked up into the die spaces. The 
resulting thread is strengthened by 
cold working and is said to have a 

grain pattern which follows the thread 
contour, a further source of durability. 

_ Class 4 rolled threads were used in 
aircraft during the war. Since ma- 

chines for producing them give good 
production as well as high quality, 
prospects are bright for wide postwar 

usage. While many design details dif- 
fer in the makes of machines now 
offered, hydraulic roll feed is favored 
because of its smooth action and ease 
of control. 

It has already been discovered that 

thread-rolling machines can be ap- 
plied successfully to forming oper- 

ations other than threads. Knurling, 
chamfering, flanging, serrating and 
other interesting work has been done 

in this manner. Small worms have 
been rolled. Ordinarily thread rolls 
are arranged to give no longitudinal 

motion to the workpiece, but this con- 
dition is not essential and, by using 
through-feed, rods several feet long 

may be threaded. Where quantities 
warrant, automatic feed can be ap- 
plied to thread-rolling equipment. 
Apparently there is much still to be 

learned about applications of the 
process to different kinds of material. 
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A cutter, having a top spiral to give an increasing depth 

pletes a bevel gear tooth with each revolution. The center 

GEAR CUTTING 
and it was necessary to keep the back- 

War requirements called for the man- lash down to a minimum — “zero 

ufacture of extremely accurate gears backlash,” it was called. 
on a high-production basis. A good It would have been impossible to 

example of this was the gear unit for achieve this result at a reasonable 

radar equipment. In this particular cost if former methods had been em- 

unit there are some fifty-odd gears ployed. A fine-pitch gear-shaving 
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machine was designed, capable of re- 
moving two-tenths of a thousandth 
from the thickness of gear teeth with- 
out any trouble. Combined with se- 

lective assembly it was then possible 
to turn out these radar units within 
the desired specifications. 

This particular machine uses a rota- 
ry shaving tool and was employed 
also on aerial cameras, aircraft in- 

struments and many other devices. 
It accommodates gear teeth up to 20 
pitch. 

Gear shaving is done with rack cut- 
ters, too, and the process, which re- 
ceived so much stimulus during the 
war, seems destined for many peace- 
time uses. Experimental work and 

shop practice will enhance industry’s 
knowledge concerning shaving. For 
there is still much to be learned con- 
cerning the proper design of shaving 
tools, best feeds and speeds, hardness 
of metal that can be cut and the way 
to obtain economical tool life. 
The shaving process can be applied 

to advantage on surfaces other than 
gear teeth. One example is on the 
back face and bore of automotive rear 

axle ring gears. The operation re- 
places green grinding these two locat- 
ing surfaces before heat-treatment. 
A machine designed for this purpose 
shaves the two surfaces simultane- 
ously and will handle gears up to 
15%, in. in diameter. Large truck 
gears require a cutting cycle of only 
20 sec. and passenger car gears less 
than this. Workpieces are clamped 
hydraulically. 

While war needs demanded many 
small precision gears, large ones were 
required also. Fire-control mecha- 

nisms for big guns and marine drives, 
to name only two applications, com- 
bined size with close tolerances. 

Hobbing Machines Improved 

So far as gear cutting is concerned, 
hobbing will continue to be an impor- 
tant factor. Newly designed hobbing 
machines are on the way and will 

soon be made available. One of them 
will be especially designed for climb 
hobbing which for certain jobs gives 
better cutting conditions and increased 
tool life. A prerequisite for its use 

is that all lost motion be removed 
from its feed mechanism. 

This machine also has an automatic 
cycte started by a pushbutton when 

the blank is chucked. It gives rapid 
approach of the cutters, cutting feed, 

withdrawal and quick return to the 
starting position. In addition the set- 

up, formerly a complicated problem 
on a hobber, is simplified. One change 
gear has the same number of teeth 
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as the gear to be cut, another has a 
number of teeth equal to thousandths 

of an inch in feed per revolution. 
Other settings are made so easily 
that the operator has to do little more 

than count to know what to do. 
Hobs with carbide-inserted teeth 

were first used in marine turbine re- 
duction gears during the war. After 

considerable experimental work this 
application proved successful. Longer 

tool life and greater precision were 
achieved. It is interesting to note that 
large gear-hobbing machines used for 
this work have two worms and two 
worm wheels for driving the table. 

One set does the roughing while the 
other is reserved for light finishing 
cuts to eliminate wear as much as 
possible. 

Teeth Cut Simultaneously 

For mass production, a novel ma- 
chine is now available that will cut 

all the teeth at once in spur or helical 
gears. Each tooth has its own cutting 
tool held in a circular head. The 
blank is chucked on a horizontal table 
while the cutter head reciprocates 
vertically. With each stroke the tools 
are fed inward a slight amount, finish- 
ing with a light cut. Tool feed is 
actuated by an internal cone which 

pushes each cutter an equal amount 
toward the center. 

Each pitch and diameter of gear 
calls for a different cutter head which 

means that sizable lots must be ma- 
chined to absorb the cost. But the 
cutter head is replaceable as a unit, 

and since it can be changed in a 
reasonably short time, the machine 
down time between lots is not serious. 
The spare head is reset in the tool- 
room while the machine is in oper- 
ation. 

A new process for cutting bevel 
gears employs a cutter that looks 
superficially like a circular saw with 
a gap in the teeth for several inches 
around the circumference. Actually 
the teeth are graduated in height and 

width so that they successively cut 

chips to form a full tooth space in the 
gear blank for each revolution of the 
cutter. 

The cutter body is mounted on a 
vertical axis and revolves continu- 

ously. The gap in the cutting teeth 
permits indexing the gear blank to 
the next tooth space. The combi- 

nation of a single revolution per tooth 
and continuous cutter motion makes 
the process a rapid one. 

The success of the process lies in the 

fact that the cutter axis is not fixed 
but moves along a line parallel to the 
bottom of a tooth space. The rough- 

_ing cut is taken with the cutter axis 

about opposite the middle of a tooth 

space, then the axis moves so the 

teeth finish the large end of the gear, 

and finally the axis moves the opposite 

way to finish the small end of the 

tooth. The process is dependent on a 

reliable method of cutter manufac- 

ture. This is done on an ingenious 

grinding machine that automatically 

relieves the teeth so the form is pre- 

served on resharpening the tooth face. 

Machines for cutting spiral-bevel 
gears have been recently used to cut 
various kinds of toothed couplings and 
clutches. The setup permits cutting 
the opposite sides of two teeth at a 
time which speeds the process. In 
one clutch design, the teeth on one 

member are slightly concave while 

those on the other are slightly con- 
vex. By making a slight difference in 
the two radii, the area of contact can 
be placed near the center of the teeth 
avoiding concentrated loading even 
when slight misalignment exists. 

Spiral-bevel gears and pinions are 

now ground in a machine especially 
designed for the purpose which gen- 
erates the desired form with a cupped 
abrasive wheel. The process is fast 
and gives an excellent finish. 

The importance of gear grinding is 
reflected in the announcement of a 
new machine which will accommo- 
date larger spur and helical gears 
than previously available equipment. 
It will grind gears up to 30 inches in 
diameter and 2 D.P. The gear blank 
held on a horizontal table is rolled on 
its pitch line in contact with V-form 
grinding wheel which reciprocates 

vertically. A special dressing device 
provided with three diamonds trues 
the wheel for true involute genera- 
tion or modifies it to produce tip re- 

lief in the gear. 
Gear lapping saved the day for the 

aircraft industry during the war as 

many gears could not be ground after 
hardening. A special machine was 

developed to lap internal cam and 
propeller gears such as those used in 

the Flying Fortress and the Super- 
fortress. Internal gear-shaving ma- 

chines were also developed to increase 
the accuracy of this form of gear. 

BROACHING 

Many of the irregularly shaped parts 
specified by Army and Navy engineers 
during the war lent themselves to 
broaching. The opportunity was thus 
afforded for technical developments 
on this process in which hydraulics 

played an important part. New mate- 
rials coupled with new designs of 
broaching tools made it possible to 
get a great number of pieces per 
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grind. Many parts thought impossible 
to broach in the past are now being 
machined in this way. The finish that 
is obtained through broaching has 
been so improved that no subsequent 
operations are needed in order ito 

provide a surface that is fine enough 
for almost any use. 

Broaching got its original impetus 
as a machining operation on internal 
work that was costly to do by other 
methods. Keyways, inside squares and 
hexagons, ratchet teeth and odd- 
shaped contours could be formed 
quickly with broaching tools. During 
the war the process justified its herit- 
age of success on internal work when 
it was applied to gun rifling. When 
this operation was performed by care- 
fully guided single-point tools, a great 
deal of time and skill were required 
to get the results desired. Broaching 
did the job in a fraction of this time 
and gave a better finish. 

Rifles and the lower calibers of guns 

were grooved by the conventional long 
broaches which were pulled througn 

them in a series of roughing and fin- 
ishing operations. For high produc- 
tion, especially on machine guns, 

automatic loading fixtures were used. 
Larger sizes of guns were broached 
by the use of flat disk cutters that 
were pushed through the bore one at 
a time. Each cutter took a few thou- 
sandths of an inch of metal out of 
each groove, and frequently some 

30-odd disks were required to com- 

plete the job. 
Surface broaching found wide ap- 

plication on gun components also. 

Some of the contours that had re- 
quired a dozen different machining 
steps under former methods were 

completed in one pass of the broacn- 
ing tool. Considerable time was saved 
in performing some of the work on 

breach mechanisms by broaching. 
A wartime innovation that made 

its debut on rifle parts was circular 
broaching. The sight base on the Gar- 
and rifle, for instance, has a circular 
T-slot in it to guide the movable part 
of the sight. This slot was machined 
by means of graduated teeth on the 

periphery of a circular disk of a 
radius to match that of the circular 

T-slot. The receiver on the same gun 
also had a circular broaching oper- 
ation that proved to be a great time 
saver. 

Even before the war the inviting 
possibilities of broaching were ap- 
parent, but it took the urgency for 

high production to prove the ver- 
satility of the process. Great strides 
have been made in broaching ma- 
chines, and they have now been de- 

veloped so that capacities from one to 
50 tons are available. Some of the 
surface broaching machines have a 
single ram, but for high production 
duplex machines are popular, since 
they make it possible for the operator 
to load one fixture while the other is 
under cut. Very often two broaching 
operations are needed on a single 

piece and they can both be done in a 
duplex machine, since the tooling on 
each ram can be different. Multipie 
operation can be carried even further 
through the use of more than one set 
of broaching tools on each ram. 

Automobile cylinder blocks and cyl- 
inder heads were surface broached 

before the war on horizontal ma- 
chines of special construction. These 
machines save overhead room. They 

would have been almost out of the 
question if they had been built verti- 

cally; and, in addition, the horizontal 
design provides better means of chip 
disposal. Horizontal broaching ma- 
chines are now being offered as stan- 
dard in a range of sizes that will 
adapt them for a variety of postwar 
work. So far as chip disposal is con- 

cerned many broaching machines, 
both vertical and horizontal, have 
chip conveyors as standard equipment 
because of the rapid rate of metal 
removal. 
When considering broaching, one 

should not necessarily confine his 
thoughts to irregular surfaces, inter- 
nal or external, as these machines 

have proved themselves to be sound 
choice on many kinds of flat and 
cylindrical work. 

Broaching in common with other 
high production operations has been 
found suitable on smaller lots limited 
only by good tool design. The adapta- 
tion of quick-operating clamping fix- 
tures makes it possible to set up 

broaching machines economically for 
lots of only a few hundred like parts. 

DRILLING 

Drilling is used on more machine parts 
than any other operation. In fact, it 
is the exception rather than the rule 
to find a component that does not 
have a drilled hole in it somewhere. 
Some parts have hundreds of holes 

drilled in them and in spite of the 
simplicity of the operation, the time 
required for machining each hole 
separately would be high. Since drill- 
ing lends itself so readily to multiple 
tooling, a great deal of engineering 
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Standard self-contained units can be arranged in many combinations for 
drilling, reaming, facing, boring or tapping. They carry multiple spindles 

effort has been expended on the de- 

sign of drilling machines that will cut 
cost by making use of this principle. 

There are many variations in the 
methods of production drilling. One is 
to drill all the holes at once with the 

workpiece set up in a single position. 
An example of this is the drilling of 

98 holes in a tractor crankcase as- 
sembly. These holes are drilled in 
three directions using standard aux- 

iliary heads and holding the work- 
piece in a box fixture. Standard heads 
of this kind prove a great economy 
in multiple drilling, since they permit 
engineered units to be placed in any 
desired position. Then if the design 

and are fed hydraulically 

is changed the drill plate can be 
altered while retaining the drive unit 
and the feed mechanism. 

Multiple drilling is frequently done 
on rotary table machines in which 
the table is indexed from station to 

station, coming successively under a 
series of tool spindles. A war applica- 
tion was a six-station machine for 
reaming and threading the 5-in. rocket 
nozzles. In this machine, one standard 

multi-spindle head is made to take 
care of three indexing stations. In 
such machines, it is not necessary to 
confine the machining to drilling, or 

even such allied operations as reaming 
and tapping. As an example, a rotary 

table machine has been recently ar- 

ranged for milling, drilling, counter- 
boring, reaming and tapping a crank- 

case. 
Still another variation in multiple- 

spindle work is the horizontal drum 
indexing machine. One design has a 
ten-station hydraulic indexing drum 
and is used for drilling and taper 
reaming nozzle holes in 5-in. rocket 

end plates. The horizontal spindle 
unit has 34 spindles and is hydraul- 

ically driven. 
Again drilling is combined with 

other operations in automatic transfer 

processing machines, such as those 
described under “Multiple Operation” 
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through grooves on the bottom of 
ment prevents the 

in the first part of this article. As a 
safety feature this machine has all 

functions hydraulically operated and 
electrically interlocked, so that all 
units must advance perform their 

return before the 
fixtures can be released and the trans- 

fer bar operated. Similarly all fix- 
tures must be transferred to each 

clamped 

operations and 

successive station and be 

solidly before the operating units can 
advance to perform their operations. 

Failure of clamping, unclamping or 
transfer, or operating units to perform 
during any part of the cycle can 
readily be detected and the trouble 
located immediately by means of a 
system of lights shown in the pancl 
above the pushbuttons in the oper- 
ator’s control cabinet. 

PLANING 

Planers in common With other ma- 
chine tools have followed the trend 

toward higher speeds and ease of 
control; but, because of their inherent 
operational requirements, these ma- 

chine tools raise some special prob- 
lems. The entire weight of heavv 
workpieces together with that of a 
massive supporting table must be 
stopped and started in the reverse 

direction twice every stroke. The tool- 
heads, also of heavy construction, 

must be fed accurately during the 

short overtravel before the beginning 
of the cut. 

Electrical engineering has provided 
dynamic braking to stop the table, 
quick reverse and a wide range of 

cutting and return speeds. The oper- 

ator can feed or traverse the heads, 
control the table movement and ad- 
just the height of the crossrail from 

a single position. The automatic feed 
mechanism is tied in with the table 
movement so that it is sure and 
positive. 

An improvement in the connection 
between motor and driving pinions 
eliminates vibration and permits some 
misalignment without putting strain 
on the bearings. It substitutes two 

flexible couplings for the conventional 

single unit and uses one less bearing 
to give a flexible connection some- 
what similar to a universal joint. 

Planer drives may be made more 
compact if the driving motor is set 

at an acute angle instead of at right 
angles to the table travel. This objec- 
tive has been achieved in the past 
through the use of worm drives, but 
a newer solution lies in hypoid gear- 
ing which gives smoothness as well 
as compactness. 

High cutting and return speeds 
have introduced a new problem in 
planer lubrication. For many years 

it has been the practice to supply low 
pressure oil to the bed ways, and then 

distribute it across the entire bearing 
surfaces by the motion of the table 
and oil grooves cut in the mating 
table ways. Usually these grooves 
stop short of the end of the table. 

Because of the hydraulic lifting ef- 

fect, high-pressure lubrication cannot 

be used on planer ways; and, with the 
high table speeds now called for, the 

frictional effect is sufficient to prevent 
low-pressure oil from running the full 
length of the table in the direction of 
travel. To overcome this interruption 
in oil flow, the two ends of the table 

are connected with pipes which lead 
to the oil channels at the bottom of 
the V’s. The effect is a complete loop 
of oil maintained at uniform pressure 

regardless of the speed or direction 

of travel. 
Higher table speeds also cause a 

temperature rise due to the friction 
between table and bed. Since the 

heat is transmitted to the under por- 
tion of the table an expansion here 
causes a tendency for the table to 

bow. A _ solution of this problem 
appears to be in the use of novel way 

bearing materials. 

Failure of the electrical circuit at 
the moment of table reversal leaves 
the large mass of loaded table travel- 
ing at a high rate of speed. If the 
table runs off the end of the bed it 

acts as a huge battering ram and may 
cause considerable damage. To pre- 

vent such a catastrophe foolproof 

table stops have been devised. One 
design uses cutting tools bolted to 
the bed and arranged to engage a 
stop block bolted to the table. The 
tools and block do not make contact 
unless the table rack leaves the bull 

gear; then the cutting action pro- 
vides a means for absorbing the ki- 

netic energy of the moving mass. 
An alternate method is to have a 

projecting block under the table strike 
a hydraulic jack bolted to the bed 

The device cushions a runaway table 
with uniform deceleration to avoid 
shock to the machine. The jack is also 

advantageous as a means for relocat- 

ing the table cn the bull gear merely 
by inserting a handle and pumping 
it back. The stop automatically resets 

itself. 
Planers are also protected by safety 

clutches. Thus if heads are run to- 
gether by rapid traverse or an attempt 

is made to move them when they are 
clamped, a clutch slips to prevent 

damage to the mechanism. 
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Should a Foreman 

Be Cost-Conscious? 

“Ed, this series of strikes is going to result in 

higher wages all around. That means higher labor 

costs and, indirectly, higher material costs, doesn’t 

it? That means that, sooner or later, the heat’s 

going to be on to get each job done for less.” 

“It don’t know about that for me, Al. There ain’t 

much of any way to cut toolmaking costs—if a good 

toolmaker costs so much more an hour, the job he 

turns out costs so much more times the number of 

hours he works on it. Toolmaking can’t be speeded 

up much.” 

“Maybe so, Ed, and maybe not. How about hav- 

ing apprentices do rough machining, or stepping 

up cutting speeds—or even going to some of those 

cast or made-up dies.” 

“And lousing up the job, eh? You know as well 

as I do that the way to make a good tool or die is 

to put a good man on the job and let him do it his 

own way.” 

“That’s the old tradition, Ed, but that’s just what 

I’m getting at. The heat will be on us out in the 

shop to save nickels all along the line, but it ought 

to be on you too. After all,-we have to save a lot 

of pennies in production to make up for the extra 

cost of a slowpoke toolmaker.” 

“Listen, Al, I turn out dies and tools that will do 

the job the print asks for. If I cut corners to save 

pennies, you get more rejects, more down time, 

more fixing, more trouble in general—and all 

through the run. A guy can be taught to swing a 

broom faster, but it doesn’t do any good if the 

broom maker worked so fast the bristles come out.” 

“We're not swinging brooms out in the shop any 

more than you are here Ed. You’re working on 

production too, no matter how many airs you try 

to put on. What I’m getting at is that some brass 

hat ought to break down and give us the dope on 

costs so we can see how much we’ve got to save. 

We're not working against a fixed price anymore. 

We've got to get business by giving lower prices 

than the outfits we’re competing with, so we ought 

to know what we’ve got to do.” 

“You mean you want the company to let you look 

over the books, eh, Al? You want them to show 

you just how much everything costs—like one big 

happy family.” 

“Not necessarily. I just want to know what it 

costs us to make each part and how much we've 

got to cut costs here to get our share of the cost 

down. I want to do a job on costs, but I don’t know 

how I can unless I know what I’m doing.” 

“What you want, Al, is a special course so you 

can be a C.P.A. or something. If you tend to your 

job of running your department and let others that 

have the training worry about costs, you'll be 

better off.” 

“My point is, Ed, that everybody has got to 

worry about costs—not just some white-collar spe- 

cialist.: I’m the guy that’s watching the dough get 

spent, so I can slow up the spending too.” 

ARE COSTS A FOREMAN’S PROBLEM——or should they be controlled from higher up? Does it help 

a foreman to be a better manager if he knows what the company’s cost problems are? Would a special 

training course help make foremen cost-conscious—and would that have any effect in cutting shop costs? Your 

experience or ideas on this problem will be helpful to others and published discussions will be paid for. 
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BY JULIUS W. STEDENFELD, PICATINNY ARSENAL 

Each experienced operator has 

his “bag of tricks” and rightly 

so, for there is often more than 

one approach to a problem. But 

jig-boring jobs usually resolve 

themselves into the practices 

underlying all good toolmaking 

AS ANY EXPERT jjig-borer tool- 
maker knows, much of his success 
in obtaining precision lies in trifles 
which the ordinary mechanic is like- 
ly to forget. Many small things, 
which for ordinary work and toler- 
ances can be overlooked, must be 
taken into consideration when do- 
ing precision boring. 

Some of these things are under 
the control of the management of 

the shop, and it is the purpose of 
this article ta bring them to the at- 
tention of the supervision while point- 
ing out the best methods of doing 
precision jig boring to the man at 
the machine. 

First, the jig-boring machine it- 
self, which manufacturers say is the 

most accurate machine tool made, 
must be treated as such. It must be 

placed upon a firm and vibration- 
proof foundation, preferably one of 
concrete. If it is necessary to put it 
on a wooden floor, it must be mounted 
on a piece of heavy boiler plate to 

distribute the weight over as large 

an area as possible. As an extreme 
example of poor mounting, one jig 
borer, from which precision work 
was expected, had such a poor sup- 
port upon a wooden floor that it 

could be rocked from side to side 
like a cradle—the rest can be left 
to the imagination! 

Vibration from other machine tools, 
manufacturing machinery and pass- 
ing vehicles must not be allowed 
to reach the machine, for it is sur- 
prising what unsuspected trouble 
vibration can cause. The machine 
should be leveled with a precision 
machine level, according to the pro- 
cedure outlined by the manufacturer 
for the individual machine, and kept 
accurately leveled at all times. 
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The maching should be located so 
a good source of natural light comes 
over the operator’s shoulders. The 
operator must not have a glaring 
source of light, natural or artificial, 
shining into his eyes, causing eye- 
strain and subsequent poor work. 

Artificial lighting should be suffi- 
cient and properly placed; for small 
work an auxiliary lighting fixture 
which gives a small spot of high light 
intensity at the working point is use- 
ful. A compressed-air hose should 

be near for blowing out the work, 

but’ under no circumstances should 
compressed air be used to clean any 

part of the machine itself; it will only 
blow chips and dirt into the moving 
parts and ways. Care should be 
taken not to overload the spindle head 
and quill by excessively heavy cuts 
or by the use of large drills for 

roughing. 
No other single problem worries 

the jig-borer mechanic more, when 
doing close work, than temperature 
changes and their effects. For the 
most part he has no control over 
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Fig. 1—Side rake is ground at an angle to a plane perpendicular to the line of 

cut. These values for this angle serve as a rough guide in starting a job: 

Material Rake° 

Aluminum and copper 10 to 40 

Brass and bronze Oto 5 
Non-metallics 5 to 15 
Mild Steel—up to 0.20 C 15 to 25 

Carbon steel—0.20 to 0.60 C. 8 to 15 
Steel over 0.60 C and tough 

alloys 
All other ferrous metals 

5 to 10 
0 to 15 

Cutting angles, front and side, range 
from 4 to 12°. They should be as small 
as possible on materials of higher ten- 

sile strength. 

Back rake is the “control” angle. Use it 
in combination with the side rake to 

produce the desired direction of chip 
and tightness of coil 

the inaccuracies which they produce, 
especially as the length of the time 
on a given job increases. Most shops 

do not control the temperature around 
the machine other than that applied 
to the shop as a whole. The im- 
portant thing is not so much the ex- 
pansion and contraction of the work 
itself, but the change caused by fluc- 
tuations in temperature on the ma- 
chine. Tool steel has a _ coefficient 

of expansion of approximately 0.000006 
in. per in. This means, for example, 
that if the effective length of a lead- 
screw or end measure is 18 in. and 
the temperature rises 1 F. that the 
error produced will be over 0.0001 

in., a serious matter when close work 
is being done. It is not at all un- 
usual in some shops for the tempera- 
ture to vary as much as 10 or 15 F. 

during the day. 
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For these reasons the machine must 
be located where temperature can be 
closely controlled, and above all in 

a place free from drafts and air 
currents. Blower-type heaters, open- 
ing dodrs and windows, and (most 
important of all) the rays of the sun, 
even though coming through frosted- 
glass windows, must be avoided. If 
the machine is placed so the sun 

shines on it during part of the day, 
movable curtains or shades over the 

windows must be provided. 
Only an intelligent, experienced 

toolmaker can hope to be a first- 
class jig-borer man. Often a shop 
will attempt to break in an ap- 
prentice toolmaker for the jig-boring 
department with the idea of making 

a “specialist” out of him. However, 
unless he has learned the fundamen- 

tals of all good toolmaking practices, 
he will be extremely handicapped in 
almost all of his work. Make no 
mistake about it, if precision results 

are wanted from the jig borer, it 
is necessary to have a precision tool- 

maker on it. 
Foremen who have never had any 

actual jig-boring experience should 
make sure they understand the dif- 
ficulties in some jig-borer jobs and 
setups, and try to understand the 

close relation between the jig-borer 
department and the rest of the tool- 

room. 
Every jig borer should have its 

own cabinet where equipment and 
tools can be kept apart from the reg- 
ular shop stock. Each machine or 
operator should be provided with 

tools and equipment especially ear- 
marked for the jig borer. A layout 
table, with a surface plate and a preci- 
sion knee-iron, should be part of 
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| 
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-++-or fromm rough 
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Fig. 2—The correct 
method of dimen- 
sioning drawings for 

jig boring makes it 

unnecessary for the 
operator to compute 

table movements, as 
this is done for him 

| Y*rom finished edge 

| potavailable 

the regular equip- 
ment. Every jig 

borer should have 
a complete set of 

auxiliary equip- 
ment, including a 
universal boring 

Z head. It is impos- 
sible to have more 
than one man use 

small boring tools 
and expect them 
to be kept in 

- shape. Small boring 
tools with a standard %-in. shank 

can often be made from old reamers, 
end mills and other high-speed tools 

which have found their way to the 

scrap pile. A table for boring tools 

(Fig. 1) gives average values of 
cutting and clearance angles used 
for various materials which will serve 
as a guide when new tools are made 
or old ones reground. Tungsten- 
carbide tipped tools give fine finishes, 
have the ability to hold hole size, and 

can be used at higher cutting speeds 
than high-speed tools, but unless 
provision is made for the operator to 
sharpen his own tools on a grinder 
designed for carbides they will prove 
unsuccessful. Hand-held diamond 
hones give tungsten-carbide tools the 
razor-sharp cutting edge essential to 
fine finish and accurate size. Hones 

made of silicon carbide will not prove 
successful for tungsten-carbide tools 
used on the jig borer. 

Gage blocks, both the plain and 
the new angular type, are a real 
necessity for the jig borer. They are 
used in setting up a job, and in check- 
ing and inspecting work. They can- 
not be beaten when precision table 
movements are made, and they give 
the operator a feeling of security. 
Every jig-borer department should 
also be equipped with an accurate sine 

bar. 

The jig-borer operator should never 

be required to do shop mathematics, 
for even an expert mechanic makes 
mistakes. He cannot do his work on 

the machine efficiently if he must 
stop to do figuring more easily done 
in the drafting room. The toolmaker 
must be given a free hand in taking 
his problems to the tool designer, and 

it should not be beyond the dignity 

of the tool designer to seek the advice 

of the toolmaker when he is laying 
out a job which must be jig-bored. 
Many times the man on the machine 
can offer suggestions which will make 
the setup in the shop easier. This is 

especially true on angular holes and 

on jobs on which jig-buttons are 
located. 

All shops should adapt the system 
of jig-borer drawings shown in Fig. 
2. Doing so will increase over-all 

efficiency, save time, eliminate errors, 
and make it unnecessary for the tool- 

maker to do trigonometry to obtain 
right-angle dimensions for his table 
movements. 

Toolmakers’ buttons have a definite 
use in jig boring, especially on jigs 

and fixtures, and can be used to a 

good advantage on many jobs. But- 
tons must be located on a surface 
which is square and true, and if 

possible on the center line of the 
work and parallel to the main locat- 
ing face. 

If the button is set up on a surface 
plate, the operator must take care 
to prevent shifting the setting while 
clamping the work to the machine 
table and while hammering the work 
to line it up parallel with the ma- 
chine table. It is often possible to set 

a 
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Fig. 3—An indicator is used to estab- 
lish the zero position of the table 

movement 
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to get this dirnernsiori 
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fable rnovernent---* 
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Fig. 4—A corner block comes in handy 
in aligning the face of the work with 

the spindle 

the button in position in the machine 
after the work is properly lined up 

and clamped. For many jobs, espe- 
cially large work, a custom- 
made button larger and longer than 
the ordinary button will be found to 
be more versatile and will 

to reach with an_ indicator 
it is set up. A_ suggested 
0.5000 x 1.2500 in. 

Absolute required in 
indicating the work and in establish- 
ing the axis of rotation of the spindle 
directly above the intersection of the 

positions from which all spac- 
ing movements of the table are made. 
This is especially true when 
lishing holes in relation to 

previously finished edge, 
face, point or diameter, or a combina- 
tion of almost 
involves picking up 

the work. 
indicator should be 

one which will always give the same 
reading when repeatedly applied to 

the work, and one that does not have 
“shaken down” to 

stant reading. Solid, firm 
for the indicator 
springy holding 
in deflection. A common mistake is 

that ‘a “ten-thousandths” indicator 
will give greater accuracy over one 
graduated in thousandths. Everything 
depends upon the quality of the in- 

dividual indicator; it is much better 
to use a dependable indicator grad- 
uated in thousandths, than one with 
tenth graduations that is erratic and 
jumpy. The choice of methods of 
establishing the “zero” positions of 
the table movements depends almost 
entirely upon the individual job, and 

to some extent on how the holes are 
dimensioned on the blueprint where 

for a 

be easier 
after 

size is 

accuracy 1S 

“zero” 

estab- 

some 
face, sur- 

these: boring 

definite 

all jig 
some 

position on 

A good used, 

to be get a 
mountings 

essential, for 
will result 

con- 

are 
methods 

there are no jig-borer drawings avail- 

able. 
Fig. 3 shows the most direct meth- 

od of applying the indicator to op- 
posite sides of square or cylindrical 
work, either inside or outside. The 

‘work is first lined parallel with the 
table movement. From the dimensions 
obtained by direct measurement, the 
operator can work from the center, 
or move the center line of the spindle 
to the edges of the work for the 

“zero” settings. 
On a rotary table, the work is 

located directly over the center by 
rotating the table and work, while 
the indicator remains _ stationary. 
Then when the work is adjusted to 
rotate true with the table, the indica- 
tor is rotated with the spindle to 
establish the exact center line of the 
spindle directly above the axis of 
rotation. Lastly, the side of the work 
chosen as the locating face is aligned 
with the table movement by rotating 

the rotary table; this also gives the 
zero graduation setting for the rotary 

table. 
The table must be rotated in the 

same direction always, preferably in 

the direction that the graduations 
read, so failure to take up the back- 
lash will not cause mistakes. Fig. 4 
shows the use of a corner block to 

\ 5 
’’ Gage block or 

precision 
paralle/ 

¢ of spindle 

lable rnovernert 

Zero position of work 

Fig. 5—Another means of getting the 
work to its zero position is through the 

use of a gage block or precision 

parallel 

pick up the face of the work, while 
Fig. 5 shows a method of using an 
accurate parallel or gage block. Varia- 
tions of these methods are suitable 
for straight work. 

Locating an angular hole in a drill 
jig by means of a cylindrical corner 
block (Fig. 6) involves two opera- 

tions. The first is to locate the center 
line of the spindle directly over the 

| 

¢ of required hole--- : 

~~~ Jab/e rmovernent 

\ \ 
ye —1 
| \ 

¢ of spindle 

~<-£ of work 

\ Ww \ 0 a" 

6—The corner block is also useful in locating angular holes 
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corner formed by the _ intersection 
of the two sides of the jig, and the 
second is to compute by means of 
trigonometry the table movement re- 
quired to establish the spindle over 
the center-angle of the position to 
be bored. To do this, most of the 
dimensions of the jig must be known 
exactly; any inaccuracies will be 
reflected back to the location of the 

bored hole. 
Another example, Fig. 7, is similar 

to Fig. 6, except that there is no 
corner from which to locate. It is 
necessary instead to use a roll to 
establish the position from which to 
compute the necessary table move- 

ments. 
The optical system, with a medium- 

powered microscope in the machine 
spindle, is a real time saver and for 
some work is the only accurate meth- 
od of securing location. Picking up 
a position from a layout line, from 
graduation marks on a scale or dial, 
finding the position of a parting line 
between two halves of a split as- 
sembly, or measuring dimensions in- 
accessible to mechanical measuring 
devices, many times can only be ac- 
complished optically. A microscope 
will soon pay for itself in time saved 
on unusual jobs. One note of cau- 

tion: with this system the position 
of the crossline must be double- 
checked by rechecking the work at 
a 180° swing of the scope to make 
certain it is on the actual center 
of rotation of the spindle. At least 
one type of scope has a_ built-in 

compensating device to adjust for 
any runout. 

The spindle-proving bar with which 

¢ ( ~ 
required > 
4 Je 

¢ of work 

Precision 
ro// 

Fig. 7—A precision roll may supply 
the locating point where no corner i 

available 
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most machines are equipped has many 
uses, as does the proving bar for the 
rotary table. These bars should be 
treated as such; not be used for any 
purpose which will ruin their ac- 
curacy, such as clamping indicators 
upon them. A unique use of the 
spindle-proving bar, Fig. 8, is to 
find the radius of an _ interrupted 
cut. Generally, an extra piece of 
stock is clamped to the table, as 
shown by the dotted line, to measure 
the diameter. This can be eliminated 
by checking from the proving bar to 
the diameter with plug gages or gage 
blocks. The reverse procedure can be 

used when setting-up from a radius. 

In an emergency, the spindle-prov- 
ing bar can be used as a sine bar, 
Fig. 9. For setting-up and checking 
angular work on _ machines not 

equipped with a tilting table, where 
there is no sine bar available, this 
method will prove satisfactory. The 
spindle-proving bar can also be used 
to pick up the accurately finished 

edge or face of a piece by using 
gage blocks (Fig. 10) to obtain a 
positive feel between the work and 
the proving bar. The rotary-table 
proving bar can be used to set up 
work a definite distance from or in 

a certain relation to the center of 
the rotary table as encountered in 
off-center setups requiring the boring 
of angular holes. 

The jig borer must always use some 
finished surface or diameter from 
which to make all movements, de- 
pending upon how the dimensions 
are shown on the blueprint. 

Holes will be located square and 

true to this one surface or diameter 
only. If other surfaces of the work 
are not true to the one used for 

locating, an error will exist between 
these other surfaces and the bored 
holes. Therefore the work as it comes 
to the jig borer should be square 
and true well within the dimension 
tolerance. The operator must decide 
on a working surface and use it for 

all previous and subsequent locat- 
ing operations. 

Keep Free From Burrs 

All the burrs and nicks 

removed from the work for fine re- 
must be 

sults. Both work and machine: table 
must be wiped clean and any stray 
chips or dirt must be removed with 
the palm of the hand. Hardwood 
blocks are preferred between table 
and clamps; metal blocks will mar 

the table. Old birch or maple broom 
handles make good clamping blocks. 

Tolerances which can be main- 

tained under average conditions 
should be used as a standard, with 

Checked by | 
gage blocks 

pr ae Fee USUO/ ExT? 
block fo obrair 
measurenrerrt 

2. , PP? / rated 

Fig. 8—The spindle-proving bar is 
used to determine the radius of an 

incomplete circle 

the idea that closer work can be 
produced under ideal conditions. It 

would be a great thing if everyone 
connected with jig boring realized 

what the difference between a toler- 
ance of 0.0001 in. and a tolerance 
of 0.0002 in. actually means when 
it comes to doing the work. One rep- 
utable manufacturer of jig-boring 

machines says: “Precision boring is 
a question of tolerance and nothing 

else. If the job must be held to a 
quarter-thousandth, the problem is 
an entirely different one from the job 
where the tolerance is a thousandth 
or more. First decide upon the toler- 
ance and there need be little argu- 
ment.” In speaking of single-point 
boring, he says, “This is the only 
method which will absolutely guaran- 

tee a truly positioned and a truly 
round hole with an accuracy of a 
quarter-thousandth. It is_ possible 
with extreme care to better that 
accuracy if occasion demands.” This 

is level-headed thinking. 
Finishing of larger holes presents 

no difficult problems. The most im- 

portant consideration is the tolerance 
allowed on the particular hole. A 
single-point boring tool should be 
used for all holes that must be held 
to a close tolerance; unless time is 
more important than good _ work, 
single-point boring should be used on 

the majority of holes. As the diam- 
eter of the holes becomes smaller, 
the ratio of length to diameter in- 
creases. Often it is necessary to locate 
deep holes that cannot be bored to 
their full depth. The best method is 
to center-drill accurately, follow by 

a pilot drill, then start each suc- 
cessive larger drill by boring for a 
short distance with a_ single-point 

tool to the diameter of the drill, 
correcting any runout of the previous 
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Fig. 9—The proving bar will serve as 
a sine bar in setting up or checking 

work at an angle 

one. When the finished size is 

reached, the hole is bored as deep as 
possible for a snug fit for a finish 
reamer, and the hole is reamed to 

full depth. It is necessary, of course, 
to have a reamer that will cut to 

size. On very deep holes D drills, 
or rifle or gun drills may be used, 
but work requiring them is seldom 
done on the jig borer. 

End Mills Found Handy 

On holes where the tolerances are 
large, that is about 0.001 in., a V 
spotting tool slightly larger than the 

hole is advisable. Still better is a 
chamfering tool held in a_ boring 
head to chamfer the hole to finished 

size after the first roughing drill. 

The hole is then drilled and finish- 
reamed to size; the truly positioned 
chamfered edge will locate the hole 

correctly. End mills can often be 

used to good advantage in rough- 
ing holes, machining flats, and espe- 
cially in roughing large-diameter 
holes in thin material; however, they 

are not recommended for finishing 
holes. If precision jig-borer end mills 
are available (and they should be), 
they should be reserved for taking 

light cuts on the bottoms of counter- 
bores and holes, for light and ac- 
curate facing and milling operations, 
and for light cuts in finishing holes 
that cannot be bored or reamed (as 
frequently encountered in small-lot 
precision work). They should never 
be used for roughing or for stock 

removal. 

Accurate locating and finishing of 

small holes present many difficulties, 
especially when holes are too small 
and too deep to be bored. Spindle 
speeds on most machines make it 
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impossible to get sufficient drill speeds 
for good results. For holes under 
3/64th in., which cannot be started by 
boring, the best method is to locate 
the zero setting of the work under 

the spindle by indicating, then to 
fasten a center punch securely to the 
machine spindle. This center punch 
should have a keen point and be 
indicated to make sure it is running 
true. Small holes are located by 
center-punching the work to a diam- 
eter slightly larger than the diameter 
of the drill, then drilling the holes 

to size, using an undersize drill to 
start the hole, followed by successive- 
ly larger sizes until the finished-hole 
diameter is reached. If the finish-size 
drill is honed on the effective cutting 
edge to a slight radius and a good 

keen edge, Fig. 11, it will cut to size 
and give a better finish. The taper 
can often be used on a drill to secure 
a slightly smaller hole; the drill can 
be lapped to a smaller diameter to 
leave stock for lapping. Small holes 

may be brought up to size by high- 
speed wire made especially for the 

purpose; the hardened wire is ground 
to a diamond-shaped cutting point. 
Ordinary needle wire is unsatisfactory 

as it is generally out of round and 
too soft. 

Because all drilling and roughing 
operations create heat and cause the 

work to expand, all roughing opera- 
tions must be done before any holes 
are finish-bored. After the tempera- 
ture of the work has returned to nor- 
mal, the job is accurately reindicated, 
the zero position is checked and reset 

if necessary, and the finish-boring 
completed. A setup left in the ma- 

~~ > Hore to keer 
\. edge, blending 
\diameter and 
cutting edge 
with srmo// 
radius 

Fig. 11—Accurate sizing and better 
finish are obtained by honing the cut- 

ting edges of a twist drill 

Far e 
<-of 
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Fig. 10-—Zero position of the work can 
also be established by using a spindle- 

proving bar and gage blocks 

chine overnight, or over-shift, cannot 
be expected to remain in exact posi- 
tion. Temperature changes of the 

work, the machine and end measures, 
the pressure of clamps and holding 
devices and other factors will cause 
the work and zero positions to shift 
enough to cause inaccuracies. If a 

setup must stand overnight, it is 
advisable to rough it out the first day, 
then to do all the finish-boring the 
following day. If an operator must 
leave his machine for a few hours, 
he should always recheck the setting 
of his work, even though it appears 
that everything is set to the original 
positions, 

Use as Jig Eliminator 

The versatility of the jig borer is 
such that no other machine tool can 
approach its performance for preci- 
sion boring in toolroom work. Other 
work can often be performed on this 

machine with an increase in ac- 
curacy and convenience. Many shops 
are using the jig borer as a jig “elim- 
inator” on production work calling 
for close tolerances and precision bor- 
ing. This is especially true of small- 
lot work where time is important and 
the éxpense of building jigs is not 
warranted. The machine can be used 

for engraving precision graduation 
marks on scales, verniers and dials. 
One method is to use a non-rotating 
scribing tool held in the machine 
spindle. A rotating engraving tool 
will also cut graduation marks, or a 
spring-actuated scribing tool will cut 

through an acid-resistant coating such 
as beeswax, asphaltum paint or the 

special masking compounds used for 
engraving. Then the graduations are 

acid-etched and finished. 
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BY R. E. W, 

returned to a NOW that we have 
peacetime economy, the No. 1 job to 
be done by the drop-forging industry 

is to supply an adequate quantity 
and proper quality of drop-forgings 
to meet the backed-up demand in the’ 

automobile, bus, truck and _ other 
peacetime fields. In fact, indications 

are that in the next three years the 
drop-forging industry will experience 
a heavier peacetime pressure from 
users than ever before. 
The country’s forging shops will 

remember that the basic underlying 

principles of good forging practice 
have not changed. There is no sub- 
stitute for good die practice, for ac- 
curate, hard-hitting hammers, capable 
of reliably continuous service, or for 
trimming press and furnace equip- 
ment which will stay productively on 
the job year after year. 

Today’s generation of drop-forge 
men are much the same as those of 
the previous generation. They learn 
by past mistakes. There is plenty of 
evidence that s.me like to get a les» 

son first-hand, so they occasionally 
buy a hammer that is too small for 
the task at hand, they wait until the 

old hammer and out 
they do something about it, and they 
go to work with a die setup now and 

then which would wreck a _ battle- 
ship, to say nothing of a hammer. 
But on the whole they depend upon 
carefully kept and analyzed records 
for the correct answer to their prob- 

is down before 

lems. 

Knowledge Lacking 

For many years there has been a 
serious lack of knowledge among 

chief engineers and production execu- 
tives of what drop-forging could do 
for them in helping to design and 
make better and cheaper machinery. 
It is no exaggeration to say that today 
there is abysmal ignorance, once one 

gets outside the automobile industry, 
as to what drop-forging can do to 
make machinery better, more reliable 
and cheaper in cost. 

Prior to 1940, when our company 
began an educational campaign with 
engineering colleges in all American 

universities, no engineering college 

devoted any significant time or atten- 
tion to forging technique and the im- 
portant part which it can play in the 
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HARRISON, VICE 

The Case for Drop-Forging 

PRESIDENT, CHAMBERSBURG ENGINEERING COMPANY 

Better material, not more weight, 

may be the answer to a doubtful 

part in a machine. This first of 

two articles lists factors to be 

considered in a forging decision 

design and fabrication of sound 
gineering products. As of today, how- 
ever, not than twenty of the 

leading engineering colleges 
teaching their students the rudiments 
of drop-forging. 

Manufacturing officials, like the de 

sign engineers, should be educated 
adequately in each of the following 

categories relating to drop-forging: 

en- 

less 
are 

1. The materials that can be com 
mercially drop-forged. 

2. The range of physical properties 

obtainable in each of the materials 

with various heat-treatments. 

3. The possibilities and advantage: 
‘of controlled grain flow in fibrous ma 
terials for strength, shock and wea 

ing qualities. 

4. Dimensional tolerances obtain 
able by forging and by coining. 

5. Machining forged 
materials. 

properties of 

6. Surface qualities obtainable. 

7. Wearing properties of finished 
surfaces. 

8. Temperature range in 

forged components will operate sat- 

which 

isfactorily. 

9. Form limitations imposed by the 
parting lines of the dies and by the 
relative thickness and area of sections. 

10. The 

to specifications. 

consistency of adherence 

11. Effect of quantity on cost. 

12. Effect of tolerances on cost. 

13. The cost of the finished compo- 

nent, i.e., the total cost of the part 

starting with the raw material and 
including all waste and scrap, tools 

and dies for the forming process, and 
machining and assembly operations. 

In the typical engineering depart- 
ment today, a discussion regarding 
hazards to men, machines or product 
as a result of a doubtful part in the 
machine structure, invariably brings 
a suggestion that the part be made 
heavier. If the part is cast iron, they 

say make it a steel casting; if it is 
a drop-forging, the first remedy ap- 
plied is often a dimensional increase 

rather than use of superior steel, heat- 
treatment, hammering and 
better physicals. 

From the days when King Arthur's 
blacksmith forged his mighty sword, 
it has been known to all of those who 

studied the matter that repeated im- 
pact imparted to hot steel improves 
physical qualities. Only in_ recent 
years with the aid of the microscope, 

has it been possible to secure a pic- 
ture of what impact actually does to 
hot steel. In a succeeding article the 
effects of hammering on certain steels 
will be described. Suffice it to 

here that the improvements in physi- 
and result of 

controlled repeated impact are phe- 

nomenal. It is deplorable that data on 
this subject have never been properly 
disseminated throughout the metal 
working industries. 

The squeeze or 
making hot pressings has found little 

among jobbing drop-forge 
shops. A given piece of steel will, 
when hammered, demonstrate physi- 
cal characteristics far superior to 
those obtained if the same piece of 

steel be squeezed, either mechani- 
cally or hydraulically. This is not to 

deny that there is a broad and useful 
field for hot pressings. However, the 
jobs which lend themselves to squeez- 

ing have. distinct characteristics. 
There are practically no borderline 
cases in which the same _ physicals 
can be secured by the two methods. 

To Keep in Mind... 

When the relative merits of press- 

ing and impacting are at issue, certain 
facts should be kept in mind. A good 

forging should have the maximum 
physical strength consistent with the 
metallurgical composition of the steel 
the grain flow must be uninterrupted 

and as continuous as the design of 
the forging permits, and wastage in 

flash restricted to a small 

more 

say 

cals structures as a 

press method of 

favor 

must be 
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Requirements 
per year 

Min. Qty.: 

Max. Qty.: 

Material 
Specification 

S .A.E. 

SUGGESTED 

BASIS FOR 

ANALYSIS 

OF FORGING 

METHODS 

STUDY MADE BY: 

Assuming that piece is now drop-forged or of design type in which pressure forging may 
seem applicable, the following questions should be unequivocally answered: 

1) Basic considerations 

Can piece be press-forged, taking 
into account the fact that no vertical 
movement of subject metal can be 
obtained except by extrusion within 
the interstices of the dies? 

Taking factor (1) into full account, 
will resulting physicals be acceptable? 

3—Taking factor (1) into full account, 
will resulting grain flow and fiber 
disposition be acceptable? 

Assuming a press capable of 50 
blows per minute, what is expected 
die life, based on the fact that dies 
are in pressure contact with subject 
metal at forging temperature from 
10 to 30 times as long as dies are in 
contact when drop-forging? 

PRESSURE SCORE 
Element 

Press 

Cost of complete in- 
stailation machines 
and foundations 

Initial die costs 

Operational costs 
based on unit of 1000 
hours 

1—Total forgings pro- 
duced and passing 
inspection 

Forging-die cost 

Trimming-die cost 

Total labor cost 

Billet heating cost 

Prime power cost 

Maintenance cost 

Required forging stock 

1—Size of billet in 
ds poun 

Percentage weight 
lost in flash 

Overhead based on 
capital cost of 
equipment and dies 

Physicals of forgings as 
produced 

i 

2— 

3. 

Tensile, psi. 

Elastic limit 

Reduction in ‘area 

4—Elongation in 2 in. 

5 Brinell 

Evaluation of 
grain-flow pattern 

IMPACT SCORE NOTES 

Drop Hammer + or 

percentage. Cold shuts, laps and rup- 
tures are anathema to a good forging 
under any circumstances. Above all, 

a critical eye must be trained on over- 
all costs, of which die wear and die 
investment represent major items. 

Chart Compares Methods 

In the chart is a suggested method 
of determining the relative merits of 

impact and squeeze where the two are 

under debate. Every maker of drop- 
forgings should study and use it. 

As the spread in pay rates between 
skilled, unskilled and semi-skilled 
men tends to get smaller, some drop- 
forge shops are abandoning small 
steam drop-hammers in favor of board 
drop-hammers. Carefully kept rec- 
ords are at hand to help determine 
proper hammer capacities whenever a 
changeover of this type is to be made. 

The nature of the war demand re- 

sulted in the building of large num- 
bers of large-capacity *steam drop- 
hammers the past few years. While 
some of them will be retained in 
government-owned plants, others will 

be sold as war factories are liqui- 
dated. The same situation does not 

prevail in board drop-hammers. Rel- 
atively few were made during the 
war, and those in service have taken 

ag terrible battering. Stimulated by 
the trend toward substitution of 
board drop-hammers for steam ham- 
mers in the smaller sizes, the de- 
mand today for board drop-hammers 
is heavy. The situation is likely to 

get tighter before it begins to ease. 
During the war years, with reduced 

staffs, dispersal of sales forces and 
concentration on production alone, de- 
velopments in hammer design have 
been mostly confined to improvements 
in the quality of materials and to 

stricter control over the quality of 

the finished product through tight- 
ened inspection. In the inspection of 
forgings the war has brought forth 

a new tool: the Sperry supersonic 
refractor. This device, using super- 
sonic sound waves, has capacity to 

inspect structures to a depth of 10 ft. 
It is so sensitive and exact that it 

can be adjusted to record grain size, 
and is so flexible that it will also de- 
tect and locate fissures. Its advent 

indicates the nature of the searching 
tests applicable to forged products. 

The Automobile Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation reports approximately 2,000 

makes of passenger cars have ap- 
peared on the market in the 50-year 
history of the automotive industry. 



Machining Powder-Metal Parts 

BY HARRY L. STRAUSS, JR. 

NATIONAL DIAMOND HONE & WHEEL COMPANY 

POWDER-METAL PARTS, either oil-re- 

taining bushings or structural pieces. 
require somewhat different machining 
practices than fusion products. This 

is true because their structure is un- 
like that of fused metal and forgings. 

In sintering the compact, the melting 
temperature of the main constituents 
is not reached. Hence these variations 
in structure may be encountered: 

1. Spots of different density—caused 
by uneven compacting in the die. 

2. Porosity and voids—arising from 
gas pockets or not enough powder in 
the charge. 

3. Poor structure at the core— 
brought about by too low a compact- 

ing pressure, improper powder flow, 
or too low a sintering temperature. 

Besides these defects, it is impor- 
tant to know whether the powder 
metal contains high-nickel or low- 
chromium content, because such ma- 
terial can be abrasive and may act 

somewhat like hard spots. 
As far as tool material is concerned, 

carbide is preferable for machining 
copper-nickel and copper-chromium 
alloys, whereas high-speed steel is 
suitable for brass and copper mate- 
rials. However, on production setups 
involving high-copper alloys or pure 

copper parts, a carbide tool may prove 
necessary. Here the structure is sim- 
ilar to a fused product but the strength 
is not as high, and light cuts at high 

speeds are preferred. 
A combination of hard and soft 

spots in the material causes rapid 
accumulation of a built-up edge on 
the cutting edge. This process hap- 
pens many times per minute. Under 
these conditions a hard material such 
as carbide gives better wear. 

In the majority of cases, powder- 
metal parts are machined at the same 
speeds as similar cast or wrought 
metals, but a lighter feed may be 
necessary. Tools should be kept sharp, 

particularly in the case of oil-retain- 
ing bushings, in order to prevent 
closing the pores of the metal, and 
destroying the oil-lubricating func- 
tion. Further details of tool selection 
and use are: 
Boring—Carbide tools stand up bet- 

ter than high-speed steel on produc- 
tion operations. But the finish may 
not be as good. Ordinarily, the same 
boring speeds can be used as for fusion 

products of the same analysis. If the 
speed is increased beyond that rec- 
ommended by carbide manufacturers, 
a slight decrease in feed rate may ‘be 
necessary. Try to achieve a speed- 
feed combination that will give prop- 

er results but without reducing the 
accelerated output rate permissible 
with carbide. If the best finish is re- 
quired, use a high-speed steel tool 
and a light feed. Do not use water 
as a coolant; it will seep into the 
powder-metal part and cause inter- 
particle corrosion. If a coolant is re- 
quired, use an oil-base material. This 
will not interfere with oil impreg- 
nation of a bearing bushing. 
Drilling—A carbide-tipped drill is 

preferable for these reasons: (1) high 
cutting speed, (2) reduced build-up 

of the chip. Reduced back rake is 
preferred. Use a flood of coolant to 
remove heat and prevent cracking 
of the carbide from the steel drill! 
shank. Tap drills for Class 1 and 2 
tapped holes should be chosen to give 
50 to 60% engagement to reduce tap 
wear. 

Reaming—To avoid trouble from 
hard and soft spots, use carbide- 
tipped reamers. These should have 
super-finished cutting edges to mini- 

mize edge build-up. When close toler- 
ance work is reamed, build-up occurs 
and is responsible for production »f 
off-tolerance holes. When the tool 
is withdrawn, the build-up is wiped 
off and the operator is not aware of 
the situation, so many off-tolerances 
pieces may be produced before the 
trouble is traced. 

Milling — Shop experiments have 
disclosed that exceptionally high 
speeds are possible when powder- 
metal parts are milled with negative 
rake carbide cutters. This is especial- 
ly true in the case of interrupted cuts. 

THE STANDARD twist-drill point 
is 59°, or 118° included angle, mean- 

ing the point is 3/5 of its diameter in 

length. A shorter point would not 
enter or follow a centerpunch mark 

in layout drilling, of course, but of- 

fers real advantages in production 
drilling, where the drill is guided by 
a bushing. 

The shorter point reduces drill 
travel and drilling time, the point 

is stronger (hence can be thinner), 
there is less tendency for the drill 
to grab as it breaks through, and 

holes are straighter (less tendency 
for the point to run on an uneven 
surface). It can be ground as con- 
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How About Shorter Drill 

BY H. T. GREEN 

TOOLROOM FOREMAN 
LUCAS MACHINE TOOL CO. 

After tests beginning with an included 

angle of 176°, Mr. Green arrived 

at 170° as the preferred angle 

Points? 

veniently as the standard angle on 

many drill grinders. 
Of course, drills have been ground 

with short points for various reasons 
and for many years. But, after a num- 

ber of tests, it is my opinion the flat 
point can be used much more gen- 
erally. Our most successful tests were 
with a 5° point angle—a 170° in- 

cluded angle. We are using that angle 
now, with very encouraging results. 

I'd like now to know what other 

readers of our magazine think of the 
idea. So many holes are drilled 
through bushings every minute that 
if the idea has merit it should start 
saving time and trouble now! 
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How The Russians
 Lap Carb

ides 

Muscovites use carbide inserts 

for tools, are particular about 

the quality of the brazed joint. 

So an optical shop found a way 

to batch-grind the inserts flat 

A SMOOTH, FLAT surface is essen- 

tial on the brazing face of cemented- 
carbide inserts for cutting tools. Tests 
revealed that the inserts, after sinter- 
ing, deviated from a plane surface by 
0.5 to 10 mm. So they were ground 
with special carborundum wheels, 
which proved to be an expensive and 
time-consuming operation because 
carbides are non-magnetic and can- 
not be held on a magnetic chuck. Be- 
sides, there was a large loss of ma- 
terial in the grinding operation from 

cracking by overheating. And cool- 
ants corroded the cobalt matrix. 

To overcome these difficulties, and 

put the grinding operation on a pro- 
duction basis, a government optical 
plant developed a chemical-mechan- 
ical process that laps the surfaces of 
a number of inserts at once. The hard 
material is not overheated and a flat 
matte surface is produced. This is 
ideal for brazing and permits the 

ready detection of micro-cracks or 
other imperfections. Carbide tools 

fitted with bits surfaced by the new 
method have been found to have 
more cutting life. 

The lapping operation is carried 
out on a simple machine typical of op- 
tical shop methods. Two disks are 
contained in a copper splash guard. 

The lower, or lapping disk, is made of 
copper or stainless steel, and is driven 
at 75 to 100 r._p.m. The upper disk, 
made of brass, has a number of car- 
bide inserts glued to its lower surface, 
and is oscillated across the lower disk 
from 60 to 80 times per min. by an 
eccentric-driven swing frame. This 
swing frame is pivoted so that it is 
free to oscillate, and it can be lifted 
after the lapping cycle so that a 
freshly loaded brass disk can be sub- 
stituted. Weights applied to the 
swing frame assure correct lapping 
pressure. 

Lapping is done with fine emery 

From an article by Z. E. Scheelvoog 
in the Russian publication, Stanki i 

Instrument, translated by Tania 
Cosman. 
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mixed with a 20-25% solution of blue 
vitriol. It is essential that the com- 
pound always contain free copper sul- 
phate. To test this, an iron wire is 
put into the mixture. If a copper de- 
posit is obtained, the compound will 
be cool cutting and avoid corrosion of 
the cobalt matrix of the cemented 

carbide. 
Before the day’s run, 250 gr. of cop- 

per sulphate are dissolved in a liter of 
water. Then at the first cycle of the 
machine about 200 gr. of emery pow- 
der and 200 cc. of the blue vitriol are 
put into a cup in the lapping disk. 
At subsequent cycles, the compound 
in the disk is replenished. 

Carbide tips are fastened to the up- 
per brass disk by a compound con- 
sisting of one part wax and three 
parts rosin. These ingredients are 
heated in a water bath and poured 
onto the surface of the brass disk. 

While the paste is still soft, the disk 
is pressed upon a group of carbide in- 
serts arranged upon a cast-iron sur- 
face plate. Any inequalities in thick- 

_Brass disk 

/ 
Lapping 
Oisk 

ness of the bits are compensated by 
the paste. When the paste is dry, the 
loaded disk can be transferred to the 
spolishing machine. For continuous 

operation of the machine (each cycle 
consuming 1 to 1% hrs.) it is neces- 
sary to have three of four work-hold- 
ing disks in various states of readi- 
ness. 

The lapping operation produces a 
flat, matte surface on the carbide 
pieces. If after the cycle, some are 
not adequately polished, they can be 
put into the next lot. The point is: 
do not waste carbide by excessive lap- 
ping of pieces that clean up rapidly. 

After the lapping operation, the 
brass disk and the toolbits are washed 
in water to remove all traces of lap- 
ping compound. Any copper deposit 
on the bits can be removed by a sec- 
ond polishing treatment of 10-15 min., 
using emery powder and water in the 
proportions given above. 

It has been found that the lapping 
disk wears 3 to 4 mm. per month dur- 
ing two-shift operation. 

Pivot 

Operating cycle of approximately 1!/2 hr. is sufficient to lap a 
large number of carbide inserts glued to the upper, removable, 

disk. Weights on the swinging arm provide lapping pressure 
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Practical ldeas 

HAVE YOU A PRACTICAL IDEA?...1If so, send it in. Your idea will help 

other men, in other shops, who have a problem similar to yours. We pay 

for acceptable contributions prepared exclusively for this publication 

Built-Up Milling Machine 

For Large Light Work 

ALBERT RHODES 

Many master patterns and stretch- 
press dies at Convair, Ft. Worth, were 
made from the phenolic plastic, Tool- 
ite, which is cast in molds. Bottom 
faces of these dies, many of which not 
only have a large base area but may 
be up to 5 ft. in thickness, has to be 

milled flat. Rather than tie up a 
large planer or horizontal boring mill, 
we built the inexpensive milling ma- 
chine shown here. 

The base and table are constructed 

of large H-beams and are bolted to- 
gether so the table can be moved to 
suit the job. Two permanent vertical 
end frames provide for cutter move- 
ment in three directions while the 
work remains stationary on the table. 
The 3% x 6-ft. faceplate, however, 
can move along the table on rollers. 
Vertical ways and four screws (two 
on each end frame) raise the two 
longitudinal beams simultaneously by 
means of a system of sprockets and 

J Mair 
Carriage 

a 

As the electrically driven cutter head is fed back and forth on the two rods by 

an air motor and double roller-chains, longitudinal hand-feed is controlled by 
the man at the left who operates the crank and shaft which spans the work, 
driving a sprocket at each end and moving the carriage with two roller chains. 
The man at the right has his hand on one of the two vertical feed cranks which 

drive four elevating screws simultaneously with three roller chains 
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roller chains which connect the four 
screws, thus providing vertical hand 
feed. Longitudinal feed is obtained 
by moving the double-tubular car- 
riage along the two beams with a 
hand crank which spans the table and 
two roller chains. Transverse feed of 

the cutter-unit is by an air motor 
mounted directly on one end of the 

carriage. 
The air motor drives the cutter- 

unit through reduction gears and two 
roller chains and is controlled with a 
quadrant-throttle valve. The cutter 
itself is mounted on the shaft of a 
vertical %-hp. electric motor which 
is arranged to slide on the two tubes. 

Dies up to 12 x 8 x 5 ft. have been 
faced on this machine with good re- 
sults, and at a considerable saving in 
expense by eliminating the necessity 
for a large milling machine or planer. 

Regrinding Broken-Off 

End Mills In Two Steps 

MAX SCHUMM 

Of the many methods for regrind- 
ing end mills I have tried, I can 

recommend this as one of the simplest 

and quickest, and the results have 
proved satisfactory in spite of the 
unconventional appearance. 

The deep counterbore for chip 
clearance in commercial end mills 
is not really necessary; I have pro- 

vided plenty of clearance by grind- 
ing the teeth to a 15° tangential and 
6° radial angle (which accounts for 

the unusual appearance) during the 
roughing operation. 

The first step is to square off the 
broken cutter. This done, the tool 

is set facing the wheel with one 
tooth vertical (see cut.) For a right- 
hand cutter, the workhead is turned 
15° to the right and inclined 6° up- 
ward (as the operator would see it 

facing the wheel). The table stop and 
wheel are set so the periphery of 
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» Practical ldeas 

Wheel } a” 
ositiorn 

- 6 

Left, a six-flute end mill which has been reconditioned by grinding six clearance 
flats, then, with a similar operation, grinding the triangular facets at the tip of 

each tooth with conventional cutting clearance. Right, end view of the cutter 
as it faces the wheel for the first cut. The stippled sector is the area of contact, 

and the numbered arrows indicate the relative tilt of the wheel into the plane 
of the page both arms pointing downward 

the wheel will just cross the center 
of the cutter but not quite touch the 
edge of the next tooth. As soon as 
the whole surface of one tooth is 
perfectly flat, the feed dial is set to 
zero so that the other teeth can be 
ground to the same depth. 

The cutting edges are then pro- 
duced by reducing the workhead 
settings to 7° and %° and carefully 

grinding until the triangular facets 
are the same on all teeth. These cut- 

ting clearances are about average 
for commercial end mills. 

Flash Remover For Moldings 

And Die Castings 

Boonton Molding Company 

time-consuming hand-filing to clean 
the flash from the grille and other 
openings, and this meant, in addition, motion, presses it down on this steel 
a trip to another department, taking frame, thus shearing it clean in a 
still more time. matter of seconds. 
Now the operator removes the This improvement saves not only 

piece from the mold, and, in a single working and handling time but also 

Sharp-edged To fit slot width Curved top reduces 
blades -~ a i sos, >| shearing load, 

; ° AnAAAAAAAAAe 
AUUAAH GE7E az —— AUnAnY AUUH —__ 

Adjustmem AA BABA BABA HE Tus. ABBAAHHHHHEE ce) . 4 Z z ABBHHAHHHHEE ided bHAARABAABABHAHEH fe) AMMNAAAKAAHnHHMAauAae Z 2O720787282 Maa A 
ABAABHHHHEHHEE Spacers, ZBABAAABAHHHE /. b 
AUNHAHAABAAAAHH Typical piece AUAAHBAHAUBGESE Z Zz Z KALAUHUAKBABHAhAaae AAA nMnABAnAaAaae AUBRHHABAABEAEHH 
ABBAAHHABAAHHHNY LM AUUMUMUeUUUe - — a tata a PP QO @) u Z , ABBE . Sapa es! 

Conveniently mounted near the forming unit, this tool enables the operator to 
remove flash in minimum time as he removes the work from the mold or dies 
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eliminates a _ potentially dangerous 
hand job. Further, the method can b 

adapted to many other flash-remov- 
ing jobs on plastics and soft-meta! 
parts. 

By employing the’ construction 
shown, a wide variety of openings 
can be built-up in a short time so 
the unit itself is not confined to a 
single job, and will not become obso- 

lete as designs change. It also permits 
dismantling to simplify sharpening of 
the blades whenever that becomes 
necessary. 

With other built-up combinations 
similar “cleaners” can be developed 
to shear outside and inside edges of 
any shape and holes as well. 

; H-beam after bending in a hydraulic press. Note the hinged blocks and the 
Molded radio cabinets used to require U-shaped guide which holds the blocks against the web of the beam 

Heavy Metal Hinge Prevents 

Buckling of H-Beams 

PAUL BOWLING 
North American Aviation, Dallas 

Fiber blocks formerly were used tu 
support the web and flanges of Mus- 
tang engine mounts when beams were 
bent. When the blocks wore under- 
size, the web of the, H-section would 

buckle, and it took 40 min. to remove 

this by hand-working. 
Two pairs of metal support blocks, 

hinged at the bend point, were de- 
vised to fit between the web and 
against the die sidewalls. When pres- 
sure is applied by the bending punch 
in a hydraulic press, the blocks, held 
against the web of the beam, reduce 
buckling so much that hand-working 

time is halved. 
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v-Block Aids Centering 

In Four-Jaw Chuck 

MICHAEL AXLER 

We had a number of pieces of pipe 
which had to be turned and bored 
within close limits, but we did not 
have the right size draw-in collet 
chuck. The four-jaw independent 
chuck was used, and with the aid 
of a V-block, one accurate setup was 

sufficient to locate all succeeding 
work. With the V-block securely 
gripped by three of the jaws, the 
fourth jaw was the only one used 
to grip and release the work. As 
long as the diameters of all pieces 
are the same, they will all match the 

initial setting. 
The idea should be particularly 

good for holding a circular piece 
eccentric in the chuck on a small-lot 

basis. 

Locating several pieces of the same 
diameter in a four-jaw chuck is accom- 
plished with the use of a V-block, 

gripped in three of the jaws 

Depth Scriber Made 

From Old Micrometer 

PETER T. CHAPMAN 

I have recently finished a scribing 
tool which I find useful for smail 
work. It is made from that 1-in. mike 
kicking around the shop which has 
just about lived its useful life. 
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» Practical ldeas 

Sawing off the frame of an old micrometer and substituting a press-fitted block 
produces a depth gage. In addition, the anvil is annealed, drilled and tapped, 

and the scriber screwed on, giving the tool many new uses 

Brass sefscrew -—~ 

Knurled block -* 

ot Shoulder /ett 
on barre/ 

This sectional assembly view shows the brass locking screw which clamps the 
spindle through both block and barrel 

To proceed, get a grip on yourself 
and saw off the frame about 1/32 in. 
from the barrel. From now on the 
work can be performed calmly. The 
barrel is turned clean at the sawed- 
off end, leaving a slight shoulder 
where the graduations begin. The 
circular block can be made of tool 
steel, machine steel or cast iron; wear 
is negligible because of the large area 
involved. The only point worth men- 
tioning is that the bore should be 
about 0.0003 in. larger than the barrel 
to permit an easy press fit. This bore, 
of course, is square with the surface 
of the block. A close-fitting sleeve, 
longer than the barrel, should be used 
to press the two together to prevent 
straining the nut. 

The spindle-anvil is annealed, then 
carefully drilled and tapped 8-32. 
Screw the spindle in the barrel, and 
check the reading when the anvil is 

flush with the block. It may be point- 
ed out here that the instrument read- 
ings will be complementary to 1.000 
in., that is, the actual measurement 
will be 1.000 minus the reading. The 

spindle anvil or the block is lapped 

until the reading is zero (1.000 in.) 
with the spindle flush. 

Next, the hole for the brass clamp- 
ing screw is drilled and tapped. A 
soft material should be used to pre- 
vent damage to the spindle threads, 
but any screw at hand will serve. 

The scriber is made of any scrap 
of hard steel. The edges are touched 
up with an oil stone and the large 
face lapped flat. 

As an experimental model, the tool 
illustrated was made from one of the 
inexpensive “wartime” micrometers. 

Now that it has proved itself, there is 
no reason why a standard micrometer 
should not be used. 
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-Burning Tip Guide— Inexperi- 
enced burners can maintain con- 

stant bevel with this guide, 
brazed to the burning tip. Back 
chipping is eliminated and rod 

consumption reduced. This idea 
is readily adaptable to other types 

of burning as well. E. Becker, 
Marinship Corporation. 

Bushing Presser—High leverage 
is obtained in a portable tool em- 

bodying a double ratchet and 
pawl. It has found wide applica- 
tion in pressing and driving small 

parts in confined places. J. Bed- 
narczyk, Airplane Div. Curtiss- 

Wright, Buffalo. 

« Practical ldeas 

Chute for Punch Press—This 

neat and efficient chute was put 
together out of sheet metal to iit 
within the press frame. Now the 
air blast which ejects the stamp- 
ings from the die, starts each part 
down the chute and into the 
waiting tote box. Before this 

chute was developed, various 

shields had been developed, but 
inevitably some parts would al- 

ways find their way into the 
aisles. This not only wasted a lot 
of material but also cluttered the 
aisles and created a_ possible 
source of accidents. H. R. Hage- 
man. 

Parallels -- 

Lathe Chuck Parallels — When 
thin disks have to be centered in 
the lathe, it is often difficult to 
get the proper alignment, square 
with the chuck, due to the nar- 

row gripping area. Often the 
work can’t go to the bottom of 

the jaws and thus rest against the 
face of the chuck due to the ne- 
cessity of turning close to the in- 

ner end of the piece or to some 
irregularity in the face. I made a 
pair of spring-loaded parallels to 

overcome this difficulty. They are 

wide enough to give a good bear- 
ing surface for a range of diam- 
eters and deep enough to seat the 
work as near the ends of the jaws 
as possible and still leave enough 
to get a good grip. Sliding rods 
with cotter pins in each end act 
as guides for the two springs 
which should be strong enough to 
hold the parallels lightly in place 
during centering. J. G. Hoffner. 

wow... °25 for the best Practical Idea in each issue 

Jury of readers, different each time, to select 

top suggestion. Anyone with an idea can enter 

Until further notice, an extra payment of $25 
will be made for the best Practical Idea in each 
number of American Machinist. To avoid bias, the 
selection will be made by readers, a different group 
each time. 

Payment—$25 in addition to regular rates for the 
item as published, to be paid as soon as reader votes 
are received—usually three to four weeks after the 
date of the issue. The winner will also be announced 
in these pages as soon thereafter as practicable. 

Judges—A group of 200 American Machinist read- 
ers is asked to select preferred articles in each issue. 
The group is a true cross-section of all readers, and 
changes entirely each time. Their votes, in addition 
to guiding the editors, will hereafter select the best 

Practical Idea. If at any time their votes result in a 
tie, duplicate payments will be made. Judges’ deci- 
sions are final in each case. 

Requirements—Only items in the Practical Ideas 
pages are eligible, and they must be submitted di- 
rectly by the originator. Do not worry about your 
shortcomings as a draftsman, photographer or author 
—every item will be edited in accordance with 
American Machinist standards and suitable illustra- 
tive or explanatory material added where needed. 
Readers will judge only the finished product—in 
terms of its usefulness to them. 

Who May Enter—Anyone may enter except em- 
ployees of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc., and 
those of advertising agencies or departments. 
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Bracket Circle-Burner Cuts 

Ellipses At Any Bevel 

PAUL WARREN 

Here’s a unit made entirely from pipe 
fittings which will do practically 

anything in the way of circle or 
ellipse cutting. The plate to be cut 
requires no special table or fixtures. 

In fact, it doesn’t even have to be 
clamped. 

The chief principle involved is in 
the half-round section of pipe which 
supports the torch and the spring- 
column. The motion of the latter is 
that of the wooden horse on a merry- 
go-round, roughiy speaking, and the 

slipper-shoe on the column always 
keeps the half-round pipe in the 
right place regardless of the relative 
oscillation between shoe and pipe. 
The spring-pipe has a_ longitudinal 
slot, and the tee in which it slides 
has a locating pin. Thus, the slipper- 
shoe always remains parallel with 
the radius arm. In the position shown, 
the shoe is all the way over on one 

side of the half-round pipe; on the 
other side of the circle (or ellipse), 
180° away, the shoe will be in the 
same position (pointing outward) 
but the half-round will be reversed, 
and the shoe on its other side. In 
all positions, the axis of the spring- 
pipe intersects the center of the half- 
round, assuring a true ellipse. 

The torch has both height and bevel 
adjustment in its holding bracket. 
The shoe which bolts to the half- 
round can be set at any angle and 
the clamping collar permits the torch 
to move vertically. 

The supporting arm can be welded 
to a convenient column, or to save 

space, a screw-in or bolted flange 

can be used. Another way would 
be to have a stub pipe permanently 
attached to the vertical support to 
accommodate the arm. The “pen- 
dulum” pipe can be positioned at 
the desired angle with a clamping 
band as shown, or by having the 

arm turn too, and adjusting the angle 
at the point of support. The revolv- 

ing tee is hung on a pipe cap at 

the bottom of the column with a 
bushing which fits the pipe and screws 
into the tee. Adjustment of the radius 
arm sets the minor semi-axis of the 
ellipse, and the pendulum angle de- 
termines the proportions. 

In use, the hoses should be carried 
around the way the torch is to travel, 
thus preventing them from interfer- 
ing with the work later. 
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Turning A Small Rod 

From Beryllium Copper 

DAVID T. ARMSTRONG 

Beryllium copper is such a difficult 
metal to machine that each job re- 
quires a special approach. We have 

several problems like this one every 
year, and the experiences of other 

readers with this material will always 
be helpful and instructive. 

The drawing shows a piece a little 
over 1 in. long to be turned from 

¥g-in. rod. For half its length it had 
to be cut down to 0.040 in. in diam- 
eter; the other end required a 5-40 
thread, slots 0.010-in. wide at right 
angles in the end and a 0.040-in. ax- 

ial hole. 
Turning the long slender portion 

by conventional means was out of 
the question, partly because of bend- 
ing, which would taper the part, but 
more because of torsional stress, al- 
most certain to wring it off near the 

shoulder. The solution to this opera- 
tion was a box tool having a %-in. 
hole to receive the stock. This was 

held in the tailstock and the cutter 
entered the hole from the side of the 
tool near the outside end. This meth- 
od converted the job to face-turning 
with all end and no side pressure. 

With the major difficulty solved the 

production sequence was decided 
upon. First, the rod was chucked in 

a \%-in. collet, threaded with a die, 
turned to 0.089 in. and cut to length. 
Next, the piece was reversed and 
chucked in a 3/32-in. collet and 
turned to 0.040 in. with a single cut. 

Drilling and slotting were left to 
last because they would have weak- 
ened the long, slender part enough to 
risk twisting off when turning. Two 

. 

brass sleeve-fixtures held the work 
for these final steps. Both were bored 
to 3/32 in. (0.003 in. larger than the 
piece) and threaded with a 5-40 tap. 
The drilling fixture was made from 
5/16-in. rod and cut off so the piece, 
when screwed in to its flange, came 
flush at the other end. 

The slots were milled in a 3-jaw 

chuck, which held the %-in. hexagon 
fixture and the work within, and a 
dividing head. The hex was marked 
so it could be replaced in the chuck 
in the same position after changing 
workpieces. The slots in the fixture 
were twice as wide as those to be cut 
in the work. Making them the same 

0.089"dlia., No.59 drill 

540 / 0.187"deep, 

iis © vVYYYY 

0.125 "dlia. -\ 

0.090 4d A lan ‘ 

—— 
— | 

L..2.500%| |-a.250's| 0234 Slots: 
eiccwsecinus py _ 

WORK ro 
p 

Cross Section N db 
of 5/16"round 0.093 ‘ 
brass drilling | Fag 
fixture.Tap “KR ‘ 

5-40---" Lesine Mall 

End View 
of 3/a” hex 
brass slotting 
fixture 

Slots: 0.020"«0.187" (Inside same as above) 

Making this small piece from beryllium 

copper was accomplished with a box 

tool for the long slender part, and 
two brass fixtures for the drilling and 

slotting 
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size was tried in order to obtain guid- 
ing action, but this proved unsuccess- 
ful. The slightest misalignment would 
bend the saw and make it run off. In 
both these brass fixtures, great care 
was taken to insure concentricity. 

Because of beryllium  copper’s 
work-hardening tendency, it is neces- 
sary to maintain a uniform feed, es- 
pecially when a drill is fed by hand. 
We used a regular high-speed drill 
ground to 100° included angle and 
having 20° lip clearance. The speed 
was 75 sfpm. and the feed sufficient 
to keep a chip coming. 

Only 100 pieces were required, and 
including all the experimentation, the 
job was completed in 20 hours. 

Symmetrical blade insert is fastened to 
shear with 3 capscrews permitting re- 
versal and use of both edges. The 

blade is removed for regrinding 

Shear-blade Inserts 

Simplify Regrinding 

T. E. MICHAELS 
Westinghouse Electric Cort 

East Pittsburgh, Pa. 
ration 

A minor change on the lower shear- 
ing blades of the punch and shear 
presses at East Pittsburgh has result- 
ed in a great reduction in mainte- 
nance costs. 

The blade as supplied by the manu- 
facturer consisted of a solid piece of 
tool steel 1% in. x 13 in. x 16% in.— 

a large piece to handle and regrind 
whenever the edge became dull. Not 
only did this grinding change the 
dimensions of the blade, thus neces- 
sitate the use of shims for proper 
alignment, but also, the entire blade 

had to be removed from the press 
to be resharpened. From 6 to 8 hr. 
were required for a tool repairman to 

align the blade on the machine. 
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As the result of a suggestion turned 
into the Plant Suggestion Committee, 
the blade was machined and a 
hardened-steel insert was bolted into 
place. 

Using the insert made possible a 
cost reduction: 1, in blade material: 
2, in machining; and 3, in mainte- 
nance labor. In addition, the oper- 
ator can change the blade instead of 
a machine-tool repairman; no align- 
ment is necessary; and two cutting 
edges can be utilized where only one 
was usable before. 

Emergency Pipe Tap 

Meets The Deadline 

M. W. ELMENDORF 

We were confronted with the prob- 
lem of tapping a 314-in. pipe thread 
in an assembled part too large to 
chuck in a lathe. The threads had 
been roughed out but not finished 
before assembly. The error was not 

discovered until final inspection, the 

day before shipment. To avoid break- 
ing the contract, it was absolutely 
necessary to procure a tap in one 
day. Investigation soon proved that 
a 34%4-in. pipe tap was a rare article, 

and ten days to two weeks seemed 
to be the best offer. A phone canvass 
of job shops failed to bring results, 
so I made the tap shown in the il- 

lustration in the following manner: 
An end cut from a piece of 214-in. 

cold-rolled shafting was about 8 in. 
in length. One end was slotted on the 
milling machine at five equal points 
around the shaft. Into these slots 

welded ‘five tool-steel blades 
3g in. thick. The shank was then 
centered and a standard pipe thread 

cut in the blades. The threads were 
relieved slightly by hand filing. Next 
the entire tool was heated to a good 
cherry red and quenched, the shank 
being left hot for drawing the temper. 

One cutter was polished quickly and 

the temper drawn to a light brown. 
Drawing took place evenly as the 
blades were of the same size and at 

a uniform distance from the heated 
shank. A %-in. hole was drilled 
through the upper end of the shank 

to insert a bar for turning the tap. 
The tap performed well in steam 

bronze and saved the cancellation of 
a special piece of equipment. It was 
made in 3% hr. from available ma- 
terial, costing less than a standard 

tap, and is still being used for finish- 
tapping. This idea can be used not 

only for odd-sized taps but for reamers 

Built-up pipe tap requiring only 334 
hr. to make saved a valuable job 

and milling cutters. The welding may 
not suit the toolmaker’s eye but it 

does the trick and it furnishes a 
practical tool readily and cheaply. 

Adjustable Straightedge 

Checks Squares 

HARRY A. BECKLEY, SR. 

In a recent item in Practical Ideas the 

button method for testing squares 
was explained. I have used this 
method, with two l-in. micrometer 
standard buttons, but this only tests 
the square at any two points. 
My method uses a parallel straight- 

edge bolted to an upright angle. The 
outside edge of the square is tested 

against one side of the straightedge 
while everything is resting on a sur- 
face plate; the straightedge screw is 
adjusted and the square turned 
around. Light leaks will show the 
error readily. For testing the inside 
edge, the straightedge has a lower 
hole so it can be raised on the angle- 
bracket to clear the stock of the 

square. 
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Setscrew : } 

" 1+ Straightedge 
‘\ 

Surface ~s 
plate x, 
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Extra hole fo 
rnove straight- 
eage fo “up” position 

Simple method for testing squares uses 
a parallel straightedge screwed to a 

right-angle bracket 
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AMERICAN MACHINIST REFERENCE BOOK SHEET 

Length of Material in a Roll 

BY CARL P. NACHOD 

Vice-President, Nachod & U. S. Signal Company 

Length of Stock L, in Feet 
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THIS NOMOGRAPH provides a convenient 
method for determining the length of ma- 
terial in a roll, according to the formula: 

D? —d’ 
~ -15.3t 

Where D is the outside diameter of the roll, 

d is the core diameter, and t is the pitch be- 
180 tween turns, to include thickness plus any 

clearance. 
L190 Example: Roll diameter D is 13 in., core 

diameter d is 7 in., t is 0.05 in. Connect 13 
on the D scale with 7 on the d scale. Then 

+200 - ‘ from 0.05 on the t scale, draw a line parallel 
with the first line, until it cuts the length 
scale, where it is found that the length of 

1451210 material in the roll equals 157 ft. 

il 
~~ os 
+170 aA 

Core Diameter d, Inches 

14- 
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There is no increase in the price of Webber Gage Blocks. 

WEBBER GAGES You can buy the ““B” set today, for $235.00 which is the 

cover every original price for Webber “B” sets. 

gage block need 

\Y 

PRICES 

The same inherent quality—the same careful inspection 

step by step in process—the same tolerances .000008 inch, 

are rigidly maintained. These finely finished, long wear- 

ing, precision gage blocks assure the utmost in accurate 

measurements and maximum service. 

.38-A (Thin Blocks) . . $195. 
; ote ese rae she Use Webber Gage Blocks in your plant from laboratory 

- 36-HD (Heavy Duty). \ to finished inspection to maintain precision measure- 
. 24-HD (Heavy Duty). ‘ 
. 14-A (Angle Blocks) . $450.00 ments in the manufacture of your product. 

GAGE COMPANY 
Se} 

12901 TRISKETT RD. + CLEVELAND 11, OHIO 
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THE FORMULA for the length of an 
arc L in terms of chord c.and rise h 

is: , 

_4Vc'+4h?—c 

o 3 
L 

L _ = 4 

© ro) i i 
cand M Scale Arc Length 

Length of Circular Arc 

BY CARL P. NACHOD 

Vice-President, Nachod & U. S. Signal Company 

This nomograph provides a rapid 
solution of this formula. For example: 
Required to find the arc length when 

the chord is 10 and the rise is 3. Lay 
off c = 10 on the center c and M scale 
and h = 3 on the bottom scale. Con- 

nect these two points with the line 
M. Lay off M on the c and M scale, 
terminating in point X. From 10 on 

the right-hand c scale draw a line S 
through X, cutting the L scale at 
12.23. 

+ 

Chord c 
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American Machinist’s 

EB NEWS OF METALWORKING 

Price increases of 10°/,-15°, on machine tools, dies, jigs, cranes, compressors and other capital equip- 

ment have OPA’s blessing.. Some items will be removed entirely from price ceilings. Reason is that 

recent price curbs have cut production, bringing home to OPA the realization that many manufacturers 

cannot operate profitably at recently-allowed maximum prices. 

Brazil will build 10,000 farm tractors in next five years at government plane factory at Rio. At first parts 

will be imported from U.S., but eventually facilities will be created to make all parts, including engines, 

in Brazil. U.S. technicians will aid natives. 

Aluminum is being used by many firms as stop-gap for non-attainable steel. This action is helping to 

dispose of surplus aluminum stocks. Practice would be wider except for close operating margins of 

fabricators under price ceilings. 

Russia is producing railway rolling stock on assembly-line basis in Urals at plant formerly making tanks. 

Output this month is 200 four-axle, 60-ton platforms. By third quarter production will rise to more than 

1000 a month, with 20,000 platforms scheduled for 1947. Platform is built today in 680 manhours, against 

880 prewar. Another 100 manhours probably will be lopped off the time cycle. 

Tooling for manufacture of new washing machine will be pushed aggressively by General Motors, now 

that the strike is ended. One of GM's Dayton, O., plants will be used. 

Automotive industry's new goal is to get into swing by June. Machine 

tool builders are rushing installation of new General Motors machines 

that could not be put in place during strike. Hundreds of cars are stored 

in warehouses for lack of bumpers, while radios and heaters are almost 

non-existent. Polished body hardware is very tight spot. 

Many older machine tools and war machines are being converted to new special purposes by machine 

tool builders. Automatic lathes used for machining plane engine cylinder fins are being rebuilt, 

changes being so extensive that only the beds and heads remain. Production of fixtures for such 

machines is providing a lot of work for several shops. 

De Havilland Aircraft has three long-term contracts with Swedish government, one for furnishing Vam- 

pire jet-propelled fighters and another for Goblin engines for Swedish J-21 model. Ultimately Goblin 

engines probably will be made in Sweden under license. 

Shortage of polishers has led one automobile company to offer bonus to any employee who can get a 

new worker to take a polishing job and stay on it at least three months. Result is expected to be either 

installation of more automatic polishing machines or less chrome trim. 

Aluminum, stainless steel and plastics are to be used in manufacture of completely-equipped house of 

new design to be mass produced in plane factories. Fuller Houses, Inc., Wichita, Kan., is sponsor. It 

reports Beech Aircraft will build 50,000 units a year starting in ‘47. 

Australian automobile made by General Motors-Holdens Co. will be in mass production within 18 

months. It will be completely Australian-built, of medium size and conventional design, is not a copy 

of an overseas car. 

Russia is using zirconium as substitute for moré expensive tin oxide in making cutting tools; enamel- 

ware, furnace parts subjected to high temperatures, laminated steel and other products. 

Latest personal plane is Ross sport model, with 30-ft. monoplane parasol-and-strut wings, for two people 

in open cockpit. Plane cruises at 90, lands at 38, takes off in 380 ft., climbs 500 ft. per min., has range of 

230 mi. on 3.8 gal. of fuel per hr., sells for $1320. 

Two cars are reported to have been designed for U.S. market by British companies. One is seven- 

passenger limousine to compete with Buick and Chrysler, other is “baby” Austin type. 
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CGaging Business 

Labor Strife Not Over 

Despite the settlement of the major 
strikes across the country, industry 
still faces many more labor headaches 
for the balance of 1946. Even if it 
gets by the current strike threat of 
the coal miners, labor unsettlement 
is predicted as a result of: (a) juris- 
dictional strife between the AFL and 
CIO; (b) the pending major drive 
to unionize foremen; (c) indications 
that many of the settled strikes: have 
left unsettled major issues that may 
renew labor-management rifts. 

Over the past month or so, over a 
million striking workers have gone 
back to their jobs in the steel indus- 
try, and in General Motors and Gen- 
eral Electric plants. Thousands more 
have started back on the job in plants 
formerly bottlenecked by lack of 
steel or parts made by GM or GE. 

Barring a coal strike, the steel in- 
dustry is expected to expand its op- 
erating rate to around 90% of ca- 
pacity, supporting a higher level of 
industrial activity than in any month 
since the war ended. Renewed op- 

erations at GE will ease the bottle- 
neck in motors and electrical con- 
nections, which had tied up producers 
of industrial equipment and con- 
sumer durable goods. GM’s resump- 
tion will see auto output zoom and 
other plants, hampered by shortages 
of GM-made parts, will add to the 
industry’s rising output of cars. 

Inventories and Substitutes 

Inventories of these various ma- 
terials and supplies have been drawn 
down since the beginning of this 
year’s strike wave. Major exception 
was General Motors, which piled up 
a large steel inventory before the 
strike in steel. This aids.GM to get 
a fast start on resumed production, 
and to withstand the initial effects 
that a coal strike would have on steel 
output. 
Meanwhile, other plants have been 

turning to substitutes when acces- 
sible. The limited amount of govern- 
ment surplus steel available has been 
of some help, but many consumers 
are paying increasing attention to 
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Growing Influence of Surplus Machine Tool Sales—Despite the relatively slow 

declaration of surplus equipment (about 20°/, of potential total was accessible 
by March, 1946),,sales are beginning to shape up importantly in relation to 
sales of new equipment. December surplus tool sales of $7,719,000 represented 
equipment worth $16,858,000. The latter figure was more than half of December . 

shipments of new tools totaling $23,200,000. However, January shipments of new 
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tools recovered to $30,406,000, and current demand continues strong 

using aluminum, which is plentiful in 
surplus stocks. Zine base die-castings 
are being used as substitutes for stee] 
and iron castings, and in some case: 
plastics are replacing metal parts 
Corrugated aluminum is finding in- 
creasing use for farm roofing and 
siding. 

Tool Shipments to Recover 

March and February tool shipments 
were hit by shortages of parts and 
materials, resulting from strikes and 
price-wage confusion over govern- 
ment palicies. However, with materi- 
als easier, April shipments should 
make a good recovery, backed by the 
industry’s six months’ backlog and 
moderate cancellations. 
New machine tool business in 

March held up close to February 
levels. Well scattered orders indicated 
that much of the business is for gen- 
eral replacement needs, aided by oc- 
casional large orders for various ex- 
pansion programs. In view of this, 
Federal restriction on industrial con- 
struction is not expected to bring 
heavy cancellations, especially since 
many orders on which delivery has 
been promised for 1947 will probably 
be unaffected. Some duplicate orders 
are being placed by buyers shopping 
for earliest possible delivery, and 
these will probably be the major 
cause of future moderate cancella- 
tions. 

Higher Tool Prices 

In general, tools are being sold 
subject to price adjustment by the 
manufacturer before delivery, in the 
event of OPA relief or if price con- 
trols are entirely removed. With la- 
bor costs due for a ‘rise in many 
machine tool plants, and material 
costs rising right along the line, price 
relief is actually being sought by the 
industry. ; 

Price relief for builders of machine 
tools and accessory equipment is ex- 
pected in the form of a 10-15% rise 
in existing ceilings. Moreover, it is 
believed that among the first ceilings 
to be lifted will be prices on machine 
tools and other capital equipment. 
Government officials are said. to av- 
preciate the fact that the impact of 
higher equipment prices on living 
costs will be virtually nil, overcoming 
the major price test. 

Chrysler Relinquishes Giant 

Dodge Chicago Plant to RFC 

DETROIT—The Chrysler Corp. has 
turned over the land, buildings, and 
equipment of the $174,000,000 Dodge 
Chicago plant to the Reconstruction 
Finance Corp., Office of Defense 
Plants, as of March 1. This plant was 
the largest aircraft engine plant in 
the country and employed 33,231 per- 
sons at its peak production. The or- 
iginal contract for it was let by the 
War Department to Chrysler on Feb. 
27, 1942, and the last engine was 
built there on Sept. 7, 1945. 
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NEW §S 

Machine Tool, Equipment Prices to Rise 

10-15%; Other Ceilings to Be Removed 

WASHINGTON—OPA is prepared to 
issue orders granting increases of 10, 
12, 15 percent in ceiling prices of ma- 
chine tools, dies, jigs, cranes, com- 
pressors, and numerous other items 
of capital goods and producers equip- 
ment. Some of the orders may have 
been announced by the time this issue 
of AMERICAN MACHINIST is in the mail. 

Indications are that low-speed 
diesel engines, and locomotives, are 
being released from price control. 
OPA liberalization of ceilings may 

continue toward early decontrol of 
prices on an extensive line of capital 
and producers goods. For months the 
manufacturers of producers goods, 
their associations, and others interest- 
ed have been arguing that, whereas 
price advances in consumer goods 
might immediately contribute to in- 
flation, increases in production equip- 
ment would not be reflected in prices 
of end products. 

MAPI Active 

Foremost among groups urging pro- 
ducers’ goods price increases has been 
Machinery and Allied Products Insti- 
tute, at Washington. MAPI took a 
panel of six machinery production 
authorities before House Banking and 
Currency Committee, holding hear- 
ings on a bill to extend tenure of the 
Price Control Act to June 30, 1947. 
The panel was well received, under 
leadership of William J. Kelly, presi- 
dent of MAPI. 
The price adjustments are based 

mainly on the need for speed in the 
production of equipment, which has 
been slowed by inability of manufac- 
turers to see a profit in some opera- 
tions. For example, the MAPI panel 
showed Congress that one machine 
tool company was losing money on 
each unit of a certain model, whereas 
newcomers in the field, not subject 
to the ceiling, could earn a profit on 
substantially the same thing. 

Setting Price Formulas 

OPA’s procedure is to divide the 
production equipment field into a 
few large groups, such as machine 
tools, dies and jigs, etc. For each of 
these groups an estimate is made of 
increased costs in the group since the 
ceiling was established. Weight is 
given also to the price concessions 
which the primary producers are 
willing to make to balance deliveries. 
A special producers’ goods commit- 

tee in OPA is trying to devise a quick 
and simple formula which can be ap- 
plied to newly-revised price ceilings 
to adjust for the round of wage in- 
creases that will come under the Gov- 
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ernments new wage-price policy. 
The new “supplementary wage and 

salary regulations” actually introduce 
only one new feature: employers who 
grant wage increases without govern- 
ment approval, intending to absorb 
the cost themselves, may later seek 
from the appropriate wage stabiliza- 
tion body, a price increase based on 
the pay increase. 

Equipment Savings Important 

Capital goods, Mr. Kelly told Con- 
gress, “are never purchased when 
they would increase the over-all pro- 
duction expense. The sole objective 
in their acquisition is lower cost or 
better consumer goods .. . capital 
goods perform a most vital function 
in keeping living costs down by mak- 
ing possible the manufacture of con- 
sumer goeds at the lowest possible 
cost. It is the operating savings ac- 
complished by capital equipment in 
mass production, not the price of the 
equipment, which is really impor- 
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tant in achieving low pricés for con- 
sumer items.” 

Mr. Kelly further pointed out that 
machinery and equipment are nor- 
mally sold on order before fabrica- 
tion, 3 to 18 months and more in ad- 
vance. 

AUTO INDUSTRY WILL 

MARK ITS GOLDEN JUBILEE 
DETROIT—The automotive indus- 
try will celebrate its 50th anniver- 
sary on May 3lst at the Masonic 
Temple, under the direction of 
William S. Knudsen. Sponsored by 
the Automobile Manufacturers As- 
sociation, the celebration will pay 
tribute to the pioneers of the in- 
dustry, including Charles B. King, 
J. Frank Duryea, Henry Ford, Ran- 
som E. Olds, Charles W. Nash, and 
William C. Durant. In the past 50 
years, the auto industry has de- 
veloped into a $4,000,000,000 spread 
over 44 states and a dozen foreign 
countries, and has produced over 
90,000,000 cars and trucks since its 
inception. 

General Motors Plants to Roll by Aprill, 

Terms Indicate Strike Was Unnecessary 

DETROIT — Thousands of General 
Motors workers have started the trek 
back to their jobs, following the con- 
clusion on March 13th of the longest 
strike in the automotive industry’s 
history. By April 1 all divisions of 
GM will be rolling at a fair rate, con- 
sidering the 16-week shut down. The 
time estimated by the various divi- 
sions to start assembly lines rolling 
again varied from one week to three. 
It was pointed out that after the long 
shutdown, there was much work to be 
done on machinery and tools. 

Chevrolet In First 

Chevrolet was expected to be the 
first to resume passenger car produc- 
tion. It had worked up to making 
about 16,000 units before the strike 
closed down the lines. Buick and 
Olds were not far behind and Cadil- 
lac and Pontiac expected to join the 
parade in a week or 10 days after the 
call went out for workers to return. 
Fisher Body promised to have enough 
bodies ready for the various divisions 
to get them started and to keep them 
going. The position of other suppliers 
may not be as optimistic. 

For the 175,000 workers who had 
gone through the 113 days of idleness, 
the peace seemed to be welcome. 
While never pressing their leaders 
for a settlement at all costs, they 

nevertheless breathed a sigh of relief. 

Pay Boost Like Ford’s 

The study by impartial observers 
of the terms of the new contract 
showed little that the union could 
not have gotten by peaceful negotia- 
tions instead of the long-drawn 
strike. While the company offered 
only 13%c before the strike was 
called and settled for 18%, it was al- 
most certain that through the same 
meetings as Ford and Chrysler had 
held without interrupting production. 
the GM workers would have attained 
the national level. 

The corporation attained one of its 
aims, to do away with maintenance of 
membership. It gave instead the 
checkoff, which may or may not be 
an even trade. It also gained a two- 
year contract and substituted a per- 
centage vacation pay plan instead of 
the straight one the union demanded. 

Addes Given Credit 

From behind the scenes came word 
that it was George ‘Addes, treasurer 
of the union, who had brought about 
the final outcome. With R. J. Thomas, 
president, and Walter P. Reuther, vice 
president, sitting at the table, it was 
the swarthy Addes who made the 
compromises which neither would 
make. 
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Coal Threat Worries Steel Producers, 

Just Recovering From Strike Shutdown 

PITTSBURGH — The steel industry 
had barely surmounted the after- 
effects of one labor crisis, before it 
contemplated another: a possible coal 
strike. The approach of the United 
Mine Workers to its negotiations with 
the commercial coal operators was of 
vital interest to steel industry. The 
April 1 strike notice of John L. Lewis 
had serious connotations, since some 
steel companies have only a bare two 
weeks’ stock of coal. 

Labor adjustments within the steel 
industry (aside from the coal situa- 
tion) are not yet complete. Some 
fabricators and processors have not 
yet gone back to work but the holdout 
stand of these groups crumbled when 
some important factors within their 
ranks signed with the union and 
others feared the loss of their cus- 
tomers as a result. In addition to the 
18%4-cents-per-hour wage _ increase 
granted to settle the basic steel strike, 
there are other cost increase factors 
present. Despite the average $5 per 
ton increase granted to steel produc- 
ers, there is recognized a necessity of 
cutting costs and this is also occupy- 
ing management minds. 

Production Economies 

The policy of selective selling and 
production planning is continuing. 
Engineering plans are being drawn 
to eliminate production bottlenecks, 
and freight saving is being applied 
despite. the fact that this may prove 
detrimental to customer relationship 
in the long run. 
Expansion programs for 1946 will 

show a substantial plan for expendi- 
tures for the steel industry with two 
main objectives: (1) More economical 
operation; and (2) An increased trend 
toward greater facilities for the pro- 
duction of. light flat-rolled products. 
Meanwhile, the coal strike threat 

caused consumers to press for deliv- 
ery of existing orders and to pile new 
ones on the industry’s heavy back- 
log. The Kaiser-Frazer furore showed 
that order books of steel companies 
are of sufficient size to take their en- 
tire steel 1946 output. 

Shipments Allocated 

The mills are allocating their pro- 
duction on a voluntary basis and they 
do not wish to have the system 
changed. It is doubtful if the steel in- 
dustry was fearful of any return to 
CPA allocations, but it was evident to 
some observers that the steel industry 
did not wish to engage in any long- 
drawn-out fight in the public prints 
with Kaiser-Frazer. As a result, these 
automobile makers are destined to get 
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some steel—at least one company has 
said so, and this is likely to be fol- 
lowed by others. 

Steel production has had a remark- 
able comeback from the four-week 
strike in January and February. In 
three weeks, output was back to 89%. 

Canadians Look for Latin America 

Trade; Russian Business Out 

OTTAWA — With indications that 
Great Britain will buy few manufac- 
tured products from Canada, Domin- 
ion industry is beginning to pay more 
attention to Latin-America. The gov- 
ernment is doing its utmost to en- 
courage greater efforts by industry 
toward the Latin-American market, 
but export controls are only being 
lifted slowly. 

Russia is not regarded as a promis- 
ing market for Canadian producers, 
especially since Canada stepped into 
the forefront of the growing diplo- 
matic clash between the western 
powers and Russia with its exposure 
of a Russian spy ring. Prior to this, 
impossible demands of Soviet repre- 
sentatives for long-term credits 
caused cancellation of orders placed 
by the Canadian government during 
the war for “mutual aid” (See AM 
3/14/46, p. 148). 

Canadian-U. S. Loans Tied 

The newly announced Canadian 
credit to Great Britain resembles, and 
is to some extent conditional on, the 
American loan to Britain. There is 
a new money credit of $1,250,000,000, 
which may be taken up by the 
British any time prior to Dec. 31, 
1951, is interest-free until that date, 
and is repayable over a 50-year 
period with 2% interest starting in 
1951. The new loan is subject to re- 
negotiation in case of changes in 
international finances, such as failure 
of Congress to approve the Anglo- 
American loan. 

Latin-American Prospects, 

Trade Minister James A. MacKin- 
non, just returned from a trade pro- 
motion tour in Latin America sug- 
gested that Canadian industry exert 
all possible efforts to get goods into 
Latin-America, especially in view of 
the goodwill he found there toward 
Canada. This may have had some- 
thing to do with the lifting of export 
controls shortly afterwards on 300 
commodities when shipped to Empire 
or other allied countries. However, 
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iron and steel products are still un- 
der control, due to the strike-induced 
shortage here. 

In lifting export control, the admin- 
istration has to consider that higher 
export prices on many commodities 
due to Canadian price control neces- 
sitates restrictions to keep the entire 
output from going out of the country. 

Russia Sought U. S$. Data 

In their investigation of Soviet 
espionage activities, the Royal Ca- 
nadian Mounted Police obtained docu- 
ments instructing agents to obtain 
extensive details on Canadian manu- 
facturing methods, and the location of 
plants, as well as, scientific and mil- 
itary information relating to the 
United States and Canada. 

Tag Sales of Surplus Machine 

Tools Works Out Successfully 

DETROIT—The recent sale of gov- 
ernment-owned surplus machine tools 
and equipment from the plants of 
Aeronautical Products, Inc., and N. A. 
Woodworth Co. were the first to be 
handled on the new SPD-70 Tag 
Form. Those who were successful in 
purchasing tools were pleased with 
the speed with which sales were 
processed. 
Before entering the plants, prospec- 

tive purchasers were registered, and 
each given a serial number and a book 
giving the listing of tools at both 
plants. Prospects then waited until 
their serial numbers were called by 
a sales manager, and stepped forward 
to be conducted through the plant by 
one of the half dozen salesmen pres- 
ent. Machines were grouped accord- 
ing to type, and each had a sales 
number. Unsold machines had a big 
yellow tag (SPD Form 70) wired to it 
and in a conspicuous place. This car- 
ried all the pertinent information 
about the machine, its life, its cost 
and sales price. Sales were on the 
basis of the Clayton formula, except 
standard items such as,motors, priced 
at OPA ceilings. 

Purchases Simplified 

When prospects decided to take a 
machine, the yellow ticket was re- 
moved by the salesman, filled out as 
required and the purchaser took it to 
the cashier and paid for it by cash or 
check The cashier filled in the buyer 
and shipping instructions on a special 
form, giving it to the purchaser as a 
receipt to allow him to remove the 
equipment the next day. 

Priority purchasers (Federal, State, 
and municipal agencies, institutions, 
and war veterans registered with the 
War Assets Corp.) are sent lists of the 
equipment Sefore the sale opens to 
make prior purchase. 
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Making Up Lost Ground 

With the last and largest of the 

automotive strikes finally settled in 

the General Motors plants, the indus- 

try is settling down to try to make 

up for the ground it has lost through 

stoppages and shortages. In many 

cases, schedules have been set back 

as far as two months and cancella- 

tions of commitments are said to be 

tremendous. j 
Right now, the goal of the industry 

is to get into swing by June. With 

the GM plants back in production, 

within 10 days to three weeks, some 

of the passenger car manufacturers 
who depend on GM for supplies see 

a partial end to their troubles. But 
with the length of time that GM has 
been out of production, they realize 
it will be many months before they 
can catch up. rs 
The problems are becoming increas- 

ingly acute, too. Bumpers are very 
scarce and hundreds of cars are being 
stored in Warehouses for lack of them. 
Radios and heaters are almost non- 
existent and the polished body hard- 
ware is expected to present a chal- 
lenge in the next 60 days. 

Ford, Chrysler Stepping Up 

But what producers there are left 
among the passenger car manufac- 
turers are stepping up steadily. The 
Chrysler divisions have been going 
up to more than 2,000 a day. But a 
slight dip is expected the latter part 
of March or early in April. Then the 
curve will begin zooming upward. 
The Ford Co. is starting to reopen 

its plants and branches. Rouge has 
started up and while the work force 
is still far from its total capacity to 
absorb, present plans are to step up 
the recalling of workers as the sum- 
mer goes on. 
Ford’s was doing a very creditable 

job of producing just before the steel 
strike shut down the plants. In the 
last week of full production, about 
March 1, it had averaged nearly 3,000 
units a day. 

Production Troubles 

Just the day before it shut down for 
lack of materials, the company had 
made more than 3,206. True, this had 
dropped off to 2,074 on the last day 
but it showed what could be done. 

Daily production schedules are 
Proving a headache at the Ford 
plant. Out of 1,020 slated for pro- 
duction last week, only 817 were 
made. The schedules are ambitious, 
however. The company has pro- 
jected 96,314 units for April. 
Nash and Hudson are producing 

in much lesser quantities. Packard 
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is still down and probably will be 
until delivery of parts is back to nor- 
mal. Packard buys about 20 per cent 
of the car from General Motors. As 
long as the GM divisions are ham- 
pered in operations after a long lay- 
off, Packard will be unable to get 
started very fast. Never a large pro- 
ducer, it has not set its sights on 
sizable production until next spring. 

Kaiser-Frazer Status 

The Kaiser-Frazer project is still 
in the embryo stages. There is evi- 
dence of some activity going on at 
Willow Run but not enough to lead 
to hopes of early output. From March, 
the schedule has been changed to 
some time in April. Many are bet- 
ting it will be much farther off. 

The company has had several cars 
built by hand and is testing them. The 
tests are kept pretty much a secret. 
But it was learned that the Kaiser 
car has been somewhat of a dis- 
appointment to its best backers. So 
this company cannot be expected to 
add very much to the production out- 
let, at least in the second quarter. 

June Recovery Seen 

Nevertheless, the industry is look- 
ing forward to greatly stepped up 
production starting in June. There 
are threats of other obstacles in the 
offing but “by June, they expect to 

start pushing the cars off the lines 
in good quantities. 

But none has any idea that his 
company will fill the growing de- 
mands for cars. And the price factor 
is becoming an increasingly impor- 
tant one. Chrysler, Ford and Hudson 
have been notified that they will get 
price increases for their 1946 models 
but how much has not been de- 
termined. 

Best estimates are that before the 
end of the year the price level will 
be up from 15 to 30 per cent. It will 
not reach the 1929 level but it will 
be far beyond the 1942 price list. Des- 
pite OPA’s fight to keep the price 
line, it was more than bulging in the 
automotive industry. 
Now that GM has gone back into 

production, or is preparing its shops 
to do so, its price negotiations with 
OPA will be watched closely. Neither 
GM nor Packard has as yet asked 
or received price ceilings. 

Labor Uncertainties Remain 

The sudden rush to settle the GM 
strike was said to have been based 
on an understanding that they will 
be given satisfactory relief and that 
the 2% per cent which OPA previous- 
ly planned to give to the various di- 
visions will be widened considerably. 

The labor peace that enshrouds De- 
troit so uneasily today already shows 
signs that it is much less than per- 
manent. A faction of the Ford UAW 
locals almost upset the new and 
prized contract with the company. 
The company security clause and 

production incentive program does 
not sit too well with the unionists. 

Materials, Parts Shortages Hamper 

Midwest Plants; Substitutes Used 

CHICAGO—Although strike settle- 
ments have increased over recent 
weeks, material shortages are still 
hampering Chicago industry. Major 
shortage is in steel, but castings and 
fabricated parts are also bottlenecks. 
Growing realization that the steel 

supply will remain a deterrent to pro- 
duction has forced some local con- 
cerns to turn to aluminum as a sub- 
stitute material to meet current needs. 
Government stocks of surplus alumi- 
num are moving rapidly, largely to 
firms whose steel stocks had evapo- 
rated and who plan to use aluminum 
as a stop-gap. One manufacturer said 
that the practice would be more prev- 
alent if it were not that close oper- 
ating margins under price ceilings 
prevent numerous companies from 
switching to the more costly metal. 

Substituting Aluminum 

Corrugated aluminum, as a result 
of the steel shortage, is finding an 
increasing market for farm building 

roofing and siding. At the same time, 
numerous other experiments in sub- 
stitution are taking place. Demand 
for zinc base die castings is increasing, 
and in some cases plastics are replac- 
ing metal parts. However, expansion 
plans have been cut back until the 
steel situation eases. 

The excessive need for steel is re- 
flected by the fact that current orders 
exceed supply by'50%, according to 
Wilfred Sykes, president of Inland 
Steel, who stated that he expects this 
condition to last for another six 
months. An example of the expanded 
need for steel is the situation of a 
producer of kitchen cabinets, which 
used 250 tons monthly prewar but is 
trying to get 4,000 tons a month. 
A maker of printing presses needs 

1,250 tons of castings a month, but is 
only getting 250 tons monthly. Mean- 
while, a shortage of parts is holding 
up output of washing machines. Mo- 
tors are scarce. Because of the steel 
strike tubs are almost unobtainable. 
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London letter 

Exports Rising 

Despite reconversion difficulties, 
lack of raw materials, and a labor 
shortage engendered by slow demo- 
bilization and continued war work, 
British production has already 
swelled exports to gratifying propor- 
tions. Latest figures released by the 
Board of Trade show that this vol- 
ume is already half of the December, 
1938, level. However, as a result of 
inflated prices, the value of Decem- 
ber, 1945 exports equalled the Decem- 
ber, 1938 value. 

Materials will soon be easier as im- 
ports rise in payment for exported 
manufactured products, thus permit- 
ting an increased output of machin- 
ery, vehicles, tools, electrical equip- 
rnent, domestic appliances, and other 
metal goods. More and more work- 
ers will enter industries engaged pri- 
marily in export drive—by mid-1946 
the number is expected to reach l1,- 
250,000, as against 897,000 in Decem- 
ber, and 417,000 in July, 1945. This 
will be helped by the de-control of 
some labor on May 5th, when 5,000,- 
000 workers will be free to choose 
jobs at will. 

Modernization Lags 

The current status of British sterl- 
ing and dollar balances vindicates its 
“production for export” drive. But 
it is impeding an all-out program to 
modernize factories, which might 
have more serious ramifications over 
the long-term. This might have a 
detrimental effect on future volume 
of British exports when goods become 
more competitive in price and design. 
Many British industrialists are aware 
of this, but can do little about it in 
the fact of the government’s efforts to 
increase exports. It is expected that 
modernization of British industry will 
be ultra-slow in 1946 and 1947, and 
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may not be completed until 1948. 
Failure to secure larger production 

is also due to use of old and worn- 
out equipment and a broad decline in 
labor productivity. The latter is tied 
to absenteeism caused by reactions to 
strenuous war years and continued 
wartime austerity. Workers stay home 
because wages cannot be spent for 
consumer goods and for food. The 
government is expected to take steps 
to remedy this situation during the 
next six months. 

Paris Fair Aspects 

British manufacturers are planning 
to participate in the Paris Fair, which 
will run from May 25th to June 10th. 
At least four British machine tool 
builders will be represented. Held 
annually for more than 40 years, the 
fair will have on exhibition products 
from the United States, Britain, Bel- 
gium, Sweden and Switzerland. Last 
year, the Fair opened on September 
8th, only one month after VJ-day, 
but it had 4,500 exhibitors from such 
nations as Belgium, Holland, Czech- 
oslovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Great Britain and France. 
Announced objectives of the 1946 

Fair are: (1) a drive to increase do- 
mestic sales of French products; (2) 
a drive to increase French export 
trade; and (3) a desire to encourage 
the exhibition of foreign equipment 
in France. With Germany out of the 
picture as a predominating figure in 
international trade, particularly in 
capital goods, France is trying to cap- 
ture the prominence once held by the 
famed Leipzig Fair. 

The Fair is being held at the Foire 
de Paris Exhibition Park at the Porte 
de Versailles. Information on trans- 
portation and accommodation in 
France can be secured from: The 
Foire de Paris, 23 rue Notre-Dame- 
des-Victoires, Paris, 2, France. 

British Farm Equipment 
Production Rolling — 
Gradual reconversion of 
the Ford factory at 

Leamington Spa, as tank 

part production ended, 
permitted complete re- 

sumption of plough as- 
sembly lines two days 
after government con- 
tracts were ended. Such 
British units are for do- 

mestic use and export 

Plants Moving to Coast to Use 

Latest Production Techniques 

LOS ANGELES—Despite complaints 
of old managements here on the long- 
range outlook due to the rising dif- 
ferential on wages and transportation 
costs as compared with conditions in 
other areas, an increasing number of 
plants are moving here and more and 
more branch plants are being estab- 
lished. Experienced, competition- 
wise managements are deliberately 
opening shop with expectations of 
competing successfully with plants 
throughout the country. They plan 
to introduce new methods and know- 
how, large-scale productidn, and 
high-efficiency equipment that will 
take advantage of favorable local 
conditions. 

Most frequently repeated observa- 
tion of these newcomers is that estab- 
lished, older concerns have not pre- 
viously had the volume necessary to 
use profitably long-run production 
equipment, methods, and skills. Be- 
cause of this, it is charged that they 
do not know how to budget and bid 
on a really competitive basis. Aside 
frgm this, the newcomers believe that 
skilled metal workers will move to 
the Pacific Coast because of higher 
wage rates, newer plants, and at- 
tractive living conditions, and they 
plan to make good use of such labor. 

Many New Arrivals 

Among the recent arrivals is Mc- 
Culloch Aviation, now erecting a 
75,000 sq. ft. plant to build aircraft 
and other small gasoline engines. The 
firm moved here from the midwest, 
plan to overcome high costs by mak- 
ing most of its parts on new high- 
production equipment operated by 
highly skilled workers. 

The Wendt Sonis Co., of Hannibal, 
Mo., is establishing a Pacific Division 
plant at Long Beach, because of its 
conviction that the current expansion 
here will require an_ increasing 
amount of specialized cutting tools. 
Hurley Machine Company’s Electric 

Household Utilities Co. is opening a 
plant in El Monte to make washing 
machines, because the concern esti- 
mates that 16-18% of its output will 
be sold in eleven western states, so 
that part of its expansion should 
logically be built in the West. 

Older concerns are also recognizing 
the need for new, more efficient, long- 
run equipment. Norris Stamping Co., 
Western Stove Co., O’Keefe and Mer- 
ritt, and the Smoot Hollman Co. re- 
cently announced that they are in- 
stalling high-production enameling 
equipment, and other metalworking 
equipment to feed parts to the 
enameling departments is in process 
of installation. Expansion programs, 
including modernization of equip- 
ment, have been started by Byron 
Jackson Co., the Ray Ellinwood In- 
dustries, and other concerns. 
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Exporting Surplus Items 

War Assets Administration is set- 
ting up a series of export offices to 
handle sales of surplus goods, includ- 
ing machine tools, to foreign coun- 
tries. The administrative office is 
already functioning, in Washington, 
and the first operations office has been 
established in New York. Regional 
offices will be established, one at a 
time, in Boston, Philadelphia, San 
Antonio, San Francisco, Chicago, and 
New Orleans—approximately in that 
order. The Washington office will co- 
ordinate activities of all the others. 

Critics have said that no machine 
tools should be exported until all 
prospective home purchasers have 
had their pick. This argument has 
been accepted by WAC, and in fact 
such provision is made in the law. 
No machinery or other goods will be 
sold abroad until after it has been 
offered to all the preference groups: 
local and state governments, federal 
government, veterans, tax-supported 
institutions, and non-profit organiza- 
tions. What is left will be offered 
abroad. There is considerable prop- 
erty on WAC shelves not wanted here 
at all, but which is useful to other 
countries. For example, narrow and 
wide gage railroad equipment, un- 
usable in the U. S., has been sold to 
the Soviet Union and to South Amer- 
ican countries. 

No Steel Priorities 

Spokesmen for the Civilian Pro- 
duction Administration (WPB) say 
they have no knowledge of intent to 
re-establish preference ratings on 
steel. Since CPA is opposed to the 
ratings, and does not now want to 
revive them, the statement can be 
accepted as true. But CPA officials 
are certainly aware of the consider- 
able pressure being exerted upon 
them for allocation controls of some 
kind, and the effort being made to 
sell them on the idea. Presumably 
among those desiring controls are 
Henry J. Kaiser, and new-comers in 
the steel-consuming field who obvi- 
ously are having to stand in line to 
be served. CPA feels that prefer- 
ences would slow rather than speed 
the production of goods badly needed 
to dampen inflation, and is deter- 
mined to stand against them. Informed 
observers in the Capital say the 
chances are against any re-activation 
of steel distribution controls. 

Trust Charges Made 

Conspiracy to fix prices has been 
charged by the Department of Jus- 
tice against six of the country’s lead- 
ers in the manufacture of ball bear- 
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ings, whose combined production is 
about 200 million dollars annually. 
The indictment says the six firms 
ceased all competition in the indus- 
try. Grand jury said prices were 
fixed at a meeting in New York City 
and that the big six arranged dif- 
ferent prices for different kinds of 
manufacturers. Those named are 
General Motors, SKF Industries, Mar- 
lin Rockwell, Fafnir Bearing, Federal 
Bearings, Norma-Hoffman. At this 
writing SKF had denied the charge 
on behalf of itself, and said it did not 
believe any price agreements existed 
among the others. Attorney General 
Clark said the indictment follows a 
year of investigation. 

The Federal Trade Commission has 
issued a “cease and desist” order 
against five makers of raw porcelain 
enamel who were charged with “price 
fixing and other restraint of trade 
practices.” Those named in the or- 
der included: Ferro Enamel Corp., 
Pemco Corp., The O. Hommel Co., 
Chicago Vitreous Enamel Products 
Co., and Ingram-Richardson Manu- 
facturing Co. 

Castings Price Formuld 

OPA has devised a shortcut pro- 
cedure for submission and considera- 
tion of price increases for the pro- 
ducers of malleable iron castings. 
When a seller of such castings has 
granted a wage increase since August 
18, 1945 either pre-approved or post- 
approved by thes Wage Stabilization 
Board, and seeks a price increase on 

Italian Truck Production 
Resumed—The Fiat works, 
on the outskirts of Milan, 
Italy, is back in produc- 

tion, with its entire output 
concentrated on trucks, to 
ease the disrupted trans- 
portation system of the 
nation. With rail opera- 
tions well below normal, 
trucks provide the major 

solution for transportation 
bottlenecks. An engine is 
here being lowered on its 
chassis. The tire shortage 

is hampering output 

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 

TO STUDY INCENTIVES 

WASHINGTON—Secretary 
Wallace announced that ‘the 
Commerce Department will 
study the possibilities in incen- 
tive systems, including bonus 
and profit-sharing plans, as 
means for increasing produc- 
tion, distribution and consump- 
tion of manufactured products. 
The announcement was made 
with the appointment of Charles 
E. Brokaw to head a new in- 
centive division in the Office of 
Domestic Commerce, where the 
study will be made. 
A thorough study of incen- 

tives for laborers, salaried em- 
ployees, salesmen and execu- 
tives will be made. Mr. Brokaw 
is a graduate of the Massachu- 
setts Institute of Technology 
and former general manager of 
a Denver motor company. His 
work will be under the direc- 
tion of Albert J. Browning, for- 
mer Chicago mail order house 
executive. 

that basis, he may file an applica- 
tion with the Metals Price Branch of 
OPA, Washington. 

Surplus Tool Rebuilding 

Wide rebuilding of surplus machine 
tools by the original manufacturer or 
any other qualified builder was 
recommended by the War Assets 
Corp. Metalworking Machinery In- 
dustry Advisory Committee. At its 
second meeting, the committee recom- 
mended that surplus tools over 25 
years old or not disposable on an “as 
is” basis be offered for rebuilding. 
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New Union Victories Scored on Case 

Bill, Veteran Seniority, Foremen Union 

WASHINGTON—Recent national de- 
velopments extend the continuing 
trend of union victories in many new 
directions. Latest gains are reflected 
in the emasculation of the Case Bill 
in the Senate, reversal of the super- 
seniority of veterans, and government 
support in the unionization of fore- 
men. 
Although Congress may eventually 

pass some labor legislation, it will not 
be anything like the original Case 
Bill. Already the Senate subcommit- 
tee has removed from the bill sections 
relating to cooling-off periods, equal 
responsibility under contracts, sec- 
ondary boycotts, fact-finding boards 
and unionization of supervisors. What 
is likely to result is an innocuous law 
setting up machinery for mediation 
boards and voluntary arbitration, lit- 
tle more than what is already avail- 
able from the government. 

Foremen May Unionize 

Foremen now have the right under 
the Wagner Act to bargain collec- 
tively if they are in a unit distinct 
from the production workers. The 
unit cannot include the higher level 
of supervision, so-called policy-mak- 
ers, whose interests are considered 
more closely interwoven with those 
of management. It makes no differ- 
ence what union the foremen join, 
whether it be independent, CIO, AFL, 

or the same union that production 
workers belong to. 

That, in a nutshell, is the impact of 
the National Labor Relations Board 
decision in the Jones & Laughlin 
Vesta Mine case, which enlarged on 
the previous ruling in the Packard 
Motor Co. case. 

The Board directed an election 
among Vesta Mine supervisors to de- 
termine whether they want to be rep- 
resented by a division of the United 
Mine Workers. It left the door wide 
open for organization of foremen. 

May Cause Labor Strife 

Packard has taken its case to court 
and Jones & Laughlin will do like- 
wise. But until there is a contrary 
decision, the Board ruling is law, and 
raises several unsettling prospects. 

The AFL and CIO will step up 
their organization drives among fore- 
men, with the Foreman’s Association 
of America, independent, likely to 
affiliate with either major group. Af- 
forded protection by the Wagner Act, 
foremen may offer less resistance to 
unionization. Pressure from men they 
supervise on the production line will 
be a powerfll factor. 

This may lead to strife between 
foremen and production workers with 
the likelihood of some strikes by the 
latter to aid organization of the fore- 
men. Such organization will be com- 

Widespread Violence Over Mass Picketing—Scenes such as this were repeated 

over the nation as police tried to break up mass picketing by union members in 
violation of local ordinances. This struggle between police and pickets occurred 

before the strike-bound W. A. Jones Foundry & Machine Co. in Chicago 
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plicated further in cases where fore- 
men join a different union than the 
one to which their production work- 
ers belong. Little peace can be ex- 
pected in such plants. 

Veteran Seniority Limited 

Expectation here is that the Su- 
preme Court will uphold the Circuit 
Court of Appeals decision reversing 
the “super-seniority” position of Se- 
lective Service Director Lewis B. 
Hershey in regard to returned vet- 
erans. At least this is the controlling 
decision and employers should be 
guided by it until changed. 

Quality Control Discussed at 

ASQC Mid-West Conference 

CHICAGO—Statistical quality con- 
trol, a management tool of rapidly 
growing importance, was the subject 
of a two-day conference, sponsored 
by the Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, North- 
western and Chicago University So- 
cieties for Quality Control, and by 
the Chicago Association of Commerce, 
this conference was attended by more 
than 700 industrial engineers and 
management representatives. 

George D. Edwards, president of 
the recently organized American So- 
ciety for Quality Control, and direc- 
tor of quality assurance, Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, pointed out that 
a manufacturer can simultaneously 
meet competition in both quality and 
cost only by utilizing quality control 
techniques to the fullest extent. 

Quality Control Important 

The fact that quality control meth- 
ods offer management a “tool with 
unlimited possibilities’ for meeting 
competition in domestic and foreign 
markets was emphasized by M. Her- 
bert Eisenhart, president, Bausch and 
Lomb Optical Co. He stated that 
quality control is a function of top 
management and must be divorced 
from production and sales operations. 
He warned that American manufac- 
turers soon will face strong quality 
competition from foreign-made prod- 
ucts. 

Practical application of quality con- 
trol to industrial problems and the 
principles of quality control by statis- 
tical methods were discussed by a 
number of speakers at morning and 
afternoon conference meetings held 
on March 5th and at 20 clinic meet- 
ings held on March 6th. 

Officers of the new American So- 
ciety of Quality Control, in addition 
to Mr. Edwards, are Andrew I. Peter- 
son, vice president, who is director of 
quality, R.C.A. Victor Division, Radio 
Corp. of America, Ralph E. Wareham 
of National Photocolor Corp., Alfred 
L. Davis of Rochester Institute of 
Technology, and Martin A. Brum- 
baugh of the University of Buffalo. 
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Standards Association Accepts 

Broadened Responsibilities 

NEW YORK—The American Stand- 
ards Association has accepted Henry 
Wallace’s proposal that the determi- 
nation of industrial and consumer 
standards be returned to private en- 
terprise. This was the aftermath of 
a series of events following the forma- 
tion of a policy committee on stand- 
ards by Jesse H. Jones, former 
Secretary of Commerce, in January 
1945, headed by Charles E. Wilson, 
president of General Electric Co. 
Most of the committee’s recommen- 
dations were recently accepted by Mr. 
Wallace, who stated that voluntary 
negotiation and publication of stand- 
ards through private initiative was 
very desirable. 

In accepting the proposal for ASA, 
Henry S. Bryans, president, an- 
nounced a number of steps in 
strengthening the ASA which have 
been taken along the lines of the 
policy committee’s recommendations. 
A change in its constitution enables 
the ASA to broaden its scope so that 
it may deal with any standards or 
standardization project. 

Staff Enlarged 

In elaborating on this development, 
Howard Coonley, chairman of the 
ASA executive committee, said that 
the association’s staff would be in- 
creased materially, and its budget 
raised from $350,000 annually to 
$500,000. This cost is pro-rated among 
94 participating organizations. Each 
standard developed by the ASA rep- 
resents a consensus of producers, con- 
sumers, labor, and the government 
to develop satisfactory standards. 

Jack & Heintz Merged Into 

J. & H. Precision Industries, Inc. 

CLEVELAND—Jack & Heintz, Inc. 
and the recently incorporated Pre- 
cision Products Corp. have merged 
into Jack & Heintz Precision Indus- 
tries, Inc. B. C. Milner, chairman of 
Precision Products, has been named 
president of the new group, while 
William S. Jack, former president of 
Jack & Heintz, has become chairman 
of the board. Ralph M. Heintz, vice 
president and secretary of Jack & 
Heintz, is vice president of the 
merged firms in charge of all engi- 
neering. 
New directors of the combined con- 

cerns include: B. C. Milner, Jr., chair- 
man of Precision Products; Byron C. 
Foy, a director of Chrysler Corp.; 
Harold C. Richard, a director of the 
Manufacturers Trust Co.; T. Seward 
Harris, New England industrialist; 
and Edward R. Legg, former Nash- 
Kelvinator Corp. executive. 

The new company will continue to 
make aircraft products and expects to 
manufacture precision equipment for 
the automobile, refrigeration and air- 
conditioning industries. 
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Spotting the Air News 

Surplus Engine Impact 

Sale by War Assets Corporation of 
about 700 Navy surplus Pratt & Whit- 
ney R-2800 aircraft engines to airline 
operators marks one of the first 
competitive collisions of war surplus 
goods with postwar production. It 
means unemployment, including per- 
haps some men of high seniority, in 
a firm of long standing. Indirectly, 
it will result in more unemployment 
with firms supplying steel, other ma- 
terials, and components. The trans- 
action has already registered with 
troubled re-conversion and WAC of- 
ficials in Washington, who have been 
trying to unload as much surplus as 
possible before industry could get 
into full delivery of new products. 
From the point of view of Ameri- 

can, Braniff and Penn-Central air- 
lines and other airlines negotiating 
for these and additional surplus en- 
gines, it’s a windfall. This particular 
engine sold in the civilian market for 
over $20,000; to the military for about 
$18,000; but in surplus it goes for 
about $10,000. That price may go fur- 
ther down. 

The airlines simply order airframes 
from the manufacturer, and furnish 
the surplus engines for installation. 
If many of the airline operators or- 
der surplus engines on their new 
equipment, the market for new pro- 
duction of large reciprocating power 
plants could be reduced almost to 
zero. 

Jets For Heavy Planes 

Army and Navy have gone over to 
jet power in fighters, and they will 
soon shift to jet and turbines for 
bombers and transport. United Air 
Lines order for Martin experimental 
turbine-powered passenger planes is 
the beginning of a similar shift in air 
transport. It is true that Pratt & 

Whitney is developing jet and tur- 
bine engines, but General Electric, 
Westinghouse, and others are in the 
field with strong competition. 
Some of the airlines contractirg 

with Glenn L. Martin for his new 
202 and 303 transport planes have 
proposed that Martin establish main- 
tenance bases for these aircraft. Mar- 
tin officials tell AMERICAN MACHINIST 
they have not agreed to the proposal, 
and neither have they rejected it. 
Maintenance of aircraft by manufac- 
turers at convenient field stations 
might have definite economic and 
technical advantages, especially in the 
form of know-how, standard prac- 
tices, and the stocking of parts. 

Postwar Plane Shortcomings 

Slowness of improvement in safety 
and simplicity of private type air- 
planes is a matter of increasing con- 
cern to the Civil Aeronautics Ad- 
ministration, which is charged by law 
with the promotion of aviation. 
Postwar models have essentially the 
same features as those of twenty 
years ago, and their utility cannot in- 
duce annual sales in six figures for 
a long time if ever. 

Features most wanted are: fold- 
ing wings to save garage space; cur- 
tailment of propeller and engine 
noise; swivel wheels for crosswind 
landing; and most of all, ability to 
slow down for operation in smaller 
ground areas. CAA is still seeking 
money from Congress for develop- 
ment along these lines, and the Na- 
tional Advisory Committee for Aero- 
nautics, which hitherto has stuck to 
basic research for military and trans- 
port aviation, is considering light- 
plane work. Curiously enough, the 
lightplane industry objects to such 
development, fearing it might open 
the door to government production. 

Gas Turbine Airliners By 1947—United Air Lines has just ordered for test flight 
in 1947 a Martin airliner, as shown here, powered by gas turbine engines and jet 
propulsion. With speeds close to 400 miles per hour, the planes will be able to 
fly coast-to-coast with two stops in only eight hours. In addition to these, United 
has ordered 35 new type twin-engined Martin 303s, with conventional internal 

combustion engines 
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Low-Cost Production is Theme of ASTE 

Fifth Exposition Opening April 8 

CLEVELAND — The American So- 
ciety of Tool Engineers’ Fifth Expo- 
sition due to run from April 8th to 
12th at the Cleveland Auditorium 
will be keyed around “How to pro- 
duce goods at lower cost while in- 
dustry is paying higher wages.” At 
least 400 classes of products will be 
displayed of interest to tool engineers 
in determining productidbn methods 
and equipment to produce better 
products at lower costs. 

In announcing the Exhibition, C. 
V. Briner, ASTE president, pointed 
out that the engineer’s problem of 
planning production at lower costs 
for peacetime purposes is no tougher 
than the job tool engineers had 
when the war broke out. He added 
that their experience in making prod- 
ucts industry had never made before, 
turning them out right and in enor- 
mous quantities, will provide advan- 
tages in selecting present-day proc- 
esses and equipment. He stated that 
this was the main reason for the 1946 
exposition, which will bring together 
hundreds of individual developments 
and improvements on old methods, 
tools and machines. 

Cemented Carbides Featured 

The largest single class of products 
to be featured will be cemented car- 
bides, appearing in 17 separate com- 
pany exhibits, while hand-powered 
tools will be featured in 15 exhibits. 
All major types of machine tools will 
be exhibited, and numerous quality 
control devices will also be repre- 
sented. Also to be shown will be 
latest developments in materials 
handling equipment, air compressors, 
pumps, electric variable speed drives, 
heat treating furnaces, lubricants and 
coolants. 

Other new products include honing 
machines utilizing a vapor blast, gear 
cutting tools which cut all teeth of a 
gear gimultaneously, jet drilling of 

deep holes, crush grinding devices, 
concrete floor reconditioning ma- 
chines, and new types of induction 
brazing and heating units. 

Cost Savings Emphasized 

Cost savings will be the major 
theme of technical sessions scheduled 
for afternoon and evening sessions to 
cover “Plant Layout,” “New Tech- 
niques in Cutting Tools,” “Quality 
Control,” “Tool Engineering for 
Profit,” and other subjects. After- 
noon sessions start at 2 P. M., and 
evening sessions begin at 8 P. M. The 
annual banquet will be held on 
Thursday evening, April 11th. 

Technical motion pictures dealing 
with all types of Tool Engineering 
and related problems will be shown 
daily in a special theatre in the audi- 
torium, between 11 A. M. and 1:15 
P. M. Plant visits will be arranged 
morning and afternoon from Tuesday 
to Thursday, and on Friday morning. 

ASTE Officers 

The ASTE’s Annual Meeting will 
be held concurrently with the Ex- 
position. In addition to Mr. Briner, 
other association officers include: 
First Vice President, A. M. Sargent, 
president, Pioneer Engineering & 
Mfg. Co.; Second Vice President, 
W. B. Peirce, vice president, Flan- 
hery Bolt Co.; Third Vice President, 
Thomas P. Orchard, general man- 
ager, American Tool Engineering Co.; 
Secretary, A. M. Schmit, general man- 
ager, A. M. Schmit Co.; Treasurer, 
W. J. Frederick, president, Frederick 
Steel Co.; and Assistant Secretary, W. 
A. Dawson, chief master mechanic, 
The DeHavilland Aircraft of Canada, 
Ltd. H. E. Conrad is Exécutive Sec- ' 
retary. 
An Educational Session will be held 

on April 10th, attended by Deans of 
Engineering Schools and _ selected 
students. 

OFFICERS OF THE ASTE 

President Ist Vice President 

C. V. Briner A. M. Sargent 
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2nd Vice President 3rd Vice President 

W. B. Peirce 

NEW RUSSIAN VEHICLE 

MERGES CAR-TANK-TRACTOR 

MOSCOW — Construction of a 
new type of Russian traction ve- 
hicle combining some of the 
features of the tank, the auto- 
mobile, and the tractor has been 
reported. The new vehicle has 
a load capacity of two tons, a 
tractive force of 8 tons, speed 
on most difficult roads of from 
12-15 kilometers an hour, and 
a maximum speed of 37 kilo- 
meters on good roads. 

The plant making these ve- 
hicles had been engaged in mak- 
ing self-propelling guns during 
the war. The first machines 
came off the assembly line in 
August, 1945, and several thou- 
sand are expected to be built 
in 1946. Producing methods de- 
veloped during the war are 
being used, such as steel stamp- 
ings and flow and conveyor 
methods in a number of opera- 
tions. The modified automobile 
motor now used is expected to 
be replaced by a diesel engine 
similar to that used in a heavy 
truck. 

It is reported that the vehicle 
may be used in transportation 
of heavy loads in regions with 
poor roads or not accessible by 
rail, and also in construction 
work, in oil fields, in mining 
districts, and in agriculture. 

MEETINGS 

American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers. Spring Meeting. Read 
House, Chattanooga, Tenn. April 1-3. 
Ernest Hartford, assistant secretary, 
29 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y. 

American Society of Tool Engineers. 
New Era Exposition. Cleveland Pub- 
lic Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio. 
April 8-12. C. V. Briner, president, 
1666 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 

National Machine Tool Builders’ 
Association. Spring Meeting. Hotel 
Ambassador, Atlantic City, N. J. 
April 15-17. Tell Berna, general man- 
ager, 10525 Carnegie Ave., Cleve- 
land 6, Ohio. 

Society of Automotive Engineers. 
National Aeronautic Meeting. April 
3-5. Hotel New Yorker, New York, 
N. Y. John A. C. Warner, general 
manager, 29 W. 39th St., New York, 
N. Y. 

Society of the Plastics Industry. 
National Plastics Exposition. Grand 
Central Palace, New York, N. Y. 
April 22-27. W. T. Cruse, executive 
vice president, 295 Madison Ave., New 
York 17, N. Y. 
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Names in the Wews 

E. H. Welker Ray Morrisey 

E. H. Welker, president of the 
Welker Machinery Co., Inc., Detroit, 
has been elected to the board of 
directors of General Machinery Corp. 

Ray Morrissey has joined The Cross 
Co., Detroit, as vice president in 
charge of sales. Mr. Morrissey has 
been asseciated with the Cincinnati 
Milling Machine Co. for 29 years, 
most of the time as its eastern district 
manager. 

J. J. Raskob, a director of the Gen- 
eral Motors Corp. since 1915 and a 
former chairman of its finance com- 
mittee, recently resigned. He also 
served as a member of the corpora- 
tion’s bonus and salary committee. 

John May, vice president in charge 
of sales, has been appointed assistant 
to the president of American Steel 
and Wire Co., Cleveland. Succeeding 
Mr. May as vice president in charge 
of sales is Harry M. Francis, former 
assistant vice president. 

Frank E. Walling and Charles W. 
Pearson were elected vice presidents 
and directors of Blaw-Knox Co. Mr. 
Walling will continue in charge of 
operations at the Lewis Foundry and 
Machine Div. and Mr. Pearson in 
charge of the Buflovak Equipment 
Div. at Buffalo, N. Y. 

J. Arch Anderson has been elected 
president of the Maumee Malleable 
Castings Co., Toledo, Ohio, to fill the 
vacancy created by the death of his 
father, the late Frank B. Anderson. 

Joseph L. Auer, former vice presi- 
dent and gerieral manager, has been 
elected president and director of 
R. Hoe & Co.,.New York City, to 
succeed Harold G. Cutright who re- 
cently resigned. 

_ Donald E. Irwin has been appointed 
industrial relations manager of the 
Lincoln Div., Ford Motor Co., De- 
troit. 
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Benson Ford, a director of the Ford 
Motor Co., has rejoined the company 
after more than three years’ service 
in the United States Army and will 
shortly take over an executive posi- 
tion. 

Edward S. Perot has been elected 
president of the Ford Instrument Co., 
Long Island City, N. Y., a division 
of Sperry Corp., to succeed Hannibal 
C. Ford, who has retired. Mr. Perot 
joined Ford in 1943 as vice president 
and general manager and is also a 
director of the company and assistant 
to the president of Sperry. Before 
joining Ford, he was president and 
general manager of the Crocker- 
Wheeler Electric Co. 

Clinton E. Stryker has been elected 
president and general manager of 
Adel Precision Products Corp., Bur- 
bank, Calif. He was formerly vice 
president and assistant to the presi- 
dent of the Nordberg Manufacturing 
Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Nels G. Johnson, who has been with 
Simonds Worden White Co., Dayton, 
Ohio, for over 14 years, has been 
named general sales manager. Also 
John H. Allison has been named sales 
manager of the grinding division and 
Howard D. Blackburn, advertising 
manager, has also become sales man- 
ager of the machine-knife division. 

Harold F. Brandt, executive vice 
president and general manager for 
several years, has been elected presi- 
dent and general manager of Dobbins 
Manufacturing Co., Elkhart, Ind. and 
No. St. Paul, Minn. to succeed H. E. 
Brandt, who has been named chair- 
man of the board and treasurer. 

Roscoe M. Smith has been named 
superintendent of the Ford : Motor 
Company’s village plants, as well as 
of the Hamilton, Ohio, and Green 
Island, N. Y., plants. 

Howard H. Wilder has been ap- 
pointed chief metallurgist of the 
Foundry Div., Eaton Manufacturing 
Co. He was formerly research metal- 
lurgist with the Wilson Foundry Ma- 
chine Co., Pontiac, Mich. 

Raymond A. Durand, formerly as- 
sistant sales manager of Edward 
Valves, Inc., East Chicago, Ind., has 
been advanced to sales manager. 

Tye M. Lett, Jr. has been appointed 
director of exports of The Crosley 
Corp., Cincinnati. Mr. Lett, who suc- 
ceeds J. W. DeLind, Jr., has been as- 
sistant export director since last July 
and was formerly with General Mo- 
tors Overseas Operations. 

John Hammond, formerly’ with 
General Controls Co., has joined the 
Allied Control Valve Co., Inc., South 
Norwalk, Conn., as vice president 
and general manager. 

F. C. Messaros has been appointed 
chief engineer and J. S. Frame, chief 
draftsman, of The American Engi- 
neering Co., Philadelphia. 

David W. R. Morgan, manager of 
the Steam Div., Westinghouse Elec- 
tric Corp. has also been appointed 
general manager of the South Phila- 
delphia Works. 

James F. Hoffer 
has resigned as 
chief research en- 
gineer of Hydrau- 
lic Machinery, 
Inc., Dearborn, 
Mich., to become 
chief engineer of 
Superdraulic 
Corp., Dearborn. 
Also, John 5S. 
Shafer has joined 
Hydraulic Mach- 
ery as sales en- 
gineer. For the 
past five years he 
has been in charge of engineering 
at Robbins Engineering Co. 

James F. Hoffer 

William G. Miller has been named 
manager of the headquarters manu- 
facturing staff, Westinghouse Elec- 
tric Corp., Pittsburgh. Until recently, 
he has been manager of manufactur- 
ing at the Canton, Ohio, Naval Ord- 
nance Plant. 

James L. McGraw has been ap- 
pointed general manager in charge 
of operations at Precision Tool and 
Manufacturing Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Henry J. Helfrich has been ap- 
pointed divisional sales manager of 
the Houde Engineering Div., Hou- 
daille-Hershey Corp., Buffalo. Mr. 
Helfrich has been with Houde since 
1938 in the sales and engineering 
departments. 

Col. George R. Stanley has joined 
the sales staff of the Chandler-Evans 
Corp., Div. Niles-Bement-Pond Co., 
West Hartford, Conn. Before joining 
the Army, Col. Stanley was associated 
with the Boeing Aircraft Co., Douglas 
Aircraft Co. and the Aluminum Co. 
of America. 

K. W. Bromley, chief engineer, has 
been appointed plant manager of the 
plastics division of Continental Can 
Co., Cambridge, Ohio. 

C. T. Evans has been appointed a 
consulting engineer on the research 
and development staff of Cutler- 
Hammer, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. Also, 
C. W. Kuhn and R. A. Millermaster 
have been named assistant managers 
of development. 
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BUSINESS ITEMS 

Jessop Steel Co., Washington, Pa., 
has formed a Special Alloy Div. to 
advise users of alloy steels in their 
reconversion programs. 

Eaton Manufacturing Co., Cleve- 
land, has acquired the Dynamatic 
Corp., Kenosha, Wis., manufacturers 
of eddy current and induction drive 
apparatus. Officers and _ personnel 
of the Dynamatic Corp. will be re- 
tained. 

The Elgin Tool Works, Inc., Chi- 
cago, has appointed George Scherr 
Co., Inc., New York City, as its ex- 
clusive sales representative in the 
metropolitan area, on its line of pre- 
cision bench lathes, screw machines 
and vertical and horizontal bench 
milling machines. 

Wickwire Spencer Steel Co. has ap- 
pointed The Milton-Hale Machinery 
Co., Inc., Syracuse and Albany, N. Y., 
as its distributor for its wire rope in 
both cities. Also, The Armor Fence 
Co., Inc., Boston-Brighton, Mass., has 
been appointed distributor for Wick- 
wire Spencer chain link fence. 

Hungerford Plastics Corp., Murray 
Hill, N. J., has recently been formed 
to provide complete thermo-plastic 
service. Dan C. Hungerford is pres- 
ident and Jack Sandler is vice pres- 
ident of the firm. 

High Precision Products Co., West- 
field, N. J., has been appointed a 
representative of the Cosa Corp., New 
York City, Swiss machine tool deal- 
ers, in N. J., eastern Pa., Del. and 
D. C. 

Rheem Research Products, Inc., 
will locate its eastern division manu- 
facturing and sales operations at 
4004 E. Monument St., Baltimore 5, 
Md., after April 1. 

W. K. Sims, 24 Commerce St., New- 
ark, N. J., has been appointed ex- 
clusive sales representative for C. B. 
Hunt & Son, Inc., Salem, Ohio, in 
New York City and within a radius 
of 65 miles. 

J. F. Owens Machinery Co., Syra- 
cuse, N. Y., has purchased the idle 
Onondaga Litholite plant, N. Beech 
St., Syracuse. 

The Dostal Per-Mold Foundry Co. 
has recently been formed in Pontiac, 
Mich., where the company recently 
purchased the Die Typing Cerp. plant. 
Joseph L. Dostal, former vice presi- 
dent and general manager of the 
foundry division, Eaton Manufactur- 
ing Co., is general manager of the 
new firm. 
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Kennametal, Inc., has established 
an office at 538 No. Erie St., Toledo, 
Ohio, to distribute and service Kenna- 
metal single-point tools and milling 
cutters in that area. E. D. Porter 
is in charge of the office. 

Voss Machinery Co., 2882 West 
Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, has been 
appointed distributors for Republic 
Drill and Tool Co., Chicago, and will 
sell and service Republic drills in 
western Pa., W. Va., eastern Ohio 
and western Md. 

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chi- 
cago, recently changed its name to 
the Sunbeam Corp. 

Aetna-Standard Engineering Co. 
and Lester Engineering Co., Cleve- 
land, have formed the Lester-Aetna 
Die Co. to make dies at Aetna-Stand- 
ard’s plant in Warren, Ohio. 

L. Doerfler Manufacturing Co., Inc. 
has moved té larger quarters at 26 
Camp St., Newark 2, N. J. 

OBITUARIES 

Charles E. Van Norman 

Charles E. Van Norman, 86, former 
president and chairman of the board 
of the Van Norman Machine Tool Co., 
Springfield, Mass., passed away on 
Feb. 28 after an illness of several 
months. In 1877, Mr. Van Norman 
joined the Hopkins Watch Tool Co., 
founded by his father, which later 
became known as the Waltham Watch 
Tool Co. The firm was reorganized 
and incorporated by him in 1912 as 
the Van Norman Machine Tool Co. 
At that time he became president and 
retained this position until he was 
named chairman of the board in 1940. 
He was well known among machine 
tool industry leaders. 

Wilbur H. Baillie, who was as- 
sociated with the Kiffer Tool & Die 
Co., Cleveland, until his retirement 
nine years ago, passed away Feb. 24. 

Peer Nielsen J. W. Mclean 

Peer Nielsen, 41, vice president and 
general manager of Henry J. Kaiser’s 
Fontana, Calif., steel mill since last 
September, died Feb. 28. Before join- 
ing Kaiser, he was general superin- 
tendent of the Geneva Steel Co, 
Provo, Utah, during the war. Dur- 
ing his 21 year association with U. S. 
Steel he also served as metallurgist 
for the American Rolling Mills Co., 
Middletown, Ohio, and as superin- 
tendent of the Elwood, Pa. works of 
the National Tube Co. 

Joseph W. McLean, retired presi- 
dent of Simonds Abrasive Co., Phil- 
adelphia, passed away March 7, after 
an extended illness. Mr. McLean first 
joined Simonds Saw and Steel Co. in 
1901 and served in Chicago and San 
Francisco before being elected secre- 
tary and director of the Abrasive 
company in 1930. He was later made 
general manager and had served as 
president from 1941 until his retire- 
ment last November. 

George M. Laughlin, Jr., 74, a 
member of the board of directors of 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., died 
March 9. Mr. Laughlin was, for a 
number of years, superintendent of 
the Soho plant of the firm and in 
1923 was elected a vice president and 
director. He later served for eight 
years as ‘chairman of the board. 

Frank L. Boutet, president and 
owner of the Farnham Manufacturing 
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., died suddenly 
March 9. Mr. Boutet joined the firm 
in 1913 as office manager and was 
elected treasurer in 1936 and presi- 
dent in 1942. 

Carlton N. Aborn, 72, president and 
founder of the Laminated Shim Co., 
Inc., Glenbrook, Conn., passed away 
March 3. 

Carl Cochran, 56, general superin- 
tendent of the Niagara Machine & 
Tool Works, Buffalo, for 20 years, died 
Feb. 20 after a long illness. 

Fred Baumer, 50, founder and presi- 
dent of the Standby Screw Machine 
Products Co., Cleveland, died sud- 
denly March 4. Before founding the 
Standby company in 1939, he had 
been affiliated with the Reflex Spark 
Plug Co., Cleveland. 
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Shop Equipment News 

Units here shown have not been described previously in our pages and are being ex- 

hibited for the first time at the A.S.T.E. Tool Show in Cleveland, April 8-12, 1946 

The radial-relief grinding attachment mounts on any universal grinder. Uniform 

radial-relief for the length of cutting flutes is provided by synchronization of 

the advance and recession of the work-holding center’ with tool rotation 

Full-Length Radial Relief 

Ground on Universal Attachment 

A radial-relief grinding attachment 
for universal grinders is manufactured 
by the Lawson-Leschke Company, 110 
East .6th St., Royal Oak, Mich. With 
this attachment, it is possible to grind 
radial relief or forms with a minimum 

of land or with a sharp edge. The unit 
consists of a motor-driven headstock 

with an adapter collet for center 
drills, taps, straight shank counter- 
bores and similar tools. A tailstock 
is provided for grinding work between 
centers. 

Work is ground between dead cen- 
ters, which provides a true diameter. 
The centers advance and recede with 
each revolution of the spindle. With 
the table at right angles to the spindle 
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and the attachment set at an angle, 
a radial relief is in effect, for each 
revolution, in direct ratio to the an- 

gular setting of the attachment. If 
the grinder table is at a slight angle, 
a back taper or clearance is effected 

simultaneously with the back-off. The 
tool can be ground straight or with 
back taper, as desired, and the ac- 

tion will be uniform throughout the 
length. 

Where work cannot be held be- 
tween centers, the collet chuck pro- 
vides the same forward and inward 

motion. This motion is effected by a 

disk provided with an annular drop, 
the depth of which governs the ad- 
vance and recession of the centers. 

It is necessary to swing the head- 
stock and tailstock to a greater or 
lesser angle to change the clearancé. 

While designed for a_ universal 
grinder, where tools can be dressed 

to different form and shapes, the at- 
tachment will fit any type of external 

grinder. If it is not to be used for 
circular relief, it is only necessary to 
set the head and tailstock to zero, 
when both may be used as regular 
centers. 

Hardinge Lathe-Collet Stop Set 

Converts to Solid or Ejector Stops 

Hardinge Brothers, Inc., Elmira, 

N. Y., are the producers of a Uni- 
versal lathe collet stop set suitable 
for secondary lathe operations. The 

universal stop, when applied to any 
standard 1-in. capacity lathe collet, 
will convert that collet into a solid 

stop or spring ejector stop collet with- 
out alteration to the standard collet. 

The universal lathe-collet stop will 

fit directly into any standard 1-in. 
capacity lathe collet with an inside 
back clearance hole within 0.980° to 
1.031 in. Removal of the stop permits 

normal use of the collet. 

Hardinge lathe-collet stop set fiit into 
1 in. standard collets and convert the 

collet to a solid-stop type or to a spring- 

ejector stop type. Installation does not 
interfere with normal use of the collet 

for other purposes 
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Barnesdril Coolant Separator 

Demonstrated on Honing Machine 

Magnetic-automatic coolant separa- 

tors for honing and grinding ma- 
chines have been developed by the 
Barnes Drill Co., 814 Chestnut St., 

Rockford, Ill. These self-contained, 
motor-driven units are available in 
several standard sizes from 5 to 100 

gpm. for use with either vertical or 
horizontal honing machines and on 
internal, centerless, cylindrical, disk 
and surface grinders, where kerosene 
or soluble oils are used. 

The separator is essentially a mo- 
tor-driven drum of non-magnetic ma- 
terial lined inside with permanent 

magnets. These magnets attract and 
hold to the rotating drum surface 

magnetized swarf from the coolant, 
including most of the suspended 
abrasive which the swarf strains out 
of a thin, wide counterflow of used 
coolant passing beneath it. All this 

sludge is continuously and automati- 
cally strained out on the opposite side 
of the drum and discharged into a 

receptacle for ready removal, while 

clean coolant returns to the reser- 

voir. Coolant may flow by gravity or 
be pumped to the separator. Swarf is 

caused to stand on end on the drum, 
to increase its capacity for entrapping 
non-magnetic abrasive, by the mag- 
netic field created between the mag- 

nets and the cast iron frame form- 
ing the “thin” portion of the coolant 
channel. As the swarf serves as the 
filter, no replacements are required. 
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Portable Boring, Drilling and Milling 

Tool Produced by Giddings & Lewis 

Giddings & Lewis Machine Tool Co. 
Fond du Lac, Wis., produces a port- 
able machine tool designed to perform 

drilling, tapping, boring, milling and 
facing operations. In addition to be- 
ing portable, this machine has a 
swivel head and swivel column per- 
mitting unusual latitude of alignment 
of the spindle in correct position to 
machine the work. The column 

swivels 360° and the headstock 45°. 
Instead of taking the work to the 

machine, the machine is taken to the 
work. The size of the work has little 
influence on what can be machined. 

The unit is provided with a lifting 
bail to facilitate handling. The com- 

plete machine may be _ lowered 

through an opening as small as 100 
in. dia. and, due to the flexibility of 
spindle alignment, practically any 
surface may be reached in the in- 
terior once the tool is in position. 
The portable unit is suited for ma- 
chining angular holes and faces of 

workpieces which are not readily set 

up in the usual position for horizontal 
or vertical machining alignment. 

Scales and verniers for headstock 
and column travels are provided and 
both swivels are graduated to permit 

accurate setting. Independent oper- 
ation and setting of the spindle, the 
headstock on the column and the 
column on the runway, is possible as 

a separate motor is used to power 
each. 

Left—A No. 4 (40-gpm.) 
magnetic - automatic 
coolant separator on 
the Barnesdril No. 320 
multiple-cylinder hon- 

ing machine honing 8 
cyls. simultaneously. 
(This machine, inciden- 
tally, is a recent addi- 

tion to the Barnes line.) 
For batteries of multi- 
ple honers, 100-gpm. 

and larger separators 
are available. Right- 
This portable boring, 
drilling and milling ma- 
chine may be taken to 
the work instead of vice 
versa. With outriggers 

¥ closed, it can be low- 

¢ ered through a 100-in. 
dia. opening. 

Decimatic indicators with English or 
metric scales have dial markings di- 
rectly readable in blueprint tolerances 

Decimatic Indicator Series 

Produced by Standard Gage 

For fine tolerance checking the Deci- 

matic series of indicators is intro- 

duced by the Standard Gage Co., Inc., 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. These indicators 
have dial markings in decimals, di- 
rectly comparable to blueprint toler- 
ances. 
Working advantages include the 

modified range, from approximately 
“20 minutes of” to “20 minutes past” 
on the dial. This range, while ade- 
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2A DUOMATIE
 2 HOURS

 

OFF $7 f SHAFT JOB 

SQ 
oe he Soe Me Rip Be ee a 

To set up and run 500 pieces in two operations on this 
part required 55 hours on an engine lathe. On the 2A 
Duomatic the two operations (setups and 500 pieces) 
took only 18 hours . . .37 HOURS SAVED! 

3 BIG REASONS why the 2A Duomatic makes such 
remarkable savings in time and costs: 

1. NO CAMS TO CHANGE CYCLES. 
Diameters and lengths are automatically chang- 
ed by simple dial and nut adjustments. Cam 
costs are out ... setup time is reduced two-thirds. 

2. MORE TOOLS DO MORE JOBS AT ONE TIME. 
Separate tool slides and carriages, front and 

066 & ere 

MACHINE 

CINCINNATI 

MACHINE TOOL DIVISION 3055 COLERAIN AVE. 
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rear, operate independently or together .. . 
permit any combination of turning and ‘‘in”’ or 
‘“‘out’’ facing cycles. 

3. RESPONSIBILITY BUILT INTO THE LATHE. 
The 2A Duomatic is fully automatic . . . enables 
unskilled operators to handle complex jobs. The 
worker just loads, starts the cycle, and unloads 
the workpiece . . . the lathe does the rest. 

L & S Engineers can prove how your higher production 
costs can be reduced sharply with Duomatic Lathes. 
Write on your company letterhead for detailed bulletins 
Nos. 601 and 602. 

TOOL CO. a: 

25, OHIO, U.S. A. 

* SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION 200 EVANS ‘SF. 
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but coarse-tolerance 

checking, eliminates the possibility of 
failure to notice a complete revolu- 

quate for all 

tion of the hand. The instruments 
operate under exceptionally low ten- 

sion. 
Mounting dimensions are’in accord- 

ance with American Gage Design 
standards and Decimatic models may 
be used in fixtures made to receive 
AGD indicators. The Decimatics de- 
part from AGD specifications only in 
range and in the manner of marking 

the dial. 
The series of indicators comprises 

19 models with a variety of gradua- 
tion values in English and metric 

units. 

Trabon Lubricating System 

Provides Centralized Lubrication 

Type M centralized lubricating system 
is manufactured by Trabon Engineer- 

ing Corp., Cleveland, Ohio. All bear- 
ings on one or several machines may 
be lubricated manually or automati- 

lycally from a central pumping point. 
The lubricant, either oil or grease, 
flows in one direction only—from the 
pump to the master feeder. The mas- 
ter feeder measures and distributes 
the lubricant to subsidiary feeders 
located at points on the machine or 

Master feeder units, inserted in the 

pressure lines, distribute measured 
amounts of lubricant to all bearings 

lubricated by the system 
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machinery. Each of the subsidiary 
feeders, in turn, measures and dis- 
tributes its flow of lubricant to the 
bearings it serves. From two to 
twenty-two bearings can be served 

by a single feeder. 
Action of the system is positive. 

It is impossible to under-lubricate 
or skip a tight bearing as each meas- 
uring piston operates progressively 
and must complete its full stroke, 
forcing its charge of grease into the 
bearing line, before the main flow of 

grease can proceed to the next meas- 
uring piston. A variety of feeder sec- 
tion sizes enables the M system to 
service widely varying bearing sizes. 
The system is equally effective for 
continuous oil feed or intermittent 
grease or oil lubrication. 

Cutter Blades Locked in Place 

By McCrosky Jack-Locks 

The Jack-Locks hold blades against 
impact and cannot be loosened by 

vibration 

The Jack-Lock blade-locking device 
incorporated in cutters made by Mc- 
Crosky Tool Corp., Meadville, Pa., 
gives inserted-blade tools the strength 

and rigidity of solid tools and per- 
mits easy release of the blades for 
adjustment, regrinding, or replace- 
ment. Jack-Lock assembly consists of 
a semi-circular wedge fitted with a 
fine pitch screw—both hardened to 
minimize wear. The wedge and screw 
fit into a recess in the body adjacent 
to the blade. When tightened, the 
screw bears against the bottom of the 

recess, raising the wedge—forcing it 
over and against the blade with a 

compound wedging action. Bearing of 
the wedge against the face of the 
blade is assured because the wedge is 
free to position itself against the 

blade while being tightened. The fine- 
pitch screw exerts all the power nec- 

essary to wedge the blade firmly 
against the body. No hammering is 
necessary. 

Releasing of the wedge is accom- 
plished by retracting the screw back 
into the wedge, and tapping the 
wrench while it is still in the screw. 
This drops the wedge to the bottom 
of the recess. 
Advancing the screw in the slot 

advances the blade, to compensate 
for wear and permit regrinding. All 

blades in the same cutting group can 

be advanced the same distance by 
advancing the screws the same 
amount. The fine screw adjustment is 
of advantage when adjustment is 
made against an indicator. Adjust- 
ment of the blade holds to a mini- 

mum the amount of blade stock re- 
moved in regrinding. 

Bores Down to % In. Gaged 

By No. 0 Standard Dial Unit 

With the announcement of its 20 Dial 
Bore Gage, Standard Gage Co., 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., is extending the 
range of this type of instrument down 
to %8 in. Now, seven sizes cover the 

range of 12% in. to % in. Previously, 
there were none smaller than % in 

The 20 dial bore gage is furnished 

with an indicator graduated in either 
0.0001 in. or 0.002 mm. Diamond 
points can be supplied and are recom- 

mended when the gage is to be used 
on long-run inspection. 

The Standard dial bore gage is furnished 
with English or metric graduations 
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Watch for these names—your answer to higher 
production at lower cost: 

“UNI-MATIC” ... An automatic lathe with “production 
slides”. (a revolutionary new principle) . . . and electronic 
control, universal tooling, universal positioning . . . for 
chucking and fixture work. Maximum production of any 
machine known today. 

“MONA-MATIC” . . . A between-centers machine that 
makes automatic production profitable in any sho 
fully automatic, fully manual or any combination. Speeds 
up to 3000 rpm. 

ceed NEW MONARCHS 

“SPEED-MATIC”... A hand screw machine with automatic 
electronic speed change . . . 12 stations . . . spindle speeds 
as high as 4000 and 5000 rpm. We think you'll call it “the 
World’s Fastest Hand Screvwe Machine.” ~ 

More details here—in April—and if you're 
buying metal-turning capacity before then, write 
us first—department 301. 

THE MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO. «+ SIDNEY, OHIO 
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Die-Cast Enclosed Switches 

Provided in Micro Switches 

The diecast housings are available on 24 switches with a selection of four dif- 
ferent actuators; single-throw ‘or double-throw, single-pole circuit arrangements; 

and normally open or normally closed contacts 

Twenty-four switches make up the 

“Die-Cast Enclosed Switch” line, 
manufactured by Micro Switch Div., 
First Industrial Corp., Freeport, II. 
These switches are furnished with a 
choice of: 4 actuator types, 3 circuit 
arrangements, and 2 mounting styles. 

The actuators include an entirely 

sealed plunger, useful where oil, 
moisture, and dirt are excessive; a 
plain plunger, useful for interlock 
and control use; a roller plunger for 

sensitive cam control; and an adjust- 
able roller lever for cam and slide 

actuation. These are single-pole units 
available as double-throw; or single- 
throw. 

All are Underwriters’ Laboratories, 
and Canadian Standards Assn. ap- 
proved for: 10 amp.—125 volts, ac.; 
5 amp.—250 volts, ac.; 3 amp.—460 
volts, ac. 

Switches are built about the Micro 
Switch snap-action spring—a single 
resilient member. 

These units operate on very low 
forces; require as little as 0.0005 in. 
of operating motion; have ample over- 
travel; are rugged and compact, and 
operate at the same point in the ac- 
tuator motion over their entire life. 
Conduit fittings tapped for % in.—14 
pipe thread are standard. 
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Three Comparator Models 

Improved by Jones & Lamson 

The Jones & Lamson Machine Co., 
Springfield, Vermont, manufactures 
three improved models of optical 

comparators. 
A standard bench comparator 

(Model BC-6) with 6x8-in. screen 
and a table for making lateral mea- 
surements of lead or spacing up to 

2 in. either way when inspecting ob- 

jects with helices. If a table for mak- 
ing lateral measurements is not de- 

sired, this model can be furnished 
with a table with no lateral move- 
ment, that can be compounded when 
inspecting objects with helices, or 
with a plain fixed table when needed 

for comparison inspection only. 

A bench comparator (Model BC-5) 

with a 14-in. dia. screen and a table, 
for making measurements of lead or 

spacing up to 2 in., can be supplied 
with a fixed table without measur- 
ing attachments. It will accommodate 
objects held between centers up to 3 

in. in dia. and 8 in. long. 
A vertical optical comparator (VC- 

2) with a 14-in. dia. screen and a 
coordinate measuring table for mea- 

suring flat objects can be supplied 
without the coordinate table. 
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| found the ONLY PLACE to Cut Assembly Costs 

...When I found All the savings that come 

from using AMERICAN 

Ss cost 

pRropucTiON 
pssEmely 

SCREW-DRivinG Costs 

Every day, large and small assembly plants 
are finding a worthwhile opportunity to 
cut costs in their screw-driven assemblies 
..in these two ways: 

1. Savings from American Phillips Screws: 
You can discard hand drivers. And speed 
up with power drivers fitted with 4-winged 
Phillips bits that fit firm and straight into 
the recessed screwheads. This keeps 
workers from fumbling and dropping 
screws...enables them to drive every 
American Phillips Screw fast, straight 
and flush. No split or burred heads. 
No scarred and spoiled work. So out- 
put goes up. And average assembly time- 
per-piece goes down as much as 50%. 

2. Savings from American Screw Com- 
pany’s ““Know-How”’ on All Types of 
Screws... And all Kinds of Metals: 
Here are some facts you may be 
overlooking. Phillips Screws are not 
“specials.” They’re the standard, 

PHILLIPS SCREWS 

modern method of 
production screw- 
driving. And 
American makes a 
complete Phillips 
line...wood screws, 
machine screws, sheet metal screws, (3 types), 
and stove bolts ...in all sizes, all types of 
heads, and in all practical metals. 

This means not only steel and brass, but also 
the non-corrosive metals: Stainless steel (in 
many different analyses, according to require- 
ments ), aluminum, monel and Everdur (silicon 
bronze). In particular, American specializes 
in Phillips Screws of stainless steels. 

And you are invited to avail yourself of the 
screw industry’s “Information Center”... to 
get American’s recommendations for Phillips 
Screws of the type and metal best suited to 
your own assemblies...and to cut your costs 
to lowest levels. 

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND 

Chicago 11: 589 E. Illinois Street Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building 

AMERICAN 
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ALL TYPES q 
ALL METALS: Steel, 
Brass, Bronze, Stain- 
less Steel, Aluminum, 
Monel, Everdur (sili- 

| con bronze) 



A single hydraulic power cylinder is applied to the lathe compound, which is 
set at 45° to the work axis. When mounted at 45° and operated in conjunction 
with the longitudinal feed, the single power cylinder controls both longitudinal 

and transverse tool motion 

Bailey Cutter-Control Attachment 

Gets Production from Engine Lathes 

The Bailey duplicating attachment, 
manufactured by Bailey Meter Co., 

1050 Ivanhoe Rd., Cleveland 10, Ohio, 
is a combined air and hydraulic sys- 
tem which may be attached to en- 
gine lathes, turret lathes, or vertical 
boring mills to produce workpieces 
with contours which correspond to 

a thin metal templet or master part. 
A single hydraulic power cylinder 

is applied to the lathe compound, 
which is usually set at 45° to the 
longitudinal axis of the work. When 
mounted at this angle and used in 
conjunction with the standard longi- 
tudinal feed, the single power cylinder 

controls both longitudinal and trans- 
verse tool motion. 

The attachment may be used in 
the production of any irregular or 
eccentric shaped part. It provides 
automatic sizing of tapers and radii 

and eliminates repetitive measure- 
ments. The initial setup and tool ad- 
justments are simple and may be 

made by the machine _ operator. 
Thereafter no further attention is re- 
quired except to load and unload the 
machine, 

Mandrels, punches, dies, valve plugs 
and seats, impellers, shells, forming 
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rolls, and bottle molds are examples 
of the types of work on which the 

duplicating attachment may be used. 

The diameters, ta- 
pers, shoulders and 
undercuts on a step 
shaft all may be 
turned with a sin- 

gle cutting tool. 

Machine tools 

equipped _ with 
Bailey duplicating 

attachments can be 
used at any time 
for regular work by 
operating the stand- 
ard controls’ for 

speeds, feeds, and 
depth of cut with- 
out removing the 
attachments. At- 

tachments are port- 
able and may be 
removed for trans- 
fer to other ma- 
chines. This makes 
the same _ equip- 
ment available for 
use on several tools 
of the same or dif- 
ferent types. 

Metal-sawing Machine 

Cuts 12 x 5-in. I-Beams 

Motch & Merryweather, Cleveland, 
Ohio, announces the No. 2 hydraulic 
feed and hydraulic clamping metal 
sawing machine for cutting ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals up to 6 in. 
round, square or multiple stock, or 
up to 12x5 in. standard I-beams. 
Features of design include positive 
clamping on either side of the saw 
blade, anti-friction headstock, single- 
lever control of feeding and clamp- 
ping, positive clamping for multiple 

bars; and provision for fully auto- 
matic stock feed. Four blade speeds 
are available. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Saw blade diameter 
(maximum) 

Maximum cut at 90° 
Maximum cut at 90° round.... 
Maximum cut 

(structural) 12 x 5—I-beam 
Number of saw blade speeds 
Saw blade speeds 

(SFPM) 
Main drive motor 
Hydraulic motor 
Coolant pump motor 
Pulley speed 
Pulley drive 
Feeds variable 

hydraulic 0-15 in. per min. 
Saw blade bore 3.149 in. 
Two drive pin holes (dia.).. 0.750 in. 
Bolt circle (drive pin 

holes) in. 
Saw blade collar (diameter) 6.75 in. 
Floor space (standard 

machine) in. 
Weight (approximate) 5500 Ib. 

round.... 

One lever controls the hydraulic clamping and feeding 

of stock into the saw blade 
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PRODUCTION ON CENTERLESS GRINDER 

MULTIPLIED 5 TIMES PER WHEEL-DRESSING 

Cotter-pin bridge rivets were 
centerless-ground with Rob- 
ertson wheels on Cincinnati 
No. 2 centerless grinders such 
as the one shown in the 
photograph above. 
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This is a ‘“‘now-it-can-be-told” war-produc- 

tion story with a peace-production moral. 

When our armies were chasing the en- 

emy across the face of Europe and throw- 

ing up temporary bridges on his retreating 

heels, the bridge members were held to- 

gether with cotter-pin rivets. One impor- 

tant manufacturing plant in Philadelphia 

had the problem of grinding these rivets 

from drop forgings. They were getting 

25 rivets per wheel-dressing, taking off 

1/16” stock on a plunge cut. This was not 

fast enough. 

A Robertson engineer was called in and, 

after studying the problem, recommended 

a Robertson SA 54—QV wheel. Produc- 

tion was increased to 125 rivets per wheel- 

dressing —an increase of 400%. This 

licked the problem. 

Whether you are working on steels of 

various analysis and hardness, or other 

metals such as cast iron, brass, bronze, or 

aluminum; or other kinds of materials 

such as Steatite or plastics, Robertson 

grinding wheels are designed to give you 

high production and quality finish. The 

combination of the right materials and the 

engineering “know-how” makes Robert- 

son a factor in the centerless grinding 

field that it pays to consult on every grind- 

ing operation—but especially on the 

“tough ones.” 



Adjustable-Knee Unit Makes 

Stokerunit Boring Machine Flexible 

Stokerunit Corp., 4548 W. Mitchell 

St.,» Milwaukee, Wis., now manufac- 
tures the 3U knee-type precision bor- 
ing machine. The knee-type unit adds 
flexibility where a variety of jobs are 
to be handled by one machine. Ad- 

justment of the knee vertically per- 
mits fixtures of simple design to be 
used and parts of a wide range of 

sizes to be precision-bored. 
The knee is guided by hardened 

and ground ways and holds uniform 
end contact by anti-friction rollers 

mounted on eccentric studs, adjust- 

able to take up play. The table, 
mounted on the knee, may be hy- 
draulically indexed between two ad- 
justable position stops or moved by 
screw and handwheels. Handwheels 

are graduated on the rim to form 
large dials. Both the knee and table 
may be equipped with dial indicators 
and length bars for precision setting. 

Solid, Locked Carbide Blades 

Provided with Beaver Face Mill 

The solid carbide-blade face mill, 
manufactured by Beaver Tool & En- 
gineering Corp., 2850 Rochester Rd., 
R. 1, Royal Oak, Mich., incorporates 
blades that can be changed by re- 
leasing the locking wedges. They can 
be reset by use of a dial indicator. 
With the jig provided, blades for the 

Beaver face mill can be ground on a 
surface grinder. A complete set of 

sharpened blades can be kept on 
hand so downtime for changing cut- 
ters is cut to a minimum without 
requiring a complete new cutter. 

Ghhhhhe 

Sheldon-Vernon Miller 

Takes Heavier Cuts 

The No. 3000 Sheldon-Vernon mill- 
ing machine with hand screw feed is 

manufactured by the Sheldon Ma- 
chine Co., 4258 N. Knox Ave., Chi- 
cago 41, Ill. Overarm bracket for 

supporting arbor is so constructed 
that bracket can be set next to cut- 
ter for taking extra heavy cuts with- 

out chatter. The spindle is heat-treat- 
ed steel and is ground. Taper is No. 
9 B&S and spindle is mounted in 
Timken tapered roller bearings, per- 
mitting adjustment for wear. 

All bearing surfaces are 

and hand spotted. 
Dials are friction type, large and 

beveled for quick reading, graduated 
to 0.001 in. and activated by hand 
wheels. 

Taper gibs throughout are adjust- 
able for take up for wear, and pro- 

vide uniform bearing surface. Cross 

and longitudinal screws are mounted 
in double-row ball bearings for ac- 
curate operation. 

Knee is box-type construction with 
long bearing surfaces on _ vertical 
ways. Elevating screw is % in. in 

dia., and end thrust exerted by the 
load of table, saddle and knee is 
taken on large ball thrust bearing. 

Fully enclosed variable drive gives 

correct spindle speed for every job, 
controlled by handwheel located at 
side of machine. 

ground 
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20,000 R.P.M. 

Y 

You can write your own R. PM. 

It’s a fact...there is no practical speed 

limitation on the application of Torring- 

ton Needle Bearings. It is necessary only 

that the proper provisions be made for 

lubrication and precision assembly nor- 

mally applied for high speed operation. 

Torrington Needle Bearings have 

been employed commercially in rotating 

applications at speeds in excess of 20,000 

r.p.m. with complete success. In addi- 

tion, in one test installation Torrington 

Needle Bearings were operated at a speed 

of 50,000 r.p.m. for more than three years 

and showed only negligible wear. 

Thus, if you are seeking higher speeds 

as one means of increasing product effi- 

ciency, you can virtually write your own 

ticket for practical operating speeds in 

so far as the use of Needle Bearings is 

concerned. This advantage— plus the low 

cost, compact size, high capacity, efficient 

lubrication and ease of installation of 

these modern, anti-friction units—is ac- 

counting for their increasing use in 

many fields. 

If you are not completely familiar with 

many of the ways in which Needle Bear- 

ings are being utilized in your own in- 

dustry, our Catalog 32, which will bring 

you up to date on practical Needle Bear- 

ing applications, is also an excellent 

source book for much engineering data. 

Your copy will be sent upon request. 

THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
TORRINGTON, CONN. + SOUTH BEND 21, IND. 

Offices in All Principal Cities 

TORRINGTON NEEDLE BEARINGS 
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The Physicists Research Co., Ann 
Arbor, Mich., has developed a race 

tester for the measurement of wavi- 
ness in bearing races. The race tester 

measures the waviness of bearing 
races, both inner and outer, in micro- 
inches RMS. The microinch height of 
the waviness is indicated directly on 
two meters. An oscilloscope is pro- 

vided to give a visual indication of 
th waviness pattern and a speaker is 
provided to enable the operator to 
detect random irregularities, such as 
nicks and scratches on the race. 

Surface Waviness Measurements 

Made With Bearing-race Tester 

The race tester is a production in- 
strument, designed for use in race 

grinding departments. It can be op- 
erated by any machine operator and 

used to determine the correctness of 
machine settings before production is 
begun. The instrument can also be 
used to study the effects of machining 
processes involved in bearing race 

production. Results of overload and 
overspeed tests on bearing-race sur- 
faces can also be checked with ac- 
curacy. All equipment is protected 
against electrical shock. 

The bearing race is placed on a mandrel and rotated while the surface finger is 

held in contact. Minute vibrations are transmitted to the electronic amplifying 
equipment where the surface waviness is indicated on 2 dials in microinches 
RMS. The oscilloscope, betweengthe 2 meters, charts a visual indication of the 
waviness pattern on the oscilloscope grid. Random irregularities, such as nicks 

and scratches which are too slight to register on the meters or oscilloscope, are 
indicated by distinct clicks above the regular hum of the loudspeaker. Electronic 
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equipment is fully enclosed and protected against accidents 

Casters and steady-jacks permit the 
unit to be used in any desirable loca- 
tions. As no fumes are generated, no 

exhaust hoods are required 

Printing and Developing Units 

Combined in a Portable Cabinet 

A printing and developing machine, 
model 41, is announced by the Charles 
Bruning Co. This model combines 
individual printing and developing 
units in a cabinet. 

The printer has a printing speed 

up to 6 fpm., depending on the trans- 
parency of the original, with a print- 
ing width of 46 in. The light source 
is a 2,000 watt glass mercury vapor 
lamp within a 6-in. dia. cylinder. 
Uniform cylinder temperature within 
a few degrees is maintained. 

Printing speed is controlled by a 
single knob. Feed through the bands 
simplifies feeding of tracings and sen- 
sitized paper, and tangential feeding 
eliminates pinching. Tracings and 
prints are removed without scraping. 

A front pedal located at floor level 
releases band tension so mis-feeding 

of roll stock can be corrected. 

The ball bearing motors require no 

lubrication and the cylinder is ac- 

cessible for cleaning. Speed, contact 
and development controls are remova- 
ble for cleaning and all parts in con- 
tact with the developer are of stainless 

steel or are non-metallic. 

Mounted on four casters, the unit 

can be moved and operated in any 
desired location. No plumbing con- 
nections are necessary and there is 
no need for outside outlets for ex- 

haust fumes. The steady-jacks, to pre- 
vent rolling when in operation, are 

easily adjusted to uneven floors. They 
are operable without special tools and 

require no floor preparation. 
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GEAR CUTTERS 

You can check all these tools 

ON A DET RZ | T HOOK CHECKER 

Time consuming and cumbersome positioning of cut- 
ters and adjusting of equipment are eliminated on 
this ‘“Detroit’’ Universal checker for all types of re- 
lieved form cutters. The result is faster and more 
accurate checking of hook or rake angle and of spac- 
ing of gashes or flutes after sharpening. 

To check hook or rake all you do is slip the cutter 
between centers, bring the knife edge against the 
sharpened face by turning a micrometer until you 
can’t see light between the two. Read the “Mike”. 
The integral flute indexing head makes spacing check- 
ing just as simple. 

For complete specifications and description of 
this remarkably simple and effective checker, 

ask for Bulletin HC-43. 

GROUND TAPS & THREAD GAGES 
‘ is * 

D = R | SPECIAL THREADING TOOLS, 
MACHINES & CHECKERS 

TAP RECONDITIONERS 
la To AUP’ TO Ot € Oy . 

8432 BUTLER AVE. « DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN 
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Parts Inspected, Sorted and Counted 

Automatically by Limitron 

Principal functions of a Limitron operator are to feed parts to the indexing feed 
table and to remove sorting pans after parts have been inspected 

Limitron, manufactured by the Pollak 

Manufacturing Co., Arlington, N. J., 
is a limit type electronic comparator. 
The operator merely presents the 

piece to the spindle, thereafter the 

machine inspects, sorts, and places 

each piece in the proper bin—whether 
undersize, oversize or acceptable. 

It is easily set up and its settings 

are tamperproof. Yellow, green and 
red indicating lights give operators a 
double-check. It automatically counts 
each piece. Its speed is adjustable 
to type of piece inspected or con- 
venience of the operator. 

The tolerance range is 0.0001 to 

0.030 in. Contact spindle pressure is 
adjustable from 4 oz. to 1 Ib. 

Carbide-tipped Milling Cutter 

Manufactured by Nelco Tool 

Carbide-tipped milling cutters and 
end mills are announced by the Nelco 

Tool Co., Inc., 370 Hamilton Ave., 

Brooklyn $i, N. a 

The line includes two and four 

flute carbide end miils from % in. 
to 2 in. in dia., large end mills up to 

5-in. dia. with No. 50 NMTB shanks, 
shell end mills, face mills, slotting 
cutters and half side mills up to 8 

in. dia. 

The cutters are brazed in. The 
bodies are heavy alloy castings to 
create a flywheel action. An 8-in. 

Nelco face mill weighs 25 Ib. 
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Supporting casting for the cutter tips is 
shaped to provide maximum tip strength 

Gaging surfaces are kept in a true 
circle by graduated reliefs which per- 
mit greatest resistance at points of 

greatest stress 

Full Concentricity Maintained 

By Woodworth Adjustable Gages 

N. A. Woodworth Company, Detroit, 
Mich., manufactures a gaging instru- 
ment that assures roundness through 
the maximum range of adjustment 
and distributes wear over 360°. In- 
creased wear life of 2% to 5 times 
normal is claimed. 

The gage is adjusted along the helix 

angle of the thread, thus preventing 
a jump lead at the adjusting slot of 
the gage. The aluminum alloy outer 
body provides greater sensitivity. 

This type of gage cannot be thrown 
out of adjustment by ordinary blows 

or falls. The over-all dimensions of 
the Woodworth thread ring gage con- 

form with conventional thread ring 

sizes. 

Tubes Deburred and Squared 

With Severance Deburring Cutters 

A solid radius-type tube-deburring 

cutter is made by Severance Tool 

Industries, Inc., Saginaw, Mich. This 

tool for squaring tube ends and si- 
multaneously producing a radius lip 
is made for tubes and pipes of vari- 
ous sizes and materials. A variation 
of this tool will square and deburr 

the tube end without producing 
chamfer or radius. 
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»eeneed extra turret lathe stations? 

Make them 

available with 

MODERN-MAGIC 

CHUCK and COLLET 

EQUIPMENT 

Modern-Magic Quick Change Chuck and Collet Equipment 

has repeatedly proved its value to turret lathe operation 

moder precision : where there are not enough openings in the turret to accom- 

include - " --opENING modate all the necessary tools for the job. 

NAR ps 

stain oie HEE orenING In effect, Modern-Magic Quick Change Chuck and Collet 

ROTARY rea Equipment makes available as many extra turret stations 

STATIONS TAPS as are needed. The tools being inserted and removed, one 

Rotary <AP5 after the other, to take care of each extra operation. 

AP 

open MASiceTS With Modern-Magic Quick Change Chuck and Collet Equip- 

CHUCKY, OPENING ment, tool changes are quickly and easily made. Production 

Patt $ ge is stepped-up and cost reduced. 

INSERTED! cuTTERS 

FACE mie puustA BLE For complete informatian covering Modern-Magic 

souidie HEADS LOW Quick Change Chuck and Collet Equipment, send 

for Bulletin No. M-101 

Prompt shipment from stock 

MODERN TOOL WORKS 

DIVISION OF 

CONSOLIDATED MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION 

ROCHESTER 10, NEW YORK 



Lathe Becomes All-Purpose Machine 

With Master Lathe Converter 

The basic unit of the Master Lathe Converter can be mounted to or demounted 
from the cross-slide or compound of a lathe in less than 2 min. 

The Master Lathe Converter, manu- 

factured by the Master Manufactur- 
ing Co., Hutchinson, Kan., is sup- 
plied with interchangeable heads to 

do external and internal grinding, 
angular milling to cut threads, worms 
and screws, a broach attachment to 
cut internal keyways and internal 

splines; and a dividing head, which 

is mounted on the open end of the 
lathe spindle, fer gear and spline cut- 

ting and grinding. 
The converter can form and grind 

such tools as cutters, hobs, taps, and 

reamers, either developing the tools 
from blanks by turning on the lathe 

and milling and grinding the tools, 
or it can adapt standard tools to 

special form or size. 
The converter, being equipped with 

its own power, uses the lathe’s capac- 
ity to rotate the workpiece without 
interfering with the cutting or grind- 
ing operations perfomed by the ma- 
chine. Use of the dividing head on 
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the lathe spindle accurately positions 

the workpiece for cutting gears and 
splines or for spacing holes drilled 

around a center. Use of the converter 
does not restrict the operation of the 
lathe in its normal functions. 

Because of its ability to perform a 
wide range of operations, one set- 

up or chucking in the lathe permits 

the work to be completed. This in- 
sures concentricity and parallelism of 

machined surfaces. 
While the converter was designed 

for use with lathes, it can be mounted 

on milling machines, enabling a hor- 
izontal miller to do vertical milling 
and die sinking. 

The Master Converter is made in 

three sizes for all bench and engine 
lathes from 9- to 36-in. swing. It can 

be used on any make of lathe. It is 
mounted in the toolpost position on 
either the compound rest or on the 
cross-slide of the carriage with the 
compound removed. 

ee ee es 

The external grinding attachment mounts 

on the stub drive, replacing the cutter 
shaft shown on the basic model. The 

wheel axis can be adjusted over a 360° 

range for crossed-axis operations 

The right-angle milling attachment is 

equipped with shafts at both ends. Ar- 
bors, cutters, work-mandrels, boring bars 
and fly-cutters can be mounted at either 

end for facing and boring 

Gear and spline cutting and grinding 
is done with the dividing head attach- 

ment mounted on the lathe spindle 

Internal grinding wheels are mounted 

on the long internal spindle for deep 
hole grinding. High speed bearings are 

sealed against abrasive dust 

For vertical milling with a horizontal 

miller, the vertical milling spindle is at- 
tached and the unit mounted on the 

overarm of the milling machine 
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with SHEFFIELD 

Semiautomatic Crushing 

7 

a” 

7 

4 

7 

7 

4 

of these,” 

E= GROUND ACCURATELY WITH 

ONE WHEEL DRESSING 

Sheffield’s semiautomatic crushing device with motorized feed brings new 
advantages to the use of crush dressing. ‘ 

The human element of irregular rate of feeding crusher into the wheel is 
eliminated. Each dressing operation is uniform. 

Crushing is semiautomatic and is done in half the time of manual crushing. 

The life of both crusher rolls and grinding wheels is substantially in- 
creased because of uniform rate of infeed and pressure. 

A typical case history of the advantages 
of the motorized crusher is illustrated 
at the left—290 thread elements were 
plunge ground between wheel dress- 
ings on these stainless steel ordnance 

parts. Threads are 5/8”-18 N.F. 3 hav- 
“ing a length of .563”. Grinding time, 20 

per thread element. Plunge 
grinding Wes, performed on a Sheffield 
Thread and Fora cinder. 

Write for Bulletin M-100-T45w, 

—_ = 

= 

CHER WITH SHEFFIELD 

Headquarters for crush dressing thread and form grinding equipment 
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The Steel You Want 

More than 10,000 kinds, shapes and sizes of steel are 

described in the Ryerson Stock List and Data Book— 

a handy desk and pocket reference of constant practical 

“use to purchasing executives, metallurgists, engineers, 

plant managers and foremen. 

All the products described in the book can’t always 

be kept in Ryerson stocks right now because of the 

production difficulties with which the steel industry is 

faced. But Ryerson stocks are the nation’s largest, and 

continue your best source for the prompt delivery of 

steel from stock. 

So contact the Ryerson Plant nearest you first for 

any steel you need. And send today for copy of the 

Ryerson Stock List and Data Book. 

Products listed include: Bars, Plates, Sheets, Strip, Structurals, 

Tubing, Carbon, Alloy and Allegheny Stainless Steel. Also 

Inland 4-Way Floor Plate, Reinforcing Bars, Welding Rod, 

Babbitt, Solder, Bolts, Rivets, etc. 

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON, INC. 

Steel-Service Plants at Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, St. Louis, 

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Buffalo, New York 

RYERSON 

ROUND TABLE 

DISCUSSION 

MODERN FOREMANSHIP 

In these days, foremen are one of the 
most treasured groups in industry. 

Many managements, however, are 

calling men by that title and not giv- 
ing them the authority necessary to 
make them respected by the workers. 
Such foremen grumble with the mal- 
contents of their departments, mis- 

interpret bulletins, fail to pass 

information down the line, and in- 
evitably join a union and _ strike 

against themselves. 
Many difficulties arise from an in- 

adequate training program for fore- 
| men. The “service” divisions of mod- 
ern industry are probably the biggest 
cause of discontentment. The reason 

/ can most generally be traced to a 
total lack of a genuine knowledge of 

| the benefits dervied from su¢h depart- 
ments, or a very mediocr® program 
of instruction on the subject. Of 
course, we still have some “Bull of 
the Woods” types in our shops who 
never will reconcile themselves to 
these aids, but they are rapidly falling 

by the wayside or learning the hard 
| way. 

I often like to refer to the foreman 

as the “rubber band” between top 
management and labor. He must ab- 
sorb the pull and strain from both 

| sides, day in and day out, have a per- 
manent smile, know everyone by his 

first name and have everyone know 
| his (none of the “Mr.” stuff), and 
know how to instruct the personnel 
to do each job perfectly and still hold 
their respect. To perform these func- 
tions satisfactorily, he must be pro- 
vided with a sound and frequently 
supplemented program of education 
relative to management’s desires, and 
his responsibility to and relationship 

with such service departments as: 
Personnel, Safety, Production Con- 
trol, Janitor Service, Maintenance 
and the various liaison groups. 

It is most desirable that men se- 
lected to be foremen have the 

| necessary qualifications from a job- 
| knowledge standpoint. A foreman 

lacking special skill can often use 

| “horsesense” and tact to iron out a 
specific problem that is not entirely 

familiar to him. 
A good tip to any foreman is to “get 

human.” Nothing appeals to a person 
more than to have his superior ask 

about a sick member of his family, 
| congratulate him upon completing a 
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CONSTANT FLOW RATE. 

IN FLUID PRESSURE 

Automatic 

Pressure 

Compensa
tion 

@® © 

Adjustab
le 

Overload
 Pressure

 

Protection 
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REGARDLESS OF VARIATIONS 

50 CU.IN. PER MIN. AT 100 PSI 

AND. ADJUSTMENTS LOCKED 

HHO VICKERS: eee ttt 
ONTROL VALVE 

All readings taken at constant temperature of 120 
F. with oil having viscosity of 200 $.S.U. at 100° F. 

ICKERS 

FLOW CONTROL AND 

OVERLOAD RELIEF VALVES 

In hydraulic control systems, this valve combines the functions of 
a flow control valve with an automatic relief valve to save space and 
simplify installation. It maintains a constant “metering-in” flow rate 
(for a given setting of the control adjustment) regardless of any 
variation in imposed fluid pressure resulting from changes in work 
resistance. Pump operates only at pressure required to do. the work 
at hand; relief valve is independently adjustable and limits the max- 
imum system pressure to any desired value. 

This valve combines in one unit the means for accomplishing three 
independent functions: (1) adjustable control of flow rate in the 
hydraulic circuit, (2) adjustable overload pressure protection in 
the hydraulic system, and (3) remote “Start and Stop” control when 
used with suitable pilot valve. See Bulletin 40-22 for complete 
information. Vickers Application Engineers will gladly discuss with 
you how “hydraulics” can be used to your advantage. 

VICKERS Incorporated 

1410 OAKMAN BLVD. © DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN 
Application Engineering Offices: CHICAGO « CINCINNATI « CLEVELAND « DETROIT « LOS 
ANGELES « NEWARK + PHILADELPHIA « ROCHESTER « ROCKFORD « TULSA e WORCESTER 

PRESSURE 
CONTROLS 

VOLUME 
CONTROLS 
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TI A Me 

FOR PARTICULAR WORK 

V-BLOCKS | 

AND CLAMPS | 

For laying out work with 
surface plate or angle 
iron, The V’s are ground 
central, parallel'and 
square with the ends and | 
sides. Made of tool steel, 
hardened and ground. 

: F [uEKIN 

HARDENED, SOLID i No.166 

STEEL SQUARE m 

A master square for accurate checking. Beam 
is solid, being constructed in orfe piece, Both 
beam and blade are lapped 

| help 
; ' 32 

luriKiy 2 icmpereo 
a4 

wee 

DIEMAKERS 

SQUARE 

Blades slide in the head 
and can also be adjusted 

; at an angle with the 
ae a stock. Heads hardened 

and ground. Available 
with Standard; Bevel, 
Narrow and Offset 
Blades. 

¢ “facts qhavt these or any other Lufkin Precision 
“a YOUR DISTRIBUTOR. Write for free catalog. 

UF KIN 

a Paw VOR K. CAiy? 

PRECISION TOOLS 

AGINAW, 

TAPES - RULES . 

course of study, praise him for a good 

game, or chide him in a reserved 
manner that will show interest but 
not favoritism. A lot of foremen think 
they are sissified when they adopt 
any of the above practices. Let me 

hasten to inform them that such is not 
the case and in the years ahead the 
fellow who practices being human 
will be among the leaders, not the 
stragglers. 

This great lesson will make the aver- 
age foreman’s task twice as easy, thus 
allowing him more time for routine 
checkups, helpful reminders to the 

workers, improvement of his depart- 
ment’s housekeeping, and effecting 

closer coordination between his de- 
partment and the associated produc- 

tion departments. His percentage of 
error will drop, inspection require- 
ments will be easier to meet, and man- 
agement will receive more busines: 

for a good job well done. 
As a last and parting thought, it 

seems that management should at 
tach more honor to being a foreman 
to attract up-and-coming young men 
toward that field of endeavor. Mak« 
the income worth striving for, and 
many fellows will not be refusing to 
go on salary when the time is ripe foi 
them to be promoted, or leaving to 
go with another firm. 

A. W. Levenhagen 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 

APPRENTICESHIP—NOT 
LICENSES 

The toolbox and tools a new man 
brings into the shop when he starts 
work are no criterion of his com- 
petency. During the war, many so 
called mechanics bought tools merely 
because they saw old experienced 

shop men using them. They gathered 
fine tool collections, but they were 

completely lost when it came to using 

the tools on many jobs, 
A competent foreman can generally 

ask a few judicious questions and de 
termine from the applicant’s answers 
whether or not he will fill the bill 
Of course there is nothing better than 
to test the prospective employee on 

some practical shop work. This latte: 
method would hold good even though 

machinists were licensed. 
The engineering industry is so tre 

mendous and diversified that a man 
can be outstanding in one line of the 
industry and absolutely useless in an 
other phase. Craft specialization is 
a good reason for this condition 
Licensing of toolmakers or machinists 
is not a solution because develop 
ments in engineering and allied fields 
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will continue to be startling. A license 

issued in 1946 based on knowledge 

gained prior to that year would be 
virtually useless in 1950 because of 

changed qualifications. 

Apprenticeships of four or five years 
offer a solution. The machine-tool 

industry and the unions should con- 
fer and reach agreement on appren- 
tice-training programs. From. ex- 
perience, I feel certain that unions 
would offer no opposition to a good 
apprentice plan, and furthermore, | 
think they would likely make it 4 

condition of membership. 
I served a seven-year apprentice- 

ship on piecework. The leader of my 

group realized that the more knowl- 
edge he instilled in his charges, the 

more valuable they were to him. 
Tests held every three months deter- 

mined whether the apprentices would 
make good machinists. Unless the boy 
showed aptitude, his parents were 
summoned and advised to place him 

in another field of endeavor. 
Apprenticeship seems to have fallen 

into disfavor, but manufacturers 
would be wise to change this picture 
and make their training programs 

attractive enough to interest young 

men so they can become the trained 
machinists of tomorrow. 

Arthur Silvester 

HOW ABOUT AN ANNUAL WAGE? 

In my opinion anything in the na- 

ture of a guaranteed income, though 
welcomed by the workers, would ex- 
ercise a retarding effect on the na- 

tion’s progress. 
Human nature the world over is so 

constituted that it is only the need 
to earn the wherewithal to provide a 
living that keeps the majority of in- 
dividuals on their toes. Take away 

that incentive by introducing a 

scheme that assures continuity of 
employment and much of the energy 

and initiative previously displayed 
would fade away 

Advocates in this country of social 
and economic security for everybody 
lay great stress on the importance of 
Killing the “fear for the future” com- 
plex. They claim the removal of 

such fear would produce a feeling of 
contentment amongst workers, with 
corresponding beneficial results on 
output generally 

That is a very pleasing theory; but 
do cold facts confirm it? 

For answer one has only to ex- 
amine the happenings of the past few 
years. During that period workers 
have had secured jobs—so much so 
that they couldn’t leave them if they 
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WRITE TODAY 

for our 

NEW PRICES 

and CATALOG 

You can now place your 
order for the famous 
Ellstrom Chromium 
Plated Gage Blocks and 

we can promise you im- ' : 
mediate delivery. All Ell- PPA y 
strom Gage Blocks are ma \ _o 8 a me 
chromium plated to give — : 
them very superior wear- 
ing qualities. It’s the 
finest gage block that 
money can buy and 
solidly backed by a fam- 
ily tradition of fine gage 
making. 

OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY 

OR IN COMPLETE SETS 

in three classes: WORKING 
Sets with guaranteed toler- 
ance of  .000008"; JNSPEC- 
TION Sets with guaranteed 
tolerance of + .000004” and 
LABORATORY Sets with 
guaranteed tolerance of 

“ss DEARBORN GAGE CO. 223,222,282 

Zh of Chromium ated Ufage Hooks 



WENDT-SONnIS 

oy 454 :1 19) 3 

TIPPED 

Universal Fly Cutter 

1 HOLDER 

mills all materials 

Four Sets of Blades Make 

Holder Easily Adaptable 

W-S SPEED and FEED CALCULATOR 
for Cerbide Cutters — Gives correct 

tooth per r.p.m, Also gives 
afid finish cuts for ali ma- 

Iness letterhead 
is Calculator. 

feed per 
basic 
terials. rite on 
for your FREE Wendt- 

NOW YOU CAN HANDLE 3 
OUT OF 4 step milling and or- 
dinary milling jobs with this one 
cutter, 

IMPROVED BLADE DESIGN re- 
_— less horsepower than or- 
inary cutters. 

BLADES ARE STANDARDIZED 
and stocked by W-S Distributors. 
Resharpen on bench grinder. 

@ REFER TO “TOOLS” in your 
Classified Directory for local W-S 
Distributor or write Wendt-Sonis 
Company, Hannibal, Missouri. 
Branch Warehouse: Long Beach, 
California. 

W-S FACTORY TRAINING COURSE, FREE! 
One week's intensive training, at our factory, 
in application, use and maintenance of car- 
bide cutting tools. Small classes, individual 
instruction. Practical facts, actual shop prac- 
tice. Write for details. 

wenpT \ sonis 

CARBIDE TIPPED CUTTING TOOLS 

BORING TOOLS © CENTERS * 
TOOLS ° DRILLS ° 
MILLING CUTTERS © REAMERS 

COUNTERBORES °¢ 
END MILLS ° 

SPOTFACERS © CUT-OFF 
TOOL BITS ° 
SPECIAL TOOLS 

FLY CUTTERS ° 
ROLLER TURNING TOOLS °* 

wished. And the result? Knowing 
that it wasn’t necessary to do a real 
day’s work in order to hold their 

jobs, and with the high wages being 
paid, taking home a good packet each 
week without exerting themselves, a 
general feeling of slackness has made 
itself manifest in many industries 
with a corresponding lowering of 
output. It is not suggested that the 
slackness is deliberate. Rather is it 
the instinctive—one might say un- 
conscious—reaction to the removal 
of a definite objective for which to 
strive. 

Again. How long would a commer- 
cial or manufacturing undertaking 
last if its workers were no more en- 
ergetic or enterprising than the av- 
erage government employee’ who, 

“apart from serious misbehavior I be- 
lieve, has practically no need to worry 
about losing his job? 

Poor old Adam was told “by the 
sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat” 
and much against his will he had to 

turn to and work or starve. Right 

down the ages his descendants have, 
in greater or lesser degree, inherited 
his reluctance to do more than is 
needed to satisfy their creature com- 
forts. 

That aspect of human nature should 

be given serious thought when any 
scheme of guaranteed wages is being 

considered; if adopted the scheme 
might have unforeseen repercussions 
on an industry’s—or the nation’s— 
economy. O. LEwIs, 

Luton, England. 

NEW BOOKS 

AMERICAN MACHINISTS’ HANDBOOK, 8TH 
Epition. By Fred H. Colvin and 
Frank A. Stanley. 1537 pages, 4% x 7 
inches, more than 2500 illustrations, 
diagrams and tables. Maroon, flexible, 

Fabricord covers. Published by the 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd 
St., New York 18, N. Y. Price $5.00. 

The wartime data supplement, giv- 
ing data in methods developed dur- 
ing the war, has been incorporated in 

the latest edition of this familiar shop 
and drafting-room handbook. Several 
older tables have been deleted and 38 

pages of new material added, includ- 
ing new standards, gages and drill 
tables, for truncated Whitworth screw 
threads (a wartime modification to 
permit interchangeability between 

the standard Whitworth and a modi- 
fied screw-thread with flat or trun- 
cated top and bottom). Some tables 
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DRILLING AT 9A S.F7LY 

SUNOCO EMULSIFYING CUTTING OIL 

Maintains Tool-Life at High Cutting-Speeds 

Fewer tool-resharpenings, greater accuracy, better finish . . . some 

of the reasons why Sunoco Emulsifying Cutting Oil is recognized as 

an outstanding cutting lubricant, wherever machine tools are operated. 

For example, here is a case of drilling at relatively high surface speed, 

in which Sunoco is used: 

yaar Drilling and reaming a Feed: .015”. 
trou g-roller. 

Machine: Gisholt No. 5 ram-type Cutting Speed: 287 s.{p.m. 
universal turret lathe. Cutting Lubricant: 1 part Sunoco to 

Material: Cast iron. 20 parts water. 

Sunoco meets the modern demand for a cutting lubricant that will cover oe ae. >> 

the widest range of turning, drilling, milling, grinding, and other opera- 

tions. Easy to use, Sunoco forms a stable emulsion with water. 

Sunoce cools and lubricates both the work and tools, flushes out chips, iN DUSTR IAL 

preserves cutting edges. Sunoco makes possible a high rate of pro- 

duction, continuous operation at low cost. Call the Sun Cutting Oil 

Engineer — he can help you with your new metal-working problems. P RO D U . Lh 

SUN OIL COMPANY: Philadelphia 3, Pa. 
Sponsors of the Sunoco News-Voice of the Air—Lowell Thomo: 
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All-Purpose 

UNIT 

Standard can give you any 

one or all three.. 

BECAUSE Standard builds power 
and gravity conveyors in light — 

average—or heavy duty types for 
either stationary or portable use, as 
well as a wide range of special types, 
you can install Standard equipment 
as you need it. 

For “spot” handling of packages at 
receiving or shipping departments 
a section of wheel or roller conveyor 
will save time and eliminate excess 
manual handling. For stacking and 
piling merchandise in warehouse or 
storage rooms a Standard Handibelt 
or Handipiler portable conveyor will 
speed the work and utilize hard-to- 
get-at ceiling space. For complete 
“linking” of- all operations from re- 
ceiving through manufacturing to 
shipping a system of Standard power 
or gravity conveyors (in belt, roller, 

ROLLER-BELT-SLAT-PUSHBAR CONVEYORS - 
AND PILERS -« SPIRAL CHUTES 

172 

slat, push-bar, or chain types) cuts 
handling time, manpower, and costs 
to the minimum. 
Whatever you need — whatever your 
plans in conveying equipment check 
with Standard and gain the benefit 
of a 40 year background in convey- 
ing and conveyors. 
Write for useful reference book “Con. 
veyors by Standard” Catalog AM-36 

STANDARD CONVEYOR CO. 
General Offices: North St. Paul 9, Minn. 

Sales and Service in Principal Cities 

PORTABLE CONVEYORS 
SYSTEMS PNEUMATIC TUBE 

for American Standard threads have 
been modified and extensive changes 

made in the section on milling prac- 
tice. In the latter are data from 
makers of machines and cutters and 
from users of negative-rake carbide 
milling and turning tools. Much ma- 
chining information has also been re- 
vised to correspond with modern 
feeds and speeds, lubricants and cut- 

ting compounds, and instructions on 

use of cutting tools. 

A PROGRAM FOR PERSONNEL ADMINIS- 

TRATION— By J. J. Evans, Jr. 100 

pages. Published by McGraw-Hill 

Book Company, Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., 
New York 18, N. Y. Price $1.50 

This book attacks the haphazard prac- 
tice of many managements in their 
selection of personnel directors, and 

their subsequent failure to support 
the policies developed by the per- 

| sonnel administrator. The importance 
of the careful selection of a qualified 
personnel director is brought out, and 

the interrelation of personnel policies 
to contractual labor relations and 

public relations is stressed, with some 
specific examples of possible reper- 
cussions of poor personnel policies 

upon labor and public relations. It is 
pointed out that good personnel re- 
lations often aid labor relations, and 
vice versa. Having established these 
facts, the author outlines suggested 
programs for sound personnel ad- 

ministration, and stresses the impor- 
tance in the management circle of 

the executive charged with personnel 
activities. He feels that the personnel 
department in industry can perform 

a vital role in helping to eradicate 
misunderstanding between manage- 
ment and workers, and to “work out 
the solutions to the problems threat- 

ening The American Way of Life.” 

ELECTRONICS DiIcTIONARY—By Nelson 
M. Cooke, executive afficer, Radio Ma- 
tériel School, Naval Research Labor- 
atories, and John Markus, associate 
editor, Electronics. 433 pages. Pub- 

lished by the McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
330 W. 42 St., New York. $5. 

Recent developments in the science 
of electronics, which includes such 

startling innovations as radar and 
television, have brought with them a 
language of their own. In the rapid 
expansion of a nomenclature required 
to describe things and phenomena 
that were not known to exist a few 
years ago, it is natural that different 
colloquialisms for the same terms and 
inconsistencies in_ spelling have 
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10 to 15 Times Greater Die Life--- 

Drawing Steel Lamp Sockets 

Sockets are formed on a 9-plunger press 
from cold rolled steel, .034”" thick. Stock is 
pre-zinc coated; coating acts as a lubricant 
and helps insure a final finish which will 

bine —_ ani | require little or no buffing or polishing. 

One job currently running at Advance Stamping Company, 

Detroit, is the production of sockets for a brand-new type elec- 

tric lamp. 

Eight Carboloy Sheet Metal Dies cup and progressively draw 

these cold rolled steel sockets, from stock to finished part at 

the rate of one every 12 seconds. 
EN > 

N. J. Nolan, Vice-President of Advance Stamping Company, says 2 » er ¢ 

this about the Carboloy Dies on this job: 50) 

“. .. all draw dies are made with Carboloy Cemented CARBOLO 
Carbide Inserts as we have found that in the production TRADEMARK 

of some of our War items, die life, over our best drawing oO SHEET METAL ” 

quality die steel, is increased from ten to fifteen times. 7 DRAWING & 

There is a much greater saving than just the increased die DIES 
: - . " 7 P , aA ° 

life as it reduces our downtime in production, resulting in 8 \ 

greater production per day.” 

Wherever used, Carboloy Sheet Metal Dies run up the same kind 

of performance record. Apply them in your shop and get: —_ CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC. 
11149 E. 8 Mile Ave., Detroit 32, Mich. 

1 Increased Die Life 4 Increased Production Chicage - Cleveland - Detroit - Houston - Los Angeles 
2 Uninterrupted Operation 5 Closer Tolerances Milwaukee - Newark - Philadelphia - Pittsburgh - Thomaston 

3 Fewer Rejects 6 Better Finishes 
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Details Reduce | 

Manufacturing: 

Costs 

How CAPEWELL 

Hack Saw Blades 

Step Up Cutting 

Efficiency 

In a hack saw blade your efficiency 

is controlled by the precision with 

which the blade is manufactured. 

Take teeth, for instance. You can’t 

afford to have your Receiving De- 

partment put a micrometer on each 

blade to check the set. But you can 

depend on the painstaking inspection 

system at Capewell — developed dur- 

ing 65 years pre-eminence in the 

metal working industry. This is just 

one of the features of Capewell’s 

precision manufacturing. Let our dis- 

tributors tell you about the others. 

We depend on distributors to give 

Order 

tributor a trial lot of Capewell blades 

you service. from your dis- 

that you may see for yourself how 

they will improve efficiency on your 

own tough jobs. 

THE CAPEWELL MFG. CO. 

HARTFORD, 2, CONN. 

sprung up. The volume by Lt. Comdr. 

Cooke and Mr. Markus is designed to 
bring order out of this chaos. 

The authors have endeavored to 
word their definitions with the ac- 
curacy demanded by the engineer, to- 
gether with the clarity needed for the 
student or the layman. Wherever pos- 
sible non-technical language is em- 
ployed and definitions have been 
made complete. Obviously, in many 
cases, technical terminology had to 
be used in the description of some 

terms. 

It is significant that the science of 
electronics has reached the point 
where a dictionary of its own is jus- 
tified. This volume follows the usual 
dictionary form and includes sketches 
where they aid in clarifying the writ- 

ten word. 

TRIGONOMETRY REFRESHER. By Frank 
G. Dickinson, 6 pages, 9x12 in. 
Punched for binding. Published by 

the Illini Publishing Company, Cham- 
paign, Ill. Price $0.50. This revised 
edition of the folder has been en- 
larged to illustrate, step by step, the 
process of constructing an ordinary 
protractor by using natural values 

of six trigonometric functions. Re- 
visions have also been made to in- 
terest prospective trig. students,. to 
avoid some of the initial memory 
work, and to assist in practical ap- 
plication of the elements of trig. For 

those shopmen dealing with angles, it 
offers a convenient refresher or train- 
ing device—having been developed 
for just this sort of work during 
World War II. The pages are printed 
on light cardboard to give longer wear 

and greater convenience in use. 

"Quotes" 

Material Specifications 

The editorial thinking of George F. 
Nordenholt, Editor of Product En- 
gineering on the subject of specify- 

ing materials contains some weighty 
information worth passing along. 

“Stress calculation,” his editorial 
points out “ is not an exact science. 
In many instances, classical formulas 
give results that are less than half 

the true figure. Safety factors of 5 
or 10 are a bland admission on the 
part of the designer that he believes 

his answer is probably several hun- 

dred percent wrong, which it prob- 

ably is. Service loads are rarely 

determinable with any degree of accu- 
racy unless tests are made. The unit 
strength of the material in a large- 
size finished part may be less than 
75% of that as determined from a 
standard test specimen. Many other 
undeterminable variables such as 
notch sensitivity, stress concentration, 
effects of cold-working and residual 
stresses usually enter into the prob- 

lem. 

“Despite acknowledged inaccuracy 
of the most painstaking design cal- 
culations, many engineers treat their 
material specifications as if positively 
established requirements had to be 
met. Not only do they call for an al- 

loy that is much stronger than neces- 
sary, but they also specify the highest 
properties obtainable in that alloy. 
Hardness may be specified to fall 
within an unreasonably narrow range. 
The yield point and elongation de- 
manded may be such that exacting 

and costly heat-treatments are re- 
quired to attain them. Under such 

conditions, costs pyramid. 

“Tronically, often the designer will 
defeat his own ends in attempting to 
avoid a possible part failure by un- 
reasonable demands in his material 
specifications. Because greater hard- 

ness increases the notch sensitivity 
of a given alloy the effect of sharp 
corners and scratches is more pro- 
nounced in the part that is more 
highly hardened. The piece may fail 

sooner, in spite of the higher yield 

point developed in the alloy. 
“A design that costs least to man- 

ufacture cannot be achieved by 
resorting to costly materials and heat- 
treatments to .offset uncomputable 

factors of ignorance and frightening 
doubts. Insofar as possible, working 
loads should be determined by tests. 
The design should then be studied 
carefully to eliminate points of stress 

concentration, unbalanced loading, 
poor stress distribution, and similar 
conditions. Wherever possible, un- 

known quantities that will have a 
major effect on the design should be 
determined by tests. Often a simpie 

inexpensive experiment will give the 
data required. 

“If large quantities of the part are 
to be produced, a sample piece sheuld 
be subjected to experimental stress 
analysis, laboratory tests and service 
tests. Thus the true stresses and 

strains will be established, facts will 
replace guesses and the factor of 

ignorance will be greatly reduced. It 
will usually be found that less mate- 
rial of lower prices will be needed 
and that complicated heat-treatments 

are unnecessary. Thus is achieved the 
optimum design, highest in service 

values and lowest in product cost.” 
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TAFT-PEIRCE 

for Top Precision 

in Production and 

Inspection Tools 

These tools are standardized special- 

ties, many of them originally developed 

in the world’s most famous toolroom 

—products of the inventiveness of Taft- 

Peirce master toolmakers. Beginning 

with the founding of our Small Tool & 

Gage Division in 1914, this line has 

grown steadily as new ideas have 

proved their worth in our own shops, 

and includes many items obtainable 

nowhere else. Now, as then, T-P 

is the Top Producer of set-up and in- 

spection tools. 

Each of these tools, a few of which are 

shown, is made to Taft-Peirce stand- 

ards of quality and precision. The 

complete line is shown in the 1946 

Handbook just off the press. 

Write for your copy now. 

THE 

TAFT-PEIRCE 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

WOONSOCKET, RHODE ISLAND 

1946 

Universal V-Block 

ad 
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Standard Bench Center 

Surface Plate 
(alse Bench Blocks) 
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Engineered Hole Location Service Brings 

Interchangeability to Toolmaking 

Complex tools and dies can now be produced like 

automobile parts—on an interchangeable parts and 

assembly basis—with the Moore Jig Borer and 

Moore Jig Grinder working together as toolroom 

partners. 

Moore Jig Borer Spots:* Drills > Bores or 

Reams all Holes with Minimum Tool Changes 

Moore Jig Grinder Relocates Holes 

in Hardened Parts by Finish-Grinding 

With both machines working to pre-engineered 

dimensions, die, stripper and punch plates can be 

made concurrently by several toolmakers instead of 

progressively as a one-man job. And greater accu- 

racy and economy are achieved. Here’s how: 

Both the Moore Jig Borer and Jig Grinder em- 

ploy lead screw measuring principle and con- 

venient system of coordinate hole location. Lead 

screws hardened and ground to .0002” over 14” of 

travel and within .00005” in any given inch are built 

into the machines... assure precise, rapid table set- 

tings within .0001”. 

Coordinate calculations, made by engineering 

department, are used throughout—in bor- 

ing the soft pieces and finish-grinding the hardened 

parts. All work is done to figures instead of to “‘fit”— 

promotes greater accuracy and saves operator’s time. 

Parts are made concurrently, Errors in hardened 

pieces are corrected, not transferred to other parts. 

This permits several toolmakers to work on the job 

at once, speeding die delivery to your press room. 

Both machines inspect own work before re- 

moval from the machine. By simply inserting a dial 

indicator in place of the boring or grinding tool and 

resetting the micrometer lead screws to the original 

specification, errors in earlier settings are immedi- 

ately apparent and readily corrected without dis- 

turbing the set-up. 

Mass-die-production has many other advan- 

tages...saves over-all toolmaking hours...lowers 

tool costs...increases toolroom capacity...prolongs 

tool life. 

Why not investigate how this Engineered Hole Loca- 

tion Service can increase the productivity of your 

toolroom and production methods. Write today— 

MOORE SPECIAL TOOL COMPANY, INC. 

738 JNION AVENUE, BRIDGEPORT 7, CONNECTICUT 

JIG 

GRINDER 
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RUSTLESS DATA SHEET NO. 1 

use RUSTLESS Stainless Steels? 

For innumerable applications, stainless steels are 

the most economic engineering materials known. 

Why 

A few of the many advantages of using Stainless Steels are .. . 

DURABILITY 

Stainless Steels have remarkable resistance 
to a wide variety of corrosion conditions 
and to the effects of high temperature 
exposure; no plating to peel or wear off; 
no paint to chip; pessess resistance to 
abrasion and erosion and eliminate 
contamination. 

STRENGTH 

Over a wide temperature range Stainless 
Steels, depending upon grade and size, 
offer: tensile strengths ranging from 
70,000 to 300,000 pounds per square 
inch; high yield strengths; high strength- 
weight ratios, thus permitting lighter, 
safer, and more dependable structures. 

TOUGHNESS 

Stainless Steels will absorb great shock 
loads even at extremely low temperatures 
and have exceptional endurance strength; 
yet they can be machined, formed and 
welded with ease, 

ECONOMY 

In spite of somewhat higher initial cost 
compared to ordinary steel, Stainless 
Steel products have long life at low 
maintenance which results in best overall 
economy. Fabrication costs which often 
constitute the bulk of total costs can be 
reduced by the application of proper 
techniques. 

STIFFNESS 

With high elastic moduli, Stainless Steels 
have nearly twice the rigidity of copper 
base alloys—three times that of alu- 
minum —five times that of magnesium—- 
and many times that of plastics. This is 
important when designing for minimum 
space. 

SALES APPEAL 

The clean, bright surface of Stainless 
Steels has captivated public acceptance 
for appearance, sanitation and utility. 
Consumer articles marked ‘‘Stainless”’ 
sell quickly. Process equipment made of 
Stainless induces cleanliness, efficiency 
and better working conditions, 

HOW TO SELECT THE PROPER STAINLESS GRADES 

There are many grades of Stainless Steels. Each has its 
own composition, physical characteristics, mechanical 
properties and degree of corrosion resistance and 
workability. 

Because the characteristics of Stainless Steels differ from 
one another and from other materials, you will want to 
consult Rustless—America’s specialists in Stainless Steels 

—for data and experience necessary for proper design and 
selection. 

All Stainless Steels contain as a basic ingredient ten 
percent or more chromium. It is this element which 
produces the corrosion and scale resisting properties. 
Such elements as nickel, molybdenum, columbium, 
titanium and several others contribute special attributes. 

THERE ARE THREE BASIC GROUPS OF STAINLESS STEELS 

Straight Chromium —Hardenable by Heat Treatment 
Rustless 12 Type 410 
Rustless 12T Type 403 
Rustless 12FM Type 416 
Rustless 13-C-35 Type 420 
Rustless 13-C-35FM Type 420F 
Rustless 16-2 Type 431 
Rustless-17-C-60 Type 440A 
Rustless 17-C-80 Type 440B 
Rustless 17-C-100 Type 400C 
Rustless 17-C-100FM Type 440FM 

Straight Chromium — Non-Hardenable 
Rustless 17 Type 430 
Rustless 17FM Type 430F 
Rustless 21 Type 442 
Rustless 27 Type 446 

Chromium-Nickel — Hardenable by Cold Work Only 
Rustless 18-8 Type 302 
Rustless 18-8 Type 304 
Rustless 18-8FM Type 303 
Rustless 25-12 Type 309 
Rustless 18-12-3Mo. Type 316 
Rustless 18-10-Ti Type 321 
Rustless 18-10Cb Type 347 

A wide range of physical properties may be 
obtained by quenching from hardening heat. 
The high carbon grades are generally used in 
the hardened and steeeb-ealiaved condition, 

Superior in corrosion resistance to above 
group. Generally used in annealed or soft 
condition, 

Highest corrosion resistance of all. Non- 
magnetic when annealed, becoming magnetic 
as cold worked. Exhibit extraordinary resis- 
tance to stress concentration. 

(—}) 

DIVISION OF NW 

WY 
SALES OFFICES: 

BALTIMORE * BOSTON * BUFFALO 
CHICAGO * CINCINNATI * CLEVELAND 
DETROIT * LOS ANGELES * MILWAUKEE 

NEW YORK ¢* PHILADELPHIA 
PITTSBURGH ¢ ST. LOUIS 

DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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STAINLESS STEEL SPECIALISTS 

RUSTLESS IRON AND STEEL DIVISION 
The American Rolling Mill Company 

BALTIMORE 13, MARYLAND 



Machine tool manufacturers recog- 
nize the built-in accuracy of the 
Giddings & Lewis Horizontal Bor- 

ing Machine. Here a special ma 
chine base is being bored ysing a 
Continuous Feed Facing Head. 

The inner 24” bore has just been 

completed and held to .0005”. 

RAILROAD 

Railroad shops turn out a greater va- 

riety of work on their G. & L. ma- 

chines in less time than on any other 

type machine tool. Eight hours were 

required to mill this locomotive cross 

head—now it is completed in 30 

minutes. 

A truck engine m suc- 

machines to produce blocks 
until a production line was set 

up. Now the G. & L. Horizontal 

Boring Machines are profitably 
used to complete a wide range 
of work ordinarily routed to Be 
several single purpose ma- py . ' 

chines. 7 ay Sw , 

aA a 
I 9 

Open construction of G. & L. Horizontal 
Boring Machines enables shi il to 
machine unwieldy work without diff- 
culty. Use of a vertical drilling machine 
would have required digging a pit to do 
this job. 

G.& L. Table Type G. & L. Floor Type G. & L. Planer Type G. & L. Multiple 
Machine Machine Machine Head Type Machine 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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DIE and FIXTURE MFG 

‘ws Machining this frame for an cil Jigs, fixtures, tools and dies 

| field pump is an ordinary job for are made in less time when 
a G.& L. Horizontal Boring Ma- %: 

chine. Machine scales and verniers they donot have to be reset 

are used exclusively to locate all for subsequent operations. 

h ° 
SeoraR Senay eer The machining time on this 

forging die was cut from 

300 hours to 100 hours. 

Diesel engine manufacturers 

find Giddings & Lewis ma- 

chines especially profitable 

to operate for producing 

large engines. Main bearing 

bores and alignments on 

this block are held through 

the use of internal support 

bushings. 

28, 1946 



Common Bence Assembly 

Lyginecring 

T'S CERTAINLY sound common sense to save 

| any assembly time which does not add to 

your product or your profits. The way the 

I. T. E. Circuit Breaker Company of Phila- 
delphia saved it... in assembling switchboards 
and circuit breakers. They used P-K Self-tap- 
ping Screws everywhere possible, in many 

kinds of materials. The minutes saved by elimi- 
nating individual tapping operations are mul- 
tiplied many thousands of times in assembling 
this kind of apparatus, That rates as common 

sense assembly engineering! 
You don’t know we don’t know... 

whether or not P-K Screws would save you 
money on your assembly job. But we do know 
that in 7 out of 10 jobs submitted to us, P-K 
Screws do the job better, for less. Why not find 

out if your job is one of the lucky seven? 

Let a P-K Assembly Engineer prove it 

The way one manufacturer makes fastenings 
with P-K Self-tapping Screws illustrates only a 
small part of the advantages of these unique 
fastenings. Maybe your product needs some of 
the many other advantages of P-K Screws. 
With the help of a P-K Assembly Engineer 
you can find out... either by his calling on 
you, or your mailing in assembly details .. . 
both without obligation. Parker-Kalon Corp., 
208 Varick St., New York 14, N. Y. 

Sold Only Through Accredited Distributors 

Tat 

PARKER-KALON 

The P-K Type ‘‘F”’ 
Self-tapping Screw is 
used for a multitude of 
fastenings . .. for wire 
cleats, insulation, 
switch covers, name 
and calibration plates, 
and even functions as 
terminals in these 
I. T. E. switchboards 
and circuit breakers. It 
cuts a clean, snug fit- 
ting thread as it is 
driven, and makes se- 
cure fastenings in such 
materials as the slate, 
ebony asbestos, and 
bakelite used in these 
switchboards. 

o 
¥ 

Tvee “Zz” TYPE 
PHILLIPS — 

SELF-TAPPING SCREWS 

A FASTENING FOR EVERY METAL AND PLASTIC ASSEMBLY 
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MOLYBDENUM CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

PNSEISEIR 

MASTER no man can become, in any pursuit, with- 

out full apprenticeship. The competence of the MCA 

organization has been acquired through long and 

varied experience 

CRAFT—the developed skill and ‘know how” of the 

craftsman—leaves trial and error behind and, follow- 

ing precise formulas and exact procedures, leads to 

definite results. MCA products and recommendations 

carry that assurance 

ALLOYS—of highest quality, efficiency, and econ- 

omy in use are produced by the Molybdenum Cor- 

poration. As a large supplier of Molybdenum, 

Tungsten, and Boron, MCA has had a leading part 

MOLYBDENUM 

MARCH 28 1946 

RAPT 

in standardizing quality at the highest level. Corre- 

spondence is invited. 

AMERICAN Production, American Distribution, American Control 
Completely Integrated. 

Offices: Pittsburgh, New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle. 

Sales Representatives: Edgar L. Fink, Detroit; H. C. Donaldson 
& Co., Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle. 

Subsidiary: Cleveland-Tungsten, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio 
Works: Washington, Pa.; York, Pa. 

Mines: Questa, N.M.; Yucca, Ariz.; Urad, Colo. 

SS 

Ze 

CORPORATION OF AMERICA \ 

GRANT BUILDING PITTSBURGH, PA. 



CUTTING COSTS 

of metal cutting 

operations with 

COOLANT PUMPS 

Ruthman Gusher Coolant Pumps respond quickly, use less power when 

throttled. Their simple construction and the vibrationiess rigidity of 

the one piece shaft saves wear and assures long life. 

ett eur Gali ama@emme So when you want economy 
Tel a2 Well lem cey-4e) in your metal cutting oper- 
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO ations be sure te specify 

The ""GUSHER''—A Modern Pump “Gusher” pumps on your mo- 
For Modern Machine Tools chines. Write now for catalog 

Capacities from ‘th to I oS 2 ee : : 

ton. Available for plug- Seas ] Split Ballbearings may be 

in on 110, 220 or 440 volt i used where other a-f bear- 
circuits. One-hand con- ings cannot. 

trol. Prices from $130. 

May be used as interme- 

diate bearings, supplement- 

REASONS ing solid race bearings.* 
Materials handling is said to repre- 

sent the largest single labor cost WHY Are used where split race 

in industry—the largest single use | bearings are the most eco- 

of manpower. CM Comet Electric SPLIT nomical to service. 

oe Hoists can make this same man , s 
Where sound engineering 

dictates integral design 

rather than keyed construc- 
fatigue. From “receiving”, through tion (gear clusters, etc.) 

the production line, to “shipping”, | BEARINGS 

CM Comets are doing an outstand- * Permits use of a-f bearings on 

ing job in making both ends meet. baw lingsiv® ‘ed all main bearings of crankshafts 
: : : which without the use of Split 

Write today for CM Bulletin 138 : Ballbearings would be impos- 

for the entire illustrated details. f. \ US sible. 

(and woman) power more produc- : BALL 

tive, more efficient and with less 

Catalog on request. Ask for 

€ HI | S El © lL M) 8 (M
I ©) © Ri [p | ae ‘ | bulletin TW’-2-46 

HOIST CORPORATION 
(Affiligted with Columbus-McKinnon Choin Corperation) 

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORIES: 128 Frement Ave. TONAWANDA, N.Y 

*DIVISIBLE RACE BEARINGS: 

id 2 eo 

LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE. U.S.A 
SALFPS OFFICES: New York. Chicege and Cleveland 
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Adjustment 

N FEBRUARY 3, 1944, five 

Veelos V-belts were installed 

on this No. 5 Gisholt Lathe— 

located in a large steel plant. They 

have been in continuous operation 

ever since—wnder severe conditions. 

Yet these belts have never once been 

adjusted and are reported remarkably 

free from slip. Idlers used on the 

former belt installation were re- 

moved when Veelos went on. 

On all V-belt drives that call for 

uniform belt tension without diffi- 

cult adjustment and for freedom 

from slip, link construction makes 

Veelos the logical choice because: 

Link Construction 

Maintains Uniform Tension 

Easy adjustment of Veelos length 

assures that each strand of a multiple 

LINK CONSTRUCTION UPS PRODUCTION 

MARCH 28, 1946 

i * 

Two Veelos V-belt drives on No. 5 Gisholt Lathe. 4 Veelos “B” belts 
operate the main drive; 1 Veelos “B” belt operates the oil pump. 

V-drive carries its exact share of 

the load. All strands constantly 

work together, delivering full power. 

VEELOS 

THE LINK 

V-BELT 

Link Construction Ends Slip 

Veelos link construction provides 

quick, easy tension adjustment to 

end slip... keeps machinery run- 

ning at full speed and productivity. 

Let us give you the Veelos record 

on other drives—covering a broad 

range of applications and indus- 

tries. Write today. 

MANHEIM MANUFACTURING & BELTING CO. 

MANHEIM, PENNSYLVANIA 

Adjustable 
to any Len 

Adaptable to 
any Drive 



35 years is the service record 
of this threaded vertical Gits 
oiler... and it could very well 
have gone right back on the 
job after this picture was taken! 

This Gits drive type oiler isn’t 
very “pretty” because it has 
lead a truly rugged life. Its his- 
tory is lost in antiquity but its 
performance was unquestioned 
right to the end! 

This Gits elbow-type veteran 
really “took it on the chin” 
many years ago, but continued 
to deliver trouble-free service 
in spite of its battered condition. 

y Gits Oilers Made of Bar Stock stand the. 

test of time with an unflinching record of 

reliable performance. 

Gits Oilers Made of Bar Stock come in a 

wide range of sizes and types to fit every 

specialized lubrication need. 

Gits Oilers Made of Bar Stock will take 

abuse over and beyond the exacting de- 

mand of any lubricating problem. 

Gits Oilers Made of Bar Stock, viewed solely 

on their performance record, are the most 

economical . . . dollar for dollar . . . that can 

be specified to solve your lubrication prob- 

lems. 

Here is positive, visual proof that Gits Oil- 

ers made of bar stock give uninterrupted, 

trouble-free service over an extended 

period of years. From an engineer's viewpoint, we can- 

not be more specific because Gits Brothers records 

date back but 35 years and there is no instance. of 

product engineering failure in that period of time! 

Specialized engineering research is the keynote 

of this enviable performance record. When sub- 

mitted to Gits Bros., your oiling problems are given 

personalized, sincere attention that result in a spe- 

cific and permanent solution. Leading to this end, 

we suggest that you submit your lubricating prob- 

lems for Gits specialized consideration. Also, ask for 

the Gits Catalog No. 60 giving details of Gits lubri- 

cating devices and engineering data. 

GiTs Bros. MFG: Co. 

185” South Kilbourn Avenue, Chicago 23, Ill. 

Co 
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Form J 
General Purpose Application 

Splash Proof Protection 

Explosion Proof 

MARCH 28, 1946 

100 horsepower, three phase, 
continuous duty, open rated, 
ball bearing motor, driving an 
air compressor in clean fac- 
tory surroundings-no special 
motor protection is necessary, 

~~ ' ~ 

a e © 
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op performance over the longest period of time is the 

F fat of selecting the correct type and size of electric 

motor. Century's wide range of types and sizes will satisfy all 

popular requirements. 

Century motors are built in open protected, splash proof, 

totally enclosed fan cooled, and explosion proof types; with 

rigid, cushion, horizontal, or vertical mountings. Century 

motor sizes range from 1/20 to 600 horsepower and are avail- 

able in single phase, three phase, and direct current types. 

There is a Century motor with the correct electrical char- 

acteristics to meet the load requirements — and with the 

right frame to adequately protect the motor from any hazard- 

ous atmospheres. By selecting the correct Century motor you 

get top performance. 

Be sure you get top performance from your electric motor 

driven installations — specify Century. 

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO. 

1806 Pine Street, St. Louis 3, Missouri 

Offices and Stock Points in Principal Cities 



Demonstration of McCaskey Simpli- 

fied Systems for Production Control, 

Machine Loading and Dispatching, 

Tool Crib Control, Maintenance and 

Costs for the Tool Department .. . 

at the 

A. S. T. E. EXHIBIT 

McCaskey Tool Control replaces guesswork with 

facts for determining the quantity of every tool 

item you need in your tool cribs. Users in plants 

large and small have reduced their tool crib 

inventories from 20 to 50%. 

When McCaskey was first installed in one well- 

known plant, for example, the total inventory was 

approximately 38,500 tools. Three months later 

this inventory was reduced to 15,000 tools. An- 

other user reported savings of more than $50,000 

in less than one year. 

Write for detailed reports of these and other plants where 

McCaskey Control has cut. tool investment and effected 
numerous savings with direct reductions in tool costs. 

THE McCASKEY REGISTER COMPANY, ALLIANCE, OHIO 

McCaskey Systems Ltd., Galt, Ontario, Canada The McCaskey Register Co., Watford, England 

McCASKEY INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS 

PRODUCTION © INVENTORY © MAINTENANCE © TOOLS * COSTS *© PAYROLL 
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enlists C7 advantages 

of Phillips Screws 

fo make 

BIG ASSEMELY 

GAVINGF 

“THEY'RE MUCH, MUCH FASTER by every driving test,” 

Harry L. Spencer, Bendix V. P. in charge of manufacturing, 

told the investigator. “Since we’ll use well over 19,000,000 

Phillips Screws this year on washer production alone, that 

means an important saving. 

“EVERY DRIVER SKID WE AVOID (and we’d have plenty 

with slotted screws) saves us 50c to $5.00, according to the 

extent of the damage, for disassembly, refinishing, and re- 

assembly. That’s another reason why we are sold on Phillips.” 

Report No- 

ASSEMBLY 
oyna

 

WITH PHILLIPS SCR 

Company 
IANCES» 1x HOME APPL. BEND south pend, Ind. 

Products 

Home Appliances 

mc. 

Prepared by a 

PHILLIPS e420. SCREWS 

Wood Screws * Machine Screws + Self-tapping Screws * Stove Bolts 

INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATOR FINDS 

American Screw Co. 

Central Serew Co. 

Atlantic Serew Works / Y Atlas Bolt & Screw Co. 26a 

Chandler Products Corp 
Continental Screw Co. 
Corbin Serew Div. of 

American Hdwe. Corp. 
The H. M. Harper Co. international Serew Co. Lamson & Sessions Co. 

MARCH 28, 

Manufacturers Screw Products 
Milford Rivet and Machine Co. 
National Lock Co. 
National Screw & Mfg.Co. 
New England Screw Co. 
Parker-Kalon Corp. 

1946 

Pawtucket Screw Co. 
Pheoll Manufacturing Co. 
Reading Screw Co. 
Russell Burdsall & Ward 

Bolt & Nut Co. 
Scovill Manufacturing Co. 
Shakeproof Inc. 
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Co 
The Steel Company of Canada, Ltd. 
Sterling Bolt Co. 
Wolverine Bolt Ce. 

“DRIVER SKIDS HERE WOULD COST US 

UP TO $5.00 EACH”’ 

This investigator from James O. Peck Co., industrial research 
authorities, is visiting representative plants to get unbiased 
facts on assembly savings. Get his fact-filled reports! 

“UNSIGHTLY SLOTS with burrs to snag clothes just couldn’t 

be tolerated on a washer. We get no burrs with the Phillips 

Head - and it looks well, wherever it shows.” 

These highlights from the complete report on Bendix 

assembly savings point up economies you can’t afford to 

ignore with today’s squeeze on profits. This report, together 

with others now ready, and more to come, make up a prac- 

tical manual of successful assembly practice, inside facts you 

can get now, FREE. 

WHATEVER YOU MAKE, 
THERE ARE SAVINGS 
SUGGESTIONS FOR YOU 
IN THESE REPORTS! 

Studies cover products of 
metal, plastic, wood. Get 
these reports! Mail the cou- 
pon TODAY. 

PHILLIPS SCREW MEFRS., 
c/o Horton-Noyes 4 

2300 Industrial Trust Bidg., Providence, R. 1. 

Please send me the reports on Assembly Savings 
with Phillips Screws 

Name 

Company... Say 

pS EE, ee Re Eee Pe DSO ON Se Rees eS 
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ws 

across the country, ‘np many fields of industry, you'll 
be “4 

find Gerotor Hydraulic Pumps doing an outstanding job as 

igs standerd equipment on these industrial ma- 

Gerotor transforms an intricate pump problem into 

dable pump performance. 

you have a pump problem thet 16 hsiding up your prb- 

duction, consider Gerotor's 

ee cost operation. And let 

_ Gerotor's staff of engineers 

"show you how these famous | 

‘pumps. can do a better eas? 



Where PRECISION is the goal 

LHRASS 

is the 
metal... 

ee 

‘ 

"es 

The Spencer Microscope, used throughout the world 
for scientific and medical work, and some of the 
many Anaconda Brass parts used in its construction. 
Machined samples, illustrated and described on 
the following page, were supplied by courtesy of 

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY 

General Mifices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut 



Here’s why 

othing serves like B@ASS 

IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

MODERN MICROSCOPES, and similar optical instruments, have one important attri 

bute in common—accuracy in the lens system ... often held to a millionth of an 

inch! And for the necessary rigidity of the instrument, positive operation, smooth 

ness and precision of adjustment—nothing short of mechanical perfection will do. 

That is why, for the critical mechanical parts illustrated below and on the preced- 

ing page, nothing serves as well as Brass. For Brass is a sturdy metal .. . it is strong, 

tough, durable, corrosion resistant, and does not rust. It machines readily—leaves 

clean, full-formed threads and knurls... provides exceptionally smooth milled, 

reamed or turned surfaces for bearing or mating parts. 

Brass is economical, too. Through The American Brass Company it is produced in 

a wide range of readily-adaptable alloys in commercial forms; also in special ex 

truded and drawn shapes, hot pressed parts and pressure die castings. We’ll be 

glad to cooperate in determining the form and alloy most suitable for your needs. 

wnacowwA THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY 

Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company 
General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut 

In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN Brass Ltp., New Toronto, Ont. 



FOR EVERY LOAD, SPEED AND DUTY 

108 DISTINCT SERIES 

BALL, ROLLER AnD THRUST 

na hag OVER 3000 SIZES ng CL Coonan | 
Bearing Retainer Ball Bearing 

1A" to 22'2"" Bore—Metric and Inch Sizes 

Write for the Catalog and Engineering Counsel 

NORMA-HOFFMANN BEARINGS CORP’N.—STAMFORD, CONN., U.S. A. 

NAURMA-AVFFMANN 

Double Row Self-Aligning 
Bali Bearing 

Shielded Type Single Single Felt Sea Double Felt Sea 9000 Series (Feitiess eo Fully ree ed 
a ei e o Row Bali Bearing Boll Bearing Ball Bearing Seoled Bal! Bearing . ¥P 

Extra Light Type Angular Contact Bal! Extra Light Single Direc Single Direction Ba 
Bearing tion Ball Thrust Bearing Thrust Bearing 

0 hag 

Standard Cylindrical Type ''E'' Cylindrical Full Type (Retainerless) Extra Light Cylindrical Two-Lipped Cylindrical 
Cylindrical Rolier Scoring Roller Bearing Roller Bearing Roller Bearing Roller Bearing 
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Answers hundreds of questions on 

machine-shop stand- » 

ards and practice 4 

WMERICRR — in everyday . 

machine-shop work eer 

New 8th Edition 

1537 pages of most dependable data on all branches 
ef machine-shop and drafting-room practice; ever 
2500 illustrations, diagrams, and tables; in one 
handy volume, 4% x 7, $5.00 
Now _ includes the Wartime Data Supplement, giving 
you benefits of many time and material saving short- 
cuts developed in war work. 

American Machinists’ 

HANDBOOK 

By FRED H. COLVIN 

Editor Emeritus, American Machinist 

and FRANK A. STANLEY 

Editor, Western Machinery and Steel World 

Just where can any worker find as much and so wide a variety of helpful 
material as is given in this well-planned and well-organized handbook? 
Just think of being able to find the answer— the “right’’ answer—to any 
question—“‘quickly”—layouts, feeds, speeds, tools, jigs, fixtures, materials, 
standards, tolerances—a wealth of the most useful information appli- 
eable to problems that arise in every type of shop or plant, whatever its 
size, whatever its special problems. 

28 helpful sections 

Bolts, Nuts and Screws 
Measuring and Fitting 
Tapers and Dovetails 
Shop and Drawing Room 

Standards 
Wire Gauges and Stock Weights 
Horse-power, Belts and Shafting 
Metals and Other Materials 
Machine Forgings 
Knots and Slings 
General Reference Tables 
Automotive Data 
Railroad Shop Data 
Shop Trigonometry 
Dictionary of Shop Terms 

Screw Threads 
Pipe and Pipe Threads 
Drilling 
Reamers and Reaming 
Taps and Tapping 
Files and Work Benches 
Babbitting, Brazing, Soldering 

and Welding 
Gearing 
Turning and Boring 
Milling Machine Feeds and Speeds 
Grinding, Honing and Lapping 
Screw Machine Tools, Speeds 
Punch Press Tools 
Broaches and Broaching 

Don’t wait till time of acute need to investigate this book, recognized 
everywhere as a standard manual of data, methods and definitions for 
apprentices, machinists, toolmakers, draftsmen, designers, foremen, super- 
intendents, and all others who need dependable material in the machine- 
shop and metalworking field. Send for a copy today. Even a few 
accurate, up-to-date facts from this handy, “pocket-companion” volume 
will more than repay you its cost. 

MeGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., 330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 
Send me Colvin and Stanley's AMERICAN MACHINISTS’ HANDBOOK, 8th 
Edition, for 10 days examination on approval, In 10 days I will send $5.00, 
plus few cents postage, or return book postpaid. (We pay postage on orders 
accompanied by cash remittance; same return privilege.) 

Name .... 

Address 

City and State .. 
Gem 

Position a a 
(In Canada: Mail 'to Embassy Book Co., 12 Richmond St. E., Toronto 1) 

1 Lehigh-manton 

COMBINATION UNIT 

does the work of 

~ old fashioned units 

sueemetenie 

J WERE IS A REAL 

ADVANCE IN AIR 

CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
LEHIGH’S OWN large organi- 
zation with its modern foundry 
plants and many acres of au- 
tomatic tools, is the inspira- 
tion and proving ground for 
this fine new air control equip- 
ment. LEHIGH knows the need 
from wide experience — and 
stands ready to share its many 
major air control developments 
with other progressive organi- 
zations. Inquiries are invited. 

Lehigh- MARTON 
®COMBINATION VALVE 

—~— as illustrated 
* DELAYED ACTION VALVE 

— for single control 
of multiple operations 

* PACKLESS, QUICK OPENING 
HAND OPERATED VALVE 
— for 4-way operation 

Ask for Bulletin AMIOI 

MARTON AIR VALVE EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

Lehigh Foundries, Jue. 

Main Offices and Plant: EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA 
New England Representative: Marton Equipment, Inc., 195 Cabot St., Beverly, Mass. 

Lehigh-MARTON 
Combination Unit 
MODEL 3-MA2 

for 2-3-and 6 way action. 
Combines . . . VALVE, 
GAUGE, REGULATOR, 

LUBRICATOR 
AND STRAINER 

Use up to 200 Ibs. Pressure 

~~ / 

IBS 
Note compactness 
of this Motor Driv 
en Centrifugal 

RELIABILITY 

—FROM PRECISION MANUFACTURE — 

FOR STEADY, UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE, SPECIFY 
BROWN & SHARPE PUMPS. CATALOG ON REQUEST. 
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE 1, R. I., U.S.A. 

GEARED * VANE ® CENTRIFUGAL * MOTOR DRIVEN 

BROWN & SHARPE 

PUMPS 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



AUTO-LITE 

DIE CASTINGS 

With ‘Controlled Metals’’ g0 complete facilities for die 

casting, machining and finishing either in zinc or alumi- 

“Controlled Metals’’ assure strength, accuracy, finish 
when you specify Auto-Lite Die Castings. Porosity is 
held to a minimum . . . design changes can be made to 
eliminate defects . . . metal can be better controlled for 
casting through such thorough practice as spectograph 
analysis, metallographic studies and X-ray inspection. 
Once the standard is set uniformity is assured. 

num. Engineers and manufacturers will find at Auto- 

Lite the strength, accuracy and finish with which die 

castings help supply the improved product demanded by 

today’s markets. For information, write: 

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY 

600 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois Die Casting Division 
Woodstock, Illinois 

723 New Center Bidg., Detroit 2, Michigan 

TUNE IN THE AUTO-LITE RADIO SHOW STARRING DICK HAYMES-—SATURDAYS, 8:00 P. M.—E. S. T. ON C B S 
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...it is the LeMaire TWIN RAM 

which can be utilized in making your own special 

purpose machines for drilling, boring, reaming, etc. 

Being self-contained, the TWIN RAM 

lends itself to an exceptionally wide 

range of applications, and its usefulness 

is not restricted—this feature means 

extra value. It can be mounted horizon- 

tally, vertically or at any angle, and be 

transferred from one base to another 

as requirements dictate. 

it can thus be one of your most 

Builders of unit and way type machines 4 
for single or multiple spindle drill- 
ing, boring, reaming, topping, 
etc. — twin ram hydraulic 
units — match-if gear 
chucks. 

valuable pieces of equipment. 

Uniform pressure behind the 

load is always in a straight 

line—the two rams pre- 

vent twisting action. 

Send for new 

complete 

catalog. 

VERTICAL 
DRILLING 

a= _ > 

4-WAY HORIZONTAL 
OPERATIONS 

Gri Hey 

3-WAY HORIZONTAL 
OPERATIONS 

Se 

i O® 

SINGLE END, 
HORIZONTAL 

DOUBLE END, _5-WAY HORIZONTAL 
HORIZONTAL OPERATIONS > 

LeMAIRE TOOL & MFG. Co., 2657 So. Telegraph Rd., Dearbors, Mich. 

194 AMERICAN MACHINIST 



The REEVES Moto- 

drive is a complete, 

totally enclosed, ac- 

curate variable speed 

power plant. It will 

drive any production 

machine at infinitely 

variable speeds, making available instantly the most 

efficient speed for every changing condition. 

This compact, modern variable speed drive is widely 

used where space is limited or where direct connection 

is desirable. An outstanding advantage is that any 

make, foot type, ball-bearing constant speed motor in 

standard NEMA dimensions may be specified. 

Simple, rugged, dependable, the Motodrive utilizes 

the time-tested REEVES principle of a V-belt driving 

between two pairs of cone-shaped discs which are 

adjustable to form an infinite number of driving and 

driven diameters. The transmission of power is accurate 

at all speeds. 

Two space-saving designs—horizontal and vertical 

—each built in six basic sizes from '/4 to 15 h.p., cover- 

ing ratios of speed range from 2:1 through 6:1. By 

reason of the many different sizes, speed ratios and 

reduction gear combinations available, you can obtain 

REEVES Motodrives with output speeds as low as 1.35 

r.p.m.; others as high as 3,480 r.p.m. Handwheel con- 

trol for speed shifting is standard, but Electric Remote 

is also available. Nation-wide engineering and service 

facilities. For full information on Motodrive and the 

two other basic REEVES units—Transmission and Vari- 

Speed Motor Pulley—write for 96-page catalog A-450. 

REEVES PULLEY COMPANY e COLUMBUS, INDIANA 

MARCH 28, 1946 

Recognized Leader in the Specialized Fkid of Speed Control Engineering 

Variatle 

REEVES Speed Control 



Some Check 1.1 

We TRIPLE Check! 

Tre Sier-Bath Gear shown here is getting 

" three checks. (1) The Michigan Sine Line Lead 

Checker measures its lead to within 0.0001” 

over 2 inch width face. (2) An experienced 

gear craftsman who knows what to anticipate 

and how to interpret is operating the checker. 

(3) The recorder strip is studied by an 

inspector. In addition, you check the gear, 

yourself, via the recorder strip copy fur- 

nished at your request. 

Other Precautions Also Insure Accuracy 

The story told by the checker is a prophecy of that 

Sier-Bath gear’s excellent performance in your ma- 

chine. Sier-Bath Gears are as close to perfection as 

skilled craftsmen and modern fabricating methods 

can make them. Sier-Bath’s complete heat treating 

facilities assure you that they will remain that way. A 

constant temperature checking room insures year 

‘round uniformity. When you. use Sier-Bath Gears, 

you not only prevent headaches in your own shop but 

you also build customer good will. Send us your gear 

specifications. 

SIER-BATH GEAR COMPANY, INC. 
9246 HUDSON BOULEVARD, NORTH BERGEN, N. J. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



GEAR HEADQUARTERS 

por over 53 years 

Years ago, our founder coined a slogan: ‘‘Gears we can’t make, ain't’ 
. ungrammatical, but so very true. 

Literally, during our long and specialized experience, it is question- 
able if there is any type of gear (or geared transmission device) that 
we have not made, .. . and, that is the reason why we have been 
labelled by so many industrial firms as ‘‘Gear Headquarters.”’ 

Incidentally, our ‘‘brand new’’ Gear Book will be sent to you uvon 
request on your business letterhead, without obligation. 

Industrial Gears and Speed Reducers 

IN sty p WILLIAM & J. = Gueer Limite, TORONTO. LimiTorqus Valve Controls 
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ART OF ACCURACY 

a 

1910 NORTH FRONT ST. 

PHILADELPHIA 22, PENNA. UAKER CITY GEAR WORKS, INC. 

Ay o 

CUT path ALL 

GEARS TYPES 

GANSCHOW GEAR CO., 14 N. Mergan Street, GHICAGO 7. 

3 D a” ATLANTIC = fine GEARS 

Dy Reem » *, ‘> ee ANY TYPE — Spur, helical, herringbone, bevel, 
i? 2 "9 / worm, spiral 

alk be Ae 
oe ‘a. ANY SIZE—%" to 60” 

‘ ANY MATERIAL —Cast iron, steel, brass, bronze, 
Micarta 
ANY Page ITY—One gear or volume production 

equipped for prompt service on SPECIAL GEARS AND We 
ts BREAKDOWN JOBS. Send us blueprints or geor samples. Write 

a aS ‘ for our complete 111 page stock gear catalog, including chains, 
m — aot : a) . sprockets and reducers. 

’ a a? xy 4 ain d 
= 

EE
R S

 ATLANT
IC GEAR

 nate | 
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-GEARS and 

GEAR SHAFTS 

... for Automotive, Farm Equipment 

and General Industrial Equipment 

@In a full range, Automotive Gear Works 

will produce the gears you need—precision 

gears in production quantities—from approxi- 

mately %4” diameter and 24 pitch to approxi- 

mately 18” diameter and 2 pitch. Tolerances 

can be held on bearing diameters to the exact- 

ing limit of .0003”. 

@The gears and power transmissions will be 

manufactured precisely to your specifications— 

or engineered for maximum efficiency to your 

performance requirements. 

@ Your inquiries are solicited—and given im- 

mediate and careful attention. 

AUTOMOTIVE GEAR WORKS, INC., specializes in these gears: 

BEVEL GEARS (Spiral, Straight, Hypoid, Zerol) 

SPUR GEARS (Straight and Helical) 

FLYWHEEL RING GEARS 

GEAR SHAFTS 

AUTOMOTIVE 

EAR WORKS ac 

RICHMOND, INDIANA 
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SPECIFY - - 
Lea 

specify P&B 

GEARS TO ORDER 

Spiral and helical gears; special couplings, 4 
bushings and collars; pins, pulleys and rollers. 

Made to your specifications—promptly. 

KELLEY GEAR & TOOL CO. 

Bristol, Tennessee 

paB For Prect 

d Screws -*° modern equipment 

« of ample facil 
anship- - + 4 eglerances 

sion Wo
rm Gears 

and 

With Co
nfidenc

e: 

jtieS --* 

slow 4 cost s<jon at 4 
rm precis! Y on worm 

ST DELIVER 

EACH GEAR 

A MASTER GEAR 

and the way MEISEL builds gears, there’s 
just one right gear for any specific job. 
Designed for use under conditions that ex- 
ist, MEISEL Gears actually “belong” to a 
machine . . . are inherently able to give 
longer, quieter, more economical service. 
Investigate the advantages of specifically 
engineered gears by MEISEL. 

MEISEL PRESS MFG. CO. 

946 Dorchester Ave. Boston, Mass. 

GET YOUR QUOTATION 

from "HARTFORD" 

GEARS of every description cut to 
order 

GEAR, CAM and THREAD grinding 

AERONAUTICAL PARTS on con- 

tract basis 

Send blue prints or samples for estimate. 
Accuracy of work guaranteed to your speci- 
fications. 

THE HARTFORD SPECIAL | 

MACHINERY COMPANY 
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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This Power Unit is self-contained with motor 
and is designed to operate flaps on an airplane. 
it provides linear and rotary motion simult 
ously, and a second actuator may bé driven 

wo. electric motors pro- 

0 inches, 

from it by a flexible shaft. It may also be used 
to drive a series of jack screws. 

If you are interested in greater flex- 
ibility, more precise control of the 
machines and equipment you manu- 
facture, Foote Bros. Power Units 
offer a new solution to power con- 
trol problems. 

e Each unit is engineered to meet 

the specific requirements of the job 
it is to do. 

@ Units may be driven by an inte- 
gral motor, operated by flexible 
shaft, or may be direct connected. 

e They apply power exactly where 

it is needed and may be controlled 
by a switch convenient to the oper- 
ator at any distance from the Power 

Unit. 

e They are compact, light in weight 

and may be designed to fit any 
space envelope. 

FOOTE BROS. GEAR AND MACHINE CORP. 

Z peur VF, 

Power Units were originally de- 
veloped to free airplane pilots from 
such manual tasks as raising and 
lowering landing gear, adjusting 
wing flaps, etc. They now supply 
high speed accessory drives for jet 
propulsion engines. These units of- 
fer manufacturers of a vast variety 
of other equipment a new and better 
way of applying power. 

Our engineers will gladly work 
with you on the application of 
Power Units to improve the equip- 
ment you manufacture. 

A recently issued bulletin on 
Power Units giving complete engi- 
neering data on ‘“‘packages of 
power” will be sent on request. 
Also available is a bulletin on Air- 
craft Quality gears. Mail the coupon. 

Dept. E, 5225 S. Western Blvd., Chicago 9, III 

PE CDTESBROS 

Rotter Power Trartomiaoion Through Beller Lear 

” tas saint inmate santa clerates tumminaean a4 edna tai 

Gentlemen: 

er in parallel 
ial gear train 

Foote Bros. Gear and Machine Corporation 
Dept. E, 5225 S. Western Blvd., Chicago 9, III. 

Please send me Bulletins checked below. 
0 Bulletin on Foote Bros. Power Units 
O Bulletin on Aircraft Quality Gears 



STRAIGHT 

BEVEL 

* 

SPIRAL 

BEVEL 

SPIRAL 

BEVEL 

Graves 

CAPACITY 

Brad Foote Precision Cut Gears — every type — 

spur — helical — herringbone — bevel — non- 

ferrous — made in quantities of any proportion. 

Write for details and delivery schedules when 

in need of quantity deliveries to meet your nec- 

essary requirements. 

202 

PERFORMANCE 

TO THE CHOICE 

OF EXPERTS...| Q@q==m SPUR 
BEVEL 
HELICAL | 
SPLINE 
WORM 
SPECIAL ++ + + + H 

The manufacturer, design engineer 
and production expert make the 
selection of dependable gears one 
of their definite responsibilities. 

It is common practice in thousands 
of plants to specify Cincinnati 
Gears, Good Gears Only. Their 
precision control, accuracy and 
performance guarantee assured 
dependability. 

Each Cincinnati Gear is made to 
fit your particular specifications . . . 
it saves time and money and puts 
the right gear in the right place. 

THE CINCINNATI GEAR COMPANY 
Gears Good Gears Only’’ 

Wooster Pike and Mariemont Ave. * Cincinnati 27, Ohio 

HOLMAN NN 

ere tndor modern "processes, Lone lived 
TAPER PIN economical, accurate. Details on request. 

REAMERS HOLMAN REAMER CO. 
MANCHESTER, CONN. 

PROMPT 
ECONOMICAL SERVICE 

ALL TYPES, MATERIALS 
AND QUANTITIES re ea 

BRAUN GEAR CO., 1590-1608 Atiantic Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y 

7 ' ; 

ELLIPTICAL GEARS 

Also Other Non-Circular Gears 

ww 

BILGRAM GEAR & MACHINE WORKS 

1217-23 Spring Garden, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ALL TYPES OF GEARS 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



A continuous splash lubrication system 
rovides ample oil supply to and 

bearings. ‘rough em of oil feed 
to the ings provides a lus flow 
“—- fixed regulation for ample supply. 

of dust and dirt. 

WHY EFFICIENCY STAYS YOUNG’ 

IN THIS SPEED REDUCER 

The power transmission efficiency of a new mitting performance for many years of trouble- 

Farrel speed reducer is 98% to 98.8%. To pre- free operation. 

Farrel Speed Reducers are available in a com- 

plete range of sizes for any application. Ratios 

of single reduction units range from 1'4:1 to 

10:1, double reduction units up to 60:1, and 

This 5-point protection minimizes wear and triple reduction units up to 180:1. For complete 

assures the continuance of original power trans- information write for catalog No. 438. 

FARREL-BIRMINGHAM COMPANY, Inc. 

344 VULCAN STREET + BUFFALO, N. Y. 
Plants: Ansonia, Derby and Stonington, 

Conn., Buffalo, New York 
Sales Offices: Ansonia, Buffalo, New York, 
Pittsburgh, Akron, Los Angeles, Tulsa, 

Houston, Charlotte , 

serve this original efficiency...to keep it “young” 

during long, exacting service, Farrel has de- 

signed in protection at 5 vital places. 

FB.279° 
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Symbol 

of Service 

<< = = = V4 

a nt 

HROUGH our nine conveniently located ware- 

houses, we are endeavoring to meet your every 

need for steel. We can also provide practical assist- 

ance in solving the many present complex problems 

of steel supply and fabrication. That is why steel 

users recognize the U-S-S Label as the symbol of 

dependable service. 

Whatever your steel requirements may be—Hot 

Rolled or Cold Finished Bars, Structural Shapes, 

Plates, Sheets, Alloy Steel, Stainless Steel, Tools, 

Machinery, etc.—you can depend on us for cour- 

teous attention and prompt action. Phone, write or 

wire Our nearest warehouse. 

EVERY SUNDAY EVENING, United States Steel presents The 
Theatre Guild on the Air. American Broadcasting Company coast- 
to-coast network. Consult your newspaper for time and station. 

United States Steel Supply Company 

CHICAGO (90) 1319 Wabansia Ave., BRUnswick 2000 
P. O. Box MM 

BALTIMORE (3) Bush & Wicomico Sts., Giimor 3100 
P. O. Box 2036 

BOSTON 176 Lincoln St. (Allston 34), STAdium 9400 
P. O. Box 42 

HEnderson 5750 
Mitchell 7500 

CLEVELAND (14) 1394 East 39th St. 
MILWAUKEE (1) 4027 West Scott St., 

P. O. Box 2045 
NEWARK (1), N. J. Foot of Bessemer St., Bigelow 3-5920 

P. O. Box 479 REctor 2-6560 
BErgen 3-1614 

PITTSBURGH (12) 1281 Reedsdale St., N. S. CEdar 7780 
ST. LOUIS (3) 
TWIN CITY 

21st & Gratiot Sts.,P.O.Box 27 MAin 5235 

2545 University Ave., NEstor 2821 
St. Paul (4), Minn. 

UNITED 

Exactly 

to your 

Requirements 

Grant service ... 
whether for standard 
stock gears or gears 

cut to special dimensions .. . 

will enable you to get the gears 

you need promptly and exactly 
as specified. We offer a com- 
plete service, based on 64 years 
experience, on gears of all 
types and in all quantities. Ask 
for a Grant quotation. 

etisy, Pia fo, 
~~ 

WORKS 

THE 

GLENNY 

adjustable-expansion 

Puhk BROACH 

Send for Bulletin 9 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



NOW ... master 

the most successful 

machine-tool methods 

th This practical, up-to-date manual pp a 
grounding in the basic principles and ob of — 
tool work, shows you the preper handling, care and use of 
the most popular and widely used machine tools to help 
you achieve rapid, economical production. Let this help- 
ful book show you the most workable techniques of 
operating lathes, planers, shapers, drill presses, milling 
machines, turret lathes, grinding and broaching ma- 
ehines. Learn the possibilities of machine tools and their 
epplication to help in designing a product or machine— 
&now the basic principles upon which the highly special- 
ized art of machine tool work is foun 

Just Published 

MACHINE-TOOL 

~ WORK 

By WILLIAM P. TURNER 
ate Professor of Practical Mechanics, Purdue University 

Revised by Halsey F. Owen 
Associate Professor industrial Engineering, 

Purdue University 

Second Edition. 364 pages, 514 x 814, 434 figures, 
29 tables, $3.00 

This secend edition of a well-known and popular manual 
stresses modern, high-speed production. It supplies the 
shop man with a systematic course of instruction in the 
fundamentals of machine-tool work, demonstrates some of 
the basic principles upon which the present highly special- 
ized art of machine-tool work is founded. Hundreds of 
photographs, diagrams and drawings illustrate each 
machine-tool part, each operating technique, each modern 
machine, and twenty-nine tables supply valuable and 
reliable reference data. 

USE THIS MANUAL FOR VALUABLE FACTS IT 
SUPPLIES ON ALL THE STANDARD MACHINE 
TOOLS—SUCH HANDY INFORMATION AS: 

=—Methods of turning tapers 
—Measuring bored holes 
—Milling serew threads 
—Cutting internal threads 
Laying out and setting shaper werk 
—Special-purpese milling machines 
—Computation of helical gears 
—Turret-lathe tooling 
—Vertical automatic lathes 
—Drilling machine operation 
—Fixed multiple-spindle drilling machines 
—Selection of grinding wheels 
—Use of coolants 
—Broaching practice; ete. 
@ This revision emphasizes production methods and ma- 
chines in connection with the basic machine-tool oper- 
ations. It enables you to understand standard types of 
machines, their parts, construction, their best care and 
use, 

See this book 10 days on approval 

Simply send the coupon 

McGraw-Hill Book Co,. 330 W. 42 St., N.Y.C. 18 
Send me Turner and Owen’s MACHINE-TOOL WORK 
for 10 days’ examination on approval. In 10 days I will 
send $3.00 plus few cents postage er return book post- 
paid. (Pestage paid on cash orders.) 
i eT a Or ae 
ee 
city and State ......... ecceneomaiaquneinaenam 
Company ...... 
Position .. nein A, 3-28-46 

m Canada: Mail te Embassy Book Co., 
12 Richmond St. E., Torento, | 

Many of the country’s top-ranking 

manufacturers of equipment which 

requires precision gears for power 

transmission purposes, look upon 

our facilities as part of their own 

plant. And rightly so! Our job is—and 

to produce finished 

you'll 

always has been— 

precision gears to customers’ specifications. 

cally. As specialists in this 

Your pant, / to do our job well. 

thi 
IS Once your specifications are in our files, 

field, we have the equipment 

DY A SS 

(| it ti t re-orders are filled automati- 

and experience 

=—“ 

PERKINS MAKES: Helical Gears, Bevel Gears, Ratchets, Worm 

Gears, Spiral Gears, Spur Gears, Ground Thread Worms 

PERKINS WORKS IN ALL MATERIALS: 

Cast Iron, Steel, Bronze, Brass, Alumi- 

num, Stainless Steel, Cast Alloys, 

Monel Metal and Non-Metallic 

Compounds or Compositions 

SPRINGFIELD 2, MASS. 

vecision, custom-cut 



TORIT DUST COLLECTORS 

have proved their ability to solve 

the abrasive dust problem 

Over 10,000 TORIT Dust Collectors are now 

in use. They are cleaning and re-circulating 

the air from grinding, 

polishing and cut-off 

saws in all types of 

American industry. 

TORIT Dust Collectors 

fit all machines requir- 

ing dust control. Self- 

contained and compact 

in design, they are easy 

to install. They require 

no extensive piping, and 

are economical to oper- 

ate. 

Write for the new TORIT Dust 
Collector catalog No. 30 giv- 
ing full information and de- 
scription of the different size 
units. 

TORIT 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

280 WALNUT ST., ST. PAUL 2, MINN. 

Self-contained 
units for carry- 
ing away dust- 
ladenair around 
grinding, cut- 
ting, polishing 
and buffing 
wheels. 

TORIT Dust Collectors 

An answer to the challenge 

of many “impossible” war- 

time machining operations, 

Stuart’s SOLVOL Liquid 

Cutting Compound is now 

licking peacetime jobs for- |///// 

merly considered beyond 

the scope of water-mixed [/// 

fluids. Essentially a high 

quality cutting oil dispersed 

in water, it lubricates and 

cools both carbide and high 

speed tools insuring maxi- /// 

mum tool life and increased 

production. For further in- |////// 

formation write D. A. Stuart 

Oil Co., Limited, 2729 So. 

Troy St., Chicago 23, Illinois. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 





A REVERE EXTRUSION IS SHAPED TO YOUR DESIGN 

It used to be that many industrial products and parts had to be machined out of 

round or flat bar or rod in standard shapes such as half-round, hexagon, pentagon, 

octagon, square, oval. When the extrusion process was developed it was seen that 

if round rod could be extruded, so could rod and bar in almost any other shape, 

merely by using a die of the proper design. y & & 

Done with a big push! 

To produce an extrusion, a billet of metal 
is heated until semi-plastic, placed in a 
powerful hydraulic press, and forced 
through a die of the desired profile. The 
metal comes from the die in long lengths 
having the specified contours. By this 
process the greatest variety of odd and 
irregular forms can be made quickly 
Obviously, the shapes thus produced 
must be constant in cross section, with all 
grooves, slots, curves and similar design 
details parallel with the axis of extrusion. 

How this reduces your costs 

Revere Extruded Shapes are delivered to 
you in long lengths with most of the 
contours of the final part pre-formed. By 
sawing across a Shape, sections are ob- 
tained having forms otherwise obrain- 
able only through processes such as 
milling, planing and shaping, which are 
expensive not only in themselves but in 
the amount of scrap they produce. Some- 
times cutting off sections of the proper 
dimensions and deburring are the only 
finishing operations needed to produce 
the desired part. Forgings often start as 
extruded shapes, which. greatly reduce 
the amount of scrap in the flash and some- 
times simplify and speed-up the work. 

Easy machining 

Extrusion under great pressure produces 
metal that is dense and fine grained, free 
from blow holes. Speeds and feeds natu- 
rally vary with the alloy, but in general 
an extrusion is easily machined. By using 
special chucks, odd shapes can be fed in 
long lengths into automatic machines. 

Dimensions 

Maximum and minimum sizes and toler- 
ances depend upon the alloy, cross 
section, and intricacy of design. The 
maximum size usually is 8’’ under favor- 
able conditions. Large sizes often can be 
built up by dovetailing. (See No. 1, 
above.) Revere Extrusions are carefully 
straightened and inspected. Tolerances 
are .003” to .060", plus or minus. 
For closer tolerances or increased tempers 
in copper alloys, the shapes are given 
subsequent draws. 

To help you economize 

Revere offers the assistance of its sales- 
men and Technical Advisory Service in 
determining the applicability of special 
extruded shapes to your products. To 
take advantage of the cost-cutting and 
time-saving possibilities of extruded 
shapes, the first step is to write Revere. 
Just say: "Weare interested in extrusions.” 

. Store front section, aluminum 

. Truck body roof crown sill section, 
magnesium 

. Truck body corner post, magnesium 
. Truck body side post, magnesium 
. Aluminum rail car doorway section 
. Magnesium structural angle section for light 
plane 

. Light plane wingspar chord, aluminum 

. Magnesium rung for fireman's ladder 

. Channel section in magnesium 

REVERE PRODUCES 

EXTRUDED SHAPES IN: 

COPPER 

BRASS 

BRONZE 

NICKEL SILVER 

ALUMINUM ALLOYS 

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS 

REVERE 

COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801 

230 Park Ave., New York 17, New York 

Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mic! 
New Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y. 

Sales Offices in principal cities, 
distributors everywhere 

Listen to Exploring the Unknown on the Mutua! 
Network every Sunday evening, 9 to 9:30 p.m., ES 



WORDS FROM PROMINENT STEELWELD PRESS USERS 

AN IMPORTANT 

FABR/CATOR OF 

STRUCTURAL STEEL 
PROOUCTS MADE THE 
DECLARATION BELOW! 

SPECIAL TROUGH 

maf 
HOPPER PLATE 

sa “ ; 
{ - " \ Fi ‘ e \ 

FULFILLED ALL CLAIMS : 

ee 8 aR , who visited your plant prior ex 
to our purchasing the Steelweld Bending Press, 
comments as follows: ‘Our Steelweld Bending Press 
has fulfilled all the claims made for it, even the 
claims made by the Sales Manager.’ 

“I get nothing but the most enthusiastic reports 
from our shop superintendent and the men who are 
responsible for operating the press.” 

a 

GET THIS BOOK! THE CLEVELAND GRANE & ENGINEERING G0. 
CATALOG No. 2010 gives 
construction and engineering 1127 EAST 283xn0 STREET * WICKLIFFE. OHLO. 
details. Profusely illustrated. 

STEELWELD 

BENDING PRESSES 

BRAKING = FORMING = BLANKING = DRAWING = CORRUGATING = PUNCHING 

209 
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Niagara Presses and Shears are increasing output of thousands 

* of products. Just one example of their many advanced engi- 

BUY neering features is the instant-acting Niagara 14-point 

VICTORY engagement sleeve clutch which increases both the efficiency 

BONDS of the press and the operator, and results in more production 
* 

per man-hour. 

NIAGARA MACHINE & TOOL WORKS 

General Offices and Works: 637-697 Northland Avenue, Buffalo 11, N. Y., U. S. A. 
District Offices: General Motors Bldg., Detroit; Leader Bldg., Cleveland; 50 Church St., New York 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC, 

2100 South 52nd Avenue, SBty Chicago 5O,Mlis 
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Special Di, i 

We are well qualified by expe- 

rience and well equipped mechan- 

ically to produce special die sets 

of the highest quality. Send us your 

prints or call the ‘‘Detroit’’ man in 

yourarea. Wealsosupply standard 

foiT-Me tbc Mlamsli/m1)4-. Pe -laloM-liM alalet meh] 

accessories. 

CALL "DETROIT 

‘DETROIT TR 2-515 
NDIANAPOLIS 
lin in ia ctaelae: 
DAYTON 
TOLEDO 

SEATTLE 
i4@) ate), ioe 
SAN FRAN S 

DETROIT DIE SET CORPORATION 

2895 W. GRAND BLVD. @ DETROIT 2, MICH 
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t 

D
I
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PRODUCTO 

PRODUCTO 

TO 

PRODUCTO 

HEADQUARTERS 

BOOTH No. 812* 

Progress of Tooling... Equip- 

ment and Services that Every 

shop uses Every day in the year. 

Die Sets @ Die Makers Accessories @ 
Modern Machine Vises @ Dowel Pins @ 
Hand Tapping Machines @ Utility Pres- 
ses ® Dickerman Automatic Press Feeds 

PRODUCTO 

| WELCOME 

A-S-T-E MEMBERS 

AND GUESTS 

SET 

An exhibit of the 

tHe PRODUCTO 

MACHINE COMPANY 

BOOTH 

No. 812* 

12° 
PRODUCTO 

900 

a
e
 
ah 

TO Awe FROM ARENA 

THE PRODUCTO MACHINE co. 
SRIOGEPORT . CONNECTICUT 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



ining table 

for a BALDWIN PRESS ENGINEER 

If you've watched the trend in plant and shop 
equipment, you know that every year more 
and more presses have been finding their 
way into production lines. 

Results that once used to require a dozen 
different shaping, machining and joining 
Operations are now produced by a single 
thrust of a piston. In addition to economy, 
the product often gains in strength, appear- 
ance and utility because it is formed rather 
than assembled. 
When you're thinking of tomorrow's 

of 

i 
my 

products...and tomorrow's competition... the 
profit and production possibilities of presses 
are too important to overlopk. One of our 
engineers will be glad to review your manu- 
facturing problem, and suggest the places 
where a Baldwin Press can help you produce 
better, faster and more economically in metal, 
plastics or rubber. 

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Baldwin South- 
wark Division, Philadelphia 42, Pa. Offices: Phila- 
delphia, New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, 
Washington, San Francisco, Cleveland, Detroit, 
Pittsburgh, Houston, Birmingham. 

SLD, 

“S BALDWIN 

SOUTHWARK 

HYDRAULIC PRESSES 

MARCH 28, 1946 



‘THE DIEING MACHINE 

has been a 

life-saver 

on our 

TRANSFORMER 

LAMINATIONS!” 

Typical radio and power transformer laminations produced oa 4 &w 
Dieing Machines COMPLETE PER STROKE at speeds up to 36, per- 
=. Gages range from .003” high silicon steel, to .025” nickel alloy 
stee 

Dieing Machines are giving a NEW STANDARD of lami- 

nation production, including BOTH high production and long 

die life. Unique features assure precision alignment per- 

mitting smaller clearance between punch and die, which in 

turn dSsures a cleaner product. Uniform dulling gives in- 

creased die life often as much as 600%, to 1200%! Dieing 

| Machines are made in capacities from 10 tons to 300 tons. 

50-TON DIEING MACHINE 

Other capacities: 

10 tons to 

300 tons 

See BEATTY for a 
complete line of hy- 
draulic and me- 

chanical punches, 

presses and shears, 
engineered to the 

specific require- 
ments of your job. 
Write for information 
on your needs. - REQUEST 

CATALOG 46 

ie THE HENRY & WRIGHT MFG. CO. 

2B 
E ATTY 

HENRY 
& WRIGHT 

\~ HAMMOND, INDIANA DIEING MACHINES 

214 AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Gna STARTLING. CONTROL OF IT! 

READY 70 ADAPT 70 YOUR 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS / 

Here, in Mutti-Units, is complete oil-hydraulic power 

. as packaged components, ready-to-operate, and 

standardized . . . for easy, economical application to 

your special machinery or production equipment wherever 4 to 

6-ton pressures are required. Or, there’s a standard Mutt1-UNItT 

Frame which complements the Pumping Unit and Power Head 

and may be used in any of four different positions, as a com- 

plete machine tool in itself! 

FLEXIBILITY OF ARRANGEMENT 

Two assemblies . . . Pumping Unit and Power Head 

. - form the working parts of Mutt1-Unit HydrOILic 

power. The Pumping Unit may be located anywhere 

adjacent to the Power Head. It includes electric motor, 

hydraulic pump, reservoir, and pressure regulating valve . . . is 

available in 4 and 6-ton capacities. 

The Power Head can be applied to machines of your design, 

or used on the Standard Frame. It incorporates hydraulic cyl- 

inder and ram, control valve, control lever and adjustment de- 

vices . . . is available in five models for an amazing variety of ram 

actions, including manual or automatic control, rapid traverse 

and regulative pressing speed, automatically repeated pressure 

strokes, automatic ram cycling, and the now-famous Vibratory 

HydrOILic Pressure. Ram pressures are closely limitable up to 

4 or 6 tons. Ram strokes are regulative between ‘¢ inch and 

6 inches. 

The Standard Frame may be used in four different positions— 

horizontally, by using legs-which are available in two lengths— 

vertically, and vertically-tilted 10 or 20 degrees, by means of 

standard feet. Maximum daylight opening when using the Stand- 

ard Frame is 24 inches—minimum 12 inches. Maximum depth 

from centerline of ram to frame throat is 8 inches. Standard, 

interlocking accessories, such as indexing tables and ejection cyl- 

inders, are applicable to these Multi-Units. 

Thus, Denison engineers offer industry all the features of 

smooth, positive, and easily-controlled HydrOILic power in a 

form which you can apply to your particular production needs 

quickly and economically. Write today for additional information. 
' j 

THE DENISON ENGINEERING ce, DUBLIN ROAD, COLUMBUS 16, OHIO 

EQUIPMENT sz APPLIED 

wf ho)| Fer. S 



MOREY Waiverscl TURRET LATHES 

jor BAR or CHUCKING 

JESIGNeD AND BUILT BY 

STOCK DELIVERY 

MOREY MACHINERY CO., INS pianr sz zor ave. astoria 2 

(RANT 

RIVETERS — PIONEERS in 
their line—head rivets from 
smallest to 5%” diameter 
either by NOISELESS SPIN- 
NING or VIBRATING 
HAMMER method—Sizes to 
meet all needs—Types in- 
clude Vertical and Horizon- 
tal Multiple Spindles. 

Write for literature and don’t 
forget to send samples. 

THE GRANT MFG, & 
MACHINE Co. 

85 Silliman Ave., Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A. 

PRESSES 

FEEDS 

AUTOMATIC EQUIPMEN 

THE W & e) Press Ci 

BETTER-MADE 

DIE S&S 
AT LOWER COST 

46 Styles—!95,000 Sizes 

BAUMBACH MFG. CO. 
Machined Steel Semi - Steel 

Send for our new catalog 
1812 South Kilbourn Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

BAUMBACH 

E. A. STANDARDIZED 
ee 

DIE SETS, 

THE 

TORRINGTON 

ROTARY 

SWAGING MACHINE 

— with 4000 forceful 
squeezing hammer blows 
per minute—makes metal 
tougher and more elastic. 
Send for booklet—“The 
Torrington Swaging Ma- 
chine.” 

The Torrington Co., Swager Dept. 

56 Field Street Torrington, Conn. 

i
 ET

NA d
s! 

@ If you have a production phase 
that calls for tapering, sizing or 
reducing of solids or tubes, you 
can save money if you “ASK 
ETNA ABOUT SWAGING.” The 
superior performance of ETNA ma- 
chines assures you more pieces 
per hour at lower - Me - in 
capacities of 4" to 4” - larger 
sizes built to order! 

Ask for our swaging catalogs 

The ETNA MACHINE Co. 
1400 MAPLEWOOD AVE LEC 1] 

216 AMERICAN MACHINIST 



LELAND-GIFFORD
 

Hydraulic Feeds 

are meeting all Feed 

requirements for 

DRILLING 

REAMING 

and 

COUNTER BORING 

Ask for bulletin 850A. 

MARCH 28, 1946 
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WORK 

ROTATING 

TYPE 

5 Spindles 

6 Spindles 

8 Spindles 

On these machines, two threading operations can be han- 
died simultaneously, each thread controlled by its own 
lead screw. 
Among the many other modern features offered in both 

types are: pre-loaded anti-friction spindle bearings, hard- 

Goss & DE LEEUW MACHINE CO., NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

TOOL 

Goss & DE LEEUW ROTATING 

Multiple Spindle 

CHUCKING MACHINES 5 Chucking 

TYPE 

4 Spindles 

Positions 

ened ways, oversize spindles and gears of chrome-nickel 
steel,- heat-treated, 

Complete details will be found in descriptive catalog 
available on request. 

BU YE 

ed) as DD ee 

. «+ Put Your Small 

Work on a Production 

Basis! 

Those small, difficult jobs can be handled 
on a production basis with BURKE Motor 
Driven Milling Machines Nos. 1, 2, 3, & 
4. Primarily, this is because BURKES have 
been specially designed and built to do 
smaller milling jobs efficiently and eco- 
nomically. 

Then, too, a number of attachments are 
available . . . attachments that increase 
the units usability, and add to your pro- 
ductivity. These include a vertical milling 
attachment, index centers, and vises—3 
types, including swivel base. Now, when 
production must be stepped up, is the 
time to investigate the profit possibilities 
of BURKE Milling Machines, as applied to 
your work, 

Complete Information Will Be 
Sent You Upon Request — Write! 

I GEAR CUTTING MACHINES | 

New Design 

New Features 

New Advantages 

NEWARK GEAR CUTTING MACHINE CO. 

6¥ Prospect Street, NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY 

L FRANK E, EBERHARDT, President 

aaa — | 

p é 

p 

STRAIGHT SIDE SINGLE 

CRANK PRESSES 

for heavy blanking and forming 
Heavier classes of blanking 
and forming work can -be 
handled efficiently and eco- 
nomically on these presses. 
Sturdily constructed with 
either solid frame or built 
up with tie rods. Small elas- 
tic deflections do not affect 
tool alignment. All stresses 
taken centrally. Made also 
with wedge adjustment for 
slide for very close work. 
Full details on request. 

ZEH & HAHNEMANN CO. 

180 Vanderpool Street 

NEWARK N. J. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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allation of BRRNESDRIL 2-Spindle 
o. 262 Gang Drill, drilling and ream- 

ng weight hole in split master rod. 

Installation of two BRANESDRIL H-3 
dydrams with 12-spindle auxiliary 
cads and indexing fixtures for drill- 

24 holes in flange of propeller shaft. 

6 ee Ep 
: in 

REE copy 

For work above the sensitive drilling class, the 

complete line of Bxawtspmt Drilling Machines adapt 

themselves readily and quickly to low, medium 

and high production DRILLING, BORING, 

REAMING, FACING and TAPPING operations. 

Designed for light and medium, heavy-duty and 

progressive drilling, BaxntsmL Self-Oiling, All- 

Geared Production Drilling and Tapping Machines 

provide sturdiness, ample power and a wide range 

of QUICK change high speeds and feeds. 

BaantsoniL ENGINEERED PRODUCTION UNITS 

increase production and reduce costs. 

THERE IS A BARNESDRIL MACHINE WHICH 

BEST MEETS YOUR DRILLING NEEDS 

For light and medium drilling, BxawtsemL Single and 

Ganged, Self-Oiling, All-Geared Drilling Machines 

have capacities of 1"’ to 2”’ in steel. 

For heavy-duty work, BxantsemiL Hydram Machines, 

with single-spindle, ganged, and multi-spindle 

arrangements, will handle up to 4” in solid steel. 

For progressive work—drilling, reaming and tapping 

operations in sequence—BXawespmL All-Geared Hy- 

dram and Hydraulic Production Units (arranged in 

horizontal, vertical or angular position to suit indi- 

‘ to 4” in steel. vidual jobs) have capacities of '/2’ 

You can choose the proper BaantspmiL machine, with 

either single or multi-spindle heads, for any class 

of work from light to heaviest drilling. 

Consult BARNESDRIL engineers on your 

drilling problems. Their recommen- 

dations will assist you in selecting 

the BARNESML production drilling ma- 

chine that will give you increased 

production at lower costs. 

T MARCH 28, 1946 
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ONE SIZE 

MODEL D 
Slide Travel 1 in. 

Boring Capacity 0 to 8 in. 

514 OHIO AVE. 

NOW! 

YOU CAN 

GET THE 

**CHANDLER-DUPLEX”’ 

COMBINED BORING AND FACING TOOL 

HEAD IN SEVERAL SIZES 

INTRODUCING THE NEW HEAVY DUTY 

MODELS 

POWER FEED FOR FACING! 

DO ALL OPERATIONS IN ONE SET UP. FOR 

JIG BORER, MILLING MCH., DRILL PRESS, ETC. 

"A BORING HEAD THAT WON'T FACE 

ISN'T COMPLETE” 

The power feed feature for facing operations insures smooth, uniform 
movement of tool across work surface. This power feed can be engaged 
or disengaged instantly.. Adjustment of tool for boring is obtained in 
increments of one tenth in direct reading. 

Cutting bar may be set to any position in Tee Slot of Slide. Hardened and 
ground throughout. Feed screw and worm gear ground from solid. Bronze 
feed nut and bushings. All type shanks interchangeable. Write for full 
details. 

MANY NEW IMPROVEMENTS ADDED 

CHANDLER TOOL CO. 

MUNCIE, INDIANA 

THREE 
SIZES 

MODEL H.D. 
Slide Travel 

2'/2-3'/2 and 4'/2 in. 
Boring Capacity 0 to 26 in. 

PHONE 4973 

Specifications 

Made in Plain and 
Swivel Types 

Jaw Width—5” 

Jaw Depth—1-3 /16” 
Max. Opening (Plain 

Jaw) —254" 
Max. Opening (Swiv- 

el Jaw)—2!/," 
Weight 402 

Dimensions Overall 
—13” long—8” 
wide—5” high 

The HARTFORD Quick - Acting 

MILLING VISE combines POWER, 

SPEED, ACCURACY and STRENGTH 

Investigate today—by sending for 

descriptive literature. 

Because it combines all essential 

features for a tool of its kind, the 

“HARTFORD” has proved of out- 
standing value to production mill- 
ing. With a little practice, it can 

be manipulated with one hand. 

Two handles control all operations. 

The lower cam-faced handle gives 
quick opening and quick return. 
The top eccentric lever-handle 
provides a tremendous binding 

force. Release of eccentric binding 
lever and a quarter turn of cam 

lever opens movable jaw about 7/3” 
for quick, easy chip clearance and 
instant removal of work. 

Every part of the “HARTFORD” 
is designed and made for maximum 

strength. Perfect jaw alignment is 

assured regardless of how work is 

held. Movable jaw is heat treated 
and ground on all fitting surfaces. 

Screw holes interchangeable with 
those of the No. 2 B & S Vise. 

Replacements can be _ furnished 

promptly. 

Hartford 5, Conn. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Immediate Delivery 

HIGH SPEED STEEL, STRAIGHT SHANK 

TWIST DRILLS 

EXTRA LENGTH 

9’ CUTTING FLUTES—12’ LONG DRILLS 

LENGTH LENGTH LENGTH LENGTH 
SIZE OVERALL FLUTES SIZE OVERALL FLUTES 

INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES INCHES 

Ya" 12 21/64" 12 

9/64" 12 11/32” 12 
5/32 12 23/64" 12 
11/64" 12 If" 12 

3/16 " 12 25/64" 12 

ar, 12 27/64" 12 

7/16" 12 
V4" 12 : 

17/64" 12 29/64 12 

15/32” 12 9/32" 12 

19/64” 12 31/64” 12 

5/16" 12 Yo" 12 

HIGH SPEED STEEL, TAPER SHANK 

TWIST DRILLS 

EXTRA LENGTH 

LENGTH LENGTH PRICE LENGTH LENGTH PRICE 
SIZE OVERALL FLUTES EACH SIZE OVERALL FLUTES EACH 

INCHES INCHES INCHES NET INCHES INCHES INCHES NET 

17/32" 15 12 $6.50 | 27/32" 15 12 $11.50 

9/16" 15 12 Ya" 15 12 12.00 

19/32” 15 12 : 29/32" 15 12.50 

5%" 15 12 15/16" 15 13.00 

21/32” 15 12 31/32” 15 14.00 

11/16 15 12 1” 16.00 

23/32” 15 12 1-1/16" 17.00 

34!" 15 12 1¥%4" 18.00 

25/32” 15 12 1-3/16” 20.00 

13/16” 15 12 11.00 | 1%” 22.00 

Victor Machinery Exchange 

INC. 

251 CENTRE STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

PHONE: CAnal 6-5575 

woovowownononono7onow7owvo”o woowowowowow7o7owowo oO 
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with KNIGHT MILLERS 

By producing on a single miller, through ordinary 

methods, jobs that often require two or more machines, 

Knight Millers are proving every day their unusual value 

as a time-saving, profit-building investment in hundreds 

of plants, shops and toolrooms everywhere. 

Eliminating special set-ups and the transfer of com- 

plicated milling, boring or shaping jobs from one 

machine to another, ups production and saves oper- 

ator’s time. Knight's tilting, swiveling table makes costly 

jigs and fixtures unnecessary for out-of-the-ordinary 

work and greatly increases working area. Wide vari- 

ation in spindle feeds and speeds provide for the use 

of many various size cutters. 

These features, combined with Knight's acknowledged 

advantages of speed, precision, accuracy, ruggedness, 

smootH operating simplicity |and convenience mean 

faster, more efficient operation, uncommon economy in 

productive hours and a minimum of equipment expense 

How you can keep production up and costs down 

are all explained in Knight's Catalog which you may 

have for the asking. 

Write for YOUR Copy Today! 

WBANIGHI 

MACHINERY COMPANY 

ST. LOUIS 8, MISSOURI 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



13-STATION TRANSFER MACHINE 

DESIGNED AND BUILT BY GREENLEE FOR DRILLING, 

BORING, AND COUNTERBORING 12 HOLES IN TWO 

COUNTERBALANCES ON AN ENGINE CRANKSHAFT 

‘ 

The two most unique features of 

this machine are the reversible 
work-holding fixture and the chain 

conveyor, which returns the fixture 

to the operator after it has gone 

down the line. These features en- 

able one man to perform all the 

necessary operations—loading and 

unloading the pieces, and revers- 
ing the fixture for its second pass 

through the machine. The three 

heads, equipped with suitable tool- 

ing, perform the following opera- 

tions on each counterbalance 

flange: (1) trepan, rough, and 

finish bore one 3.735” hole; (2) 

drill, rough and finish counter- 

bore, and finish bore four 1.250”- 

9375” holes; (3) drill and redrill 

one 253” hole. The parts are auto- 

matically transferred down the line 

of working positions as these oper- 

ations are performed. This makes 

an extremely efficient and accurate 

machining set-up requiring only one 

operator to keep it going. 

GR
EE
NL
EE
 

Note that each work piece is clamped in a special fixture, as shown 

at the left. When the piece has gone through the machine and one 

counterbalance has been completely finished, the fixture is returned 

to the operator by the chain conveyor. He then turns the fixture end- 

for-end and sends it through the machine for a similar sequence of 

FINISHED CRANKSHAFT 

wy 
- PRODUCTION MACHINERY 

——__ 

MULTIPLE-SPINDLE DRILLING, BORING, TAPPING MACHINES 

MARCH 28, 1946 

REENLEE 

HOLDING FIXTURE 

@® AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES 

operations on the second counter- 

balance. Average production is eight 

completed crankshafts per hour. 

GREENLEE 

BROS. & CO. 

1723 MASON AVENUE 

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

AUTOMATIC TRANSFER PROCESSING MACHINES 

223 



‘TIME OUT’ FOR DIE RECONDITIONING 

Acnearvrieyofdieworkcantespecay 
HELD TO A MINIMUM 

and easily handled on the Mattison Sur- 

face Grinder. Its large capacity, ability to hog wtth the 

off stock and high power, keeps the ‘time out’ 

periods to a minimum. 

A few examples of die jobs ground on the 

Mattison at a considerable saving in time, are 

shown on this page. Die shown in the lower 

left hand corner was ground with leader pins 

in place at '4 of former time. Wheel and 

spindle clearance of Mattison Grinder is 

sufficient to handle this type of work with ease, 

eliminating time required for disassembly and @ Material: Hardtem Stee! 
. . orging die. 

alignment when leader pins are removed. Stock Removed: J,"" from face 
side. 
Present Time: 8 minutes. 

For further data regarding use of Mattison Previous Time: 30 minutes. 

Grinders for reconditioning dies, ask us to 

send you free set-up book on this subject. 

Die is 20” x oe 

Three-quarters of width is — 

then die is reversed on yee 

chuck and remainder : 

ground. Time 20 minutes. 

@ Previous to obtaining Mattison 
Grinder it was not possible to obtain 
sufficient clearance to grind dies of 
this height. 

a 
Write for Free Set-up Book contain- 

inding dies ing further examples, showing how others @ Time is saved by , 

i ins in place. 

| 
: 

Bate 

have reduced time and cut costs with 

M AT TIs 
Mattison Grinders. 

ON
 
W
T
I
 

T
S
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This part is being made on 

a single spindle Cleveland Auto- 

matic from 414" X 1435 hot rolled bar, complete as shown with- 

out using all available tool positions. Operations . . Gauge . . Drill 

and turn from one turret station .. Form tapered body from rear 

cross slide and rough counterbore from turret . . Finish counter- 

bore from last turret station and cutoff from front cross- 

slide. Finish size 31546” rim OD 2154_" maximum body 

OD. This Cleveland set-up cut costs over 

previous production. 

MARCH 28, 



MILLING, DRILLING 

REAMING- <@ 7 

rT 

Va 

Y, 

No. 1-A MILLER 
One of a series of 
continuous operat- 
ing milling ma- 
chines adaptable 
te eutomatic or 
hand clamping. 

DOUBLE END 
HORIZONTAL DRILLER 
12 to 24 Spindies—self 
feeding—continuous op- 
eration—automatic chain 
or hand clamping. 

~* 
- m 

TOOLS 
NG MACHINERY 

& TH 

MER 

MACH 
PIPE 

NE 
THREAD 

DAV ES 

MILWAUKEE 

O M P 

CHINE 

We 

ation of Vertical and 
Horizontal Heads are 
incorporated in this 

Roughing and finish- 

each column with fin- 
ishing spindles adjust- 
able for toe cut. 

BORING and 

THREADING 

8 SV VERTICAL 
DRILLER 

Operations are | 
continuous of the | 
non-indexing 
type. 8 or 10 spin- 
dles available. 

PLANER TYPE MILLER 
Open side, as well as, 
those with a combin- 

12 V VERTICAL 
DRILLER 

Continuous operat- 
ing having a ca- 
pacity of 1'/y in. 
in steel. 

MICROMETERS & GAGES 
Hollow steel frames of 
highest quality construc- 
tion give a lifetime of 
accuracy. Special designs 
available. 

No. 4 MILLING 
MACHINE 

@ cutter spindles in 

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION ASK 

FOR CATALOG A-90 

3 ES A , Gs 
TOOLS 

M 

UA cE 3 

AN Y 

WISCONSIN 

Al AL 

OLS & 

ron \ on 

M 

GREENFIELD 

NO. 4 CUTTER 

and REAMER 

GRINDER 

Many Machines 

ff Peres Send for Bul- 
letin No. 2 
giving com- Almost any job within its capa- 
plete details. city can be handled on this 

machine because it can be fur- 
nished as a Plain or Universal 
Type with a wide variety of 
attachments. When furnished as 
a Universal Type (No. 4U), 
Cylindrical and Internal Grind- 
ing Attachments and a 4” 
Universal Scroll Chuck are In- 
cluded. 

Other extra optional equip- 
ment available make possible 
the handling of twist drill 
grinding and radius truing. A 
Universal Cutter Holder and 
Spiral Tooth Rest attatchment 
are also available. 

PRODUCTION MACHINE CO. 
Manufacturers of Tool Grinders and Hand and Automatic 

Polishing and Grinding Machines. 

GREENFIELD, MASS.., U. S. A. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Swing over table—8'/.” 
Table surface—5!/2"x28”" 
Will grind on centers—8'/,” 
Spindle speeds main spindle—2900 

and 4200 R.P.M. 
Speed internal spindle—13,000 

R.P.M. 

Sensitive 

TAPPING 

Tue Hamilton Sensitive 
Tapping Machine is the sensible tool 
to install for the specialized tapping 
of tiny holes. It literally feels its 
way into center position while idling 
in reverse, and shifts its direction of 
rotation instantly and automatically 
when pressure is applied to the 
feeding lever. Release of pressure 
instantly reverses direction again 
and the tap is safely and speedily 
withdrawn. Blind holes may be 
threaded to the very bottom without 
danger of tap breakage. 

Within its capacity (0 to 10-32 hole diameter) this machine will 
take all of the abuse that intensive production can inflict... and 
your work will still be accurate! 

Write for illustrated literature containing specifications and 
prices. Do it now! You'll be glad you did. Address Department D. 

R 

THE | 

Aamcllou 

TOOL COMPANY 

NINTH STREET AT HANOVER » HAMILTON -OHIO + U:S-A 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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CLOSE-TOLERANGE MILLING! 

KENT- 

OWENS 

Milling Machines 

No. 1-1 ° 4 Millin g Machine—T ible, 32" ae Tab 
2" x g"—Table travel, 14" 

Kent-Owens Machi They “ arta 2 ween tough ascignme 

oraina Ets na He wice range of a, robbie conga 

aioree speed BT ieenad labicity. 

to an sone” oh tee _ going ° epees Hy 

KENT- -OWENS REPRESENTATIVES 
buiit... Gi a 

ee 
“i 

a pee Pika practical features for 5 : 

operation. Write for basea : 

er STON 
MOLINE 
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SAN: FRANC 1scO 
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WALTHAM THREAD MILLERS 

provide versatility and precision 

in small thread production 

Designed especially for small work calling for close tolerances, WAL- 
THAM THREAD MILLERS can be depended on to meet the most exacting 

specifications for precision parts. 

An outstanding feature of these improved machines is the use of three 
motors, one each for driving cutter, work and pump. Machines can be 
arranged with speeds suitable for brass or steel or both. Motors are 
wired so that a single start and stop station will control all at one time. 

Standard equipment includes three motors with control, follow rest, milling 
cutter, indexing device, 5 pitch lead screw and change gears for cutting 

(Left)—Waltham Thread Miller from 5 to 40 threads per inch. 
equipped with Internal Threading 

Attachment. A wide range of special equipment is available and greatly enlarges the 

usefulness of this machine. Full details on request. Write for Bulletin 
244A, 

ey 

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS 

Swing over carriage—3” oy length (work held in chuck)— 
Dia. work handled—2” or smaller Pr. = centers—12” 

(Below)—Waltham Thread Miller Thread length (work held on centers) Floor Space—48’’x34’ 
equipped with Relieving Head. —84," Net Weight—850 Ibs. 

ee oe | 

MACHINE WORKS, 

WALTHAM, MASS. 

UNIVERSAL = Horizontal Boring Machine Mi } 4 L. WH 8) L L A N D 
The only TRIWAY Boring Machine Built 

. un i | aii _ DRILLING - BORING 

Made in 3”, 4” and | , vtomatic MILLING - TAPPING “7's 

5" spindle sizes. . || % to 20 HORSEPOWER DRIVE Write for sulaiands 

detailed specifications. & & AUTOMATIC and SEMI-AUTOMATIC 

m3 PRODUCTION MACHINERY 

Standard Universal 3" Spindle Machine 

UNIVERSAL BORING MACHINE co. | | MAguMSS Ree aa mae 

Hudson, Mass., U. S. A. Indianapolis, Ind. 

nna alin 

31. si: Pasay Boks 35 sega 2. All Power 

Driven Parts Running in Oil. 3. Quiet Running ot all speeds. 4. Con- 

centrated and Convenient controls. 5. Constructed on Unit Principal. 

“Anti-friction Bearings 
aa MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

- CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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the dollar sign is on the work... 

for example... 

WEED 

One manufacturer was dissatisfied with a lathe used for 
mass-producing parts requiring close tolerances. Wade 
engineers recommended a Wade Hand Screw Machine 
— it did the job faster and more easily, and to specified 
tolerances. The less expensive Wade was the answer. 

Another manufacturer used a cheaper machine with un- 

satisfactory results. The Wade Hand Screw Machine, al- 
though higher in cost, paid for itself in less than 3 
months by producing more, in less time, to a higher degree 

of accuracy. 

The cost of the machine is part of the cost per piece pro- 
duced. Wade engineers, working on this basis, can give 
you assistance in choosing the right machine for your 
small parts production. Call on them. 

The Wade Tool Company 

53 River St., Waltham 59, Mass. 



ACCURACY 

COUNTS 

All that is needed to make your Hole 
Checker an O.D. Checker is an O.D. 
gage accessory (as illustrated below). 

‘ . The scientific application of air pres- 
Perhaps you didn’t know this. We have sure and volume is the same in each 
found some Hole Checker owners were using case. Send your parts prints for quotation 
their Hole Checkers for gaging holes only. on this accessory. 

But this highly flexible and extremely rapid The Hole Checker is a gage of universal 
and accurate air-operated gage will also application. You can use it on production 
do a fine job of quick, sensitive comparisons machines or in the inspection department. 
on shafts, bushings, piston pins, etc., as well If you are doing precision work, you owe it 
as on the I. D. of cylinders, bearings, etc. to yourself to get the Hole Checker story. 

Yes, it’s a real Hole Checker . . . everything 
that the name implies . . . but you can use it 
also for gaging external diameters. 

Léa 
=. 

s WE MAKE: 
ADDITIONAL ITEM 

WRITE FOR CATALOG: 

NG GAGES JUS DRESSERS 

AMPUND CHECKERS — appinnG PLATES 

BENCH CENTERS 

aaa eter ea ae: —, < a cmc —\ a ve DESIGNERS and BUILDERS 

Mig deh AW YA teat COv-AUN MECC HAMO RGIENMMOTUO) BEE of PRECISION PRODUCTS 

125 Bayard St., DAYTON 1, OHIO, U.S.A. — wer 

FOR HIGH SPEED PRODUCTION GRINDING. 

THREE SPEED 

SNAGGING GRINDER 

Variable Speed Vee Belt Drive eliminates noise 
vibration, back-lash, chatter . . . guarantees smooth, 

GRAND RAPIDS NO. 60 efficient operation, long life. 

UNIVERSAL CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER Ee 

peripheral speeds for entire life of 
grinding wheels. 

modern cabinet base 
featuring: hardened and ground table ways 

ball bearing table 
fixed table height 

& one shot lubrication 
ond mony other important features 

© Positive Speed Control prevents over- 
speeding or under-speeding of wheels, 
insures maximum production at all times. 

e Available for alternating or direct current. 

ELECTRic 

: 

ORILis . GRIN ID 

5 3 

BUFFERS. PORTABLE Toots 

c if 
; 

R 

THE 7.) Se polo] Riaek 
LeBLONO MACHINE TOOL CO 

2615 Madison Road, Cincinnati 8, Ohio 

Ilustrated Catalog containing complete details 
sent promptly on request. 

——— GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON CO. 

330 STRAIGHT AVENUE | 

GRAND RAPIDS (4), MICH., U.S.A. 

‘ 
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SOLENOID BRAKE ~ 
TO PREVENT UPWARD 
COAST 

LOADED IDLER TO 
PREVENT "BACK-LASH 
REDUCTION GEARS 
AND SAFETY OVER-LOAD 
CLUTCH 

OOWN LIMIT COLLAR 

COARSE LEAD SCREW 

EMERGENCY 
REVERSE LEVER 

RUN BUTTON 

STOP BUTTON 

START BUTTON 

BACK LIMIT COLLAR 

LEAD SCREW NUT 
(ADJUSTABLE) FOR WEAR 

AVEY-MATIC POWER FEED 

HAND FEED AND REVERSING 

MOTOR TAPPING MACHINE 

features 

> 

* 

e . a 

Dog control for depth — maintaining accuracy of 

depth within one-half revolution of the spindle — 

or emergency relief lever used to reverse motor 

if necessary before tapping cycle is completed. 

Type MA-6 is made in following capacities: 

No.2— 7" capacity in cast iron. 

No. 3 — I'/," capacity in cast iron. 

THREE SPINDLE No. 2 

THE AVEY DRILLING MACHINE CO. TYPE MA-4 COMBINATION MACHINE 
© e Ist Spindle - Avey-matic Feed CINCINNATI OHIO U. S. A. and Spindle - Hand Feed 

3rd Spindle - Tapping (Reversing Motor) 

; MARCH 28, 1946 



. . . for Precision Internal or 

External Threads .. . Right or 

Left Hand 

HANDLE PRODUCTION AUTOMATICALLY 

on the 

COULTER Hos tHrean MILLER 

This modern machine can be depended on to produce and duplicate close 
tolerance threaded parts. With the exception of loading, all operations 
are fully automatic. Any parts that can be held in a Universal chuck, air- 
operated chuck or special fixture can be threaded, on the COULTER, inter- 
nally or externally, either right or left hand. 

Work can be inserted from either face or rear end, through large hole in 
work spindle, thereby making possible the threading of shaft ends, tubing 
or other jong work. 

Individual Motors on the COULTER for work and cutter spindles provide a 
wide range of speeds and feeds for handling such materials as brass, alumi- 
num or steel. 

THE JAMES COULTER MACHINE CO. 

Ilustrated literature covering full details of this 
machine is available promptly on request. BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT 

7200 

V4" Diameter 

HOLES 

One ata Time 

In 4" Steel 

Per 

10-Hour Shift 

Govro-Nelson Automatic Drilling Units are continually making 
new speed records. For example, in the illustration here shown, 
the operator, with a single drilling unit, is drilling 44” holes in 
V4" thick 24 ST aluminum, one at ¢ time, at the rate of 720 
per hour—one every 5 seconds—7200 during the course of a 
10-hour shift. 

Designed for drilling up to ¥%", depend- WRITE FOR 
- ing upon the material. Send blueprint or ‘ 
part for our recommendation as to your 
particular drilling problem. No obligation. 

GOVRO-NELSON CO. 

1933 Antoinette 
DETROIT 8, MICH. 

4 

boat 

LIBERTY PLANERS + HAMILTON, OHIO, U.S. A. 
zed Experi e with Time Tested Princip! 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Jf reasons why 

YOU SHOULD USE RACINE MACHINES 

EASY OPERATION —a single lever 
at the operator's fingertips controls all 

operating functions. 

OPEN FRONT — quick, easy load- 
ing, special fixtures readily placed. 

CORRECT PRINCIPLE — progres- 
sive feed throughout cutting stroke insures 
maximum depth of cut. 

EXTRA POWER — hydraulic system 
more than adequate to handle any over- 
load. 

ECONOMICAL OPERATION — 
the few moving parts are extra heavy and 
rugged, no failures here. 

ig ae 

FOR ALL YOUR METAL CUTTING WORK 

Before you mill, drill, bore or grind a part made of 

metal, you must cut it off. Current, late model 

Racine Machines will “cut your cutting costs.” All 

of them employ thin blades progressively applied. 

They are fast and accurate, save time and material. 

These modern machines are available in all capaci- 

ties from 6” x 6” to 20” x 20”. Automatic bar-feed 

models produce multiple pieces like an automatic 

screw machine. 

Get all the facts on this equipment for your main- 

Hydraulic feed and pressure provide a smooth, oil- 

cushioned cutting action. The blade cuts deep, tak- 

ing out long, thin, curled chips. Power requirements 

are low. True faces reduce subsequent machining 

tenance, tool room and production metal cutting. ‘ 

Racine engineers and field service men will cheer- 

fully submit studied recommendations. Write today 

for the latest data. RACINE TOOL & MACHINE Com- 

operations and eliminate waste of stock. PANY, 1751 State Street, Racine, Wis. 

RACINE OIL HYDRAULIC PUMPS AND VALVES 

For powet movements in machines in your plant or in any 
of your products, investigate RACINE HYDRAULIC equip- 
ment. Variable Volume Oil Hydraulic Pumps to 30 G.P.M. 
capacity. Pressures to 1000 p.s.i. Also a complete line of 
Hydraulic Valves in all sizes from 4%” to 114”. Ask for 
Catalog P-10-C. 

RACINE 

STANDARD FOR QUALITY AND PRECISION 

MARCH 28, 1946 | 233 



Each year the nation-wide staff of “Greenfield Men” save 

threading tool users dollars, machine downtime and broken 

production schedules . . . simply by “show-how”. 

(That’s “know-how” in action!) 

4 SHOW- How” These expertly trained men follow up sales, give advice 

on new jobs, and straighten out troublesome threading 

problems. No charge, of course. 

based or That’s another big PLUS value when you buy 

a“ KNOW. HOW 44 “Greenfield” taps, dies, and gages. You get on-the-spot service 

from your “Greenfield” distributor and the experienced 

“Greenfield Man” in your locality. Such service 

often saves customers more money than 

their annual tap bill. 

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH 

FIELD SERVICE MEN 

GREENFIELD 

GREENFIELD TAP and DIE CORPORATION 

GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
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THIS GEOMETRIC TAP 

IWSURES LONG, TROUBLE-FREE, 

COST REDUCING SERVICE/ 

* * 
* 

Re 

PHOTO COURTESY MANNING, MAXWELL and MOORE, INC., BRIDGEPORT WORKS 

Under the sturdy fist of this operator is FOR NEARLY EVERY THREADING JOB—A GEOMETRIC! 

mounted one of the master automatic threading tools 
; / If you have in mind a particular threading 

of our machine age—a Geometric Collapsible Tap. 
uae , problem, we will be giad to have our engi- 

This tool, when installed on a turret lathe, needs neers give you their recommendations, based 

the seryice of an operator only in resetting the tap on over a half century of specialization in 

for anather cut. The cutting of the threads to the this field. Why not let us send you the latest 

desired depth and the releasing of the chasers from Geometric catalog? 

the work is done automatically, speedily and to 

precise accuracy. 

Thousands of these rugged, precise tapping 

units are in use all over the world, speeding pro- 

duction of metal parts. The Geometric Class S-344 

Collapsible Tap shown above is cutting a 4446"— 

18 N. F. thread in a Head Gauge Ring. This style 

tap has range from 4” to 5" (the whole Class S line 

cuts threads from 1546” to 84") and has established 

a reputation based on proved performance that is 

unequalled in its field. 
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PORTAGE 

HORIZONTAL BORING, DRILLING AND 

MILLING MACHINE e Featuring an extended saddle 
NO. 4 and table with outer rail support 

AND EXTRA for maintaining exceptional ac- 

STAM t N A i curacy on long work. Get fully 
| acquainted with the many features 

Did you ever hear of a transmission of this modern Boring Mill. Ask 
iT ; . * 

a ar on pi. Gs for a copy of our new instructive 

though we have been making die bulletin which points out the nu- 
saws for a good many years. And : 
that’s just typical of the superior $ la merous advantages of this new 
construction of the entire machine. . . . ATA . i cae aie th Seen Eee ae ‘ Horizontal Boring, Drilling & Mill- 
use and always be ready for the b i i 
next job. Moreever the standard we = Machine. 

model has larger wheels a ad 
than customary in ma- 
chines of this type — 
a full 24 inches — for 
greater traction, 

straighter, faster sawing and 
more production, Get the com- 
plete facts and you'll discover 
why TANNEWITZ DI-SAWS 
always show the best possible 
return on an investment in 
equipment of this kind. Write 
for “‘DI-SAW” Bulletin. 

OTHER MODELS TO HANDLE 
WORK OF ANY SIZE 

for dies, jigs and other work too 
large to handle on the standard 
machine, Bulletin on request. 

THE TANNEWITZ WORKS THE PORTAGE MACHINE CO. 

GRAND RAPIDS 4, MICHIGAN AKRON 11. OHIO 

HARDNESS TESTER- 

The Scleroscope is the only hardness 

tester that takes in the entire range 

from the softest to the hardest metals 

without any adjustments. 

3 MODEL D-1 DIAL TYPE 

SMITH & MILLS 

CRANK SHAPERS 

Sizes 12" to 32" Stroke 

THE SMITH & MILLS CO. Cincinnati 25, Ohio 

Write for Circular! 

THE SHORE INSTRUMENT AVIS KEYSEATER 

& MANUFACTURING C0., INC. This low cost machine will handle in- 

9025 VAN WYCK AVENUE ternal keyseating jobs up to 11% in. 

JAMAICA, NEW YORK Write for illustrated bulletin. 

TELEPHONE: JAMAICA 6-4090 DAVIS KEYSEATER CO., 403 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y. 

[GEA
RED 

HEAD 
LATHE

S 

for peacetime or 

war production! 

A lathe purchased now, for round-the-clock war 
production, must still meet peacetime require- 
ments. Therefore, specify SPRINGFIELD lathes 
—flexible, efficient, ideal for emergency or nor- 
mal production. SPRINGFIELD lathes are built 
in sizes from 14" to 30". Write for descriptive 
bulletins, prices, deliveries, etc. 

Tic SPRINGFIELD) MACHINE TOOL COMPANY ++ SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U.S.A. 
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WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN - 

—you see why Morse tools are 

such dependable cost-reducers 

When the chips are down .. . that’s when you get 

proof that the teeth of Morse Cutters have proper 

clearance and are accurately ground. That’s also 

when you begin to see what Morse precision manu- 

facturing adds up to: less spoilage, less down-time 

for expensive machine tools, lowered costs. Use 

Morse Tools yourself! 

MARCH 28, 1946 



1. After final processing, gages are dipped 
in soda bath—removed with forceps—placed 
on cloth to dry. 

2. Still using iene gages are then ai 
ped in small dish of Tectyl 511 to remove all 
traces of moisture. 

3. In final step, Tecty! 506 is anetied with 
fingers. Gages are now safe against rust 
and corrosion in any climate. 

Savage Tool Company—Savage, Minnesota Reports: 

100,000 PRECISION GAGES 

RUST-PROOFED WITH TECTYL 

At the Savage Tool Company, 
where Do All Gages are made to 
the most exacting precision stand- 
ards, even a microscopic bit of rust 
on the finished product cannot be 
tolerated. Savage reports “the num- 
ber of rejects from rust hes been 
very, very small’. 

Recently, a few sets that had been 
in inventory in different localities 
for more than a year were returned 
to the factory and found practically 
perfect. 

Save Your Valuable Precision 

Tools with Tectyl. 

Processing of precision tools with Tectyl, 
after use, and before returning them to 
the crib, will keep them safe against rust 
and corrosion, even during long periods 
of disuse. 

Tectyl gives complete protection in fresh 
or salt-air atmospheres—can be easily re- 
moved with kerosene atany time. Tectyl 
can save you thousands of dollars in cost- 
ly replacements and production tie-ups. 

What is your rust problem? 

If you have a rust problem to solve— 
whether on tools, machinery or materials- 
in-process—our engineers will gladly 
advise you without cost or obligation. 

Any information you give will be kept in 
strict confidence, Please describe in de- 
tail types of metals, character of rust ex- 
posure encountered and any production 
operations involved. Write—phone or 
wire today for a special analysis of 
your rust prevention needs. 

VALVOLINE 

TECTYL 

Ewas KusT 

There's A Tecty! Solution for 
Every Rust Problem. 

FREEDOM-VALVOLINE OIL COMPANY 
431 Main St., Dept. 38 C Cincinnati 2, Ohio 

New York - Washington - Toronto - Pittsburgh 
Atlanta - Detroit - Los Angeles - San Francisco 
Chicago - Portland - Seattle - Vancouver, B. C. 

r 
\ | STANDARD 

HEADS 

SINCE 1915 

All Types of Fixed Center 

EFFICIENCY 2 jour 

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY 

Efficient tool designing in post war competitive 
production is a “must”. Our experience guarantees 
you tools—designed for economy of operation, 
resulting in your increased production at a 
lower cost. 

MGS + FIXTURES + SPECIAL TOOLS 
BUILDING COMPLETE MACHINE TOOLS 

UNITS FOR MACHINE TOOLS 
PUNCHES AND D 

940 CLEVELAND AVE, 
COLUMBUS 1 OHIO 

DRILLING 

TAPPING 

& BORING 

HEADS Four Spindle Head. All Spindles 
spaced holes. Adj tor equally 

FIVE TYPES, 56 SIZES, ADJUSTABLE DRILL HEADS 

UNITED STATES DRILL HEAD CO., CINCINNATI 4, OHIO 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



*Laboratory test drilling with 3%” ‘‘Jet"’ drill, illustrated 

Hyper-drilling with the new 

‘f 
DRILL 

Faster penetration and greater ‘‘hole accuracy”’ 

—the definite advantages of drilling with the new ‘‘ Jet”’ drill 

and accompanying ‘‘ Jet director’’-—are proved by actual pro- 

duction drilling and laboratory tests. The “‘ Jet’’ drill’s supe- 

riority over conventional drilling equipment and methods 

is based upon: (1) An entirely new principle in drill design. 

(2) High spindle speeds and feeds. (3) Use of a great volume 

of coolant under high pressure. The present size range, 34” to 

7%", will be broadened in the coming months. 

Uyprite tor thee Jeb Drill Galletics 
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“7he LYON TOOL 

+ 

DRILL PRESS ? 

PRECISION 

GROOVES 

1 

GROOVE FOR BODY 

It’s as simple as that, and, furthermore, produc- 

tion runs can be made by any unskilled worker. 

The Lyon Ingernal Grooving Tool cuts precision 

internal grooves in cylindrical bores and hous- 

ings at a saving of time and cost which was 

hitherto thought impossible. One of your 

toughest problems now becomes one of your 

simplest. Thanks to the ingenious engineering 

incorporated in this tool, unskilled workers can 

produce grooves of exact depth, width, and loca- 

tion — up to 350 pieces an hour — and work 

can not be scratched or marred because the head 

of the tool does not turn while the cutter 

operates. Grooves may be located from top or 

bottom of hole. It is as easy to cut multiple 

grooves as single ones. For further information 

and complete technical data, address your in- 

quiries to our Engineering Department. 

GROOVES FOR GEAR BUSHING 

Be sure to visit our exbibit at “New Era Show, 

Public Auditorium, Cleveland, Booth No. 403 

IN BOILER PLATE 

LYON mar CO.. WORCESTER 3, MASS. 

240 * AMERICAN MACHINIST 

ee TRIPLE >ROOVE CUT SIMULTANEOUSLY 
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“CLEVELAND 
DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 
ARE READY TO SERVE YOU 
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TU 

FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINE 

Costs! 

Cuts Mellel 
| , 

Cuts Product
ion Time: 

' 

Lessens 
Fatigue: 

/)| )} On All These 

Operations. 

) | | 442 

G * POLISHING 

* BUFFING 

* WIRE 

BRUSHING 

GRINDING * SANDING 

bg 7 

ONE Portable STOW 

MOBILE POWER UNIT 

supplies convenient, plug-in power 
wherever you need it to accomplish 

all these operations! Interchangeable 
heads and attachments fit this one 
machine for lower-cost operation on 
many jobs. Less operator fatigue. The tool comes to the 
job. Remote, connected power unit makes the working end 

easy to handle. It’s a high-performance unit with shop-wide 
utility! It will pay its way in any plant—big or little. 

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION. 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

0) 29 Shear St. 

BINGHAMTON, N. Y. 

Almond Drill Chuck 

. . for over 

70 years 

ALMOND THREE-JAW DRILL 
CHUCKS—the first to be placed 
on the market more than sev- 
enty years ago—pioneered the 

Field of drill chucks. Dur- 
ing all these many years, 
ALMOND CHUCKS have 

continued to be a 
necessary part in the 
logical procedure of 
machine develop- 
ments. 

Made in types and 
sizes to fit all ma- 

Write for further chine tools and 
information. portable drills. 

The Original Manufacturers 

of Drill Chucks 

T. R. ALMOND MFG. CO. 

Ashburnham, Mass., U.S.A. 

Precision Marking 

Since the beginning of this century Noblewest en- 
gineers and craftsmen have devoted their efforts to 
Precision Marking at highest speeds and lower costs. 
As a result today’s Noblewest machines are univer- 
sally the standard for Rapid Precision Marking as 
exemplified by Model 183, shown above, designed 
— for marking aircraft engine piston rings 
where distortion of thickness must be held to within 
.001 of an inch. Why not let us solve your marking 
ae ag Whatever they are, we have the answers. 

rite Noble & Westbrook Manufacturing Co., 
East Hartford 8, Conn. 

me MARK IT BEST WITH 

NOBLEWEST & 

| Hi-Speed Marking Machines 

TP I ee ee 
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MAKE SLOW, TIRING, 

MANUAL OPERATIONS 

pe
ut
om
at
te
 

with Bellows 

Controlled-Air 

Power 

MODEL BM-5 AIR MOTOR 

You can boost production of drill presses, milling See them at the Tool Show 
machines, grinders, etc., from 40% to 500%, by replacing ASTE New Era EXPOSITION 

manual feeding and holding operations with Bellows — 
Controlled-Air Power Feeds, Air Vises, and Air-operated Cleveland Public Auditorium — April 8-12 

ne: ea a BOOTH 607 These inexpensive, air-powered devices are easily installed 

on standard or special machines— provide fast, safe, Ask any tool engineer, any production man, who has used 
automatic operation—uniform production, hour after Bellows equipment, how CONTROLLED Air Power speeds 
hour. One operator can often run two or more machines, production! 

and produce more, with less effort—produce more, with 

fewer rejects. 

Bellows AIR MOTORS—The air cylinder with the built-in valve, 
valve operating lever, and speed controls. Small, compact, power- 
ful. Only one air connection required. Available for single, or 
continuous cycle operation, manual or solenoid controlled. Stroke 
lengths, 1” to 48”. Bores to fit various thrust requirements. 

Bellows AIR FEEDS—Advance work or tools a pre-determined 
MODEL DF-60 distance, under a pre-determined thrust, and automatically return 

DRILL PRESS FEED to starting position. Precision controls provide correct feeding 
rates, power thrust, etc., for almost any tool, any material. Both 
manually and electrically controlled models, with or without 
hydraulic checks, are available, as well as special electrical controls 
for continuous cycling, dwell control, drill cleaning, etc. 

Bellows AIR VISES—Powered bv the Bellows Air Motor, these 
small, sturdy, CV-40B vises may be used for a wide range of hold- 
ing and clamping operations. Precision control of power thrust 
permits clamping pressures from virtually zero up to 500 psi or 
more. Vises may be easily synchronized to open and close 
automatically with machine movements. 

MODEL CV-40B AIR VISE 

The 
Bel

low
s 

Co. 

861 E. TALLMADGE AVE. AKRON 10, OHIO 
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THE CLEVELAND 

e REAMING 

e TAPPING 

e NUT SETTING 

e SCREW DRIVING 

e WOOD BORING 

e FLUE ROLLING 

Here are just a few of the many reasons why versatile Cleco 

Drills give outstanding performance on all these operations. The 

rotary motor in Cleco Drills consists of a 4-blade rotor, concen- 

tric with the arbor, and an economically renewable cylinder 

bushing. The one-piece rotor is machined from alloy steel, 

expertly heat treated and ground to close tolerances. These 

drills operate with perfect balance, and smooth, vibrationless 

action at all speeds. Wide blade design increases blade life 

and promotes economical motor action. 

Cleco Drills always start immediately under load, 

because air is admitted under each blade to insure 

perfect contact with the cy’inder wall throughout the 

power sector. An efficient governor controls the 

speed whether idling or under various loads—this 

insures ample power at all times plus maximum 

economy in air consumption. 

Bulletin 83 describes these useful drills 

in detail ASK FOR IT! 

* 

job 
Ph rolling 

PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY 
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SPECIFY 

o « » AND GET IMMEDIATE 

DELIVERY FROM STOCK! 

Super reamers are supplied with hardened flutes 
—eliminating the possibility of them picking up 
chips and scratching finished surfaces. Shanks 
are tough rather than hard, so they will hold 
well in chuck or sleeve and present maximum 
resistance to breakage. 

Specify ‘‘Super’”’ and you are assured of Super 
Satisfaction. 

*SOLID CHUCKING REAMERS. 

Stocked in both straight and Taper Shank, in 
sizes from 14%” to 114" diameter. Also stocked 
semi-finished for quick completion to special 
size or tolerance. 

XJOBBERS TYPE REAMERS. 
Stocked in Taper Shank only in popular 
sizes from 14” to 114” diameter. 

*EXPANSION REAMERS. 

Made with straight or Taper Shanks, 
stocked in all popular sizes from 14” to 
14” diameter. 

*STUB SCREW MACHINE 

REAMERS. 

Stocked in semi-finished condition 
for quick completion to specified 
size from 14” to 4” diameter. 

*XSHELL REAMERS. 

Standard design. Not stocked. 
Supplied in all required sizes 
promptly. 

WRITE TODAY FOR THIS LITERATURE 

Descriptions, illustrations, prices and complete details of Super Carbide 
Tipped Tools for turning, facing, reaming, spot-facing, forming, grinder 

iii rests, wear parts, boring, drilling, grooving, counterboring, shaving, centers 
q and special purposes are given in a series of folders. One or all of these 

) folders will be sent to you upon request. Write today. 

— 

-.. SUPER TooL Company 

Carkide “/iped “Jools 

21650 Hoover Rd., Detroit 13, Mich. 4105 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 4, Cal. 
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BAND SAW 

Made in 14” and 16” 

Models. Tables are heavily 

W
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20 I
nch 

Drill 

Press
 

‘ribbed and carefully ma- 

chined, tilt to 45°. Wheels 

are carefully balanced and 

rubber faced. Guard con- 

struction assures complete 

protection. Back gear unit 

provides wide range of 

slow speeds. Blade speeds 

be 200-5300 S.F.M. (with 

standard motor), for cut- 
12 models — b 

dies. Hand 

floor. | to 6 spin 

wer feed. Capacity— 
yin cost 

rous metals, wood, plastics. 

etc. 

ting ferrous and non-fer- 

or po 

3," in steel, 

iron. Bored-in-l
ine 

e solid head castings: 

one- 

piec 

W
a
l
k
e
r
-
 

Turner 

Radial Drill 

ball bearings- 
Operator 

has clear view of work 

g arm 

with no overhangin
 

to interfere. C
onvenient 

lo- 

g latches and locking 

change 

Patented 
geared motor 

shaft closer to work, 

permitting 
deeper 

cuts 

with conventiona
l 

travels 

gets 

s 2. Machined surface 

Drills to center of 62 in. 

28” x 19”. Head tilts 45° 
than circle. Extremely wide 

motor. Gliding ram 

catin 

levers for quick 

21'/2" with finger-touc
h 

lightness 
0” 8 precision 

and rigid setting. 
speed ranges—! 10 to 83

00 

R.P.M. (depending on mo- 

tor used). Table size 31” 

in either direction. Vertical 

spindle traverse 4”. Maxi 

mum traverse of ram 18”. 



LOW INITIAL COST 

In thousands of plants large and small—modern, 

low-cost Walker-Turner Machine Tools are piling 

up production records and reducing cost-per- 

operation figures. They do many jobs formerly 

handled only on heavier, more costly equip- 

LOW OPERATING COST 

Exceptionally compact and rugged construction 

keeps power and maintenance costs low. Sim- 

ment. Sound design, volume production and 

manufacturing know-how combine to make 

Walker-Turner Machine Tools notable for ac- 

curacy, rugged construction and complete de- 

pendability—at low cost. 

plified controls make it easy to train new opera- 

tors and increase their productivity on the job. 

WIDE SELECTION OF CUTTING SPEEDS 

Walker-Turner Machine Tools are notable for 

their wide ranges of cutting speeds (see descrip- 

tions on opposite page). This permits choice of 

most effective cutting speed for each material 

(without special attachments), increasing output 

and reducing cost per unit. 

MULTI-PURPOSE DESIGN 

Walker-Turner Machine Tools can be applied in 

standard or special set-ups to an almost un- 

limited variety of operations. Drill heads, for 

US 

all the advantages of easily portable machine 

tools. They can be moved to any part of the 

production line and used exactly where their 

cost-cutting qualities will count most. 

example, work well in any position—vertical, 

horizontal or upside down—permitting adapta- 

tion to many intricate tooling problems. 

WALKER-TURNER COMPANY, Inc. 

PESEGTIEGS =... ts}. FEW eeeee 

DRILL PRESSES — HAND AND POWER FEED e¢ RADIAL DRILLS 
METAL-CUTTING BAND SAWS e@ POLISHING LATHES e FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES 
RADIAL CUT-OFF MACHINES FOR METAL @© MOTORS © BELT & DISC SURFACERS 



YESTERDAY'S PIONEER--+-+- TODAY'S LEADER 

END MILL SHARPENING 

FIXTURE 

@ Get full service from your WELDON 

End Mills by reconditioning them with the 

WELDON Sharpening Fixture. Quickly resharp- 

ens End Mills from '/16" to 2” inclusive. Requires 

no centers or lead cams. It is unnecessary to line 

up the fixture as it will always grind straight. 

Designed for any grinder with flat table. 

No table movement necessary. So simple it 

can be operated even by unskilled workers. 

Conserves tools, time and money. 

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER 

AND PRICES 

3000 WOODHILL ROA 

INDEX MILLS 

will help you on your teol, die and production 
work. In addition to micrometer dials on 

screws, verniers are standard equipment for 
cross and longitudinal locating. If finer pre- 
cision is desired, rods and indicators are avail- 

able. These in conjunction with power feed 

to a precision ball bearing spindle make a 
very versatile machine for milling, drilling and 
boring. Literature promptly mailed on request. 

Mfd. by 
Index Mach. 
& Tool Co. 

A quality tool for precision work in the 
tool room or production line, incorporating 
such features as ball bearings—hardened 
and ground worm—quick acting throw-out 
for free hand turning—single movement 
table lock that does not cramp table out 
of alignment—compound trough. 12” size 
only. 

For use on 'ndex Mills or any other ma- 
chine that will accommodate a 12" table. 

3100 E. MICHIGAN AVE. 
JACKSON, MICH. 
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Standard Firsts 

HE Standard Tool Company was established in 1881. Since that 

time it has operated under a continuing management. 

A very large number of the improvements in design, construction 

and manufacture, responsible for today’s high efficiency of modern high 

speed cutting tools have been pioneered by Standard. 

The use of high speed steel in drill construction is one of the most 

important of such Standard developments. 

The method of welding a high speed steel barrel to a carbon steel 

shank is another Standard development that contributed to the present 

reasonable cost of high speed steel drills. 

Result, we have enjoyed for 65 years a constantly increasing patron- 

age from America’s leading industries. 

A wealth of experience gained through these 65 years in meeting 

tough drilling, reaming, milling and tapping problems is at the disposal 

of users of our products, without cost or obligation. Let us work with 

you on your tough jobs. Write 

THE STANDARD [OOL (10. 

CLEVELAND 

NEW YORK STORE DETROIT STORE CHICAGO STORE 
94 READE STREET 2457 WOODWARD AVE 552 W. WASHINGTON BLVD 



STANDARD 

WITH STANDARD DRILLS 

( UR stock of over 10,000 items provides the right 

drill, reamer, cutter, tap or die for each job. 

Unequalled manufacturing experience provides 

utmost uniformity in construction and performance. 

Our distribution, through leading Mill Supply Dis- 

tributors, from coast to coast, provides prompt adequate 

service to all users. 

Superior service and superior performance are two 

direct benefits gained by Standardizing on Standard 

Shield Brand Tools. 

THE STANDARD [OOL (10. 

CLEVELAND 

DETROIT STORE CHICAGO STORE 
w w 

NEW YORK STORE 
94 REA t TREET 



AGE (7 ELECTRODES 

3%2% NICKEL TYPE 317 STAINLESS MEDIUM CARBON 
1t: 7); tn) © O) Oe A As RO s 

GAS 3 aG@ SHIELDED ARC 
SHIELDED ARC 

WELDING RODS ELECTRODES ELECTRODES 

With these three popular types of welding rods back in 

production, PAGE today offers an even more complete range 

of electrodes and gas rods — with quality and uniformity 

up to the usual PAGE high standard. For electrodes or gas 

welding rods and for information about their most economical 

use, get in touch with your PAGE distributor. 

Monessen, Pa., Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Denver, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, Portland, San Francisco, Bridgeport, Conn, 

PAGE STEEL AND WIRE DIVISION 

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE 
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and P 

IS RUBBER and A 

BRASIVE 

Bright oo oRK TO GETHE
R cso costs 

UA 

TO IMPROVE 
PRODUCT 

Q 

ime and labor saving applica- 

of Brightboy in the precision 

LISHING OF ALL 

* Metals 

* Plastics 

* Wood 

—will assist you materially in meeting the 

tremendously increased demand for more 

and better products. Brightboy’s time and 

labor savings are achieved through A 

SINGLE WORK OPERATION which bridges 

the gap between the grind and the buff. The 

rubber in Brightboy’s uniform compound 

cleans and polishes simultaneously with the 

burring and finishing 

action of the abrasive, 

which is evenly impreg- 

nated throughout the 

rubber binder. 

yiTy —TO } 
OWE 

Brightboy is manufactured in WHEELS, 

RODS, STICKS and BLOCKS in 3 Textures, 

for an extensive variety of manual and ma- 

chine operations on products of widely varied 

material, size and shape. ASK YOUR 

DEALER for Brightboy prices, catalog and 

applications data. Brightboy service repre- 

sentatives will gladly aid you on production 

problems. 

BRIGHTBOY 
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

Weldon Roberts Rubber Co. 
Newark 7, N. J. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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Are you shipping or storing valuable machinery? 

Here’s new 

inside’’ protection 

against 
rust! 

aa ise 

ocony-Vacuum has developed two new 

rust preventives to protect the internal 

surfaces of intricate machinery during storage 

and shipment. 

The new products, S/V Sova-Kotes 501 and 

503, are applied in the same manner as regular 

lubricating and hydraulic oils. They possess 

sufficient stability and lubricating properties 

to permit their use for ‘“‘run-in’”’ applications. 

Tests show 30 to 40 times greater protection 

against rust than regular operating oils. Com- 

plete information on correct application are 

available now in a special 

Socony-Vacuum bulletin. Get 

your copy now from your 

local Representative. 

RUST IS WASTE 
Sova-Kote your 

metal 

Get this Complete 

Lubrication Program 

for all your machines 

@ Lubrication Study of Your Entire 

Plant 

@ Recommendations to Improve 

Lubrication 

@ Lubrication Schedules and Controls 

@ Skilled Engineering Counsel 

@ Progress Reports of Benefits of , - : —— sis hits: * 

Obtained. . 

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. 

and Affiliates: Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp. of Calif. 

TUNE IN “INFORMATION PLEASE’ MONDAY EVENINGS, 9:30 E.S.T.—NBC 
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‘MEASURING AND CHECKING EQUIPMENT 

OF HIGHEST QUALITY 

SLOTTED 
ANGLES 

In 19 sizes, ranging 
from 4x9 x 5 and 
up—in both scraped 
ond ground finish. 

BOX 

PARALLELS 
In 15 sizes, rang- 
ing from3x4x 12 
and up—in ground 
finish. 

UNIVERSAL ANGLES 
In 10 sizes, ranging from 4 x 3% x 5 
and up—in ground finish. 
Special sizes made to order. 

SURFACE 
PLATES 

Over 50 sizes, 
ranging from 7 x 
7% to 96 x 192. 

Also, measuring angles, angle plates, vee blocks, straight 
edges, boring mill porollels, stee! porollels, cylinder squares. 

We rescrape surface plates and 

repair angles, cubes, etc. SEND FOR 
COMPLETE CATALOG 

MACHINE PRODUCTS CORPORATION petroir't2, micuican 

DUAL ACTION NON-ROTATING 
CYLINDERS—For controlled pull 
—push— lift or lowering action, 
provide smooth, dependable 
power! Extra Strong cylinder 
walls (%¢" thick)—no tie rods. 
Makes servicing easy—either 
ps of cylinder quickly remov- 
able. 

Also a complete line of Hydraulic Cylinders — non-rotating and rotating. 

Drill 6 Holes 

at One Stroke— 

Adjustable for 

any Pattern! 
Your drill presses equipped with ad 
justable MULTI-DRILL heads will 

Reduce costs thru multiplying your 
present drill press production 
Conserve valuable floor space in 
your shop or departments 
Reduce your equipment investment 
Often save their cost on the first 
job 

The MULTI-DRILL attaches conven- 
lently to most '/2” drill presses. Its 
six radially adjustable spindles are 
quickly set te any hole pattern with- 
in 5” circle—ti/16”" minimum cen- 
ters. Standard capacity 3/32” to 17/64" 
drills. Many modifications are avail- 
able for your special applications at 
slight additional cost. 

fae with “two-fisted” gripping Cylinders, Arbors, Mandrels, Drill 

%, AORGRHP OTHER ANKER-HOLTH PRODUCTS — 
' Air-Operated Collets, Rotating 

—air locking power, plus a two- 
way cam action, locks jaws me- 
chanically —gripping etther exter- 
nally or internally. Also, Hydrau- 
lically operated chucks. 

Press Chucks, 2- and 3-Jaw Finger 
and Compensating Chucks, Lubri- 
cating Assemblies, 3- or 4-way Air 
Valves, hand or foot operated. Hy- 
draulic Power Units, etc. 

Complete Information and Quotations Upon Request. 

Anker -Houtn MFG. CO. 
). 2725 CONNORS ST. PORT HURON, MICH. 

Representatives in all principal cities 
cae ae © ht 

Any Hole Pattern 
Write teday for circular. 

MFG. CO. 

4229 Kinzie St., Chicago, U.S.A. 

ADJUSTABLE TO ANY DESIGN 
(oe) 

Oodsoc00}" 
Oo oO, 
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Shock-Pr 
high weor resistance. 

Use for 
requiremen

ts,—PUNcre
s: 

chisels, h 

Nation's choice 

en ste 
ptional 

y punches, 

embossing
 and forming dies. 

tools and dies subject to breaking 
from shock 

and bending stresses- 

ness. 

dies, slitters, saws, PIG 

feed screws, spindles. 

Tool make 

viding tough ¢ 

taps, chase
rs, rethr 

broaches, 
arbors, drill ji 

Tool maker's 
grade of oil hardening 

steel. 

Hardens 
to Rockwell 

C 67 in any size. Uses 

similar to M. 

Contains 1.00 Carb
on—.99 Vanadium. 

Cc 

quenched 
from temperatur

es oS high as 

without grain growth. Case 

from very shallow to deep by varying
 a¥ 

temperatur
e. Particularl

y yseful for special
 cold 

heading application
s. 

*One of the series of s
ix Vasco Too! 

solid forgings
, ring 

Steel Classificati
ons covering 

every 

circles, 
an 

drill rod
. 

industrial 
requirement

. 



THRIFIMASTER 

Thriftmaster Drillheads are job engineered! For recommendations 
and quotation (without obligation) write our engineering department. 

MULTIPLE SPINDLE DRILLHEADS 

Detroit Representative: 8B. E. Parish, 33820 Fenkell Avenue 

MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT 

on side milling cutters and gang milling setups with 

Dayton Rogers Micrometer Adjustable Spacing Collars 

You can make an adjustment 

QUICKLY — ACCURATELY on all FLOATING y/ 

milling machine setups with these 

collars by merely loosening the RE A MER 

cutter arbor nut and making an 
adjustment as required. Graduated ; 

in thousandths, an adjustment of HOLDER 

0005” can be made very readily 
by visual calibration. Sosa ol see 

FOR Gf AUTOMATIC 

/ SCREW MACHINES 

a dliinsin new float action, based on 
‘ “ c = synthetic rubber, and employing no balls, rollers, 

Made in twelve stand- S ; springs, friction devices, or similar moving parts, 
ard sizes from 7" to : ms gives a free but controllable aligning movement on 
2” for immediate ship- ft the Hi the reamer so that it will mot cramp or cause bell- 
ment, Bach collar fer ; a | E ; mouth, A simple adjustment centers the reamer and 

, , ti: . eliminates hang. Green Reamer Holders are fast 
nished with spanner : : ‘== SrA _} gaining wide and enthusiastic acceptance on all pop- 
wrench for making ad- y ular makes of machines. They are the answer to your 
justments. reaming troubles! 

Write for Write for Descriptive Bulletin 

Bulletin No. 120-1. , 

q | | \ GREEN MANUFACTURING CO. 

DAYTON ROGERS MANUFACTURING CO. 650 S. WYMAN ST., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

MINNEAPOLIS 7 MINNESOTA 
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THESE BASIC TOOLS and many others designed and 

produced by GAIRING for special purposes, will be on 

display at our booth at the Tool Show. The uses for 

which they are intended and their performance under a 

wide variety of conditions will be cheerfully explained to 

those of you who are interested. 

GAIRING, who has faithfully served the Metal Work- 

ing Industry for more than a quarter century will exhibit 

improved cutting tool designs, new production tools. 

Come in and get better acquainted, ask questions, make 

our booth your headquarters. 

THE GAIRING TOOL COMPANY, DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN 

AIRING 

LTO Odaaa 

MARCH 28, 1946 



4 CLEANING e(qnas This Oe Dipireter 

| With the W
i 500-C-] does the job of Four 

The latest addition to 

the line of Detrex stand- 

ard solvent-vapor de- 

greasers—the 500-C-1 

—permits the use of 

any one of four clean- . 

ing cycles. One of ‘ Yes, workers get 4-way — 

these is sure to be with this Willson respintoe 

the correct answer to Protects lungs agains® 
i ds. Metal 

i 
ent industrial hazarc s —

 

your vapor-de
greasing

 
haar 

es. Pneumo " 

problem 
—e dusts. Toxic dusts. Nui 

1. Vapor 

2. Immersion in Cool Solvent —Vapor 

3. Vapor—Immersion in Cool Solvent — 

Vapor tigre 
. + efe uble filters prov? 

4. Immersion in Boiling Solvent —Immer- = i . Give 

tra-large filtering are@ 
. 7 fort of 

sion in Cool Solvent—Vapor pee ea 

These phases may be combined to form a cleaning are throw- 
. ; $i 

cycle to fit any production requirement. inexpen 

While retaining the advantages of the larger models, 

this conveyorized degreaser conserves valuable floor space. 

The machine, available in six sizes, has a large hourly- 

rated work load capacity. The 500-C-1 is designed primarily 

for flexible production cleaning. Baskets are.loaded at one Face piece ait or lesee 

end of the degreaser, move through the required cleaning sizes to fit either 
face. Both sizes carry oa

 

: 
' 

Compact, cycle, and are returned to the same end of the machine for of Mines approval. ©° 
ily be ; may readily . the respirator : 

unloading. worn under a welding 

available in two 

helmet. 

All standard Detrex degreasers are available corrosion- 

resistant clad or with zinc-spray coated interior surfaces. 
For help on your lung-protec- 

, ‘ tion problems, get in touch 
Perm-A-Clor or Triad degreasing solvents— with your Willson Distributor 

depending on your particular requirements—are > ee ee eee 

recommended for use in the 500-C-1. 

GOGGLES + RESPIRATORS + GAS MASKS + HELMETS 

«. DETREX 

lLLSON 

DETROIT 27 + MICHIGAN operation PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
READING, PA., U.S.A. Established 1870 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



FOR EVERY SERVICE Co} 

You can count on 

earmpenne? I" weerts Wa ad dt + eT 5 ts as, yy Sey wa, © 4a i 4 ; 3 . S . . y ; * % ‘a ee a < " <h4 ? yer | “ ° Wale Ses $8 . ‘ , Sr ay West M as ve = : OY tA b , 7 ag i Ay *) F , X a. ‘ Cte: , " 4 . tr A od dk S fin ' . ey Wie re 
Lia, : e ‘ » be +. toe ¥ ' | © t+ * = . . . 4 » , Q ‘ 

OP ‘ : Oba Ss A> , ,ey uF Ry 4 Y, ‘ i. } eth ‘ y 
: 5 Poh A 

- eons & . 
’ ~ev by: e* " 

x evi Oy : 
‘4 f: 43) .. J eet 

3 x 
ie 4 Rwy } . bs ae o ; ; 

| 
A > ‘I 

f, x ‘ ; ; Vo 
ae A ? Th i 

¢ 
me 

TN 

os 

sete oe 
yt Pa 

ae ee ee 
‘wpe rt 
PE 6 

“~t, a. . s, oe % 

e Results such as these are typi- 

eal where Tycol lubricants are 

specified, Call, write or wire 

your nearest Tide Water Associated office for full TID E WAT E R 

details about the lubricant best suited to your needs. =e 0 e IATE D 
Sa 

Lubrication—“engineered to fit the job” OIL COMPANY 

Boston + Philadelphia + Pittsburgh - Charlotte, N. C 17 BATTERY PLACE » NEW YORK 4, N.Y. 
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A NEW DEMAGNETIZER 

By WALKER 

for mass production needs 

The O. S. Walker Co., Inc., have added to their line many types 

of special Demagnetizers. The illustration shows one of these 

applications for demagnetizing parts operating in a conveyor 

line. No extra labor is involved. 

This method of demagnetizing parts on a mass production basis 

is economical in connection with the production of forgings, 

pressed parts and assemblies. 

Reconversion and new designs have placed many such problems 

in the hands of Walker engineers . . . for prompt, effective, 

economical solution. Let Walker help you, too. 

O. S. WALKER CO., INC. 
WORCESTER, MASS 
Makers of Rectangular 
and Rotary Magnetic Chuck 

GREAVES No.2 RANDALL & STICKNEY 

Universal Gauge 
PLAIN or UNIVERSAL MILLING MACHINE 

. . » for Speed, Accuracy, Production for rigid inspection of a wide range of 

and Tool Room Work ... ooteiteatiiie use Is offered by this Instrument 
for inspecti dupileate 1 i 
caall sare wit at sates we ese 

featuring: owene Sable Inoreeme™eapactty to tak ~ hy 

Power Feeds, all Directions 3 hel : ifesiaht 5 ibe. 1% oz.; depth F—-} 
Rapid Traverse—6-way frame te spladie 1%". 
Alloy Hardened Geers Full details on request 

Caddie Slides and Screws. || SttaMasyrMlel git tts tent and tnt at 
All Speed and Feed Changes FRANK E. RANDALL co. 

through Positive Geering 
All Speed and Feed Gearing run Makers Waltham 54, Mass. 

in Oil 
Timken Bearings 
Glass Sight Oil Control 
Unit Construction 
Central Control Position for all 

Operation Levers . 

Coctent System a LOW PRICED 
Specifications = SELF-CONTAINED 

Table—5214" x 12” 1 be 
Feed range—-Longitudinel Pewer Feed "on aa + hee / : Pp ORTABLE 

28" Feeds—9—R et te 18” ; 
Cross Power Feed 10’ ve minute ae ries : 7 STURDY 
Vertical Power Feed 19° Rapid traverse—Longitudinal—cross \ 

} Ae sr diameter a vertical—Alll directions—75 ase READY TO WORK pindle—Chrome nickel steel National minute i Vise Standard taper hole 750 Weight—3750 Ibs. ECONOMICAL 

EXPORT DEPT. Send for illustrated literature giving complete information. 
Write for nearest agent or dealer 1111 SO. FERRY BLD'G. 

NEW YORK 4, N.Y. 
Exclusive Distributors : WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 400 

387 Paice an" cetaee, R. 1 HILLER- KNUTH Mea. Co. omananes. 
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] o help you increase machine capacity and improve product 

quality Illinois Tool offers an experience gained in 34 years 

of intensive research in the development and application of metal 

cutting tools specifically designed to meet the requirements 

of each individual job. 

oO J 
f 

HEAD QuARTER? 

ILLINOIS 

TOOL WORKS 
D1.N. Keeler Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois 

ada: Canada Illinois Tools, Lid., Toronto, Ontario 

SHAKEPROOF PRODUCTS 



Meet the Man 

Every Business 

LIKES / 

You'll like him, too, because he knows 
his own business and is therefore able to 
make constructive, helpful suggestions 
about yours where the two coincide. 
That's in the field of figures — pay rolls, 
mark-ups, expense distribution, costs — 
any figuring where there's a premium on 
accuracy, speed, and economy with sim- 
plicity of operation. 

This man is successful because he un- 
failingly guides business managers over 
reliable shortcuts that save manhours 
and mistakes — meaning money. He is 
the Marchant representative, and you'll 
find him in your phone book. 

In 20 minutes — no more — he will 
he glad to prove these statements by 
demonstration. 

ill —" oi sPrresmaneaeanepriangaet 

/ MARCHANT | 

GHENT SPEED ELECTRIC 

CALCULATORS 
ah 

THIRTY-SIXTH YEAR 

Marchant Calculating Machine Company 

Home Office: Oakland 8, California, U.S. A. 
SALES AGENCIES AND MANUFACTURER’S 
SERVICE STATIGQNS GIVE SERVICE EVERYWHERE 

ERRINGTON MECHANICAL LABORATORY 

TAPPING CHUCKS 

STAPLETON, STATEN ISLAND 4, N. Y. 

NEW YORK a. CHICAGO 
170 Broadway Taps 6701 N. Sioux Ave. 

Size Exact Size 

Our High Speed Tappers 
are Super-Sensitive for 

Small Tapping 

gdh Style C 
pw Graduated 
ey Adjustable 

Holds 
rok Safety 

Wor Friction 
Down 

DRILL PRESS TURRET 
Style D-E with Quick-Change Tool Holders to Drill, Tap and Set 
studs, etc., without moving work, or stopping or reversing machine. 
Individual friction adjustment in each tap-holder. If required. 
Also, Opening Die-Heads; Opening Stud-Setters; Friction 

Screw-Drivers and Nut-Setters, etc. 

\wTERcCHANG EaBiLiTy 

A. S. A. STANDARD 

PRECISION DRILL JIG BUSHINGS 

Standard sizes and styles in stock for prompt delivery. 
Write for catalog showing table of standard sizes of bushings with 
price list and other valuable information for the tool designer. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

BUFFALO, N.Y CLEVELAND, O. = + DETROIT, MICH. 
John J. Kelly 3. W. Mull, Jr. James W. Booth 

Cleveland 8196 . HEnderson 6113 TEmple 1-4040 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 

J. W. Mull, Jr. Walter W. Millar 
Riley 9393 PRospect 2687 

NEW YORK, N. Y. PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
Carlton Eberhard Albert R. Dorn 
Wisconsin 7-9193 DElaware 3553 
PITTSBURGH, PA. Ba ym ~ WASH. 

J. W. Mull, Jr. Soderling Co. 
MAyflower 3177 " Garheld Sots eae 

* STRATFORD, CONN. TOLEDO, O. 
Ellsworth St. & Sup. Co. J. W. Mull, Jr. 

_ BRidgeport 7-3317 GArfield 8017 
*Stock carried at these locations 

ACCURATE BUSHING C 

440 North Ave., Garwood, N. J. + WEstfield 2-2415 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



CHROMIUM 

PLATING 

Good results in ornamental, industrial or porous chromium plating depend to an 

important degree on proper preparation of the base steel. Surfaces must be 

CHEMICALLY CLEAN in order to assure maximum deposit adhesion. You can be 

sure of the thoroughness of your preliminary surface cleaning process by following 

the successful example of many leading platers who use that fast-acting, 

low-cost Oakite material especially designed for ANODIC degreasing... 

OAKITE COMPOSITION No. 

The highly effective wetting-out, emulsifying and penetrating properties of this material 

quickly remove insoluble smut, oil, grease, shop dirt and similar foreign matter. The 

resulting CHEMICALLY CLEAN surfaces provide uniform, durable chrome deposits 

on ferrous metals, For plating on non-ferrous metals equally effective Oakite materials 

are available. Complete technical data gladly supplied on request. 

Put Oakite Technical Service To Work In Your Plant 

A |6-page booklet describing Oakite Composition No. 90 may be had FREE on request. 

In addition, the personal services of your nearby Oakite Technical Representative are 

available to you entirely without cost or obligation. Since one of your important objec- 

tives today is to concentrate on finding methods for keeping production costs low, let 

us help you in the same successful way that we have helped so many other platers. Your 

inquiries concerning cleaning before plating are invited. . . . Write TODAY! 

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC ., 26 Thames St., NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 
Technical Service Representatives Located in All Principal Cities of the United States and Canada 

Specialized 

MATERIALS «+ METHODS « SERVICE 
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MULTIPLIES CAPACITY OF 

PRESENT MACHINES IN PRO- 

DUCING BASE PLUGS FOR BOMBS 

The main or 2-spindle head 
is driven by the drill press 
and has two splined drivers 
near its outer rim which, 
through bevel gears, drive 
the two horizontal spindles. 

The feeding of all four 
drills—two vertical and two 
opposed horizontals—is ac- 
complished by rock and 
pinion which are covered 
by the guards shown. 

Instead of handling the 
drilling of the base plug 
for the four holes from 
three different directions, 
one pass of the driller 
spindle drills all four holes 
in 1/5 the previous time. 
Actual drilling time 6 
seconds. 

$/% ORNL 2 HOLES - Orit 2 HOLES 
s/ DEEP 0/% DEP, DRILL THRO 

Hoefer’s Whole Business i
s Hole ee 

ONE PASS of the driller spindle 

drills all 4 holes in one-fifth 

the previous time.. 

Hoefer Multiple Spindle 
Heads not only increase 
production per hour but 
decrease drilling cost per 
piece. In addition, they 
increase production from 
the same floor space, de- 
crease handling time, and 
lessen operator fatigue. 
Through use of these 
drill heads you release 
needed machines for 
other work. 

3% The use of Hoefer Multiple Spindle Heads on your present 
equipment will take care of any drilling requirement. When a 
part becomes obsolete because of re-design, you have only the 
inexpensive base or support on which the unit is mounted to 
discard—not the whole machine. Hoefer Heads were designed 
to meet the need for maximum flexibility and they do it effi- 
ciently and economically. Give us an opportunity to analyze your 
drilling problems—send us your blueprints and number of 
parts you need for one day. We can design a head that will 
speed your production, save handling time, and save the need for 
new costly drilling equipment. 

KEYSEATING 

MILLER NATIONA 

- + + the tool that converts drilling 

machines into key-seaters 

and saves time and money 

@ With this modern tool you can handle 
keyseating jobs not suitable for keyseating 
machines on any of your drill presses or 
radials. Keyseats with parallel sides, accurate 
in depth and in perfect alignment with bore 
axis are assured. 

The National Keyseating Miller mills, keyseats 
in one cut. It can be used on offset holes and 
blind holes. Work clamping is unnecessary. 
We also manufacture oil-grooving millers. 

Made in twenty-seven different diameters from 
V/>" to 3'/2". Several widths of cutters can be 
used in each size. 

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR NEW 

CATALOG NO. 16 

NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL CO. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

for modern form-dressing 
SETTING 

ONE HANDLE 
CONTINUOUS MOTION 

RY ee 

J & S Radii & Angle Dressers in the “Fluid-Motion” series are among 
the finest precision dressing instruments procurable. . . . regardless of 
cost. There is a standard model to fit most form-dressing requirements. 

FEATURES 
Fluid-motion dressing 7” & 14” wheel capacities 
.0001°’ accuracy Large range yet compact 
Automatic centering Chatterless and dustproof 

J. & §. TOOL CO. 477 MAIN STREET 
EAST ORANGE 1, N. J 
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Both of these important questions about Clutches for 
heavy-duty drives are answered—in your favor—by 
Fawick Airflex Clutches. 

They absorb shock and vibration, and transmit power, through 
a cushion of air—just like your car rides on its tires. Diesel engines 

equipped with 
Fawick Clutches, They have no moving parts to wear or get out of adjustment— 

no springs, toggles, arms or levers. 

They require no lubrication—maintenance costs are low: 

They provide uniform clutch engagement under all loads, at 
all speeds. 4 

Performance and economy have been proved—on thousands of 
navy ships and on hundreds of types of industrial applications. 

Let our Engineering Department give you details—on clutches, 
slip clutches, brakes, flexible couplings and power take-offs. 

Fawick Clutches save | 
time and money’ on big | 

' dredges. 
eee ene nnn ee eum’ 

Papermakin 
machine wit 
Fawick Clutches, 

How the FAWICK AIR- 
FLEX CLUTCH Works. 
Compressed air expands the 
rubber-and-fabric gland— 
to engage clutch with any 11 Fawick Clutches on 
foqres of “grip’’ you want. modern oil field drilling 
Release the air and clutch oa rig. 
disengages. 3 
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RED 

“NOT GO” 

5-PLUS FEATURES 

GREATER ACCURACY AND STABILITY 

“It Starts round and Stays round 

with every adjustment!’ 

The new Woodworth Adjustable Thread LESS WEIGHT 

Ring Gage offers many sensational improve- 

ments over those of conventional itt POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION 

Proven by actual tests to be mathematically 

round through the full range of adjustments, 

its revolutionary design permits a degree of POSITIVE ADJUSTMENT 

accuracy in thread inspections never before 

obtained. 

Step up your production — reduce your ACCURACY YOU CAN TRUST 

manufacturing costs—with this new Wood- 

worth instrument of accuracy. 

LONGER WEAR LIFE 

Wire or write for Folder No. 46R 

WOODWORTH 

N. A. WOODWORTH CO., SALES DIVISION, 1300 £. NINE MILE ROAD * DETROIT 20, MICHIGAN 

PRECISION GAGES + PRECISION MACHINE AND AIRCRAFT PARTS + DIAPHRAGM CHUCKS + ADJUSTABLE CLAMPING JIGS + SPECIAL TOOLS 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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The set of books that makes 

MASTER 

MACHINISTS 

and leads to bigger pay! 

This big home-study and reference course 
gives you the practical facts on machines 
and methods you need to advance in 
machine shop work. Take advantage of 
the other man’s experience as found in 
books, to solve your problems, increase your 
efficiency with 

AMERICAN MACHINISTS’ 

LIBRARY 

6 volumes, 2516 pages, 2368 illustrations, 
many charts and tables 

HESE books answer your questions on 
methods and machines—tell what you 

need to know about the operation of ma- 
chines of all types and sizes for the whole 
range of metal cutting, forming, and finish- 
ing operatidns—show by text, diagram, and 
illustration the essential points of setting 
up work, adjusting machines, selecting 
feeds and speeds, determining pressures, 
handling materials, devising  short-cuts, 
etc. 

What the Library gives you 
—ocomplete guide for everybody, frem shop exeeu- 

tive to apprentices, interested in the operation 
of machines used in turning and bering practice 

—description of all impertant varieties of machines, 
both manual and automatic, and metheds of 
operating them 

—data on speeds and feeds, new cutting alleys 
and materials, use of coolants, etc. 

—practical information on grinding machines and 
abrasive wheels, showing what they do, how te 
operate them, and how to make best use of them 
on various types of work 

—training in the various operations performed in 
drilling and surfacing materials in the machine 
shop 

—exact, descriptive data on all aspects of fear- 
cutting practice, useful in shops of any size 

—essentials of selecting machines, setting up work, 
and handling operations in reaming, tapping, 
planing, shaping, slotting, milling and breaching 

No Money Down—Easy Payments 

Let us send you these fact-paeked boeks for 10 
days’ examination, with no ebligation to buy the 
books. If you decide to keep the books the special 
library price represents a saving of $2.00 en the 
Price of the books bought separately. Furthermore, 
you may pay in small monthly installments, while 
you use the books. Invest in life’s soundest com- 
modity—KNOWLEDGE. 

Send This McGRAW-HILL Coupon 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42 St., New York {8 
Send me the American Machinists’ Library, 6 volumes, 
charges prepaid, for 16 days’ examrination. If I find 
the books satisfactory, I will send you $1.50 in 10 
days, and $3.00 a month until the special price ef $19. = 
has been paid. Otherwise I will return the beoks pos 
—— insure prompt shipment write plainly and ari 
na ines. ) 

Address _......... 

City and State...... 

Company ...... 

Posi ww--F. A, 3-28-46 
(Books sent on approval in the U. S. only.) 
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Seiler cleaning of 

metal Larts. thru 

MECHANIZED HANDLING 

I, your plans covering the pro- 
duction or maintenance cleaning of 
metal parts, a new complete line of 

OPTIMUS EQUIPMENT units offer 
your plant operating men a number 
of outstanding advantages. 

These new OPTIMUS machines en- 
able the combining of operations in 
one nearby sequence, they assist you 
in obtaining the best control of qual- 
ity in your metal cleaning and allied 
process operations. ‘‘Rejects’’ can be 
lowered, bottlenecks eliminated, 
production speeded up, with their 
use. 

If you are crowded for space, if you 

OPTIMUS EQUIPMENT COMPANY 

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

151 CHURCH STREET, MATAWAN, N. J. 

need to cut labor costs, eliminate 
needless ‘‘toting’’ of your metal 
parts — an OPTIMUS Plan for the 
mechanized handling of your metal 
parts through washing, rinsing and 
drying, can help you. 

SEND FOR 

NEW ILLUSTRATED BULLETIN 

An illustrated bulletin describing these new 
OPTIMUS Machines for metal parts cleaning 
is now in preparation, and will be sent to 
manufacturers interested in better handling of 
their parts cleaning operations. If you would 
like to receive a copy of the bulletin when it 
is ready, simply fill out and mail the coupon 
today. 

STANDARD AND SPECIAL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT 
FROM THE SMALLEST TO THE LARGEST SIZES 
FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF OPERATIONS. 

After Finishing’’. 

Company...... 

Company Address......... 

OPTIMUS EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 151 Church Street, 
Please send me a copy of your new Bulletin “Cleaning Metal Parts Before and 

Matawan, N. J. 

..Position 

State.. 



SHELDON 

PRECISION LATHES 

from any angle, better lathes for turning small 

parts with precision, speed and profit. 

Sheldon S-56 11/4" Modern, lighter, faster, handier 
Swing 1” Collet Ca- 

pacity 56” Bed equipment. Rigidly built to hold 

Write its close accuracy under round- 
for ' 

Bulletin the-clock operation. Surpris- 

ingly inexpensive. 

Booth 1831 

ASTE 

Show, Cleveland 

April 8th to 12th 

SHELDON MACHINE CO., INC. 

4234N. Knox Ave., Chicago 41, U.S.A. 

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSER 

€3) ‘ ARTHUR A. , 
Desmond Cutter Desmond Hex Dresser T Tat =©603 Newbury Street 

C R A F S tS, at Kenmore Sq. BOSTON 
We manufacture ao complete line of Dressers and Cutters. COMPANY, INC. adeneet - emmenee 

Write for copy of catalog “A”. 

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO. 
URBANA, OHIO 

Canadian D-S Mfg. Co., Hamilton, Ont. 

For cutting internal keyways, slots or splines 1/10” 
to 4° wide and up te 60” long. Fast—Accurate— 
Flexible. Write for particulars and catalog on machine 
for your work. DIE HEAD 

MITTS & MERRILL * ACCURACY OF THREADS > ww 

— 
. e LOW CHASER COST 

see 913 Tilden St. e ALL AROUND DEPENDABILITY 
Saginaw, Michigan Bulletins available: General Purpose Die — 

Heads, Insert Chaser Die Head, Thread- 

CEYSEATERS | oduam 0) 
g Machines. a & 

| fs A ee a ye Machinist 
THE EASTERN MACHINE SCREW CORP., 20-40 Barclay st., New Haven, Conn. 
LosAngeles; A. C. Behringer, 8324 N. San Pedro St., San Franctsco; Guy Reynolds, 464 
Vernon St.. Oakland, Canada: F. Barber Macuinery Co.. Toronto. Canada. 

M A Re K per ' > | RE WRITE FOR LITERATURE 
- kh» ee & AND PRICES OF LATEST 

_> be HERCULES HOLDERS & TYPE 

THE a ; . . 

FAST 

WAY 
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SWEDISH [LiokdPinc] CENTERLESS GRINDERS 

Built by Sweden’s oldest and largest machine 

tool factory. Hundreds in use. 

Most powerful. 

Many sizes available for 

grinding pieces up to 14” 

diameter, 23” long; for 

grinding bars up to 6” diam- 

eter and 25 ft. long. - 

Large variety of attachments 

available for: 

Through-Feed 

In-Feed 

Profile 

Taper and 

Shoulder Grinding 

See this machine in operation at A. S. T. E. 

SHOW — CLEVELAND — April 8th to 12th. 

For detailed catalog write to: 

Setting new 

standards in 

(production welding 

Matching their important contribution to 
faster production welding for war, C-F 
Welding Positioners are setting new 
standards in post-war welding practice. Shops already equipped tice from slow, costly operations to faster, better automatic 

MARCH 28, 

with C-F Positioners are pacing the field in the race for new 
markets. 

Equipped with variable speed control in any practical speed 
ratio, from 0 RPM and up, for handling circular or peripheral 
welds, C-F Positioners are speeding production welding prac- 
tices everywhere. Speed selection is fast, easily made, per- 
mitting quick change-over of material being welded. 

C-F Positionrs as production tools are changing welding prac- 

CULLEN-FRIESTEDT CO., CHICAGO 23, ILL. 

1946 

downhand welding. Cost of welding footage is reduced, “over- 
welding” is eliminated and machine or operator capacity is 
materially increased. There are hand or power operated C-F 
Welding Positioners in capacities from 1200 to 30,000 Ibs. Write 
for illustrated bulletin WP 22. Cullen-Friestedt Company, 1313 
South Kilbourn Avenue, Chicago 23, Illinois. 

9 

positioned welds 

mean better, more 

economical welds 

269 



TATRA Deut Deck 

SURFACE PLATE 

The above is our Double Deck Surface Plate which was dis- 
played at the Cleveland Metal Show of Feb. 4th to 8th and 
made world history. Indeed the many thousands of people 
who saw this exhibit did not know that they were witnessing a 
very Historical Event at tolerances not used by mankind. Now 
every manufacturer may have this material at a very reasonable 
price, and hundreds have been made and sold so far. 
NOTICE:—Those whom failed to get proper reply or acknowledgment 

please write us again or wire us. 

TATRA TOOL CO. 

16317 SANFORD AVE. CLEVELAND 10, OHIO 

[idddddd<4¢Spp>>>>p>> > 

Whoever thinks of hardness testing equip- 

ment thinks of the 

“ROCKWELL” 
HARDNESS TESTER 

Now and always 

made only by 

WILSON 
MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT CO. INC. 
357 Concord Ave., New York 54 

An Associate Company of American Chain & Cable 

(4444445 @P PPP PrP rrr em 

The “‘why”’ of 

TIME STUDY— 

A guide to sounder, more 

equitable time-study prac- 

tices ... critical appraisal in 

terms of basic philosophy 

move 

The Dynamics of 

TIME STUDY 

By RALPH PRESGRAVE 

Vice-President, J. D. Woods & Gordon, Limited, Industrial Consultants, 
Toronto; and Director in Charge of Manufacturing, 

IME study is in the unfortunate state of hav- 
ing spread enormously in a short time with- 

out having improved and advanced appreciably 
in precision, manner and consistency. 
a book by a practiced time-study engineer that 
re-examines the whole field of time study from 
a reasoned rather than 
proach. 
principles, terminology, its importance to scien- 
tific management, its relation to motion study— 
to evolve a basic line of thinking in order to 

toward more consistent 
time-study techniques. 

It analyzes 

Limited, Toronto 

Second Edition, 238 pages, 5/2 x8'/2, 17 illustrations, $2.50 

T 

factor, 

HIS book takes time study as the focal point of scientific manage 
ment and attempts to distinguish the fundamental philosophy under- 

lying its techniques, in order to check the validity of those techniques. 
It defines time study in terms of measurement as a science, and exam- 
ines the characteristics of measurement to which time study must eon- 
form, Explains the _—s behind basic measurement, co 

an 
“effort rating” and the significance of statistical rules for range and 
distribution of human capacities in measuring effort and speed. 

“leveling,” 

Here is 

rule-of-thumb ap- 
its 

a 
its basic objectives, 

and intelligent 

Published! 

York Knitting Mills, 

on 
detailed attention to “allowances,” and gives 

PHIL CARROLL, Ir., 
says 

practi 
which will make for more 

In bis Ferewerd: 

Probes the reasons behind— 
—proper use of the stop watch 
—relation of grading to measuring 
—use of the correction factor 
—importance of wage-incentive plans 
—the peculiar problem of the superskilled 

worker 
—‘“‘leveling” and its proper use 
—the deceptiveness of recorded time 

ge ea ot —distinction between “allowances” and 
done.”’ other ratings 

\\\ 7 Send for a copy—on approval! 

ely WASTING TIME making — 

or looking for solid arbors W/ : re) Py -Vaa 1°) 7. Veneelelze)) \W 

A SET OF MeGraw-Hill Book Company, Ine., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18 | 
' Send me Presgrave’s THE DYNAMICS OF TIME STUDY safer days’ ange ‘ 

NICHOLSON EXPANDING MANDRELS J |) wise occ ‘Satveia “wsusee paid on cum ern) | 

fits all bores : sn illlaemets ot naeearerenoe oT 
1" to 7" Address ....... pctuacl 

ene ee fe ae 
Set of 19 of these economy, precision tools does the work ef H 

193 solid arbors. Bulletin 1043 ‘ees ane 
, » ‘ -28- 

W. H. NICHOLSON & CO., 114 Oregon St, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. |} "=" en | 
po i (Books sent on approval in U. S. only.) 4 
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DRILLPOINTER 

Covers the entire range of Drills from !/4” to 3” with 
variable clearance and point angles, providing points 

that give greater clearance with less chisel point angle— 
thrust is reduced—uniformity maintained—each drill point 
is exactly the same as every other drill point. 

_ GRINDING OF POINT 

Satisfactory results are ob- 
tained only when the drill 
point is ground correctly. This 

gf means that the two cutting lips 
are ground on the same angle 
with the axis of the drill. Our experience shows 

Ne \ect that a 59 degree angle is best for general pur- 
9 age 

pose work. (See Fig. 1.) If cutting lips are 
po t olroo™ ground different lengths the drill cuts holes 
your ackbo" oversize. (See Fig. 2.) 

+e the . 

isthe iyction!| "OLIVER INSTRUMENT CO. 
/ of Pr 1414 E. MAUMEE STREET ADRIAN, MICHIGAN 

a 

AUTOMATIC DRILL GRINDERS— TOOL 

i : AND CUTTER GRINDERS DRILL 
POINT THINNERS—TEMPLATE 
TOOL GRINDERS —FACE MILL 

Oo F A D R I A | GRINDERS—DIEMAKING MACHINES 

Tool life greatly increased by 

reconditioning cutting oil with 

\e 

. BARRETT OIL EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 
+) 
d 

Reports from plants using Barrett Oil Recovery and Reconditioning Sys- 
tems show surprisingly high percentages in increased tool life. Then, too, 
users are enthusiastic as to the improved condition of the reclaimed oil 
as well as the high returns on the investment. Some set-ups in plants 

, engaged on defense production have paid for themselves in a few months. 

The Barrett Centrifugal Oil Extractor—which is part of a complete system 
—recovers 100% of the removable oil or 982% of the contained oil from 

. chips and turnings in 2 minutes or less. Complete Barrett oil recovery and 
reconditioning systems include Extraction, Sterilization and Sedimentation, 
together with filtration. The units involved are available in various sizes, 
individually or as a group, and are available with full manual control, 
semi-automatic control or with full automatic control requiring only loading, 
unloading, starting and stopping of the extractor by the operator. Com- 
plete plans including storage tanks for reclaimed oil or for use in cons 
junction with existing equipment are also available. 

With the Barrett system, abrasive-free oil assuring longer tool life can 
always be depended on. With Barrett Sterilization and Sedimentation Barrett Centrifugal Oil Extractor — 
equipment, cutting oil is also safe and free from contamination. the heart of Barrett Cutting Oil Re- 

covery and Reconditioning Systems. 

Investigate Today by Sending for Descriptive Bulletin of Oil Recovery 
and Reconditioning Systems ad 

THE LEON J. BARRETT COMPANY, 1800 Grafton Road, WORCESTER, MASS. 

Designers and Builders of Centrifugal Machinery 
ae 
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SEE OUR EXHIBIT 
OF FINE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

AT THE A.S.T.E. SHOW 

BOOTH 1843, 
LAKESIDE HALL 

(Lower Level) 

Talk to the Men 
Who Make the Tools! 

Specialists in the manufacture 
f of: 

} Oil-Hole Drills 
' *Oil-Hole Subland Drills 
ice Oil-Hole Subland Reamers 

| Subland Drills 
Subland Reamers 
Circularity Relieved Reamers 
Circularity Relieved End Mills 

; Line Reamers 
Core Drills 

/ Special Center Drills 
Special Counterbores 
Special Countersinks 
Flat and Circular Form Tools 

*illustrated 

Special Tools 
To Your 

Specification 

Moree Taper DETROIT REAMER 
Shank Subland 
Oll-Hole Drill 

Straight Shank 
Subland 

Oil-Hole Drill 

& TOOL CO. 

2830 E. 7-Mile Road 

Detroit 12, Mich. 

Petented Cutting Off Too 
Patented Cutting Off Blades EVE RG 

NLY the PATENTED construction of LUERS 
BLADES permit f n< expansion of bursting 
MEANS MAXIMU/MA CUTTING EFFICIENCY 

Manufactured: By 
J. Milton Luers — 12 Pine St. — Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
F Juced under License Issued by John Milton Luers Potents 

BENEFIT 

When Hiring 

by Consulting Your Local 

SERVICE MEN’S CENTER 

Can 

FOREMAN and STEWARD 

pull together? 

This book shows how they can—and 

why it is to the best interests of man- 

agement and employees— 

It tells the foreman where he stands— 

what he should do and what he shouldn’t 

do—and how best to get his job done 
while building and maintaining smooth 

relations with the steward— 

It is the first book to bring the foreman 

practical methods aimed directly, plainly 

and simply at the critical and important 
area of his daily bargaining with the 

steward— 

Just Published 

WHEN FOREMAN AND 

STEWARD BARGAIN 

By GLENN GARDINER 

Vice President, Forstmann Woolen Company 

194 pages, 55 x 834, $2.00 

HIS book helps the foreman play his important part in collective 
bargaining, at the front-rank position of contact with the union 

steward. It helps him understand his own and the other fellow’s position 
so that mutual respect and cooperation may be built up. It explains what 
unionization means and how it affects him as a part of management. It 
provides him with the practical methods for all sorts of situations, that 
will help him preserve his prestige and maintain production standards, 
while effectively dealing with the many day-to-day bargaining problems 
he encounters. 

Get the facts, pointers, methods you need from 21 practical 
chapters dealing with: 

—rights and duties of the union steward 
—foreman’s responsibilities under the 

Labor Relations Act 

—12 ways to prevent the development ef 
grievances 

—how to receive a grievance from the 
—how the foreman can maintain proper 

prestige 
—how to win the steward's confidence 

and cooperation 
—what tactics to use to maintain dis- 

cipline 

steward 
—how to handle a grievance 
—how toe say ‘‘no’’ 
—when an unsettled grievance should be 

sent higher up 
—how te make a grievance report 

—how to get the steward's help in main- —heipful .recerds for foremen 
taining quality —how to deal with an antagonistic 

—how to get the steward’s help in deal- steward 
ing with problem empleyees etc., ete. 

Re®ommended by the McGraw-Hill Industrial Organization 
and Management Series Committee 

SEE IT 10 DAYS FREE — SEND THIS COUPON 

McGRAW-HILL 
d ON- APPROVAL COUPON 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 
Send me Gardiner’s WHEN FOREMAN AND STEWARD BARGAIN for 10 
days’ examination on approval. In 10 days I will send $2.00 plus few cents 
postage, or return book postpaid, (Postage paid on cash order.) 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Company . 

Position . F. A, 3-28-46 
(In Canada: Mail to Embassy Book Co., 12 Richmond St. E., Toronto 1) 
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ENGINEERS-PRODUCTION- 

INSPECTION MEN! 

BOOST PRODUCTION AND PRODUCT 
QUALITY — 15 DAY SHIPMENT ON 

URGENT ORDERS 

Curtiss-Wright Corporation ranks our product with their best 
tools. Gheveland Graphite Bronze Company, Leading Bearing 
Man . States New High Accuracy Reached, Plus 
Substantial Production Boosts. 

WITH 
Young Roller Clutch Precision Mandrels 

No More "C™ Washers, Wrenches, Drawbars; No More 
Arcs or Tapers Before or After Expansion Grip— 

Concentricity in Low 10,000ths—Production 
or Inspection. 

Assured perellelism of sleeve surface to center line—absolutely 
ne veriatien in repeated mounting of parts. 
Uniform full-work-length friction-locking gives complete control 
and contact of entire bore surface area—absolutely no variation 
in repeated mounting of parts—no tapers—Slip part on mandrel 
with slight counter-clockwise motion, that’s all—it’s ready— 

Self - contained, self - expansion, 
Patent self - locking, self - contraction. 
Pending !nstant unloading, no jamming, 

no adjusting — Interchangeable 
sleeves—you do not obsolete 
Young Mandrels. Built to your 
bore tolerance high limit, with 
automatic contraction to low 
limit—Any mounting—Any ma- 
chine operation—For bore diam- 
eters .718 to 5.5—Reduces tool 
costs, extra equipment invest- tati , : 

Reauites’ ment, operating costs, mainte- 
Moderate nance, down time, scrap, salvage. 
Good Delivery 
Schedules 

3257 BRADFORD YOUNG ARBOR co. CLEVELAND HTS. 180, 

FOR GREATER ECONOMY 

- « « « IN JAMPACKED 

TOOL ROOMS 

Dies, jigs and other tools needed for 
capacity production can run shop costs 
sky-high if large machines are tied up 
with small milling, drilling and ream- 
ing jobs. The Linley Milling and Jig 
Boring Machine does this work fast, 
accurately . . . saving larger machines 
for their rated capacity. 

This small and versatile unit (fits in a 
2'/2 sq. ft. space) has 8 spindle speeds 
to 4250 r.p.m. .. . rapid changeover 
for real economy on dies, jigs, fixtures, 
metal patterns and models. Velvet 

smooth feed with all rotating 
parts carefully balanced, insuring 
smoothness and precision in all 
speeds. Has table travel of 10” 
lengthwise, 6” crosswise . . . table 
top, 7” x 17'/.", is ample. 
Many shop owners and tool room fore- 
men have found the Linley boosts 
profits by cutting their small job costs. 
Why not investigate this practical 
machine now? 

SEND FOR BULLETIN 

LINLEY 

BROTHERS COMPANY 

664 STATE ST. EXTENSION 
BRIDGEPORT 1, CONN. 

MARCH 28, 1946 
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634 COMMONWEALTH AVE., NEWTON CENTRE 59, MASS. 

‘‘ON THE SPOT’... 

HOODLESS ... ECONOMICAL 

PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR 

The self-contained Filtaire Portable Dust Collector provides an ef- 
fective and inexpensive method of collecting harmful dust created 
by operations such as grinding, buffing, polishing, trimming, etc.— 
without the use of special hoods, tank or piping. It is especially useful 
where no central dust collection system is available. 

All you need is a 110-volt outlet near the dust-creating operation 
. .. the Filtaire is easily moved and adjusted . . . to the exact spot 
where the maximum amount of dust will be collected. 

By prolonging the life of your expensive machines, by reducing your 
cleaning and maintenance costs and by safeguarding your workers’ 
health—the Filtaire will pay for itself quickly in dozens of spots in 
your shop. 

Mail the coupon today for complete details 

Please send me a free copy of Bulletin No. 444 which gives complete 
details on the Filtaire Portable dust collector. A.M. 

NAME TITLE 

COMPANY 

STREET canton 

CITY STATE. 

— BLACK 
CUTTER 

TOOL GRINDER 



You can take 

General MacArthurs 

wotd for é / 

“The Red Cross has done a 100 per cent 

job in this theatre. Mathematical limi- 

tations alone prevent my saying the Red 

Cross services here have been more than 

100 per cent.” 

—Gener«il Douglas MacArthur 

O SPEAKS a distinguished eye-witness of your 

Red Cross in action. General MacArthur saw 

the Red Cross at your fighting man’s side, all 

through the gruelling months of the Pacific cam- 

paign. He saw Red Cross men under fire on D-Day 

beachheads—sweat it out in foxholes—follow the 

men with candy, cigarettes and other comforts right 

up to the firing line. 

He knows that wherever your fighting man went, 

your Red Cross went, too—that wherever, whenever 

he needed respite and recreation, help with a per- 

sonal problem, or just someone to talk to, the Red 

Cross was there. 

He also knows, as you do, that your Red Cross 

cannot yet say, “Mission accomplished.” It still has 

an enormous task to do. With your help, it will 

carry this task to a successful completion. 

The War is over... 

but another battle has begun 

Your Red Cross must now fight on three new bat- 

tlefronts. The thousands of our men still in vet- 

erans’ hospitals and in faraway lands overseas 

need its comfort and cheer now, as they did when 

the bombs were bursting. And as our servicemen 

return to civilian life, your Red Cross must lend 

them a helping hand. 

And when disaster strikes here at home—fire, 

flood, tornado—your Red Cross must be ready with 

aid for the victims. Its war against human misery is 

never wholly won. 

But remember—it is your Red Cross. It depends 

on you for its very existence. So give from your 

heart. Give generously. Give today! 

ge” / 

your Ref] [S$ must carry on... VE. >» 
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HE NEW Precision LINE OF 

COLLETS AND FEED FINGERS FOR 

BROWN & SHARPE MACHINES 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK 

PP announcine! is 

The addition to the Precision line of 
collets and feed fingers designed for 
use in Brown & Sharpe machines gives 
you a dependable source for speedy 
‘delivery . . . And as always, the Pre- 
cision name on these new collets and 
fingers is your unconditional guaran- 
tee of selected steels, uniformity in 
machining, grinding and heat treat- 

quality and hair-trigger accuracy. 

i 

3AT, 3C, 1A 
collets, draw- 

ars, adapters 

OTHER Precision 

| 
| 

| DO YOU KNOW THESE 

| products... 

Precision lathe collets 
fit many . machines 
and attachments in- 
cluding 10” Atlas, KLUTCH- logan, Craftsman, SPEEDICHUK KOLLET Powr-Kraft, South Foe? \cWechitia & BREN Collet 
Bend, Clausing, Shel- work to 2%" Increase '/"" collet 

cap. lathes to %"'. For Atlas, Logon, 
South Bend, Clous- 
me, etc. 

don, Hardinge, Elgin, 
Dalton, Schaver, Se- 3c, 
bastian, etc. standard adap- ters. Head soft. 

Wt pays to specify Precision when collet work is indicated, because you get the best, 
and you get it promptly from stock. Order from your Industrial Supply Distributor. . . 
He ‘is ready to serve you. Literature is ovailoble. Why not write for it today. 

GENERAL DIE AND STAMPING COMPANY 
PRECISION COLLET DIV., 268 Mott. Street, New York 12 

ing. You will like their lasting spring | 

| 
aes | 

“pUZZeR” HICH SPEED Gos FURNACES 

2400° F. 

attained quickly with 

“BUZZER” High Speed 

Full Muffle Furnaces. 

Designed primarily for high 
carbon and alloy steels. 

NO BLOWER or POWER NECESSARY 
--- just connect to gas supply 

“BUZZER” Atmospheric 

Pot Hardening Furnaces 

assure even heat up to 

1650° F. 
Used for Salt, Cyanide and Lead 
Hardening. Also adapted for 

Melting Aluminum. 

Send for the complete 
"BUZZER" cafalog today. 

CHARLES A. HONES, inc. 

121 So. Grand Ave. Baldwin, L. I., N. Y. 
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Many Schnelble col- 
lectors have been in 
service over 10 years, 
hundreds over 5 years, 
and all of these have 
operated overtime 

throughout the 
war years. 

Schuetlle WUdlti- Wash 

Dust and “Fume Collectors 

The reason why Schneible Multi-Wash Collectors have so 
often been called "lifetime dust collectors" is that there 

are no moving parts in the collector tower, and by re- 

coating the interior walls and the impingement trays with 

Bitumastic paint to prevent erosion and oxidation ap- 

proximately every three years, the units will last in- 

definitely. 

There are no moving parts inside the Schneible Col- 

lector — no bags or screens. Nothing to clog, burn or 

rapidly wear. Erosion and oxidation — the only threat to 

permanent operation — is readily controlled by the in- 

frequent application of Bitumastic paints to the interior 

— at about three year intervals. Schneible collectors are 

provided with three access doors through the shell, and 

manholes through the deflector plates, which permit ac- 

cessibility to all interior surfaces for reconditioning. 

The low maintenance and the high efficiency of 

Schneible equipment is the talk of industry — small 

wonder so many industries have completely rid them- 

selves of the dust problem with correct Schneible plant 

ventilation and dust control equipment. Send for new 
Bulletin No. 310. 

- 

Engineering Representatives in Principal Cities coed 

SCHNEIBLE 

275 

CLAUDE B. SCHNEIBLE CO. 

2827 Twenty-Fifth St. Detroit 16, Mich. 



CONTRACT 
WORK 

WANTED — WORK 

@® Machines and Parts, ON CONTRACT BASIS | 

® Special Tools and Fixtures, ee, 

© Cam Milling, on Contract | | =) SSn Se 

with complete production setup for all 
Your engineering problems will re- with skilled workers. Contact us types of machine work. 

ceive efficient and economica] serv- today for prompt quotations on outs alta pA ay for prompt 

ice in our modern plant manned your blueprints or samples. SOUTH SHORE MACHINE & 

Designers and builders of wire and ribbon stock forming machines. TOOL WORKS, INC. 

THE A. H. NILSON MACHINE COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN. Stervie® Reed = Saarens, Maw York 

STAMPINGS AND ASSEMBLIES WANTED 

IN ALL KINDS OF METALS TO MANUFACTURE 

PRECISION MACHINE PARTS. 
THREAD GRINDING & MILLING. 

GRINDING: 
Centerless, Cylindrical and Crankshait; 
TURRET AND ENGINE LATHE WORK; 

MILLING AND DRILLING 

Send us Sample or Drawing for Quotation 

The STURTEVANT CO. 
1023 E. 176th ST., NEW YORK 60, N. Y. 

Fast and efficient service on long or short runs is 
uaranteed by our modern equipment and methods, 
acked by 60 years of experience. 
We also offer facilities for the manufacture of 

screw machine products, tools, dies, jigs and fixtures. 
Quality work by skilled mechanics is assured. Send 

your blueprints or samples today. 

“GREATER SAVINGS WITH GREIST” 

THE GREIST MFG. CO. 
546 BLAKE ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

SPECIALTIES — PRECISION WORK METAL STAMPINGS 

' e TOOLS ¢ DIES 
Available capacity for automatic screw machine products up to 15/9” 

diameter. PERMANENT MAGNETS 
Equipped for secondary operations: Thread rolling and chasing, center- HEAT TREATING 

less grinding, slotting, drilling, heat treating, and plating. 

Forward blueprints for quotations. Prompt-efficient service. THOMAS 4 SKINNER 

JOHN L. BUXTON CO. passe PRODUCTS CO. 

2540 Reed Street Philadelphia 46, Pa. Nose 

Tel.: FULton 0628 and 0629 

OPEN CAPACITY FORM-GRINDING —is our business! 
6 hry E NEW BRITAIN GRIDLEYS UP TO 

BULLARD MULT-AU-MATIC D We are specialists in grinding and designing 
aWiss. AU TOMATICS UP TO %° DIA. FORM counterbores, reamers, hollow mills, and 

CHUCKING WORK DRILL PReesES, CO tS DIA related types of FORM flat-drills. 
PRODUCTION MILLERS ASSEMBLY WORK Send your “REQUEST FOR QUOTATION” today 
15 years’ experienc » precision serew machire : 
products, Promr t aattverte ~s and guaranteed werk. J. & S. TOOL co. 477 Main St., e. Orange 1, N. J 

" j. & H. SMITH MFG. : , Any material, up to 14” diameter. $634 Greadwey, tow York Kimecbridee 8-288! (Makers of J. & S. Radii & Angle Dressing Tools) 

Large quantities required. Send blue- 

prints or samples for estimate. zs ( PATTERNS in WOOD and ae 
; For All Kinds of Castings, Lorge or Smo 

BRAUN GEAR COMPANY iY MATCH PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY 

1592 ATLANTIC AVENUE = RHARDT 7 i . se 

BROOKLYN 13, N. Y. ‘ x mexe—BAF02S GENERAL PATTERN WORKS 
2233 Buck Street Cincinnati, Ohic 

a Be Tou Need eniaaae hen e MFG. COMPLETE ASI . MPLETE ASSEMBLIES 
NEW MACHINERY or >a om Setar ter 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT for THE SPECIALTY MACHINE Screw Machine ond Turret Lathe Work 

PRODUCTION VOCs 8 HE OS. POSSY'S TOOL & MFG. CO 923 Market St. (Rear) Wheeling, W. Vo 51 Meadowbrook Buffalo 6. N. Y L 

We have over 30 years wide and varied 
precision experience. Engineering and Shop HYDRAULIC HOBBING PRESSES 
Facilities to meet your requirements La Salle Engineering Co. 

TOOLS, PRODUCTS, SPECIAL 
MACHINES; omy & BUILD 

200-Ton Capacity for hobbing mold cavities 
S. NELLSON Embossing, etc. also fast delivery on presses 

ticat 
Mechanical Development a 

37 E. 28th St. New York 146, N. Y. M. & N. Machine & Tool Wks. cnicace 
(LE 2-473) 146 Orono St. Clifton, N. J. nS ee 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

EMPLOYMENT e BUSINESS 

UNDISPLAYED RATE: 
(Not available for equipment advertising 

10’cents a word minimum charae $2.00. 
(See { on Box Numbers.) 

POSITIONS WANTED (full or part-time indi- 
vidual salaried employment only), 2 
above rates. 
PROPOSALS. 50 cents a line an insertion. 

¢ OPPORTUNITIES . 
INFORMATION: 

BOX NUMBERS in care of any of our New 
York, Chicago or San Francisco offices 
count 10 words additional in undisplayed 
ads. 
DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made 
in advance for four consecutive insertions 
of undisplayed ads (not including pro- 
posals.) 

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS received by 10 A.M. March 27th will appear in the issue of April 

EQUIPMENT—USED or RESALE 

DISPLAYED RATE: 
The advertising rate is $6.50 per inch for 
all advertising appearing on other than a 
contract basis. Contract rates quoted on 
request. 
AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured 7 
inch vertically on one column, 3 columns— 
30 inches—to a page. A.M. 

llth subject to limitations of space available 

WANTED | 

MACHINE SHOP 

SUPERVISOR 

Must be capable of estimating, planning 
and routing variety of precision machinery 
ports for economical production in small 

and medium lots; also design all special 
tools needed such as drill jigs, fixtures 

and form tools. 

Background should include minimum of 

ten years experience as machinist and 

toolmaker supplemented by considerable 

techi. knowledge. 

Will have full responsibility of entire de- 
partment with supervision of 30 to 50 men 
operatg turret lathes, engine lathes, 

milling machines, grinders, drill presses, 
planers, shapers, etc. 

Attractive proposition for the man who 

can fill this job with progressive company 

in Virginia. Reply 

ang | AMERICAN MACHINIST 
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 

WANTED 

MECHANICAL 

ENGINEER 

WANTED 

MECHANICAL 

ENGINEER 

Must be thoroughly experienced in all 
gear manufacturing problems as well 
as designing: only those with extensive 

gear experience need apply. Excep- 
tional opportunity. Write full history 
including name of university and year 
graduated; names and addresses of all 
former employers; age: salary desired. 

F-581, American Machinist 

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

~~ POSITION VACANT 
DESIGN ENGINEER: Must have ten to fifteen 

years experience in design of small items for 
quantity production. Thoroughly familiar in the 
design of dies and tools for automatic oper- 
ations. Write fully P-629, American Machinist, 
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

SELLING OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED 
REAMERS AND milling cutters forged to 

larger sizes. Life of tool increased 3 to 6 
times. Saving 25%. Fully guaranteed. Sales 
representatives wanted in Cincinnati, Chicago, 
and Milwaukee. Commission basis. Write Box 
L, Spring Lake, Michigan. 
SALESMAN WANTED by manufacturer to sell 

as side line, in Michigan, adjustable angle 
plates, Magnetic parallels and Magnetic 
blocks. SW-630, American Machinist, 520 N. 
Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
SALARIED POSITIONS $2,500-$25,000. This 

thoroughly organized confidential service of 
thirty-six years’ recognized standing and repu- 
tation carries on preliminary negotiations for 
supervisory technical and executive positions of 
the calibre indicated through a procedure indi- 
vidualized to each client’s requirements. Re- 
taining fee protected by refund provision. Iden- 
tity covered and present position protected. Send 
only name and address for details. R. W. Bixby, 
Inc., 266 Dun Blidg., Buffalo 2, N. Y. 

WANTED 

Experienced Physical Tester. Should have 
experience in physical testing of metals, 
textiles, or paper. Man with college de- 
gree preferred. This is a permanent posi- 
tion with excellent opportunities. For ap- 
plication, address Manager, Technical 
Employment, 306 Fourth Avenue, Pitts- 
burgh, Pennsylvania. 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 

CORPORATION 

Must have intensive experience in 

the designing and production of 

screw pumps. Write names and ad- 

dresses of all former employers; 

age; salary desired. 

P-611, American Machinist 

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 
Foreman for small Machine Shop loeeated In 
Nerthwestern Pennsylvania. Must have Ma- 
thine Tool experience. Write giving age, ex- 
perience, starting salary expected and when 
available. 

P-527, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 

Experience design engineer for immediate and 
permanent employment. By a progressive manu- 
facturer of precision machine tools for rebuild- 
ing internal combustion motors, primarily auto- 
motitve. A pioneer in the field with world 
wide distribution for over 25 years and lo- 
cated in medium sized mid-west city. If you 
would like to affiliate with a well-established 
company that is small enough so that indi- 
vidual merit is bound to receive just recog- 
nition, write giving complete personnel history, 
enclosing recent photograph. All replies con- 
fidential. 

P-556, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y. 

Additional 

Employment Ads 

on page 278 

POSITIONS WANTED 
INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL Engineer—qual- 

ified and experienced in the fields of production 
control, manufacturing and engineering liaison. 
Excellent record in developing efficient organ- 
izations. Have the capacity to get things done. 
Six years at present position in the precision 
manufacturing business. PW-620, American 
Machinist, 330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y. 
PLANT OR Factory Manager: With ability, 

experience, tact and initiative. Engineering 
and administrative training. Wide and practical 
experience and demonstrated ability in small 
and large volume manufacturing. Capacity to 
direct and get things done profitably. Can build 
up an organization and get the most out of it. 
PW-631, American Machinist, 330 W. 42nd St., 
New York 18, N. Y. 
RESEARCH TOOL and industrial engineer, 

master mechanic, or superintendent. Tech- 
nically trained engineer, 11 years in _ best 
machine tool companies in America. Yankee, 
inherent mechanic, and engineer. Wide awake, 
progressive, speak Spanish. Experienced in 
modern methods, machines, tools, and systems 
especially manufacturing thread tools, lathes, 
and grinders. From materials scheduling to 
finished products. Minimum salary $6000. Con- 
sider assistant position with future, go any- 
where, age 22. PW-632, American Machinist, 
68 Post Street, San Francisco 4, Cal. 

~ (Continued on page 278) 

EXECUTIVE SEEKS NEW 

CONNECTION 

Good technical and general education, broad 
experience in tooling, machining and process- 
ing, plant layout and production in the 
plastic and automotive fields. Was ma- 
chinist, toolmaker, tool and machine designer, 
foreman, plant superintendent, sales engineer 
and now chief engineer. Used to the coordi- 
nated efforts of large organizations. Seventeen 
years with present employer. Qualified as 
plant manager or production engineer. 

PW-627, AMERICAN MACHINIST 

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 
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SELLING OPPORTUNITIES 
(Continued from page 2 

WANTED 
97) 

TOOL ROOM and production tools agency wants 
additional quality lines for Ohio and Indiana. 

Many years of sales and tool engineering ex- 
perience. Efficient and sincere representation 
offered. Blackketter Equipment Co., 3900 Reading 
Road, Cincinnati 29, Ohio. 
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT, engineering 

background, now selling outstanding machine 
component to diversified industrial fields. Will 
consider addtional lines for California. Large 
following of progressive engineers constantly 
contacted. Proper representation guaranteed. 
Give full details. RA-633, American Machinist, 
68 Post Street, San Francisco 4, Cal. 

____ PATENT ATTORNEY 
PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, Booklet “‘General In- 

formation concerning inventions and patents” 
and “Fee Schedule” sent without obligation. 
Established 1915, Lancaster, Allwine & Rommel, 
Suite 453, 815-15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D.C. 

WANTED 
ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in the 

field served by American Machinist can be 
quickly located through bringing it to the atten- 
tion of thousands of men whose interest is as- 
sured because this is the business paper they read. 

SALES MANAGER 

Wanted by Machine Tool concern with head- 
quarters In New York, specializing in and helding 
exclusive sales rights for world-known high pre- 
eision machines and instruments. Must have in- 
itiative, be efficient and excellent organizer, capable 
of handling sales staff and local distributors in 
important industrial centers of U.S.A. Knowledge 

machine teols necessary, also of some French 
and German preforred, but not essential, provided 
other qualifications of first rate sales manager 
exist. Age between 35 and 45. Please apply with 
detailed description of school education, business 
experience, family background, references and re- 
cent photograph. 

SW-625, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

ENGINEER WITH CAPITAL—Capable M. E., 
veteran, 30, seeks connection in the engineering, 
metals trades manufacturing, or machinery industry. 
Contribute services and a reasonable amount of 
capital to new er running business. Good prac- 
foot, and technical background, Location no eb- 
ect. 

BO-624, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

SURPLUS TAPS 

Now Available, Inquiries Invited 

16 NS HS CG hand bott. taps for 
aluminum 

2144" to 3’—8 and 12 flute, 11/,” 
and 2'/g" dia. sq. shanks. GTD 
and Wood and Spencer. 

18 NS HS CG hand bott. taps for 
aluminum 11/9” to 2!/”; 6, 8 and 

10 flute; 7%” to 154” dia. sq. 
shank. Some oversize No. 2 MT 
shank. 

Plus substantial number of miscel- 

laneous taps for aluminum. 

Advise your requirements promptly 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP. 

1830 South Fifty Fourth Ave. 
CICERO 50 ILLINOIS 

@ SEARCHLIGHT SECTION @ 

WANTED 

SALES 

ENGINEERS 

To represent a modern gear manufac- 

turing plant. Must have a degree in 

mechanical engineering as well as ex- 

tensive selling experience in the gear 

industry. Write full details including 

name of university and year graduated; 

names and addresses of former em- 

ployers: salary and territory desired 

and other pertinent details. 

SW-609, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 

(Additional Equipment Wanted Ad en Page 286) 

Available April itst—Sales Engineer or Sales Ex- 
ecutive desires position in Machine Tool Industry. 
Over 25 year’s practical experience: production 
machinery, production executive, sales and sales 
direction. Will travel anywhere or concentrate in 
Northern New Jersey or metropolitan New York. 

SA-623, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
330 West 42nd St. New York 18, N. Y. 

For Sale — Royalty or Cash 

INDUSTRIAL CLUTCH 
Patent Pending on Remote and Automatic 

Torque Controlled Electric Operated 
Industrial Clutch 

1511 14th Street, Galena Park, Texas 

PLANT 

EQUIPMENT 

WANTED 

(1) to produce teeth by mill- 

ing or other process. 

(2) to punch for strip ending. 

(3) to heat treat low and 

high tungsten. 

(4) to produce Band Saws 

(Metal). 

BY HACK SAW 

MAKERS—AIll offers to: 

W-628, American Machinist 

330 West 42nd Street 

New York 18, N. Y. 

FOR SALE 

THREAD GRINDING MACHINE 
Excellent Condition 

Jones & Lamson Model TG 6” by 36” 
Complete with internal attachment—trueing 
devices—both Universal & Pantograph and 
all accessories—equipped to produce English 
and Metric. 

(This machine was used only on precision 
thread gage work) 

Box 251, REALSERVICE ADVTG. 
110 W. 34th Street, New York City 

WANTED 

MECHANICAL PRESS 250 to 300 ton. 48" 
x 72’ Bed. Double Crank. Complete. 12 
stroke, 18 die space. State make and serial 
number in reply. 

W-622, AMERICAN MACHINIST 
520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 

WANTED 
24” or 26” x 18’ or 20’ bed geared head 
lathe. Taper attachment not needed. Must be 
in fair condition. Le Blond preferred. 

CASTLE RUBBER CO. 
P. O. BOX 589, BUTLER, PENNA. 

SHEET METAL MACHINERY 
NEW and USED—Hand and Power Brakes, 
Shears, Forming Rolls, Folders, Punches, 
Rotary Machines, Stakes, Spot and Arc 

Welders 

B. D. BROOKS, INC. 
wewere 36! Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 

i—Cleveland 8 Spindle Rigidturner. 
4—Ex-Cello Vertical Turning Lathes. 
4—Hole Engineering Co. 2 sp. Milling Machines. 
Bliss Presses—58-75-85 ton. 
Pratt & Whitney #1 Hor. Drilling Machine. 

CONTINENTAL SALVAGE & MACHY. CORP. 
334 Union Bidg. 1836 Euclid Ave. Cleveland 15, 0. 

New “SEARCHLIGHT” Advertisements 
received by 10 A. M. March 27th will appear 
in the April lith issue subject to limitation 
of space available. 

Address copy to the Departmental Staff 
AMERICAN MACHINIST 

330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

“SEARCHLIGHT” 

IS 

Opportunity Advertising 

—to help you get what you want. 

—to help you sell what you no 

longer need. 

Take Advantage Of It 

For Every Business Want 

“Think SEARCHLIGHT First” 

278 AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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AUTOMATICS 
1—f0G Brown & Sharpe Motor 

Drive 
2—t00 Brown & Sharpe High 

Speed 
3—t00 Brown & Sharpe Stand- 

ard Speed 
1—tO00G Brown 

Motor Drive 
6—i61 New Britain-Gridley 6 

Spindle 15"" cap. Automatic 
Screw Machines. A.C. Motor 
Drive, Threading Spindle. 

1—1'%" Cone 4-spindie Auto- 
matic, Motor Driven, Thread- 
ing Spindle. 

1—i515 National Acme 15%" 4- 
spindle Automatics, complete 

2—t55 National Acme 15" 4- 
spindle Automatics, complete 

1—f£2G Brown & Sharpe Auto- 
matic. 

1—f1 Brown & Sharpe Auto- 

& Sharpe 

matic, old style. 

BORING MILLS 
100” Niles-Bement-Pond Bor. & Turn. Mill. 
3'/2" Bar Landis-Rochester Horizontal Bor- 

ing Mill, Model £36. 
£31 Lucas Horizontal Boring Mill, 3” bar. 
72” Cincinnati Heavy Pattern Vertical Bor- 

ing and Turning Mill. 

DRILLING MACHINES 
Avey, 2 & 3 spindle Prentice, 4 spindle. 
Henry & Wright, 6 spindle, £2 M. T. 
Fosdick 13” Super speed 4-spindle drills. 
Natco £12, 12 spindle #1 M. T. 
Natco 214, 22 spindle Rectangular head 

Drilling Machine. 

RADIAL DRILLS 

3’ 9” column Cincinnati-Bickford. 
3’ 9” col. American, S.P.D. 
3’ Dreses, 10” col. QCG., M.D. 
3’ 10” Col. Fosdick. 
5’ Arm 13” Column Cincinnati-Bickford. 

GRINDERS 
£33 Abrasive Vertical Surface. 
#3 Abrasive Horizontal Surface. 

Blanchard Grinder £16, 30” dia. 
magnetic Chuck, 25 HP 3-60-440 
V. Motor. 

2—#2 Cincinnati Centerless Grinder. 
Pratt & Whitney Vertical Surface 

Grinder, 14” x 36” with 10” x 36” 
Magnetic Chuck. Ball Bearing 
Spindle. Perfect Condition. 

#2 Cincinnati Universal Tool and 
Cutter 

MACHINERY COMPANY 

1946 

Cincinnati-Bickford 5° Arm, 13" round 
column with air clamp. Oil grooved, 
tee slotted base, side base, with plain 
box table with 25 Morse Taper spin- 
die. Motor drive. 

12” No. 22 Heald Rotary Surface Grinder. 
16” Persons-Arter Rotary Surface Grinder. 
24 Brown & Sharpe Universal Grinder. 
£12 Greenfield Internal Hydromatic Grind- 

er, sizematic type, complete with Tank 
and Pump. 15” swing, 5” hole, 4” dee 

Oliver Model 51 Drill Grinder; 1'/2” cap. 
22 Brown & Sharpe Surface Grinder. 
270 Heald Internal Grinder. 
260 Heald Cylinder Grinder. 
£11 Brown & Sharpe Plain Cylindrical. 
10” x 18” Norton Cylindrical. 

LATHES 
14” x 6’ Hendey Toolroom, geared head. 
14” x 8’ LeBlond Toolroom, cone drive. 
14” x 12’ Hendey Toolmakers, motor drive. 
16” x 6’ Rockford Toolroom Lathe. 
16” x 6’ American Motor Driven Lathe. 
16” x 8’ American Motor Driven, taper. 
27” x 18’ Lodge & Shipley Geared Head. 
26” x12’ Putnam Quick Change Gear 
18” x 6’, 20” x 8’ American 12-speed geared 

head, M.D. 

TURRET LATHES 
4—i4 Warner & Swasey Hand Screw Ma- 

chines, arr. Motor Drive. 
2—%4 Warner & Swasey Universal Hand 

Screw Machines, arr. Motor Drive. 
16” Warner & Swasey Brass Lathe. 
#2A Warner & Swasey Universal 
24 Warner & Swasey Universal 
4 Foster Turret Lathe. 
6A Potter & Johnson Automatic Chuckers. 
23R Gisholt Universal like new. 

PLANERS 
30” x 30” x 10’ Cinn. Heavy Pattern, 2 Hds. 
20” x 20” x 24” N.-B.-P., Planer Shaper, 

M.D. 

pE
PE
ND
AB
IL
IT
Y 

N REBUILT MACHINERY 

MILLING MACHINES 
£3, 24, $5 Cinn. High Power, Plain, S.P.D. 
No. 0 Bickett Vertical Bench Miller. 
21-21'!/.-22 Brown & Sharpe Plain Miller. 
P & W 2!/," Duplex Spline Miller. 
Hall Planetary Thread Miller 24”. 
28 Lees Bradner Thread Miller. 
21, £2 Kempsmith Plain Millers. 
22!/2, $3 LeBlond Universal. 
3B Hendey Universal Miller, single pulley 

drive. 

POWER PRESS 

HEADQUARTERS 
24 Bliss D. C. Forging Press. 
200 ton A.C.F. Hydraulic Press. 

36”, 4-post. 
3—25 ton K. R. Wilson Hydraulic Presses. 
75 ton H.P.M. 2 post, Hydraulic Press. 
21 Bliss Straight Side, double action, Cam 

Press. Plain flywheel drive, double roll 
feed. 

222C Ferracute Plain, motor drive. 

SHAPERS AND GEAR CUTTERS 
20” Gould and Eberhardt Single Pulley Drive 
1—23 LeBlond Tool and Cutter, Motor Drive 
1—311 Brown & Sharpe Cylindrical Single 

Pulley Drive 
12” Schuchart & Schutte Gear Hobber. 
21 Adams Gear Hobbers, Belt driven (3). 
16” Gould and Eberhardt. 
21” Smith & Mills B.G. Helical Gears. 
24” Gould & Eberhardt Shaper. 

SHEARS & METAL CUTTING 
MACHINERY 

Lennox Splitting Shear, 34," cap.; 8’ throat. 
Lennox Bevel Shear, 34” cap. 
Gould & Eberhardt Slitting Shear, 10 ga. 
Bertsch 3x36” Geared Slip Roll Former. 
Niagara 48” Roller Leveller, 6 Rolls. 
12”x12 Gage Loy and Nawrath Geared 

Underdriven Power Squaring Shear. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Waterbury-Farrell Cold Header, dou- 
ble stroke, open die, '/2” x 6”. 

Manville Cold Header, single stroke, 
solid die, 3/16” cap. 

Manville #3 Thread Roller, belt dr. 

Bed 24” x 

Thomson Cutter and Creaser, 12!/2 x 18!/2. 
Heat Treating Furnaces for the tool room. 
Hydraulic Pumps—Hele Shaw, Racine, Oil 

Gear, Motor Driven. 
Blake and Knowles 12x2x1!2 Simplex 

Type, Hydraulic Steam Pump, 2000 Ibs. 
pressure with 80 to 125 Ibs. steam, de- 
livers 9 gallons per minute. 

No. 7B High Speed Riveting Hammer, cap. 
¥%," to 1'/2. New this year. 

5A High Speed Riveting Hammer. 

ALK 

Machinery Merchants 

= ©. 

ns 
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GRINDERS 

HEALD 270 Internal 
HEALD 281 Plain Internal Grinder, latest type 
BRYANT #5 Internal Grinder, Chucking, 

latest type 
BROWN & SHARPE <5 Pl. Cyl. 3x18; latest 
CINCINNATI 22 Plain Cutter Grinder, latest 
NORTON 10’x96" PI. Cyl. Grinder, latest 
LANDIS 4x12 Type H PI. Cyl. Hydraulic; 

latest type 
LANDIS 10x48 Type C Pl. Cyl. Hydraulic; 

latest type 
NORTON 24x240” Pl. Cyl.; motor drive 
NORTON 6x18 Surface; latest type 
GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON £25 6x18” 

Surface; Hydraulic, latest type 
GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON 235 8x24” 

Surface; Hydraulic, latest type 
MATTISON 16x24x96 Surface; latest type 
MATTISON 14x16x46” surface; latest type 
BLANCHARD £16 motor drive; 26” chuck 
PRATT & WHITNEY 14x60 Sur. Hydraulic; 

latest type 
ARTER 8” Rotary Surface 
ARTER Automatic Piston Ring 
BROWN & SHARPE, 21, £2, 23 Univ.; latest 
LEBLOND #2 Univ. Tool & Cutter; latest 
BROWN & SHARPE £13 Univ. & Tool; latest 
BROWN & SHARPE £4 Univ; latest type 
NORTON 23x72” Pl. Cyl. Type C latest type 
PRATT & WHITNEY Contour Cutter Grinder; 

latest type 
UNIVERSAL Spline Shaft; Hydraulic 
OLIVER 2510 Twist Drill Grinder—latest type 

NEARLY ALL 

BUILT AFTER 

BORING MILLS—Horizontal 
DEFIANCE £26—Timken—latest type 
GIDDINGS & LEWIS £25T 2!/2” Bore—latest 

type ’ 
MORTON boring, drilling, milling and draw 

cutting traveling head planer 60” stroke 
LUCAS 232, 334’” Bar; Latest Type 
LUCAS 442, 4” bar; latest type 
GIDDINGS & LEWIS 20, 3'/3” bar 
NILES BEMENT POND, 5’ Bar 
NILES BEMENT POND, 7” Bar 
NILES BEMENT POND—4!/.” Duplex 

BORING MILLS—Vertical 

BULLARD 24”, 36”, 42” New Era Type 
BULLARD 54” Spiral Drive; latest type 
BULLARD 86” 2 swivel heads, motor drive 
KING 72”, 2 swivel heads; motor drive 
NILES BEMENT POND 84”, 2 Swivel heads; 

Motor Drive 
NILES BEMENT POND 120”, 2 Swivel heads; 

Motor Drive 
NILES BEMENT POND 90” 2 swivel heads, 

motor drive 
BETTS 120” 2 swivel heads, motor drive 

DRILLS 

AVEY 21, 3 spindles 
AVEY 22, 1 to 6 spindles 
LELAND & GIFFORD £1, 1 & 2 spindles 
COLBURN 2D3; capacity 3” 
NATCO £12 multiple spindle 

YOUR INQUIRIES ARE INVITED... 

NATCO C-13H multiple spindle 
PRATT & WHITNEY 21/2B x 30”; 21/28 

x 50”, 2 spindle Deep Hoie 
CINCINNATI BICKFORD 39” Radial; latest 

type 
AMERICAN 5'11” Radial; latest type 
WESTERN 4’, 5’6’ Radial, latest type 
FOSDICK 5’15” Column Radial, latest type 

GEAR CUTTING EQUIPMENT 

FELLOWS £7A Gear Shaper 
GLEASON 3”, 6”, 11”, 18” Bevel Gear 

Generators 
GLEASON 12” Bevel Gear Generator; late 

type 
GLEASON 10”, 15” Spiral Bevel Finisher 
GLEASON Bevel Gear Tester 
BROWN & SHARPE £13 Gear Cutter 
BROWN & SHARPE 36 x 40 Gear Cutter 
BARBER COLMAN 23 Gear Hobber 
GOULD & EBERHARDT £96H Gear Hobber 

with Differential 
LEBLOND 22 Univ. & Tool; latest ty 
CINCINNATI Gear Burnisher 
GLEASON 24” Bevel Gear Planer 

PLANERS 

CINCINNATI 24” Crank 
LYND FARQUHAR 26” Open side 
CINCINNATI 30x30x10’ Box Table, PRT, 2 

hds. 
CINCINNATI 36x30x5’ Box Table, Prt, 1 hd. 
CINCINNATI 36x36x12’ Box Table, PRT, 

4 hds. 
HAMILTON 42x42x20’, 4 heads 
GRAY 48x48x16’, 4 heads 
CLEVELAND 48x48x16’ Open Side, 3 hds. 
DIETRICH & HARVEY 48x48x16', 4 hds. 

Hydraulic 
NILES BEMENT POND 96x80x20’, Box Table, 

4 hds, Hydraulic, PRT 
CINCINNATI 120x96x20’, 4 hds, box table, 

PRT 

MILLING MACHINES , 

BROWN & SHARPE £2A Univ., Timken 
Bearing, latest type 

VAN NORMAN 226, £36 Univ., Timken 
Bearing, latest type 

BROWN & SHARPE £2B PI., standard type, 
Timken Bearing 

KEARNEY & TRECKER 22H, £2K Plain, 
Timken Bearing 

CINCINNATI 23DT Ver., Timken Bearing 
GORTON 28, 28!/2D Vert. high speed latest 
KEARNEY & TRECKER £2H (MILWAUKEE) 

Vert. timken bearing, latest type 
KEARNEY & TRECKER 74H (MILWAUKEE) 

Vert. timken bearing, latest type 
KEARNEY & TRECKER 23K, 24K Ver., Tim- 

ken Bearing 

: 
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BROWN & SHARPE £10, =12 Auto., Timken 

KEARNEY & TRECKER 21218 Auto., Timken 

CINCINNATI 45x48 Hydromatic, Timken 

INGERSOLL 36x48x18” Planer Type, 4 heads 
INGERSOLL 42x36x16’ Planer type, 4 heads 
MOREY 212M°2-spindle Milling & Profiler 

CINCINNATI 20-8 Vert. Timken Bearing, 
latest type 

CINCINNATI £2 Timken, dial type, Ver. 
“INCINNATI 23 Vert. Timken Bearing, latest 
KENT OWENS $2 RV Hand Miller, Timken 
Bearing, latest type 

“INCINNATI 20-8 Plain Auto. miller, Timken 
bearing, latest type 

CINCINNATI 21-12 plain auto miller, Tim- 
ken bearing, latest type 

CINCINNATI 31-18 plain auto miller, Tim- 
ken bearing, latest type 

CINCINNATI 24-36 Hydramatic Timken 
bearing—latest type 

CINCINNATI! 456-108 Hydramatic Timken 
bearing—latest type 

CINCINNATI 22 plain miller, Timken bear- 
ing—dial type 

CINCINNATI £4 ploin miller, Timken bear- 
ing—dial type 

CINCINNATI <5 ploin miller, Timken bear- 
ing—dial type 

KEMPSMITH =2 Timken Bearing, Latest Type 

JIG BORERS 

CINCINNATI BICKFORD 28”, latest type 
LINLEY High speed, latest type 

THREAD MILLING MACHINES 

B PRATT & WHITNEY 4!/2x12, 6x20 Model C, 
latest type 

LEES BRADNER Model LT 6x36, latest type 
PRATT & WHITNEY 6x120, 6x132, M.D. 
MOREY SHIELDS 12x30, 12x60, 12x120, 12x 

192, latest type 

SHAPERS 

JONES 6” Vertical, latest type 
PRATT & WHITNEY 6” Vertical 
MOREY 10” Vertical, latest type 
PRATT & WHITNEY 10” Vertical 
MOREY 14” Vertical, latest type 
MORTON 30” Draw Cut 
DILL 18” Vertical Slotter 

LATHES 

MONARCH 10x20 centers Model EE, Timken 
bearing, latest type 

MONARCH 14x30 centers Timken Bearing, 
latest type 

PROMPT SERVICE IS ASSURED 

MONARCH 14x54 centers Timken bearing, 
latest type 

HENDEY 14x6’ bed, geared head, M.D. 
HENDEY 14x42” Centers; Timken Bearing, 

latest type 
HENDEY 16x30” Centers; Timken Bearing, 

latest type 
HENDEY 16x6’ bed, geared head, motor drive 
AMERICAN 16x8’ bed 
LODGE & SHIPLEY 18x8’ bed, geared head 
LEBLOND 16”x5’ Centers; Timken Bearing, 

latest type rapid production 
LEBLOND 16”x102” Centers; Timken Bear- 

ing, latest type 
LEBLOND 18x54 centers, Timken bearing, 

latest type 
LEBLOND 21x16’ bed, geared head 
MONARCH 16x78” Centers; Timken Bear- 

ing, latest type 
MONARCH 30x10’ bed, Timken Bearing 
HENDEY 12x54 centers Mfg. Type 
HENDEY 14x42 centers Mfg. Type; latest 
HENDEY 23x54 centers Mfg. Type 
LEBLOND 20”x10” Centers—timken bear- 

ing, latest type rapid production 
LEBLOND 17xé6’, 9’ and 14’ 

bed Timken, Mfg. Type 
AXELSON 20”x126” Centers; latest type 
LEBLOND 20’x144” Centers; latest type 
SENECA FALLS 8”x60” Lo Swing Timken 

Bearing, latest type 
SENECA FALLS 3’’x108’"" Lo Swing Timken 

Bearing 
LEBLOND 20”x140”; latest type 

LATHES—TURRET 

MOREY 22G, 1” cap. Timken Bearing 
MOREY 23 Univ., 11/2” cap. Timken 
Betring 
MOREY 24 Univ., 2” cap. Timken 

Bearing 
WARNER & SWASEY 1A Univ. 

Timken Bearing 
WARNER & SWASEY =2A Univ. 

Timken Bearing 
WARNER & SWASEY £3 Univ. 
1” cap. Timken Bearing 

BORDONS & OLIVER 33, latest 
type 

GISHOLT 22L Univ. Timken 
Bearing 

POTTER 8 JOHNSON <26C; 
motor drive 

JONES & LAMSON 33 
Univ. Timken Bearing— 
latest type 

JONES & LAMSON £5 
Univ. Timken Bearing— 
latest type 

JONES & LAMSON 37C Univ. Timken Bear- 
ing—latest type 

WARNER & SWASEY %3A Univ. Timken 
Bearing—latest type 

GISHOLT £3 Univ. Timken Bearing—latest 
GISHOLT 24 Univ. Timken Bearing—latest 
LIBBY 1Y-5 Timken Bearing—latest type 

AUTOMATIC SCREW 
MACHINES 

CLEVELAND 7%” to 2!/.” Model A 
BROWN & SHARPE 24 Automatic, latest 
CONO-MATIC 3!/2”, 4 spindle, latest type 
NEW BRITAIN %65—latest type 

PRESSES 

CLEARING 280-842 single action, 215 tons, 
latest type 

CLEARING Type K-1200-30 Knuckle Joint, 
200 tons, latest type 

CLEARING Type F-1100-36 single action, 
100 tons, latest type 

CLEARING Type 730 single action, 160 tons, 
latest type 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CLEVELAND 12x16” Cutter Relieving Ma- 

chine 
COLONIAL Model FS-2-72 Broach 
WATSON STILLMAN Hyd. Straightening 

Press 
BLOUNT 4”x6’ Speed Lathe 
SAUNDERS 29, 8 to 18” Pipe Machine 

T TELEPHONE— CANAL. 

Detroit Representatives: Movey Machinery Co., 

2832 E. Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich. 

6-5 360. 
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AND 

IN STOCK 

LATEST MODEL 

2H MILWAUKEE 

VERTICAL MILLING MACHINES 

EQUIPPED WITH 4 POSITION MICROMETER STOP 
DIAL INDICATOR FOR SLIDING HEAD 

RANGE—LONGITUDINAL FEED 
CROSS FEED 
VERTICAL FEED-KNEE 
VERTICAL FEED-HEAD 

aun 28" 
oum 7 

— 15” 
au» 4" ° 

5 HP 220, 440 OR 550 VOLT, 3 PHASE, 60 CYCLE MOTOR 

THEY ARE REAL BARGAINS— 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

HILL-CLARKE 

MACHINERY COMPANY 

651 Washington Boulevard 

Chicago 6, Illinois 

MILLER, 
PLANE R. 

30" x30 
TURRE T 

Available 

DRILL RADIAL—FOSDICK 3%’, G.B., M.D. 
KEYSEATER—MITTS & MERRILL No, 6, =D. 

ble Over-Arm, M.D. 

2 AL Suan, ete. M.D.; also 

2269 Woolworth Bidg 

PLAIN—MILWAUKEE No. 2-B 
_ METAL—WOODW ARD & POWELL 

1 rail head, 1 side head. 
L ATHES—FOSTER No. 1-B Ue, an, 

& 
Un 
a+ OY Many Other Tools 
ALEX ZEEVE & COMPANY 

272A5 HEALD INTERNAL GRINDER 

New 1942 three AC motor drive. With ex- 
tended base and 63° 
cellent condition. 

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC. 
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONN. 

extended bridge. Ex- 

Tel. 9-3393 
New York 7, N. Y. 

LAURENS BROS. 2780 Highland Avenue 

3 Almost New PRATT & WHITNEY Gear Grinders 

2-Wheel Type, for SPUR and SPIRAL Gears 10° Model 

These machines were new in 

1941, and they are in condi- 

tion EQUIVALENT TO 

NEW. They are complete’ 

with 220/440 motors, con- 
trols, work locating device, 

tank, pump, etc. Their price 

was over $14,000 each. 
We can sell them at 

ONLY 

*3,700° 

EACH! 

Capacity: 10-11/16” diameter, #3 
diametral pitch, helix angle up to 
45°. Net weight about 10,000 Ibs. 

Cincinnati 12, Ohio 

Mc DONALD 

USED MACHINERY 
Rockford 24’ Shaper, S.P.D. gear box 
Cleveland O.S. Planer 36’’x8’, 2 hds. 
American 4’ Radial Drill, encl. hd. 
Cincinnati D. H. Planer 36’ *x36"x10’, 2 hds. 
Barnes geared Camelback Drill Press, 4 sp. 
Bullard Vert. Turret Lathes, 24” & 36” S. Head 
Lucas #32 Horiz. Boring Mill & Univ. 33-A 
L & S 18 x 12’ & 20’ x 10’ Grd. Hd. MD. 

Lathes 
American 24” x 12’ grd. hd. lathe, m.d. q.c.g. 
Amer. 4-ton vert. Hydr. Broach. 
Blanchard Vert. Surf. Grinder, 26 rd. chuck. 
Cincinnati #2 Centerless Grinder. 
Diamond Horiz. Surf. Grinder, 12’’x60’’ Table. 
Cincinnati 1-M grd. hd., Univ. tool room Miller. 
Cincinnati No. 5 H.P. grd. hd. S.P.D. Pi. Miller. 
Milwaukee No 3-B Vert. Miller grd. hd., m.d. 
Cin-Bick 3’ Super Serv. Radial 
Cincinnati 48°’ Auto Pl. Prod. Miller, $.°.D. 

W.&S. No. 2A grd. hd. Univ 
Turret Lathe, S.P.D. 

Foster No. 2F Fastermatic grd. 
hd. Turret Lathe, M.D. 

McDONALD MACHINERY CO. 
1531-35 N. B'way., St. Louis 6, Mo. 

10%’ L & A Plate Shear 

Type G 

1%” capacity, 36” Gap 

M.D. 

AARON MACHINERY CO. 
«5S CROSBY STREET NEW YORK,N.Y 

282 AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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TERMINATION MACHINE TOOL - - ATTRACTIVELY PRICED! 

LATEST TYPE and DESIGN 

LATHES—ENGINE 

All Are Geared Head, Motor Driven 

LeBLOND 48" x *2' centers 
LeBiond 48" x 34' centers 
LeBlond 48" x 40° centers 
P.R.T.—2 CARRIAGES—TIMKEN 

BEARING 

NILES 36x 25" centers 
P.R.T.—2 CARRIAGES—TIMKEN 

BEARING 

SEBASTIAN “H” 
Bearing 

LEBLOND 16x54” Centers—Timken Bear- 
ing 

LODGE & SHIPLEY 16x54” Centers—Tim- 
ken Bearing 

PRATT & WHITNEY “C” 16x78” Centers 
—Timken Bearing 

SPRINGFIELD Precision—18x30” 
—Timken Bearing 

REED PRENTICE 24”x10’—geared head 

AXELSON 24x72” Centers, 24 speed— 
Timken Bearing 

AXELSON 24”x120” Centers, 24 speed— 
Timken Bearing 

AMERICAN 27”x96” Timken Bearing 

LEBLOND 27”x96” Timken Bearing 

AXELSON 32”x120” Centers, 24 speed— 
Timken Bearing 

AMERICAN 36’x15’ bed 

AMERICAN 36’x22’ bed 

BRIDGEFORD 36’x32’ bed—2 carriages 

NILES 36x25’ centers—2 carriages; PRT 
—Timken Bearing 

BRIDGEFORD 42”x35’ bed—2 carriages 

AMERICAN 42’x40’ bed—2 carriages 

LEBLOND 48’x22' centers; 48x34’ centers; 
48x40’ centers—2 carriages—Timken 

16”x8’ Bed—Timken 

Centers 

Bearing—PRT 

LATHES—TURRET GRINDERS 

WARNER & SWASEY No. 4A 
UNIV. Hollow Hexagon—TIMKEN 
BEARING 

POTTER & JOHNSTON No. 5D 
Power Flex Automatic Chucking 
and Turning Machine—TIMKEN 
BEARING 

BARDONS & OLIVER 
bearing; chucking 

25 Univ.; Timken 

BARDONS & OLIVER 7 Univ.; Timken 
bearing; chucking 

WARNER & SWASEY 4A Univ. Hollow 
Hex.; Timken Bearing 

CINCINNATI ACME 21 Universal—Timken 
Bearing 

FOSTER 22F Univ. 
Bearing 

FOSTER %3F Univ. 
Bearing 

POTTER & JOHNSTON 

Fastermatic; Timken 

Fastermatic; Timken 

[5D Power-Flex 
Auto. Chucking & Turning; Timken 
Bearing 

DRILL PRESSES 

FOSDICK 34 BM, 1 spdle; 8” overhang 

EDLUND £1B SS Bench type 

BUFFALO 216 SS 

BUFFALO 222 Sliding Head 

SAWS 

MARVEL 29, 10x10”, ball bearing, Hack 

PEERLESS 10”x10” 

MARVEL 218 Hydraulic Roll stroke Hack, 
18”x18" 

PEERLESS 14”x14” Hack 

CAMPBELL £401 Cutamatic Wet Abrasive 
Cutting Machine, 6” 

Universal Hack 

PARTIAL LIST—Hundreds of Other Machine Tools Available 

PRATT & WHITNEY 14" x 60" Ver- 
tical Surface — Hydraulic 

CINCINNATI 24 Centerless; Filmatic 

CINCINNATI 6x30” Plain Hydraulic; 
Model EA 

ABRASIVE 23B Surface 
PRATT & WHITNEY 

Surface—Hydraulic 
BLANCHARD £16 Vertical Surface 
BROWN & SHARPE 213 Universal 
HAMMOND Type WH Model A Pedestal 

Grinder 

CINCINNATI Type HEA Pedestal Grinder 

FOX 28 Swing frame 

LATHES—Boring 

NILES 30x50’ 

NILES 30x46’ 

MILLING MACHINES 

14”x60” Vertical 

BROWN & SHARPE No. 2B Piain— 
TIMKEN BEARING 

HALL Planetary Millers, Style C & D 

BROWN & SHARPE 22 Vertical—Timken 
Bearing 

KENT-OWENS 21M Hand; motor drive; 
ball bearing 

CINCINNATI #3 Univ.—geared 

PLANERS 

LIBERTY 24’x24”x8’; 1 head on cross 
rail, 1 side head, A.C. Vari. Voltage 
Drive 

BORING MILLS—VERTICAL 

NILES 42”, 2 swivel heads, power rapid 
traverse 

NILES 53”, 2 swivel heads, power rapid 
traverse 

MISCELLANEOUS 

BRINNEL Automatic Direct Reading Hard- 
ness Testing Machine 

SUTTON 42 Single Head Horiz. Straight- 
ening Press, to straighten up to 6!/2” 
bar 

GREENARD £6 Arbor Press 
BLISS 26 Arbor Press 
RHENBERG JACOBSEN Centering Machine 

Located ct: CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY 

SOUTH 4th STREET, HARRISON, N. J. 

(about 10 miles from New York City) 

Sold by: MOREY MACHINERY CO., Inc. 

AT CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY PLANT—Telephone: 

ee 

CONTACT: MR. J. SALOWAY, Representative 

Harrison 6-4500—Extension 384 

MARCH 28, 1946 



AUTOMATICS 
16” x 33” Fay Automatic Lathe. 
1”x5” New sritain Automatic, six 
spindle 
%” Cleveland Model M, four spindle. 

DRILLS 
3% Ft. Mueller Radial Drill. 
No. 12 Colburn, single spindle. 
* 21” Cincinnati-Bickford Direct motor 
driven Drill, single spindle. 

42” Barnes, sliding head 
Allen Sensitive Drill, four spindle. 
No. 11 Natco Multiple Drill, 16 spindle 
* No.3 Baush Multiple Drill, 20 spindle, 
No. 2 Morse Taper, rectangular head 
20” x 40”. 

GEAR CUTTERS 
No. 61 Fellows Gear Shaper, m.d. 
No. 5AC’ Lees Bradner Gear Hobber. 
6” Gleason Straight Bevel Gear Gener- 
ator 

No. 5-48” Cincinnati Automatic Gear 
Cutter 

wns GRINDERS 
*% 36” x 168” Mattison Surface, New in 
1943. 

No. 22 Heald Rotary Surface 
No. 16—26” and No. 16—30” Blanchard 
Surtace Grinder 

QUALITY Wachine “Jools 

NOW IN STOCK 
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76” Rogers Knife Grinder, Type B. 
No. 72A5 Heald Plain Internal Grinder. 
No. 72A3 Heald Gagematic Internal 
Grinder. 

No. 70 and 75 Heald Internal Grinders. 
No. 13 Brown & Sharpe Universal & 
Tool Grinder. 

10” x 36” Norton Cylindrical Grinder. 
10” x 50” Norton Cylindrical Grinder. 
No. 2 Cincinnati Centerless Grinder. 
*% No. 3 Cincinnati Centerless Grinder, 
m.d. 

LATHES, ENGINE 
*% 12” x 30” Hendey, Geared Head, new 
in 1944, 

20” x 8’ Sidney “Monotrol”, g.h. 
24” x 30’ Lodge & Shipley, g.h. 
16” x 6’ Hendey, g.h. 
*% 15” x 30” Lipe Carbo-Matic, new in 
1943. 

LATHES, TURRET 
* No. 4L Gisholt, 9%” spindle, chuck- 
ing. 

No. 1A, 2A Warner & Swasey. 
No. 4 Warner & Swasey Universal, c.d. 
No. 6D Potter & Johnston - Automatic 
Chucking and Turning Machine. 
* 42” Bullard VTL, New Era Type. 

* 6 No. 60 New Britain Six Spindle Automa- 
tics—1" Bar Capacity. New in 1943. 

* 1 No. 61 New Britain Six Spindle Automa- 
tic—154" Bar Capacity. New in 1943. 

MILLS 
* No. 2 Van Norman Plain, new in 1944. 
No. 4A Brown & Sharpe Universal, s.p.d. 
No. 3B Milwaukee, plain, m.d. 
No. 4 LeBlond Plain, c¢.d. 
No. 1 Brown & Sharpe Universal, c.d 
No. 0-8 Cincinnati Plain Automatic, m.d. 
*% 18” Cincinnati Plain Mfg., m.d., new 
in 1943. 

No. 3-36 Cincinnati Nydromatie Duplex, 
m.d. 

t” Pratt & Whitney Spline Mill. 
42” Bullard Vertical, Boring Mill 

MISCELLANEOUS 
No. 3 Long & Allstatter Multiple Punch, 
m.d. 

Schraner Crankshaft Lapping Machine, 
Model B. 

8” x7” Troy Vertical Steam Engine. 
No. 72 Etna Rotary Swaging Machine. 

PLANERS AND SHAPERS 
24” American Shaper, c.d. 
28” Gould & Eberhardt, m.d. 
* 6” Pratt & Whitney Vertical Shaper. 

SAWS 
8” x8” Atkins Kwik-Kut. 
9” x 9” Peerless, Hydraulic 

(APPROVED DEALER FOR WAR ASSETS CORP. SURPLUS MACHINES) 

INDIANAPOLIS 

MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., INC. 

1961 S. Meridian St., Indianapolis 6, Indiana 

EASTERN BRANCH: 44 WHITEHALL ST., NEW YORK 

MEXICO OFFICE: Balderas No. 31, Desp. 102, MEXICO, D. F. 

King 30", 42” & 52” Boring 
Mills, M.D. 

Gray 36” x 36” x 16’ Planer, 
D.C. motor drive 

D. E. DONY MACHINERY CO. 
47 Laurelton Road, Rochester 9, N.Y. 

412 GISHOLT AUTOMATIC 
PRODUCTION LATHE 

New 1939. Motor driven. Equipped with tool 
fade-away for front carriage, heavy duty air 
operated tailstock, 12° air cylinder and air 
chuck, and coolant pump. Excellent condition. 

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC. 
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONN. Tel. 9-3393 

: MACHINERY 
COMPANY 

661-671 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE. 
NEWARK 5, WN. J. BIGELOW 3-3486.78 

HILL-CLARKE scrotcrves GRINDERS 
PUNCH PRESSES 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK 

SUPER-GRINDING FOR MICRO-FINISH 
No. 42 BLISS, 80-106 Ton Capacity, straight side 

punch press. {'42-2'2 yrs old, with serap cutters, 
double roll feeds, bolster, 15 Hp motors and 
controls, forced feed lubrication. 21x27 bolster, 
4.” stroke, 14/2” shut height. in both Single 

10 x 36 14x36 

10x50 14x50 
10x72 14x72 

10x 96 16x50 

16x72 

651 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD 

SIZES AVAILABLE 

or no cracks. (15 available for immediate 
livery). 

Punch Presses, 2 yrs. old 

slightly larger model. 

with bolster plate, motors, etc. Single 
*Double action models available. 15 yrs. 
No welds, 

No. 59 TOLEDO, 350 Ton Capacity, straight s 
double geared, 32 x 33” 
12” adjustment. 25 Hp motors and controls, 
yrs. old. No welds. 

No. 29 TOLEDO, Knuckle Joint, 1500 Ton 

Controls New (942. 
TOLEDO No. 666, Knuckle Joint Press, 1000 

die space, 6” strok 

and Double Action Models. Like new, no welds 
de- 

No. 6 BLISS, 90-125 Ton Capacity, straight side 
With scrap cutters, 

roll double roll feeds, bolster. 15 Hp motors 
and controls, forced feed lubrication. 25 x 30” 
bolster, 52” stroke, 16' 2” shut height. In both 
Single and Double action models. Like new. 
This machine is exactly like the above—only 

No. 25 PERKINS Punch Presses, 100 Ton Capacity, 
28”x31” die space, 12” stroke, 18” shut height; 

and 
old. 

ide, 
e, 
15 

Ca- 
pacity, Bolster, 40 x 39” bolster, distance bed to 
slide, stroke down adjustment up 22°. Motors, 

Ton 
te 

18x 9% dice, seco dows ‘adjustment ue 18". Wew 1942 

18x 120 HYDRAULIC. Ie” enxd’ _Flanging Press, R. D. 

24x % Geman mein aleber ath oh canloment. Gh 
24 x 240 7 “S'x7" 8” MORGAN HYDRAULIC PRESS, 700 

Ton Capacity, maximum stroke down 48”. Ex- 

HILL-CLARKE MACHINERY CO. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

ceptional price. $5,000.00 

Detroit 8, Mich. 
6111 Vermont Ave. 

Tyler 76300 une 

PAUL'S MOTOR AND MACHINERY SUPPLY CO. 

284 AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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| »&x
 PRI

CED 
TO S

ELL 
QUIC

KLY 

» TURRET LATHES 

LIBBY HEAVY DUTY TURRET LATHE 
MODEL 1-H-6; 6/4” spindle hole 24” 

swing, 18” chuck coolant pump & pan; 
M.D. with 15 HP Motor; With con- 
siderable tooling. 

No. 3-L GISHOLT, Timken bear. spindle, 6’ hole, 
A.C. motor in base. 

No. 3 W&S UNI. P.F., M.D., 
No. 2-A WARNER & ‘SWASEY, M.D., 256” hole 
No. 1A W&S UNI. Grd. Hd., 18” sw., 3-1/16” hole 
26” LIBBY UNIV., T.A., Bar feed, 714" hole, M.D. 
No. 1 WARNER & SWASEY, Motor Drive, 54” cap. 
No. 16 GISHOLT SIMPLIMATIC, = Swing, S.P.D. 
No. 7 FOSTER UNIV., M.D., Back Grd., P.F. 
No. 6 B. & S., 2-1/16" hole, ‘M.D., B. 
2—No. 5 FOSTERS, Fric. Hd., : © 
PRACT. NEW No. 3 B. & G., Grd. Hd. T.A., M.D. 
No. 6A POTTER & JOHNSON, 344" hole, 21” swg. 
24x24" J. & L. Gd. Hd. A.C. M.D., (2) 

» SCREW MACHINES 
3” CLEVELAND Model A, Square Pan, Pump 
2—PRACT. NEW lie” Model AA CLEVELANDS, 

Sgle. — M.D. 
No. 2 B. TURRET FORMER, 11%” hole, M.D. 
No. 55 NAT. S ACME, No. 652 NEW Lace 0. BRITAIN AUT. 

Nos. 2 & - MANVILLE WOOD SCREW MACHINES. 

» FLOOR LATHES 
25”x12’ LEBLOND, Q.C.G., D.B.G., 29” sw., M. 
24"x10° AMERICAN GRD. HD., A.C. M.D. (2) ¥g 
22""x8" L&Ss = Hd., QCGG, 1- 3/16" hole, 23’ ~ 
22""x8 L&S, Grd. Hd., QCG, 134” hole, ZY" 8 
22’'x8’ AMER., Grd. Hd., QCG, 23” sw., hole 
20x12‘ BRADFORD, Dble. Back Grd. ‘eck, 134" 
PA be ml swing 

"x8" AMER. 8 Seed Grd. Hd., T.A., Steady rest 
18"x8" AMER., Grd. Hd. QCG, 134” hole, 19” sw. 
17x6’ LEBLOND HVY. D. Grd. Hd., QCG, 18” sw. 
16x10’ HENDEY Grd. Hd., QCG, 1% hole, 1614" 

swing, M.D. (2) 
16"x8"" HENDEY TOOLROOM, QCGG, T.A.; 

Att., Back Grd. 
16""x8" — Grd. Hd. QcG, 

Reliev. 

1-5/16” hole, 18” 
sw., 

16’"x8’ L. & S. Grd. Hd. A.C., motor in base, T.A. 
PRACT. NEW 16’’x6‘ MONARCH, Motor in ‘base 
15”x6’ FLATHER, Q.C.G., B.G., 36” bet., M.D. 
PRACT. NEW 14""x6' LYON ROBBINS, T.A. 
14’’x6’ L. & S., QCG, T.A., 1-5/16” spdle., M.D. 
12x8’ LODGE & SHIPLEY Grd. Hd. motor in base 
12’x8’ LODGE & SHIPLEY, Q.C.G., with relieving 

and taper attachment, Dble. Back Grd. 
12x6’ LODGE & SHIPLEY, Q.C.G., 15° Swing 
PRACT. NEW 10” Model EE MONARCH TOOL 
MAKERS, AC motor in base, M.D. 

4"'x60" FITCHBURG LO- SWING, GRD. HEAD, M.D. 

» MILLING MACHINES 

PLAIN 
No. 4 CINC., Rect. over., M.D. 72’x19” Tbli. ~ 
No. 4 KEMPSMITH, B.G., 8x36” table 
Nos. 3 & 3K MILW., Dble. over., AC Motor in base 
No. 3 KEMPSMITH,D.B.G., 12x54’ table, P.F. 
No. “a CINC. Rap. Trav., Rect. over, AC mot. in 

bas 
No. aH LEBLOND Hy. Dy., 16x53” tbi., D.B.G., 

a 22 ROCKFORD, B.G., P.F., 11x56” table. 
Nos. 2, 2B & 1B MILW., Dble. over., AC M.D. 
No 2B. BROWN & SHARPE, Dble. over, motor in 

base, Power Rapid Traverse, 11x51” table 
(3) No. 2M CINC., Rect. over., M.D., 10x53’ Table 
No. 2 CINCINNATI, Rapid Trav., Rect. over, M.D. 
No. 2 HENDEY NORTON, 1014x3914" table, M.D. 
No. 1 PRATT & WHITNEY, 44 qx50" table 
No. 25 BECKER, B.G., 8x27" table 
NEWTON KEYWAY, 11x44” table, P.F. oil pump 

UNIVERSAL 
PRACT. NEW No. 26 VAN NORMAN DUPLEX, AC- 

motor in base, Ram Type, P.F., 12x50’ Table 
No. 4 BROWN & SHARPE B.G., P.F., 11x48’ table 
No. 3B MILW. Dble. over., M.D., P.F., 13x47” 

table 

1-9/16" hole, 15” sw. 

» SHEARS 

No 2-M CINC., Rect. over., A.C. mtr. in base, 
10x53” tbl. 

No. 2A BRN. & SHARPE, mot. in base, 11x45” 
table 

8’ MORGAN POWER GAP SHEAR, 1” cap., 26” 
gap, cam actuated holddown, M.D. with 75 HP 
3-60-220 motor 

ROTARY 
No. 6 QUCKWORK POWER, 1” cap., 48” thr. 

» SHAPERS 
PRACT. NEW 36” G & E INVINCIBLE, M.D. 
25” MILW. BACK GRD., V type ram, 1212x15" 

table 
24” STOCKBRIDGE, Back Grd. Sq. ram, 24x6"’ tble. 
24° COLUMBIA, Back Grd. 24x17” table 
24” ROCKFORD, B.G., Sq. ram, 24x14” table 
14” SMITH & MILLS, square ram, M.D. 
10” P & W VERT., 24” dia. Rotary Table, Grd. 

M.D. 
FACT. REB. MORTON DRAWCUT, 18'x72” 

SAWS 
2—13x13"" PEERLESS UNIV. SHAPING, A.C. M.D. 

» SLOTTERS 
3—No. 7A DOUGLAS VERTICAL, 7” stroke, M.D. 
No. 1042 BEMENT MILES, 612” stroke, 18” dia. 

Rotary Table 
14” NEWTON, 30” table, A.C. m.d., 24” throat 

rotary table, P.F. 9” BETTS, 2114” dia. grd. 

» BRAKES —power apron 
No. 227 CHGO. STEEL, 12’ long, %” cap., M.D. 
No. 206 CHGO. STEEL, 10’ long, 14° cap., M.D. 

» NIBBLER 
No. 1 GRAY, 34” throat, 3/16" capacity 

6—NEW No. 1 SAVAGE NIBBLERS. '4” 
cap., 34” Throat, 2 HP 3-60-220 Motor 

PLANERS —pous.e HOUSING 
sal an B ong POND, 2 heads on rail, M.D., Power 

elevat 
2424" x12" GRAY, Dblie. housing 2 grad. swivel 

hds. on rail, M.D. 
20’ HILLES & JONES PLATE PLANER with Adj. 

Pneumatic clamps 

» ROLLS 
ROLLER LEVELLER 

54” McKay, 19 rolls, M.D 
48" POOLE LEVELLING, M.D., BACK GRD., 17 

Rolls, 234" dia. 
48x10’ GLOBE HYDR. HORIZ. SHEET 

STRETCHER 
ROLLER DIE MACHINE 

ROLLER DIE MACHINE, 5 pr. Spindles, 312" shaft 
ANGLE 

KANE & ROACH, M.D., 2x2x%4" cap. 
WILLIAMS & WHITE ANGLE BENDING ROLL, 2 

rolls driven, D.B.G. 

» JIG BORER 
No. 30 FOSDICK, A.C. M.D. 

» GRINDERS 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
NEW 7'2 HP MODEL 80 U. S. DOUBLE 
END DISC GRINDERS, 18” disc, one 
Univ. and one plain table 

NEW CINCINNATI COMBINATION BUF- 
FERS & GRINDERS, one end takes a 
1%x10” grinding wheel, other end has 
12” ext. arm. to table buffing wheels. 
1 HP 3-60-220—1750 RPM. 

CYLINDRICAL 
20’’x72" LANDIS PLAIN HYDR. 24” swing, M.D. 
No. 22 LANDIS, 12x34", Pump & Pan, Power feed 
10x36” LANDIS, Coolant pump, M.D. 
8x30’ MODERN CYL., Self. Cont. Coolant Pump 
No. 11 BROWN & SHARPE, 6x32", Motor Drive 
6x32’ NORTON, Cool, pump; 3” LANDIS Ball Race 

INTERNAL 
No. 75 HEALD, 17” sw., 1412” bet. coolant pump 
No. 72 HEALD SIZEMATIC, Hydr. Feed, M.D. Ball 

Bearing Spindle, Oil pump and pan, 15’ swing. 
No. 70 HEALD 114” hole; 15” swing 
No. 52 GREENFIELD HYDROILS (2), Hydr. Feed. 

CE 
No. 3B THOMPSON, 12x44” Tbi., Mtrzd. or M.D 
No. 25A HEALD HYDR., 30” chuck, AC, 
No. 3 ABRASIVE, 7x22" Table, M.D., AL reo 
3—No. 78 W. & M., 8x22” table, mag. chucks. 
No. 53A BRIDGEPORT, 18x42” Tbi. M.D., mag. ch. 
PRACT. NEW No. 2B BROWN & SHARPE, mag. 

chuck, A.C. motor in base 
15’"x15""x96”" NORTON; A.C., M.D.; Coolant Pump 

and Pan; 2 mag. chucks 
8’ HEALD ROTARY SURFACE, Power feed 
PRACT. NEW No. 1 TAFT PIERCE Mag. chuck, M.D. 

TOOL & CUTTER 
No. 2 & No. 114 CINC. UNIV., 5x3014" 
No. 1 LeBLOND UNIV., 514x29” table 
No. 1 DAUBER & KRATSCH, 10” sw., 20’ bet. 
No. 4 GALLMEYER & LIVINGS. UNIV., 41x55’ 

M.D. 
Model 10-W HAMMOND DBLE. END WET CAR- 

BIDE TOOL, 11x19” tables, M.D 
WILMARTH & M., M.D., hd. & tailstock 

UNIVERSAL 
No. 3 and No. 2 BROWN & SHARPE 
No. 2 CINC., 13’ sw., 37” bet., 10x64” Tbi. 
12°'x36” CINC. UNIV. CVi., M.D. coolant pump 

» GEAR MACHINERY 
No. 36-BT G. & E. BEVEL GEAR ROUGHER, Tur- 

ret type; 414° max. dia. mitre gears. Fric. 
clutch; Auto. Lubric. System. Oi! pump & pan. 

No. 6 FELLOWS GEAR SHAPER; P.F., Oi! pump. 

» DRILLS —rapiat 
PRACT. NEW 5'13” col. CINC. BICKFORD Super- 

Service, A.C. motor on arm 
PRACT. NEW 4‘ HAMMOND Type G, box tbi., M.D. 
4’ CARLTON, M.D.; 6‘ REED PRENTICE, M.D. 
6’ CINC. BICKFORD, M.D.; 6’ WESTERN 
3’ AMERICAN, MAXI-SPEED, motor on arm 
314’ MORRIS, ‘No. 4 M. T., gear box drive 

, M.D. 

3 MUELLER, ‘9 col., No. ‘4 M.T., Gear Box Drive 
FLOOR 

32” BARNES, P.F., No. 5 M.T. 
30’ PRENTICE, P.F., B.G., No. 5 M.T 
No 263 BARNES 26”, All Grd., Camel Back M.D., 

No. 5 M.T. ° 
No. 262 BARNES All-Geared Camel Back, M.D. 
No. 216—34” BAKER, No. 5 M.T., M.D. 
25° SNYDER, No. 4 M.T., Power feed, Back Grd. 
3—24" BARNES CAMEL BACK. All geared, M.D. 

TWO OR MORE SPINDLE 
— SPINDLE DEMCOS MODEL KT, No. 2 M.T., 

13” overhang, Spindles Indiv. —_ oo 
4, 3 & 2 SPINDLE AVEYS, No. 2 M M.D. 
2/SPINDLE FOOTE BURT DRILLING ri ‘BORING 

MULTIPLE 
8-SPINDLE MULT., No. 4 M.T., M.D., 60” bet. P.F. 

This is only a partial listing of our large and diversified stock SEND FOR FREE COPY OF OUR MACHINERY MART 

INTERSTATE 

Machinery Co., Iuc. 

1439 W. PERSHING RD., CHICAGO 9, ILL. 

MARCH 28, 1946 
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7’ DETRICK & HARVEY BORING MILL 

can be inspected in operation 

DAVIS & THOMPSON CO. 

6411 W. BURNHAM STREET 

Table area 72” x 144”. 

Travel of table 124”. 

Horizontal travel of column on bed 

60”. 

Maximum distance from end of spin- 
dle to outer support 16’. 

Maximum distance from top of 
table to center of spindle 8’ 2”. 

Maximum travel of bar one setting 

70”. 

Maximum distance between columns 

16’. 

Spindle speeds 1 to 450 RPM. 

Feed range .101 to .450 per rev. 

of spindle. 

Power feed in all direction to table 

and head on upright. 

Complete with all motors 
controls. 

and 

‘Excellent Condition 

MILWAUKEE 14, WISC. 

MODEL GL KINGSBURY AUTO. 
INDEXING TYPE DRILL 

New Aug. 1944. Equipped with five 422 drill- 
ing units and 

BRIDGEPORT 5, CONN. 

2128 five station automatic 
indexing fixtures. Excellent condition. 

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC. 
Tel. 9-3393 

Planer, O. 8. 

Boring Mills, 36”-42”-52”-727-96. 
Belt Cutters, 1”-1%"-2°-2%” Aeme-Landts 
Press, Forging 1000 Ton United St.-Hyd. 
Planer, 36°x36"x12’ Powell 4 Has. 

60° 160"114’ D. 
Planer, 12’x12’x34’, 4 Heads, M.D. 
Profiler, #13 P. & W., 
Shapers, 10”-20°-24°-36". 
Shaper, 36” Morton Draw Cut 
West Penn Machinery Compony 

1210 House Bide. 

B.D. 

& H., M.D. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

MACHINERY 

WANTED 

HYDRAULICS 

200 H.P. Hor. 4 Pl. Motor Driven Pump, Capacity 78 G.P.M. 4000% 
2300 Volt Synchronous Motor 3 Phase 60 Cycle 
ALSO—75 H.P. Hor. 4 Pl. Pump—S0 G.P.M.—2000¢ 
50 H.P. Vert. Triplex Pump—24 G.P.M.—2500% 
200 H.P. Horizontal 4 Pl. Pump—200 G.P.M.—15002 
18”x15' Accumulator 15002 
350 ton down moving ram hydraulic press 42” stroke, 28” between rods. 
750 ton Waterbury Farrell Lead Extrusion Press. 

ACCUMULATORS, PRESSES, VALVES, ETC. 

Specialists in Hydraulic Equipment 

AARON MACHINERY CO., 45 Crosby St., New York, N. Y. 

We have been commissioned to pur- 
chase nearly $1,000,000.00 worth of 
used machine tools. Send us your 
list of surplus machinery that you 
have for sale. 
Some of the requirements are: 
54” to 60” Bullard “Cut Master’ Ver- 

tical Boring Mill 
24 Plain Horizontal Millers, 

newer 
214B Pratt & Whitney 2-spindle Pro- 

filer 
(6) Bilton Automatic Gear Cutters 
21% or $2 Pratt & Whitney Jig Borers 
Moore Jig Borer 
36” x 36” x 8’ Open Side Planers 
150 to 250 Ton Knuckle Joint Power 

Press 
3’-11‘ Column Radial Drill 
%2 B&S Light type Universal Miller 

(also plain & vertical) 
212 Van Norman Duplex Miller 

(also 242-210-222L sizes) 
£13 B&S Universal Tool Grinder 
3” Horizontal Boring Mill. (Gidding & 

Lewis or Universal—1942 or newer) 

REYNOLDS 

MACHINERY CO. 

305 Eddy Street 
Providence 3, R. I. 

Tel. GAspee 5187 

1942 or 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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SIMMONS CURRENT ATTRACTIONS 

— BORING NMILLS . LATHES PLANERS 
2 , two swivel heads, all geared 30’ x 18’ LODGE & SHIPLEY Selective ” ” ’ 7 v 

hey BURN, ‘ a Pm heads, all type planer motor and control. 
nf red power feeds 36” x 30’ LODGE AND SHIPLEY 18| 72’ x 72” x 15’ N-B-P Hea heads, 

NILES-BEMENT-POND, two swivel speed selective geared head screw double deck table. 230V, “Od Reversing heads, all geared power feeds, M.D. cutting engi lathe, 2 iages. i 
84" CINCINNATI Rapid Production Type, ac res ab Gute deen. oe — os one swivel head, one turret head 
96° CINCINNATI Rapid Prod - - ? 16’ x 10° x 30’ BETTS Heavy, 2 gong why uction Type, 42” x 36” PUTNAM Geared Head, 25’ be- | heads on rail and 2 side heads, M.D. : 100” NILES-BEMENT- POND, tw tween centers. uick change gear box. forced feed lubrication. 230 V DC 

heads, ali geared feeds, MD. o swivel 4g” x 20’ NILE -BEMENT-POND Extra reversing type planer, motor and 
120” CINCINNATI Massive Pattern, t we 2 at ae ee swivel heads, M.D. lp two centers. Power cross ont enguler feed 
10/16’ CINCINNATI Massive Pattern, S ee 

two swivel heads and extension boring gu, ae atiment. ; “ “ SLOTTERS i head. 60” x 48’ N-B-P Geared Head Engine 6” & 10’ PRATT & WHITNEY Vertical 
MILLERS Lathe. aoe with rotary table, power feeds, 

42%" x 26” x 12’ INGERSOLL Planer Miller, RADIAL DRILLS 14"" STEPTOE Cronk Shaper 
4 heads, M.D. 4’ AMERICAN Plain triple purpose en- 15’ NEWTON Crank Slotter, 30” circular 

No. 4 CINCINNATI High Power Plain, closed head drill, tapping attachment. table, AC or DC. : 
Power rapid traverse table 1614” x ~ 5%’ AMERICAN Full Universal Triple 16” SPRINGFIELD Crank Shaper. 
my pulley belt drive or Ae or ared Tapping Attachment. 18” DILL Crank Slotters. 

3 and 4 CINCINNATI High y hs 6’ AMERICAN Triple purpose, plain ra- 22” N-B-P Crank Slotter 
Vertical adjustable head, P.R.T dial, motor on arm. ; ; 

No. 5 CINCINNATI Plain Rectangular GEAR HOBBER MISCELLANEOUS overarm, table overall 21’ ’ 100” GOULD AND EBERHARDT a 3 HILLES & JONES Plate Edge 
Horizontal for spur, helical and 5 on 
worm gears. Max. capacity 101” a e % NBP Bending Rolls, pyramid 
di ter. 48” face. F feed 
— No PRATT & WHITNEY Jig Borer with 22” x 44” table. 

SIMMONS MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION 

MAIN OFFICE & PLANT: 1759 NO. B'WAY, ALBANY 1, N. Y. N. Y. OFFICE: 50 E. 42nd ST., N. Y. 17, N. Y. 

OTT MACHINERY SPECIALS MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED 
AUTOMATICS, Acme 9/15” & 1” Mod. C 5 spdle. 
AUTOMATICS, Baird, 6 spindle, M.D. 
AUTOMATICS, Gridley, 9/167, % & 1%" Mod. G POWER PRESSES 
AUTOMATICS, Cone, 1%. 2 & 3%” 4 spdle 
AUTOMATICS, Gridley, %, , 1%, 2%" & 2% MINSTERS #40-5, 100 ton, 24x24” (1944) &.S. ! tenes 60” swing, no. 5 Morse taper, 

el ¥, M.D -d, b ae BLISS +164, 50 ton, 26%x21'2” (1941) $.S. 
AUTOMATICS, Gridley, 2%. 3%, & 5%” M.D. eanamnues Faaneh, aaah - singin ci | DRILL PRESS: Prentice 24” b.g. $125. 
ag fe ny Cleveland 1%, 1%, 2, 2%, 3% & = ; , 2 GRINDERS: Surface, Robots—No. 2 Mag. 

1%” MD. P (1941) Arch geared chuck 6” x 18” motor (1944) like new. $975 ea. Medel A, 
AUTOMATICS, Cleveland %, 1%, & 2” Mod. B GARRISON, 250 ton, 66’x30", S.S. geared 2 HAMMERS: Power—50 and 100 ibs. $100 ea. 
AUTOMATICS, Cleveland 3%” 4 spdle, Mod. K4 BLAKE & JOHNSON +3, 20 ton, 17”x13", 0.8. 2 MILLERS: Morey No. 12M Vertical Miller & 

8.S Profiler (1941). Power feed, completely motor- 
AUTOMATICE, Potter & Johnston #5a & 6a, M.D. ai ized, 2 spindle original cost $3700 each— 
BULLARD 36” New Era Borg Mill, M.D — & JOHNSON #5, 30 ton 13°x13", Our’ Price $750 ea. 
CONOMATICS, 1%” & 1%”—8 spindle, M.D. — PIPE: Hurlburt, 3” cut-off, heavy duty. $50. 
DRILLS, High Speed B. B. 1 to 6 spindles STOLL #40, 40 ton, Fly in back LATHES: (2) Saunders, capacities 2/2” te 4” 
GEAR HOBBERS, #3 & 12 Barber-Colman, M.D. DEEP DRAW PRESS, 60 ton, 12”xI2”, Deep with dies $350 ea. 

Draw LeBlond 16%x6’ QC motor $850. GEAR SHAPERS, #7 High Speed, M.D. & #6 ( 
GENERATOR, Gieason Spiral Bevel Gear 10” BLISS +68-C, 35 ton, Arch double action Hendey 16°x6" QO taper meter, $750. BLISS #3061 . a F Fay & Seott 16-36" swing x 4’-9’ econters, 
GRINDERS, Brown & Sharpe #2 & 3 Universal 4 #306/2, 150 ton, 27°x27", St. Side sliding gap, motor. $1050. 
GRINDER, Brown & Sharpe #11 Plain, M.D. - aoe - ye American: Q.C.—14"x6’ mokor-taper attach 
GRINDER, Heald =72 Hydraulic, 2 M.D. So 2 ee Owe A gee Aingys $850. 
GRINDERS, Diamond Surface #2, M.D 9 BLISS #58, 18 ton, 15°x7/2" (1941) S.S. RIVITER: Farnham Countersinking Mill, 36” 
GRINDER, Norton 10’x36” Hydraulic, M.D. 6 BLISS +304, 50 ton 18x17." (1941) S.S. Reach, Hydraulic motorized, 1942, eest new 
GRINDERS ; Landis Hydraulic 6"x18” M.D 2 WATERBURY FARREL #6600 56 ton, 45°x7'2" $1755. Our Price $375. 

GRINDERS. Pratt & Whitney 12” Vert. Surface (1942) 8.8. RADIAL DRILL: 3’ Bickford Motor & gear bex 
; tags ye ype Mle gh et | BLISS #89, 345 ton, 30’x30" (1941) S.S. $450. 
Srnem, Bendy. BBM. wpe, ie os ee 3 BLiss #5-60, 100 plus ton, 60x32” (1945) SHEAR: Loy & Nowrath—Single end—motor- 

LATHES, Hendey, 16”’x6’ & 8’ & 18”x10’ M.D. 8.S. ized. $550. 

LATHES, Reed-Prentice, 24°x12’ G.H, M.D. 15 AIR HYDRAULICS, 22-5 ton, 11” Reund THREAD MILLER: Lees Bradner #6 Standard 
LATHES, Rockford, 18”x8’ Geared Head, M.D. New $750. 
LATHES, Turret, Warner & Swasey #4 G.H. M.D. WOODS HYDRAULIC, 1800 ton, 10’x8’ (4 post) (25) TURRETS: New—Denver 6” Chuckers— 
LATHES, Morey #3 G. H. Turret, M.D. FERRACUTE #€E-4, 56 ton, 19'/2”x10%" (1941) geared head. Universal per of he = 
LATHES, Lo-Swing 4x36” Seneca Falls TOLEDO #9C 28x15 (1938) Me. gp BE yg 4 ym — yer 

ait. tha : aid hl j i niv o!- MILLING MACHINES, #22 Milw. & Vert. Hd. BRAKE—Power, Robinson, 8'/2’x%" eap. lets and turret tools, cost $7900. Our Price 
MILLING MACHINES, Recker Vertical #5 & 6 nog grt — ig foot—i6 gauge (also $2500. 
MILLING MACHINES, Milwaukee #1B Plain & egased sap os. , Ps . 

Universal #2 & 3B Plein, M.D BORING MILL: Horizontal Gisholt 47, Serial TAPPER & THREASER: Sem ot. 
PLANE 9”49x10" One Head, M.D 5-962 with 8 arbors, big. knee type, rapid cision plus Lead Serews (W&S es 

NER, Ohio 42°x42"x10 2 os ae. traverse, no motors $475. Cost new $1700. Our Price $550. 
ROLL FORMING MACH. Yoder 6 spdle, M.D. 

Vic sane dlls KINGS COUNTY MACHINERY EXCHANGE 

OTT MACHINERY SALES, INC. 394 ATLANTIC AVENUE BROOKLYN 2, N. Y. 

542 Secend Avenue Triangle 5-5212 Triangle 5-5237 

Detroit 26, Mich. 

MARCH 28, 1946 



SAVE MONEY! 

Let BOTWINIK fill 

your requirements 

1—Heald 72A5 Hyd. Int. Grinder, lat. type, 2 
Red Hed. spins., capac. sw. over tbi. 28”, 

~ >”. over bridge 6014", diam. and Igth. 
hole ground 812", extended bridge type. 

1—Cin. 5-48 Pi. Hydromatic Miller, long. tbl. 
feed 48", tbl. wkg. surf. 20” x 6614", max. 
dist. top tbl. cen. of arbor 137%", min. 5%”, 
very lat. type, comp. with AC elect. equip., 
net wght. 15,000 Ibs. 

1—Red Ring Nat‘! Broach Machine Co. 8” 
Gear Shaver, M.D., very lat. type, capac. 
0.D. 834", DP. 5°, max. tbl. trav. 12”, 
dist. betw. cens. 1812", AC elect. equip., 
new in 1942 

1—BRIDGEFORD 36x56’, 15 speed, grd. hed., 
Eng. Lathe, M.D., AC elect. equip., power 
rap. trav. to carr., compound rest, 2 steady 
rests, sw. over bed 38”, sw. over carr. 26”, 
dist. betw. cens. 48’. 

2—Niles Heavy Duty 32x35’ Pl. Turn. Lathes, 
M.D., AC elect. equip., rap. trav. to carr., 
sw. over bed 34”, over carr. 22, dist. 
betw. cens. 24° 6”. 

i Fee 

BOTWINIK BROTHERS .. 

Rebuilders of Machine Jools 
Just published! A complete story of Botwinik’s 
exceptional facilities and immense stock of 
quality used machine tools. Your free copy 
is waiting for you. Send for it. 

Evin ih Srcthers 

WORCESTER 1, MASS 3 SHERMAN ST 
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CYLINDRICAL 

GRINDERS 

Available for inspection at 

our Chicago warehouse 

1—6” x 18” Landis Plain Grinder. 

1—6” x 32” Norton Plain Grinder. 

1—10” x 24” Norton Plain Grinder. 

1—10” x 48” Brown & Sharpe Plain 

Grinder. 

3—14” x 48” Norton Plain Grinders. 

SURPLUS MACHINERY 

AVAILABLE FOR 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Late Model—Good Condition 

All individually motor driven with 
controls for 220V, 3 ph., 60 cycle 

Bryant No. 5 Semi-Auto. Chucking Grinder 
Fosdick 2, 3, 4, Spdl. Drill Presses 
Reid Prod. Lathes, 6” x 18 and 9” x 24” 
Lees-Bradner External and Internal Thread 

Millers Models HT-855 and 40 
Wilson & Weld-O-Tron Arc Welders-200 

amps. 
] & L 6x36 Auto. Univ. Ext. Thread Grinders 
J & L 6x3 Auto. Int. Thread Grinder 
K & T “Milwaukee” Simplex Miller 
P & J] 6-A Automatic Chucking Lathe 
Knight No. 40 Vertical Milling Machine 
B & S No. 10 Tool & Cutter Grinder 
Rogers 30” Vertical Boring Mill 
Gardner No. 86 Vertical Disc Grinder 
W. F. & John Barnes Hor. 2 Spindle Deep 

Hole Drilling and Boring Machines 
Empco Horizontal Honing Machines 

Write for Complete Listings 

MACHINERY BUILDERS, INC. 
36-50 38th St., Long Island City, N. Y. 

1—14” x 48” Cincinnati Plain Grinder. 

1—14” x 72” Norton Plain Grinder. 

1—16” x 32” Landis Type AB Hydraulic 

Crankpin Grinder. 

2—16” x 72” Norton Plain Grinder. Hy- 

draulic. 

1—No. 4, 12” x 60” Brown & Sharpe Uni- 
versal Grinder. 

EMERMAN 

MACHINERY CORP. 

875 W. 120th St. Chicago 43, Ill. 

FIVE-—2<5 FOSTER UNIVERSAL 
GEARED HEAD TURRET LATHES 

New 1942. Motor driven. Equipped with bar 
feed. Excellent condition. 

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC. 
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONN. Tel. 9-3393 

POWER PRESSES 

antes. os x a > MDMA LS 

sosepn HY MAN asons 
Tioge, Livingston ond Almond Streets 

Pricdelshieo, Pe 

UNUSUAL VALUES 
Blueprint machines, printer-washer-dryer Drills, high speed single & multiple spindle Drill, 21” Royesford Bk. Grd. Pr. Feed, New 
Drills, sensitive, 2 and 4 Spindle 
Drill, #25 Foot-Burt. motor driven 
Drills—New—18” Royal motor driven (10) 
Gear cutter, Brown & Sharpe <3—26 
Gear cutter, Gould & Eberhardt 42” 
Grinder, Webster and Perks =1-% motor drive 22” Buffalo Pr. Fd. Motor Drive, New 
16°x6" Hendey Lathe, Quick Change Gear 
Magie Chucks, 1-2 & 3 and Collets 
Pipe Machine, 8” Oster motor drive 
Planer 24”x24"x6’ Pease, motor drive 
Punch & Shear, two 4%” & %” capacity 
Rivett Precision, Ball Bearing, Hand Screw 

Shaper, 24” Gould & Eberhardt 
Turret Lathe, 2” Acme & Warner & Swasey Welders—Are & Spot in Stock—New 
THE OSBORNE & SEXTON MACHINERY Co. 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

Quantity 
34—112"-18 NS go plug thd gage mem- 

ber, class X (GTD) 
33—112"-18 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 

members, class X (GTD) 
42—15¢"-18 NS go plug thd gage mem- 

bers, class X 
33—15¢"-18 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 

members 
20—1%4"-18 NS go piug thd gage mem- 

bers 
14—1%4"-18 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 

members 
40—2-29/32"-18 NS go plug thd gage 

members 
35—1-29/32"-18 NS-2 not go plug thd 

gage members 
24—2"-18 NS go plug thd gage members 
20—2"-18 NS-2 not go plug thd gage mem- 

bers 
28—21,"-18 NS go plug thd gage mem- 

bers 
17—214"-18 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 

members 
14—214"-16 NS go plug thd gage 

members 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP. 

1830 SOUTH FIFTY FOURTH AVE. 

SURPLUS 

For Immediate Sale—ALL ARE NEW 

Send in your bid for any or all of the below gauges. All are new and 
subject to prior sale or disposition. 

GAUGES 

9—214"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 
members 

26—23%4"-16 NS go plug thd gage mem- 
bers 

23—234"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 
members 

26—212"-16 NS go plug thd gage mem- 
bers 

13—212"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 
members 

28—254"-16 NS go plug thd gage mem- 
bers 

22—25¢"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 
members 

24—234"-16 NS go plug thd gage mem- 
bers 

20—234"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 
members 

24—27"-16 NS go plug thd gage mem- 
bers 

20—27,"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 
members 

21—3”-16 NS go plug thd gage members 
15—3"-16 NS-2 not go plug thd gage 

members 

CICERO 50, ILLINOIS 
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EASTERN REBUILT 

MACHINE TOOLS 

PLAIN MILLING MACHINES 

No. 600 Brown & Sharpe, m.d., latest 
No. 2 Cincinnati H.S. Dial Type, m.d., latest 
No. 3 Cincinnati H.S. Dial Type, m.d., latest 
No. 1M Cincinnati, m.d. 
No. 18 Milwaukee, double overarm, m.d. 
No, 3B Brown & Sharpe, m.d. 
No. 4B Brown & Sharpe, m.d. in base, late type 
No. 4 Cincinnati H.P., m.d 
No. 4B Brown & Sharpe, m.d. 
No. 4 Cincinnati Medium Speed Dial Type, m.d. 
No. 48 Cincinnati, m.d. 
No. 4 Heavy Milwaukee, m.d. in base 
No. 5B Heavy Brown & Sharpe, s.p.d. 

UNIVERSAL MILLING MACHINES 

No. 2A Brown & Sharpe, m.d. 
No. 3A Brown & Sharpe, m.d. 
No. 4A Brown & Sharpe, m.d 
No. 4 Cincinnati H.P., m.d 
No. 4B Milwaukee, m.d 

MANUFACTURING TYPE MILLING 
MACHINES 

No. 2-24 Cincinnati Plain Automatic, m.d., latest 
No. 24-36 Cincinnati Duplex Hydromatic, m.d. in 

base, tracer control, latest type 
No. 4-48 Cincinnati Plain Hydromatic, m.d., 

latest 
No. 5-60 Cincinnati Duplex Hydromatic, m.d. 
Lees-Bradner Thread Miller, 13” hole, m.d., latest 

type 
4%x12” Pratt & Whitney Thread, belt 
6x14” Pratt & Whitney Thread, belt 
6x48” Pratt & Whitney Thread, m.d. 
6x20” Pratt & Whitney Type B Geared Head 

Thread, m.d 
6x80” Pratt & Whitney Thread, m.d. 
18” Cincinnati Plain Automatic, m.d 
24” Cincinnati Plain Automatic, m.d. 
24”x6’ Ingersoll Slab, m.d 
28” Cincinnati Plain Aut s.p.d. 
36"x36"x14" Bement Slab, m.d 
54”x54"x10’ Liberty Planer Type, m.d. 
Hall Planetary Thread, m.d 
Burr Mfg., m.d, 
Becker Lincoln Type, belt 
Carter & Hakes Lincoln Type, belt 
No. 2 and 12 Pratt & Whitney Lincoln Type, 

belt 

VERTICAL MILLING MACHINES 

No. 5 Reed-Prentice Miller & Die Sinker, latest 
ype D 

No. 4 Cincinnati H.P., m.d., latest type 
No. 3 Cincinnati Mcdium Speed Dial Type, m.d., 

latest 
No. 1 Beaman & Smith Comb. Vertical & Hor- 

izontal 
No. 2 Brown & Sharpe, belted, m.d. 
2 spindle Newton, m.d. 
No. 2 Cincinnati H.P., m.d 
No. 2M Cincinnati, m.d 
No. 3 Cincinnati H.P., m.d. 
No. 3B Milwaukee, m.d., in base 
No. 3B Milwaukee, s.p.d 
No, 3V Toledo, s.p.d 
No. 4 Cincinnati H.P m.d 
No. 5 Brown & Sharpe, cone 
No. 5 Jackson, m.d 
No. 6 Becker, cone 

TOOL & CUTTER GRINDERS 

No. 2 Cincinnati Universal, plain equip., m.d., st 
No, 2 Cincinnati Universal, full universal equip- 

ment, latest 
Gould & Kberhardt Gear Cutter, belt 
No, 1 Cincinnati Universal, belt 
No. 2 Ohio Universal, belt 
Style D6A Gallmeyer & Livingston Drill, m.d. 
Sellers type 05D Bench Drill, m.d. 
Gisholt Tool, belt 
Gleason Cutter, belt 
No. 3 Gallmeyer & Livingston, m.d. in base 
Yankee Drill, 1%” cap. 

More than 1200 machines in stock for 
prompt shipment. Send us your inquiries. 

EASTERN 

MACHINERY CO 
1004 TENNESSEE Ave 
CINCINNATI 29, OWI0 

CLOSEOUTS 

BORING MILLS 
HORIZONTAL 

214,’ , 4” Binsee 

VERTICAL 
66”, 120” Niles 
54” Colburn, M.D., 2 hds. 

TURRET LATHES 
Foster Nos. 4, 5, 6, 1B, 3B M.D. Univ. 
J. & L. 24%4”x24”, 315x300”. 
Acme 34” M.D. 
No. 1L Gisholt Univ. M.D. 

GRINDERS 
P. & W. 14”, 18”, B.B., Vert. M.D. 
Blanchard 30”, M.D; Modern 12x48”, M.D. 
Norton Hydraulic 12x18”, M.D 
Heald Nos. 72A3 Gagematic 
Norton 50”’x28’, M.D. 
Landis Type A 6x20” Hydraulic, M.D. 
Bryant No. 12, M.D. 
Nos. 50, 55, 60 Heald Int. Hydraulic, M.D. 
12” Heald Rotary, Arter 12” M.D 
B. & S. No. 2 Surface, M.D. 
Norton 10x36” Hydraulic, M.D. 
B. & S. No. 10 1’ Cyl. 
No. 2 Cincinnati Centerless, M.D. 
B. & S. No. 1, 3 Universal 
#25, #35 G. & L. M.D. 

LATHES 
McCabe 26-42”x14’ 
26x12’ Boye & Emmes 3 step cone, B.D.G. 
20”x14’ Rahn-Larmon, raised to 24” 
14”x6’, 16”x6’ Hendey 
9” LeBlond Automatic 
36x30’ Putnam, M.D. 
36x22” Putnam S.C.G., D.C.M.D. 
32”x36’ Wickes 
Putnam 42x16’, M.D. 
30x26’ L. & S. 12 speed M.D. 
P. & W. 1x18, 1144x18 Automatic Lathes 

AUTOMATICS 
B. & S. No. 2, Hand Screw 
B. & S. No. 00, 0 
5 Spdle. Davenport 9/16” cap. 
Cleveland Model A 1%”, %&”, 114”, 2” 
Cleveland Model B 1”, 2” 
P & J 6A, M.D. 
7%” Cone 4 spindle 

New In Stock 
5, 10, 18 ton OBI Power Presses 
7” Ammeco Shapers 
Halco H.S. Vertical Milling Heads, Drill 

Presses 
Kalamazoo Metal Band Saws 

RADIALS 
, 5’, 6° American Triple Purpose 
. 5’ Cincinnati-Bickford 
Mueller, M.D.; 4’ 5’ Western, S.P.D. 

MILLING MACHINES 
Gorton 8D Vertical, M.D., 9J 
Cincinnati, #2 Univ. 
No. 3S Cincinnati, S.P.D. rapid trav. M.D. 
Nos. 1Y, 0Y, 3, 4,5 B & S Plain & Univ. 
B. & S. Nos. 12. 13, 13B 
Hall Planetary Model D Thread Miller 
Providence Planer Type 32”x8’ 
Becker Nos. 3, AB, 5, 6 Vert. 
Nos. 3, 4, Cincinnati Vert. 
P, & W. No. 12, 30 Profiler, M.D. 
K. & T., B. & S. No. 2, 3 like new 
B. & S. No. 2, 3, Vert. 
Kempsmith No. 1 Univ. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Gorton No. 18, 3U Engraving Machine 
6 spindle Avey Drill, 15” overhang 
Rochester No. 5%” B Hammer 
6” Vertical Shaper, P & W 
Oster Pipe Machines, 4”, 6”, 8”, M.D. 
N.B.P. 15” Slotter, M.D. 
#7 Burr Keyseater 
Natco No. 13 Maltiple Spindle Drill 
No. 8 Marvel Band Saw, M.D. 

AARON MACHINERY CO. 

45 Crosby St. 

New York 12, N. Y. 

4’ 
4’ 
4’ 

GOOD DELIVERY 

BORING MILLS 
96” Cincinnati Massive Pattern 
61” Bullard Maximill 
54” & 42” Bullard V.T.L. 
3'/." bar Lucas horizontal 
3'/." bar Universal horizontal 

DRILLS 
4’ Carlton radial 
4’ Hammond radial 
34 spdl. No. 30 Natco multiple 
20 spdi. No. 4 Baush multiple, 

2” spdi. No. 3 taper, hydraulic feed 
24”, No. 25 Foote Burt heavy 
20” No. 2, 2 & 4 spdl. Colburn. 
21” & 24” Cincinnati upright 

GEAR CUTTERS 
Nos. 3 & 12 Barber Colman hobbers 
Nos. 16HS, 18H & 36H G. & E. 
Nos. 7 & 61 Fellows shapers 
Nos. 1 & 5A Lees Bradner hobbers 
11” Gleason bevel generator 
18” Gleason testers & lappers 
No. 3 Barber Colman hob grinder 

GRINDERS 
12x36", 16x36" & 16°x72" Landis 
10x18”, 10°’x36” & 10°x50” Norton 
6x20” No. 10 Brown & Sharpe 
36”, No. 18 Blanchard surface 
16”, No. 10 Blanchard surface 
18” Arter rotary surface 
14” Pratt & Whitney vert. surface 
6”x18”, No. 2 B. & S. surface 
No. 2 Brown & Sharpe universal 
No. 104 Rivett internal 
No. 72A3 Heald Sizematic interna! 
53” & 72” Gardner horizontal disc 
20”, No. 120A Gardner opposed disc 
No. 2 Cincinnati centerless 

HAMMERS 
2000 Ib. Chambersburg board drop 
2000 Ib. & 3000 Ib. Billings & Spencer 

board drop 

LATHES 
60”x37’9” Niles-Bement-Pond geared 

head 
60x75'6" N-B-P double end 
36”x16’ Bridgeford geared head 
16”x6’ & 18x8’ American 
14”x6’, 16”x8’ & 16”x10’ Hendey 
17”x6’ Leblond grd. hd. Mfg. 
14”x18” Monarch Magnamatic 
14”x19” Fay automatic 
15”x22!/2" Sundstrand auto. stub 
8” & 12” Sundstrand stub 

MILLERS 
Nos. 2B & 3B Milwaukee Plain 
No. 5 Cincinnati High Duty Plain 
No. 35 Ohio universal 
No. 2 Cincinnati dial type vertical! 
No. 2 Brown & Sharpe vertical 
No. 2!/B Milwaukee vertical 
No. 4—36 Cincinnati Hydromatic 
30” x 48” Newton rotary 

SHAPERS & PLANERS 
6” Pratt & Whitney vertical shaper 
16” & 24” G. & E. shapers 
20” Ohio 
32” Morton draw cut shaper 
24”x24"x6’ Ohio planer 
30”x30’x12’ Cleveland openside 
32x32"x8’ Cincinnati planer 

SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST 

MILES MACHINERY CO. 

SAGINAW, MICH. 
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IN STOCK 

LATHES 

16”x8’ Lodge & Shipley Selective Geared 
Head ea 

18”x8’ Lodge & Shipley 
36x30’ Lodge & Shipley Triple Geared 

Selective Head, two carriages 

DRILLS 

5‘ Fosdick Radial, motor drive 

MILLING MACHINES 

No. 2-H Milwaukee Vertical, latest type 
No. 4-B Milwaukee Vertical 
No. 4 Milwaukee Heavy Plain, Timken 

bearing 
No. 118 Van Norman Production 
26”x25"x12’ Ingersoll Adjustable Rail 
42"x36"x18' Ingersoll Adjustable Rail, 

four heads 

HOR. BOR. MACHINES 

No. 32 Lucas, 334” Bar 
No. 2 Rockford, 2-1/16" Bar 

PLANERS 

36"x36"x8’ Woodward & Powell 
60°x38"x8" Gray Spiral Geared 

TURRET LATHES 

6.2" Denver, chucking machine 
Denver Type 6-R, A.C. and B.F. 
18” Libby, 3'/.” H.S. 
~ ‘ No. 6 Warner & Swasey, A.C. and 

MISCELLANEOUS 

No. 24-HS Gould & Eberhardt Gear 
Hobber 

No. 72 Heald Internal Grinder 
No. 27-MB Smalley-General Thread Miller 
No. 6 Lees-Bradner Thread Miller 

HILL-CLARKE 

MACHINERY COMPANY 

651 Washington Boulevard 
Chicago 6, Illinois 

POWER PRESSES 

No. 96A Toledo Double Crank 

Bed 44 x 48” 

No. 308A Bliss Straight Sided, 

bed 30 x 38”, Tie Rod Frame 

AARON MACHINERY.CO. 
45 CROSBY STREET NEW YORK,WN.Y 

MACHINERY FOR SALE 

1—12"x48" Norton Type “C” Universal 
Multi-Purpose Grinder, complete with in- 
ternal grinding spindle and Quills. 
3/60/220. Mir’s. Serial No. L-1288. 

1—No. 48-W Bridgeport Abrasive Cut-Off 
Saw including Rotary Attachment to 
Rotate Stock during cutting operation, 
3/60/220. Mfr's. Serial No. A-461. 

1—24"’x6’ Ohio Planer, 3/60/220. Mfr's. 
Serial No. unknown. 

1—Nichols Hand Milling Machines, com- 
plete with regular equipment. 3/60/220. 
Mfr's. Serial No. 6-]-2687 

1—Westinghouse 712 H.P. Induction Motor, 
Frame 326, AC 440 volt, 25 cycle, 3 
phase, 2 speed; 1410 RPM and 720 RPM, 
complete with Westinghouse Size 1, 2 
Speed Magnetic Contactor, Style No. 2C 
4880. 

VISIONEERING CO.., Inc. 

4700 PROSPECT AVENUE 

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

100-ton BLISS Rack & Pinion Reducing 
Press, Type +263 

Bolster Area FB x RL 32” x 30” 
Stroke of Ram 12”-60” 

HAZARD BROWNELL 
350 Waterman St. Providence 6, R. I. 

FOR SALE 

AXLE LATHE 
#3 ©=©Niles-Bement-Pond, Center Drive—AC 

Motor. Excellent Condition. 

Adelphia Equipment Company 
341 NORTH THIRD ST., PHILADELPHIA 6, PA. 

42" x 42" x 30" GRAY PLANER 
With two swivel heads on rail. Motor driven 
with 25 HP motor 220 volt 3 phase 60 cycle. 
Max. height under cross rail 45”. Excellent 
condition. 

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC. 
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONN. Tel. 9-3393 

FOR SALE 
600 TON HYDRAULIC PRESS 

Watson Stillman rebuilt 48” single daylight open- 
ing downward double acting ram 16” dial by 21” 
stroke, platen 24”°x24” with clear space left to right 
30%" between 5%” dia. strain rods. We will pur- 
chase your Surplus Equipment. 
UNIVERSAL HYDRAULIC MACHINERY CO. 

285 Hudson Street New York, N. Y. 

THREAD GAGES—PLUG AND RING 

Slightly used, NF-2, 3% to 1”, 6, 8. 10 M.S. Also 1 to 4” N.S. 

Less 75 Percent Discount 

ADJUSTABLE SNAP GAGES. ALL SIZES. 12 to 8”. 

LESS 75 Percent Discount. 

DE WITT TOOL COMPANY 

NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 173 GRAND STREET 

At Your 

Service 

—for bringing business 

needs or “opportunities” to 

the attention of men asso- 

ciated in executive, man- 

agement, sales and respon- 

sible technical, engineer- 

ing and operating capaci- 

ties with the industries 

served by the following 

McGraw-Hill publications: 

The 

SEARCHLIGHT 

SECTIONS 

(Classified Advertising ) 

Air Transport 

American Machinist 

Aviation 

Aviation News 

Business Week 

Bus Transpertation 

Chemical and Metallurgi- 

cal Engineering 

Coal Age 

Construction Methods 

Electrical Contracting 

Electrical Merchandising 

Electrical World 

Electronics 

Engineering and Mining 
Journal 

Engineering News-Record 

E. & M. J. Markets 

Factory Management and 
Maintenance 

Food Industries 
Power 

Product Engineering 

Textile World 

For advertising rates or other 

information address the 

Classified Advertising Division 

McGRAW-HILL 

PUBLISHING CO.., Inc. 

330 West 42nd Street 

New York 18, N. Y. 
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Outstanding Selection 

of 

GUN MAKING MACHINERY 

2—Fay Auto. Lathes, 12”x71” cens., 
Ser. Nos. 81613 and 81547, M.D., 
AC elect. equip. 

1—P. & W. No. '/B x 50, 2 spin. 
Rifling Machine, Ser. No. 174, 
M.D., AC elect. equip. 

1—P. & W. No. |B Chambering Ma- 
chine, Ser. No. 116, M.D., AC 
elect. equip. 

1—P. & W. Deep Hole Drill Sharpener, 
M.D., AC elect. equip., new in 
1941. 

3—P & W. No. '/2B Deep Hole Hydr. 
Feed Reamers, Ser. Nos. 107, 121, 
122, M.D., AC elect. equip. 

2—P. & W. '/2B x 50 Deep Hole Drills, 
Ser. Nos. 170, 200, M.D., AC elect. 
equip. 

All of the above equipment pur- 

chased new in 1941. 

Write, wire or phone. 

Your copy of newly published Cata- 

ready. Please ask for it. log is 

| Evivinil rcthens 
v4] A 

of Vn ie. 
3 SHERMAN ST., WORCESTER 1, MASS. 
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OVERHEAD CRANES 

200 Ton Alliance 100’ Span 
175 Ton Morgan 54” Span 
150 Ton Whiting 30’ Span 
80 Ton “American” 40’6” 
Span 

75 Tom Alliance 37’ Span 
75 Ton Alliance 78’ Span 
50 Ton Cleveland 71°10)" 
Span 

50 Ton Shaw 69'10" Span 
40 Ton Alliance 82’ S 
35 Ton Northern 22’ oll 
30 Ton Case 41’ Span 
30 Ton Morgan 30’ Span 
30 Ton Morgan 77’ Span 
30 Ton Niles 53’9” eon 
30 Ton P & H 80’ Span 
30 Ton Reading 56’ Span 
25 Ton Bedford 50’ Span 
25 Ton Cleveland 106’ Span 
25 Ton P & H 70’ Span 
25 Ton Whiting 106’ Span 
25 Ton Whiting 82’ Span 
25 Ton Whiting 56’ Span 
20 Ton Alliance 77’ Span 
20 Ton Cleveland 65’ Span 
20 Ton Morgan 77’ Span 
20 Ton Northern 60’ Span 
20 Ton P & H 39’6” Span 
20 Ton P & H 54’4” Span 
20 Ton Shaw 76'4” Span 

20 Ton Shepard Niles 49’8” 
Span 

15 Ton Alliance 50’ 
15 Ton Alliance 35’ Span 
15 Ton Cleveland 55’6” Span 
15 Ton Cleveland 35’ Span 
15 Ton Morgan 77’ Span 
15 Ton Niles 32’ Span 
15 Ton Northern 53’ Span 
15 Ton Shaw 82’ Span 
15 Ton Shaw 77’ Span 
15 Ton Toledo 82’ Span 
15 Ton Whiting 74812" Span 
15 Ton Whiting 71'1012" Span 
12 Morgan 56’ Span 
10 Ton Alliance 53’8" Span 
10 Ton Alliance 71'10” Span 
10 Ton “American” 27’ Span 
10 Ton Cleveland 38’ Span 
10 Ton Cleveland 50’ Span 
10 Ton Emsco 30’ Span 
10 Ton Lane 50’ Span 
10 Ton Morgan 39’5" Span 
10 Ton Morgan 77’ Span 
10 Ton P & H 57’ Span 
10 Ton P & H 78’ Span 
10 Ton P & H 87’6” Span 
10 Ton Northern 34° Span 
10 Ton P & H 491014" Span 
10 Ton P & H 60’ Span 
10 Ton P & H 80’ Span 

P 
20 Ton Shaw 76'4" S Spa 

10 Ton Shaw 68’ Span 
10 Ton Shaw 58’ Span 
10 Ton Shaw 88’ Span 
10 Ton Northern 71'1012" 
Span 

742 Ton Erie 70’ Span 
742 Ton P & H 306” Span 
7/2 Ton Scullin 71'10/2" Span 
72 Shepard 36’ § 
6 Ton Shaw 23’ eal 
5 Ton “American” 10’ Span 
5 Ton Champion 37'6” Span 
5 Ton Euclid 
5 Ton Milwaukee 39'8"" Span 
5 Ton Milwaukee 66'8"" Span 
5 Ton Milwaukee 70’ Span 
5 Ton Northern 49’6" Span 
5 Ton P & H 45’ Span 
5 Ton Shaw-Box 25’ Span 
5 Ton Shepard 40’ Span 
5 Ton Toledo 96° Span 
5 Ton Whiting 80’ Span 
3 Ton P & H 464” Span 
3 Ton Shaw 33” Span 
3 Ton Whiting 57’3” Span 
2 Ton Detroit 28’ Span 
2 Ton P & H 46°4” Span 
2 Ton Shepard-Niles 18° & 14” 
1% Ton Cleveland 25’ Span 
14 Ton P & H 34° Span 
1 Ton Curtis 24’ Span 

Take advantage of the ECONOMY day and night service (7 days a week) and 
telephone us collect to discuss your requirements. 

In addition to overhead cranes we can supply all types of shovels, cranes, drag- 
lines, tractors, or practically everything in the equipment field. May we have 
your inquiries? 

ECONOMY CoO., INC. 

49 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N.Y. 

Telephones: MUrrayhill 4-2294, 4-2893, 4-2295, 4-2844, 4-2296, 4-3292 

POWER SHEARS 

FOR IMMEDIATE 

DELIVERY 

10’ L & N Power Shears 3/16” 

Cap. 

8’ NIAGARA 3/16” CAP. 

Both Machines with Front, Back, 

Squaring Gages 

FS-634, American Machinist 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

AUTOMATICS 
1—1” R. A. 6 sp. Gridleys 

GRINDERS 
1—10” x 36” Norton Plain, M.D. 
1—16” x 72” Norton Surface M.D. 

LATHES & TURRET LATHES 
1—16” x 8’ Lodge & Shipley Q.C.G. Taper 

Att. M.D. 
1—1B Foster Turret 
1—3A Warner & Swasey 
1—1A Warner & Swasey 
2—2#6 Warner & Swasey P.F.T. 

DRILLS 
4—6 Spindle Allen 8 High Speed #2 Morse 

Taper 
1—3 Spindle Allen 8” High Speed #2 Morse 

Taper 
MILLS 

#3B Kearney & Trecker P.R.T. 
#2 ~ hainaa & Trecker Timken Bearing Dial 

ee 
#2 Brown & Sharpe Vertical 
#3 Cincinnati Plain, S.P.D. 

PRODUCTION LATHES 
2—1”" x 18” Pratt & Whitney Automatic 
1—8” Sunstrand Stub Lathe, M.D. 

MILLS MACHINERY COMPANY 
3126 GRAND RIVER DETROIT, MICH. 

23 WARNER & SWASEY GEARED 
HEAD UNIVERSAL TURRET LATHE 

Serial 720351W. New July 1943. Six speed 
head. Motor driven. Equipped with bar feed. 
Excellent condition. 

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC. 
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONN. Tel. 9-3393 

FOR SALE: 

Prices reasonable, given on request. 2 
Buzzer Atmospheric pot type furnaces 12 x 
16 with Wheelco Temperature Controllers. 
1 Clark Hardness Tester 12” capacity. 
1 Jones & Lamson Comparator Projector 
14” screen. 1 Norton 6 x 18 Vertical Surface 
Grinder. 5 Landmatic die heads with 
large assortment of chasers up to 1/4” 
capacity. 1 Scheer Comparatol Inspectoset. 

DEXTER MANUFACTURING CORP. 

Narrowsburg, N. Y. 

Punch, Whiting No. 4 
General Electric Are Welder, 200 Amp. 
Quick Work Seaming Machine {0A-!, M. D. 
Drill, Bausch 16 spindie, Ne. 2 taper, M.D. 
Dust Collector 
Grinder, 12” Arter Rotary, M.D. 
Grinder, Bryant Internal No. 3, M.D. 
Grinder, Cincinnati Universal 12x72 
Lathe, LeBlond Multi-Cut Ne. 6, M.D. 
Mill, hand, Kent Owen Ne. |, M.D. 
Mill, Rockford Rigidmil, M.D. 
Mill, Toledo Vertical No. 3V, M.D. 
Niagara Board Drop Hammer 200 Ibs. 
Shaper, Hamilton 24”, M.D. 
Turret Lathe, No. 3 Bardons & Oliver full uni- 

versal, extra tooling, M.D. 
Turret Lathe, Ne. 4 Bardons & 

Oliver, M.D. with drive-all, 
Turret Lathe, Warner & Swasey, 

No. 2, chucking machine, moter in base wcucce 

Detroit Machinery Exchange 
955 E. Vernor Highway Detroit, Mich. 

MACHINE TOOLS 

Baldwin-Southwark Bending Rolls, %4” 
capacity 32 ft. x 25” 

220 Bertsch Bending Rolls %”, 20 ft. 
x 20” dia. 

23K Milwaukee Dial Type Vertical Mil- 
ler 

236 Hanchett Surface Grinder 42” Chuck 

718 Blanchard Surface Grinder, 36” 
Chuck 

8 ft. Carlton Radial Drill 

3” UNIVERSAL Horizontal Boring Mill 
12” x 30” “KK” Monarch Lathe 

All latest type machines, 
new 1942 and ‘43 

HAZARD BROWNELL 

350 Waterman St., Providence 6, R.|. 

Dexter 8880 
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you earn ... that those dollars you save are busy earning 

extra dollars for you . . . that you have a nest egg and an 

emergency fund. 

SUALLY, Our faces show what's happening to us. 

For instance, suppose financial matters are con- 

stantly on your mind. 

Suppose you know that there’s practically no cash re- 

serve between you and trouble. 

It would be surprising if your face didn’t show it. 

But suppose that, on the contrary, you’ve managed to 

get yourself on a pretty sound financial basis. 

Suppose that you’re putting aside part of everything 

Naturally, your face will show that, too. 

There’s a simple and pretty accurate way to tell which 

way your face is going to go in the next few years: 

If you are buying, regularly, and holding as many U. S. 

Savings Bonds as you can, you needn’t worry. 

Your face will be among the ones that wear a smile. 

Buy all the Bonds you can... Keep all the Bonds you buy 

AMERICAN 

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement 

MACHINIST 

prepared under auspices of Treasury Department 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Abrasive Machine Tool Co. 

Accurate Bushing Co. 

Aeme Machine Tool Co. 

Acromark Co. 

Allied 

\llis‘Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 

Almond Mfg. Co., T. R. 

Co. of America 

Products Corp. 

Aluminum 
189, Brass Co. 

Broach & Machine Co. 

American 

\merican 

American Chain & Cable Co., Inc. 

American Gauge Co. 

American Screw Co. 155 

American Tool Works Co. 

Ampco Twist Drill Co. 

Anker-Holth Mfg. Co. 

\rmstrong-Blum Manufacturing Co. 

Armstrong Brothers Tool Co. 

Atlantic Gear Works 

Atlantic Screw Works 

Automotive Gear Works. Inc. 

Avey Drilling Machine Co. 

Baldwin Southwark Div. 

Baldwin Locomotive Works 

Barber-Colman Co. 

Barnes Drill Co. 

Leon J. 

Baumbach Manufacturing Co., E. A. 

Beatty Machine & Mfg. Co. 

Bellows Co. 

Barrett Co.. 

Bilgram Gear & Machine Works 

Blake Co.. Edward 

Blank & Buxton Machinery Co. 

Blanchard Machine Co. 

Bliss Co., E. W. 

Brad Foote Gear Works 

Braun Gear Co. 

Co. 

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. 

Chucking 

Bullard Co 

Burke Machine 
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LEADERSHIP BASED ON ACCOMPLISHED FACTS... 

A case of machining a complete sub-assembly 

Illustrated above is a malleable iron hub used in textile machinery. The two halves 

bolted together as shown are loaded exactly like a single piece, and our Model 

16 Six Spindle Automatic Chucking Machine performs the facing, turning, chamfer- 

ing and undercutting operations with a substantial saving of time and cost. 

This interesting job may well suggest important possibilities in connection with 

your products . . . Our engineers will gladly put their time and experience at 

your disposal to help you discover profit-making advancement in any machining 

application. Consult the New Britain sales engineer in your locality or write The 

New Britain Machine Company. 

THE NEW BRITAIN MACHINE COMPANY 

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT 

NEW BRITAIN-GRIDLEY MACHINE DIVISION 



AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS 
FOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRING 

CORROSION ANDSHEAT RESISTANCE 
MARTENSITIC STAINGESS STEELS 
FOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRING 

CORROSION AND BEAT RESISTANCE 

MSt TYPES 302, 283 and 304 

sTeHt AND TUE OIvitiOoN 
ft TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY CANTON 6. OMIO 

You Up-to-date on 

STAINLESS STEELS ? 

Do you know how more and more 

manufacturers are using Timken Stainless 

Steels for product improvement? 

Do you know about the simple new tech- 

niques for machining, forging and heat- 

treating these steels to your own require- 

ments in your own plant? 

Are you familiar with the outstanding prop- 

erties of the new stainless steels developed 

by The Timken Roller Bearing Company; 

16-25-6 which made possible the American 

jet propulsion engine? And 16-13-3P And 

many others? 

If you must answer “no” to any of these 

questions, you should have our new series 

of Stainless Steel Data Books. They con- 

tain many facts which will be helpful to 

you—all based upon our long years of ex- 

perience as a major producer of the finest 

stainless bars and tubes. Their viewpoint 

therefore is extremely practical. 

We will gladly send these booklets with- 

out cost to interested manufacturers who 

request them on their own letterhead. Ask 

for Stainless Steel Data Booklets No. 32, 

33, 34 and 35. Address Steel and Tube 

Division, The Timken Roller Bearing 

Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

GH EXPERIENCE AND RESEARCH 

SPECIALISTS in hot rolled and cold finished Alloy Steel Bars for 
forging and machining applications, as well as a complete range of >tai® 
less, Graphitic, and Standard Tool Steel analyses. Also Alloy and 
less Steel Seamless Tubing for mechanical and pressure tube applics ‘ion 


